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ABSTRACT

Eating People Is Might: Power and the Representation of Anthropophagy in Antiquity
by
Christopher Weimer

Advisor: Danielle Kellogg

For several decades, scholars have read cannibalism in ancient texts as an ethnographic and
rhetorical strategy to marginalize, minimize, demonize, or otherwise denigrate ‘the Other.’ It is
seen as a characteristic of the wild, the savage, the uncivilized, and the bestial, something one
attributes only to other people. This project challenges that assertion. In situating the many
varied references to eating people in ancient Greek, Near Eastern, and Roman literature within
their historical and generic contexts, I provide an alternative reading of the purpose of these
accusations and stories. I argue that consumption of another is a statement of power, and those
who can consume freely or dictate the strictures of another’s diet hold the most immense power.
This underlying quality forms the core of the various established topoi in antiquity, which are
employed in different ways according to their function in a text, the genre of the text, and even
the language and culture in which that text is written.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Cannibalism and Antiquity
In the beginning of Greek mythological time, Heaven and Earth bore Cronus, the
universe’s first cannibal. Some time afterward, Greece’s invulnerable warrior Achilles threatened
to eat his nemesis Hector raw. These two stories, found in Hesiod’s Theogony and Homer’s Iliad
respectively, establish that cannibalism was an important theme from the onset of the Greek
literary record. For such a lurid topic, stories of people eating people have an understated
omnipresence throughout the rest of Greek mythology and Greece’s literary history and heritage.
It is present in the four earliest Greek works (adding the Odyssey and Works & Days to the
above) as well as in all kinds of genres. It appears throughout myths and tales of gods, kings, and
heroes. Its influence can be found in derivative works of Roman and Christian literature, as well
as other neighboring areas. It is mentioned in some of the earliest Mesopotamian and Egyptian
texts, and as a curse it is repeated throughout the Hebrew canon. Egyptians, Greeks, Scythians,
Irish, Celts, Indians, Bacchants, Christians, and Jews have all at some point been accused of
practicing man-eating, and other times some of them have returned the accusation. Rarely is it
asked why cannibalism is so prevalent among ancient texts.
Despite the ubiquity of cannibalistic language in ancient texts, scholarly attention to the
discourse of cannibalism in antiquity is been lacking. Monographs on cannibalism are few, and
none focus on cannibalism in the Mediterranean and Near Eastern world. Yet the fact that it
shows up in the most important ancient texts and is associated with some of the most important
figures (Zeus, Achilles, Odysseus, Tantalus, Sargon II, Cyrus the Great, Hannibal, and Jesus
Christ) demands further inquiry. A comprehensive study on the ways cannibalism is described
1

and utilized in religion, culture, and literature of the ancient Mediterranean and Near East is
needed. Because of this, scholarship on the context and purpose of cannibal motifs is relegated to
isolated insights or, worse, older and outmoded ideas. The very way cannibalism is defined today
does not match with the ways the ancient Greeks and their neighbors talked about eating people.
Cannibalism today is not the same as cannibalism of antiquity, and we need to make sure we do
not read ancient cannibalism in light of what we understand cannibalism today being. By truly
understanding how cannibalism was discussed in antiquity and that it was used for particular
purposes, we can not only understand cannibal scenes better, but the texts that pivot on those
scenes, and in fact all the works that build on those texts.
This is the goal of this project. In situating the many varied references to eating people in
ancient literature within their historical and generic contexts, I provide an alternative reading of
the purpose of these accusations and stories. Whereas the default interpretation has for a long
time been that cannibalism is animalistic and a device for defining identities, I argue instead that
consumption of another is a statement of power, and those who can consume freely or dictate the
strictures of another’s diet hold the most immense power. This underlying quality forms the
backbone of the various established topoi, which are employed in different ways according to
their function in a text, the genre of the text, and even the language and culture in which that text
is written.

Scope of the Project
Given how prevalent cannibalism is in world literature, I have decided to limit the scope
of this project in some ways and open it up in others. First and foremost, I have made this
2

dissertation chiefly about the ways ancient peoples of the Mediterranean and Near East discuss
people being eaten; whether any group engaged in such behavior is saved for future research. As
I demonstrate in the first few chapters, the idea of a category that encompasses intra-species
consumption but excludes inter-species consumption, what in English is simply ‘cannibalism,’ is
anachronistic to the ancient world. There is a shared vocabulary of the consumption of people by
animals, gods, and other people, to such an extent that one category only makes sense in light of
the other two. Other actions also overlap, namely killing people, including human sacrifice and
those killed in war. While the ancient Greeks could articulate distinctions among these actions,
there is still an underlying core connection in the death and consumption (metaphorically or
literally) of the human body.
While most of the cannibal discourse is found in literary works, and therefore most of the
discussion draws upon those works, I also include in my analysis products of Greek and Near
Eastern culture and the history behind them, including royal inscriptions, treatises, divination
texts, and, where it extends beyond mere literary development, the myths and folktales as
traditions separate from the poems and compilations in which they occur. The differences that
these various media engender informs my approach to the cannibal discourse, and even when
classifying stories into broad categories, I try to avoid the pitfalls that come with synchronic
comparisons by paying attention to the context in which cannibalistic language is employed.
I center the discussion chiefly in the Greek world, from the dawn of epic down into the
early Christian era. The volume of analysis presented herein is roughly commensurate with how
frequent the topic of cannibalism and man-eating appears in a corpus and how central it is to it.
For that reason, Greek mythology, with its numerous stories of cannibalism that develop topoi in
unique and interesting ways, propels much of the discussion. Pindar, the Greek tragedians, and
3

various mythographers all are well represented within this analysis.
In particular, I single out Homer, Hesiod, and Herodotus for more extensive treatment,
given their importance not only in the canon but also in being among the earliest evidence we
have for Greek conceptions of cannibalism. Homer is an obvious choice, since the cannibalism in
both the Iliad and the Odyssey is found throughout the text and is critical to interpreting the
whole of the work. The aforementioned Cronus and Zeus myth in the Theogony (453–505) and
the “Fable of the Hawk” in the Works and Days (202–211) are likewise important scenes, if for
no other reason that they elicit curiosity among interpreters. Herodotus mentions not only
cannibal tribes like the Scythians and Callatiae, which others also mention, but is the first extant
ethnographer to devote extended discussion on them, and makes cannibalism a recurring theme
throughout all of his Histories.
Moving beyond the traditional boundaries of Classics, I explore its immediate
predecessors and progenitors in and around the ancient Near East and Egypt as far back as their
literature takes us. Since cannibalism is mentioned at the genesis of this literary tradition, there is
no upper bound on how far back I take this inquiry. The limits on this instead are twofold. For
one, with few exceptions I exclude from extended discussion Near Eastern literature that has not
drawn upon the primary Akkadian koine, a single tradition ultimately originating in Sumerian
literature but reaching its zenith in Akkadian cuneiform documents. Literary Akkadian’s spread
was vast and common, and all literary traditions with ties to the ancient Near East were
influenced by it in some way. Akkadian cuneiform indeed has one of the longest literary
traditions at 2,300 years of continuous history, and directly influences Assyrian, Babylonian,
Egyptian, Hittite, Hebrew, and Persian corpora.1 Outside traditions, such as Sanskrit and its
1

Lenzi 2019: 1–3.
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descendants, are called upon only when they provide a deep parallel. The other limit is on the
chronological lower bound. Near Eastern works that post-date the codification of the Greek
material is saved for a future, intrepid researcher.
Moving later into history, Latin literature is included and grouped together with Greek
literature, from which it was generously borrowed. While the Romans are not generally seen as
innovators, they do often put ideas succinctly, and they have (thankfully) indirectly preserved
Greek literature. But even with the Romans, there are stories and discussions of cannibalism that
are congruent with yet distinct from (and complement) Greek and Near Eastern literary traditions
on anthropophagy. With the conquest of the Levant and Anatolia, Jewish and Christian and
Graeco-Roman literatures intermingle, yielding new configurations of describing cannibalism.
To rein in the scope, I draw upon sources from Late Antiquity sparingly and primarily in the
final chapter, in which I examine the cannibalistic implications of the Eucharist in its larger
context.
This scope provides a fruitful and expansive trajectory to trace the development of
cannibalism in literature in a few traditions over the course of three millennia. The dissertation
also attempts to trace that development—albeit very briefly—into the modern era. That exact
trajectory is sometimes obscure, but modern ideas of cannibalism and anthropophagy are further
elucidated by this inquiry.

History of Scholarship on Cannibalism
Cannibalism as a topic of discussion is already found among the ancient Greeks, where it
is generally argued over the veracity of its appearances in poetry and historical texts. Criticism of
5

the poets’ portrayals of the gods can be traced back to at least Xenophanes and Heraclitus, who
take umbrage with Homer’s characterization of the gods. 2 Cannibalism in particular is doubted
by Pindar in his Olympians 1, which repudiates the story of Tantalus feeding his son to the
Olympians. For Pindar, such an illiberal action by someone so near to the gods is untenable.
Thucydides follows suit, though from a different tack. For him, having examined the peoples of
Sicily, the Cyclopes and Laestryogones are unknowable and thus relegated to poets’ tales (6.2.1).
Herodotus’ Histories, which is replete with various ethnea who practice some form of
cannibalism, truly ignites the debate. Whether Herodotus endeavors to tell the truth or fabricates
tall tales has proved very fertile ground for scholarly debate that has never completely abated.
The first century geographer Strabo calls into question both Herodotus’ methodology—labeling
him a mere storyteller—and the various reports of Irish cannibalism. 3 While he does not directly
exculpate Herodotus, the Roman encyclopedist Pliny the Elder defends the notion that there were
cannibal Scythian tribes; after all, he says, cannibalism was said to exist in Sicily (by the
Cyclopes and Laestrygones) and the Romans themselves had committed human sacrifice, “which
is not that different from eating them” (paulo a mandando abest, NH 7.2.9).
The Renaissance, with the discovery of aboriginal peoples in the Caribbean and then the
Pacific, along with the re-discovery of ancient Greek and Latin texts, provided a “watershed
moment”4 which marks a new fascination with the idea of a man-eating people. For the early
modern European imaginaire, it confirmed the existence of what was formerly in the domain of
fabulists and Classical travelogues and drew a sharp contrast between the “civilized” people of
Europe against the “savage,” fierce, man-eating people, who are feared by their neighbors. While
2
3
4

Xenophanes DK 21, B11–12, 14–16; Heraclitus DK 22 B40, 42, 56–57, 105–106.
Strabo 17.1.52; 4.5.4.
Gaunt 2013: 164, citing Lestringant 1997: 16.
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Columbus, in his initial letter home, sounds incredulous at their anthropophagous proclivity, the
idea that wild island savages who kill and eat their enemies took hold of the European
imagination, and historians, philosophers, scientists, and scholars again debated whether or not
these reports ought to be believed, and if so, what does it mean for humanity.
Scholars of the medieval and early modern period have since added nuance, shying away
from such a pronounced demarcation line and arguing that medieval Europe’s fascination with
cannibalism, despite the lack of a unified term for it, existed far before 1492. 5 Yet the physical
distance of the Caribbean does shift the discussion of cannibal peoples to the margins, and this
trend was already questioned by Michel de Montaigne, who opines that the New World
“savages” are less savage by eating an enemy after he is killed, whereas the more “civilized”
Portuguese and French are more barbarous for feeding to dogs and pigs while he is still alive. 6 In
creating his commentary on cannibalism, Montaigne became one of the first and foremost to
speculate on the meaning of the act, ascribing notions of revenge to it, whereas many others at
the time followed the Spanish crown in simply decrying the act as barbarity and naught else.
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the search for the meaning underlying the
behavior and motivations of cannibals was fueled by the development of the study of
anthropology and ethnographic fieldwork. In his contribution to The Anthropology of
Cannibalism, Michael Pickering categorizes early to mid-twentieth century scholarship (since
World War II) into four approaches using chiefly two different methodologies. 7 The

5
6
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Blurton 2007; Gaunt 2013.
Montaigne, Des Cannibales: “Je pense qu'il y a plus de barbarie à manger un homme vivant, qu'à le manger
mort, à deschirer par tourmens et par gehennes, un corps encore plein de sentiment, le faire rostir par le menu, le
faire mordre et meurtrir aux chiens, et aux pourceaux (comme nous l'avons non seulement leu, mais veu de
fresche memoire, non entre des ennemis anciens, mais entre des voisins et concitoyens, et qui pis est, sous
pretexte de pieté et de religion) que de le rostir et manger apres qu'il est trespassé.”
Pickering 1999.
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methodologies concern the level of critical acceptance (more or less trusting of accounts), while
the approaches grow out of contemporary anthropological theories concerning a) social evolution
(cannibalism is a primitive behavior code that is lost in the process of becoming civilized), b)
ecological constraints (cannibalism and other food taboos arise due to environmental
circumstances), c) underlying psychological motivations and Freudian analysis, or d) ritual
symbolism (cannibalism or cannibalistic acts are religious rituals that descend from earlier
practices). Each of these approaches have their champions who often vehemently disagree with
each other, but they all more or less shared trust in accounts of cannibalism. Cannibal peoples are
a fact of life; the only serious controversy is why it occurs.
Another seismic shift occurs with the publication of William Arens’ seminal monograph
The Man-Eating Myth.8 Therein Arens proposes the idea that there is no concrete evidence of
cannibalism as a practice ever existing, and that virtually all reports and accusations of
cannibalism are rooted in the motivation to—at the local level—denigrate and demonize enemies
and—at the global level—separate “civilized” Westerners from “savage” non-Westerners who
inhabit the margins of the known world. He calls into question many of the witnesses to
cannibalistic practices, arguing that they are inconsistent and unreliable or have motivations to
lie, such as for missionary purposes. He especially takes aim at the academy and accuses
credulous anthropologists of being unwittingly complicit in propagating this system.9
Despite some push-back from some anthropologists, Arens’ criticism was taken up and
expounded upon by commentators in a plethora of fields. A wave of post-colonialist readings of
different texts, then and now, analyze cannibalistic language within a context of alterity. In these
8
9

Arens 1979.
Although many anthropologists originally reacted to the claim that cannibalism did not exist as a practice Arens
clarified his stance in later articles (especially Arens 1998), and focuses his criticism on uncritical acceptance of
rumors, hearsay, and bad-faith attestations.
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readings, cannibalism was and still is a marker of the uncivilized, of the savage. 10 Cannibals in
literature first and foremost serve to reinforce norms about what society should do, with the
entirety of the cannibals’ behavior functionally anathema to the civilized. When placed in
opposition to each other, they assume the form of a binary pair, taking a place alongside other
Lévi-Straussian pairs: black v. white, raw v. cooked, man v. woman, neighbor v. foreigner. What
started off as a critique of anthropological inquiry quickly morphed into a Structuralist paradigm.
Ancient historians are not spared from Arens’ scrutiny, who traces the twin connection of
ethnography and the creation of cannibals who live “far beyond the pale of civilization” back to
Herodotus’s treatment of the Scythians. 11 Some Classical scholarship, for which a Structuralist
reading of cannibalism was nothing new, build off Arens’ views. François Hartog’s Le Miroir
d'Hérodote reads Herodotus’ ethnographic survey as consisting of pairs of binomial opposites—
the northern Scythians v. the southern Egyptians, the eastern Persians v. the western Greeks—
with each pole representing some extreme. The cannibalistic Scythians are the newest and
ostensibly the most primitive of the nations, and they, in good savage fashion, reject all civilized
customs. Reading Herodotus in this way was made easier by the general oppositional model that
developed in the Greek thought: everyone is cast into two diametrically opposed groups, either
Ἕλληνες or βάρβαροι.12

10
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12

Obeyesekere 1998: "[For] the most part cannibalism is a discourse on the Other, defining out-groups in terms of
their horrifying man-eating propensities;” Obeyesekere 2005: “[Arens] argues that the idea of savage
cannibalism has little basis in empirical reality. It is for the most part an imputation to the Other, the Savage, or
the Alien that he is engaged in a tabooed practice of man-eating. This in turn is a colonial projection providing a
justiﬁcation for colonialism, proselytism, conquest, and sometimes for the very extermination of native peoples.
The discourse that Arens highlights is familiar to us now as “Orientalism,” though in the course of this work I
will make a case for using “savagism” instead.” Too many studies to mention contain some sort of statement
similar to Obeyesekere’s above, with or without the reference to Arens, from literary studies to film studies to
the social sciences. Arens’ impact cannot be understated.
Arens 1979: 10.
Hartog 1988: 3-11; Cartledge 1993: 56-9; care must be taken not to oversimplify this, see Malkin 2001: 12-15,
Thomas 2001: 213-214, and Mitchell 2007: 29.
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In the scholarly literature of the following decades, discussions on cannibalism in ancient
Greek texts conform to this binary paradigm. Cannibal peoples are the “not Greeks,” and they
live and act opposite to the Greeks. They are marginal, not central; they eat their victims raw, not
cooked; they are animals, savages, and not civilized like the paragons of civilization, the
Greeks.13 Should any Greek or Roman actually be charged with eating people, they would, in
effect, gain all the associations of uncivilized barbarians. Cannibalism is thus a part of the
discourse of alterity that attempts to separate identities, at once defining the good qualities of the
in-group while denigrating the cannibalistic out-group as “the Other.”
This development has not been without serious criticism, either from anthropologists or
Classicists. As soon as The Man-Eating Myth was published, it attracted a flurry of articles that
deride the Arens’ and his follower’s camp as “revisionist,” countering with scores of examples
they say demonstrate the existence of cannibalism.14
Reducing all instances of cultural cannibalism to mere attempts at delegitimization of
some “Other” relies from a hyper-skeptical and overly selective reading of accounts and ignores
the vast majority of ways people discuss anthropophagy. Moreover, the reflexive refusal to
acknowledge that cannibalism could exist is itself a type of cultural imperialism and is connected
to a sub-conscious bias which universalizes one’s own moral beliefs. 15 The practice is so
deplorable to some that they cannot fathom others engaging in it, yet one of the fundamental
lessons of ethnography is that cultural relativity extends to unfathomable areas.
The same simplistic reduction when applied to ancient texts is even more egregious.
13
14
15

See e.g., Konstan 1981 and Erskin 2013.
Abler 1980; Forsyth 1983, 1985; Whitehead 1984; Petrey 2005.
Cf. Petrey 2005: 114, whose engagement (and rebuttal) of Arens’ original 1979 thesis is succinctly put: “"I
would charge that such blanket disbelief in ritual cannibalism arises from an ethnocentrically-produced
preconception, just as does the blanket condemnation of precontact indigenes as bloodthirsty savages.”
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Classicists need not look far to see Zeus’ consumption of Metis (discussed in Chapter Four)
portrayed in a positive light, and the infamous scenes of Achilles threatening to eat Hector or
Tydeus chomping on Melanippus (both discussed in Chapter Five) completely lack any exotic,
foreign, or imperial elements. What I have uncovered instead is that the vast majority of
references to cannibalism in Greek literature makes little to no ethnographic claims, and among
ancient Near Eastern texts the lack of ethnographic or exoticizing contexts surrounding
cannibalism is starker. While Arens is primarily concerned with cannibalism as anthropologists
and ethnographers wrote about it, these texts are better elucidated without an anthropological
lens. Even crediting Arens’ main thesis, to force a post-Columbus interpretation of what
cannibalism means to humanity would be anachronistic, and completely absent from Arens’
invective is a treatment of the sort of cannibalism found in myths and folk tales or the everyday
cannibalistic figurative language that we use. There is no discussion of eating, sacrifice, or even
actual occasions of cannibalism among the extremely famished or mentally disturbed. This is not
necessarily a fault with The Man-Eating Myth, but rather these areas are outside the scope of his
thesis.16 Only when taking these all factors into account can the roles of cannibalism in ancient
thought be properly understood. Beyond Arens, there is a growing body of works that rely more
on contextualist approaches, examining the relationship among the author, their socio-cultural
background, and the purpose and genre of the work in which cannibalism appears. These works
have the advantage of moving beyond generalizing principles about human nature and instead
look at its individual expression and how its depiction changes over time and differs from culture
to culture, from author to author. The approaches of the early twentieth century tended to rely too
heavily on a static picture of cannibalism, whether it is wholly a myth or preserves some ancient
16

Arens 1979: 9.
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memory. Cannibalism is not really one single act, but like every other human action, its meaning
will depend on its context, and we can therefore understand its context a bit better by examining
how cannibalism is treated therein.
Notable efforts have been made in the past two decades to decouple cannibalism from the
ethnographic-anthropological lens that previous works have relied upon. Some, like Mark
Buchan, still operate under quasi-Structuralist framework and see the essential function of
cannibalism in texts as a way of demarcating the civil from the savage, the human from the
animal, in essence making those who commit the deed cast as inhuman outsiders, even if they do
not always appeal to alterity per se.17 Others, such as Maggie Kilgour and Kristen Guest, opt for
an approach resembling New Historicism, exploring not only what the context can say about
cannibalism in a text, but also what cannibalism says about the text’s context. 18 For Guest,
cannibals in Victorian thought are used to highlight London’s own problems with poverty, a step
further than even Hartog takes his miroire, for whom an examination of barbarian values reflects
back Greek values. While Kilgour’s monograph does not abandon the Structuralist binary
system, she does allow greater nuance and variability in how literary writers adopt and adapt
cannibalism to suit their purposes. Understanding that representations of cannibalism are not
natural phenomena but human actions is key to interpreting their meaning in human discourse.
One key insight Kilgour makes in her study is that the reaction to cannibalism from the
Europeans is also cannibalistic.19 Those groups that practiced cannibalism were to have their
property and even freedom subsumed by the colonialists, which she makes out to be the essence
of imperialism: the livelihoods and lives of ones are given over to the benefit of the other. The
17
18
19

Buchan 2001.
Kilgour 1990; Guest 2001.
Kilgour 1990: 148.
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actual binary which emerges from the discourse on cannibalism is not “savage v. civilized,” but
to “eat or be eaten.”
In some ways this insight is not necessarily new. Montaigne’s equation of the cannibal
Caribs and Europe barbarie expresses a similar idea. The cannibal Caribs, in Montaigne’s
analysis, kill and eat their enemies in order to exact revenge, which is to say to regain a power
over them that was formerly lost.20 A closer forerunner is Peggy Sanday’s 1986 study, which
connects the practice of cannibalism to other now-abhorrent practices such as incest, all of which
are “primordial metaphors for relations of domination and submission.” 21 These metaphors are
actually realized in scattered cultures in traditional rituals as explanations of the circle of life: in
other words, we eat to live.
Cannibalism as an expression of power is more firmly rooted in Minaz Jooma’s reading
of Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe.22 Therein Jooma frames the actions of Crusoe and the
cannibals in terms of fear and dominance.23 Jooma’s argument is significant in arguing that by
consuming another, the cannibal creates a power imbalance and is strengthened by the act.
Defoe’s eponymous protagonist eventually becomes a mirror of the cannibal he fears by
domesticating his “servant” Friday (himself a cannibal) into submission, by means of a similar
process to Crusoe’s subjugation of livestock; in fact, if he had failed, Crusoe would have killed
Friday.24 Pearlman and Kilgour have already explored the themes of dominance that pervade the
novel, yet both tie the cannibalistic urges of Crusoe to the temptation to revert to a more
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“Ce [=cannibalism] n'est pas comme on pense, pour s'en nourrir, ainsi que faisoient anciennement les Scythes,
c'est pour representer une extreme vengeance.”
Sanday 1986: 21.
Jooma 2001.
Jooma 2001: 72.
Jooma 2001: 70.
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primitive state, a state he finds in his surroundings. 25 For Jooma, however, both the Caribs and
Crusoe, the latter informed by European mercantilism, represent cannibalistic domination over
others, a trait that both cannibalism and mercantilism require for the comparison to be made.26
Despite the overwhelming body of Classical and Near Eastern scholarship still defaulting
to Structuralist-informed views of representations of cannibalism, some commentaries offer
more nuanced, context-dependent readings, with or without drawing on the aforementioned
studies. Although much more limited in scope than the present study, they do resist the simplistic
reduction to binary opposition. Yet they also resist a broader scope and limit their analyses to a
handful of texts while generally neglecting ancient cannibalism’s larger context. Brian Hook, for
example, argues that the Stoic advocacy of cannibalism and incest is actually only a thought
experiment, granting the Stoic sage allowance to perform extreme acts if—hypothetically—it
would be in service of some greater justice. 27 J. Albert Harrill compares the cannibalism in the
Gospel of John to the cannibalism of those instigating stasis in the Roman world and argues that
the formulation of the Eucharist—which is devoid of feasting connotations—is a call to
“factionalism.”28 In particular, he sees the Johannine version stemming from the expulsion of
Christians from the Jewish community in the second century. While Harrill’s thesis has some
support in a wider study on cannibalism, more comparisons suggest that his is only an
incomplete picture, that cannibalism can be a way to refer to rebels, but it is not the only
possibility. More recently, in his study of ancient Near Eastern banquets, Noegel (2016) argues
that the imagery of killing and homicide (and human sacrifice vis-à-vis the death of Christ) are
so imbued with anthropophagous overtones that they form a purposeful motif that “conveys the
25
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divinity’s violent victory over chaos.” 29 He further expands this idea to cover Akkadian and
Assyrian divinities and kings, but he stops just short of noticing the character of power beyond
eschatological victory. It is that characteristic of power that I wish to expand upon and explore
for this study.

Methodology
The discussion of cannibalism in antiquity is primarily a literary activity, and thus
literature is the medium through which I analyze cannibalism and anthropophagy alike. Cannibal
acts in ancient literature rarely take the form of actual occurrences. Instead, they are often
literary creations that function and develop as topoi. As such, literary analysis is an appropriate
approach to studying them. Most often this takes the form of a close comparison of cannibal
scenes, wherein shared vocabulary and parallels are sought across genres and languages in order
to understand the commonalities and purpose of utilizing cannibalism and cannibal figures.
In the course of doing so, I advance a few recurring arguments. First and foremost, I
argue that the very nature of cannibalism in antiquity was fundamentally different from the way
we, in a post-Columbus world, think about it, and that our definition—that of intra-species
consumption—is anachronistic in the context of the ancient world. There is no single word for
‘cannibalism’ in ancient Greek, Latin, or Hebrew, and ‘man-eaters’ in an ancient text could be
man, god, or crocodile without necessitating a change in vocabulary. While there is little doubt
that some Greek would have conceived of his fellow man’s consumption of another fellow to be
qualitatively different from a lion’s consumption of a lamb or shepherd, they do overlap, and one
can—via figurative language—freely refer to or inform the others.
29
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Throughout this dissertation I also argue that there is a central element or core, that of a
destructive power imbalance, embedded in discussions of cannibalism and man-eating that is
present throughout its earliest appearances of people being eaten and continues throughout its
history up through the present day. The very action of consuming another is to assert the most
extreme form of dominance and control over them. By their consumption, they cease to be, and
whatever power and vitality they held is transferred to the consumer. When people are targeted,
they become the cannibal’s prey, which then activates innate senses of fear and dread at being
eaten.
Sometimes this is understood quite literally. Man’s natural predators, including lions and
bears, are feared for their ability to consume people. The most powerful people and deities were
compared to animals. Other times, however, cannibalism and anthropophagy are frequently used
as a metaphor or otherwise represented alongside conventional topoi and themes. Used
metaphorically, literary cannibals could metaphorically represent destructive kings, rebel leaders
and disobedient populations, or prophets of socially dangerous ideas. Regardless of the
application, there is a menacing potency behind them. And when cannibalism is passive, there is
a menacing power who sets the action in motion. Even in times of famine or starvation, there is a
named power, often a god or a king, behind those conditions.
Thus, representations and discussions of cannibalism and anthropophagy are virtually
never neutral, but are imbued with a tension that arises from imbalanced power dynamics. Boiled
down, the act of cannibalism comprises the consumer and the consumed, the strong and the
weak. This power imbalance has sometimes been noted, yet has most often been neglected in
fuller discussions of cannibalism in ancient texts, which already are rare due to the unsavory
nature of the topic. From the outset of this dissertation, I highlight and emphasize the effects of
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this reading and explore its implications, even when the tension of a particular expression of
cannibalism has receded to the background. I am personally persuaded that, even when the focus
has shifted to other facets, an imbalance in power is still recognizable in virtually all instances.
The third argument I make is that there is a noticeable, ongoing, diachronic evolution of
the cannibal discourse. While the core element of power persists through the ages, it is rather
elastic. Of course, given the full history of cannibalism’s appearance in literature from 2300 BCE
to today, it would be highly remarkable for any trope or metaphor to remain consistent for a
4,300-year history. Depending on who is discussing cannibalism and for what purpose, the
themes are played straight, contorted, subverted, inverted, and everything in between. Within
culturally bound literary traditions, especially Classical and Hellenistic Greek or royal Near
Eastern literature, the evolution is fairly transparent, although the exact process becomes more
difficult to tease out when examining potential cross-cultural borrowings.
The picture is clear enough that a general trend can be noted. In the earliest sources,
cannibalism and anthropophagy symbolize a terrifying potency, as noted in the first argument.
Yet over time, they increasingly developed negative connotations. Whereas the Sumerians could
exhort their goddess Isis to consume her enemies, Yahweh’s followers had to substitute their god
for his weaponry instead. The Assyrians caused cannibalism in their deadly conquests, yet the
Athenians and other Greeks portrayed “cannibal kings” in less-than-flattering terms. By the
Hellenistic and Roman eras, the “cannibals” are killer kings, reckless rebels, and fascinating
foreigners. While we in the modern world inherited all these aspects, the last is what is typically
discussed today.
With diachronic analysis, there is a danger of reductivism and over-simplification, and
these are faults that I actively try to avoid. The picture, as always, is not only complex in the
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extant sources, but perhaps even more so in what was lost to time. The changes should not be
seen as uniform accretions, but as punctuated clusters of like-minded writers who draw on the
full history of cannibalism to paint their portraits. Not only could cultures simultaneously hold
conflicting ideas about cannibalism, but authors and works, too. What is horrific to some could
be excused by their contemporaries. Texts react and revert, correct and subvert, and which way
they go is influenced by the capricious nature of poets, philosophers, and royal figures.
While there is no monolithic change, there is change, nonetheless. That is, of course, the
nature of literary tropes; each new instance builds off the knowledge of its creator of the last.
Moreover, new generations adopt and alter new values and customs; cannibalism is one of those
things that tends to become less valuable and more abhorrent. For some, there is scarcely
anything worse. In Shakespeare’s Henry VI, when Queen Margaret confronts the killers of her
child, Edward, she calls them “cannibals” because they are “worse than murderer[s]” (3.5.5).
After Columbus’ voyages to the Caribbean, Queen Isabella of Spain decreed that any and all of
the “Indians” (as the Spanish assumed they were) would be free persons with the exception of
those who practice cannibalism. In US history, the serial killers who also munch on their victims
receive more sensational media coverage, and fictional portrayals of them make them out to be
inhuman monsters.
The diachronic development traced throughout this dissertation runs counter to the more
inflexible of the Structuralist interpretations of cannibalism. In a developing framework, it is no
longer permissible to claim that any given appearance of people eating people represents some
universal and immutable facet of the human psyche, but is instead a tool used in order to
represent some image, illustrate some aspect, or drive home some point. Cannibalism in texts
will have to be subject to the same processes that evaluate other textual tools, and finding out
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what is intended will require, as I mention above, a close reading of the passages in context.

The Structure of the Dissertation
To accomplish this close reading of cannibalism in ancient texts, I have divided up their
occurrences into chapters based on thematic similarities. Before getting into close readings, I
spend Chapter Two discussing the vocabulary of eating people. Throughout this introduction so
far, I conflate, as many others do, terms like cannibalism, anthropophagy, and man-eating. They
all are ostensibly synonymous with each other, and few authors do more than note their
etymological origins. But here I do more than merely note the origin of the words in English; I
explore all the various words related to eating people in Greek and Latin, while noting some
significant expressions for eating people in languages that Greek and Latin influenced (namely
English, but also among the Romance languages). I argue that this is significant for the study of
cannibalism, in that it fundamentally questions what “cannibalism” even is.
In Chapter Three, I provide the psychological backdrop to the study of cannibalism. By
drawing on studies that examine childhood fears of animals, I look at how the fear of being eaten
informs the ancient conceptions of anthropophagous figures. This fear is derived ultimately from
a deep-seated and genetic disposition towards threatening predators, which also manifests in the
form of imagined monsters. I also establish a connection between the power that these maneaters have and our fear of their ability to consume us, upon which the cannibal topos is built.
After these first preliminary chapters, the next three chapters offer a closer analysis of the
power dynamics of cannibalism in literature. For Chapter Four, I collect and arrange
chronologically stories—both mythological and historical—which depict or otherwise represent
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anthropophagy by deities, kings, and other rulers. These man-eating rulers appear in disparate
regions and in a variety of contexts throughout the ancient Near East and Mediterranean, and
together they form common patterning of representation, which I call the “cannibal-king topos.”
This topos originally focused on the powerful and especially fearsome nature of the
anthropophage, and as such they are imbued or compared to deadly weapons or dreadful beasts.
The response that is provoked is one of terrifying awe and even reverence. The anthropophagous
behavior of Ishtar, Anat, and Yahweh (via his sword) is lauded, and the king of the pantheons in
Greek and Hittite theology both consumed others to acquire that power. Yet over time, that
terrifying awe began to be described more in terms of unjust terror, and by the rise of Greek
democratic movements, the ubiquitous cannibal-king was seen more as a tyrant.
Against this backdrop, I employ this new lens to re-read the interactions of the Cyclops,
Odysseus, and the suitors of Penelope in the Odyssey. I argue that Odysseus’ slaughter of the
suitors is an inverted parallel of Odysseus in Cyclops’ cave. Odysseus, like the suitors, violates
the laws of hospitality by improperly eating Polyphemus’ food. In turn, Polyphemus consumes
the sailors. These events are paralleled by those of Odysseus’ homecoming. Like Odysseus’
sailors, Penelope’s suitors are not practicing guest-xenia properly, and there is a sharp emphasis
on improper eating. In response, Odysseus, who is compared to a bloodthirsty lion, slaughters
them all.
The next two chapters expand on the idea of cannibalism as an expression of power in
opposite ways. For Chapter Five, I examine the anthropophagous language and its associated
vocabulary surrounding Achilles and other warrior-kings in the Iliad in order to assess the shift
from cannibal-king to cannibal-warrior. Far from the “unheroic animal” that Achilles
approaches, all the warriors, and even some non-combatants, become anthropophagous because
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of war. War itself is the cause of and metaphorically partakes in anthropophagy. Achilles’ (and
to a lesser extent Hecuba’s) famous threats to “eat his liver raw” (the former said about Hector,
the latter about Achilles) are not singled out as particularly abhorrent, yet the metaphorical
cannibalism complicates the absolute virtues of the warrior ethos. The Iliad is thus an
illuminating stepping stone between the cannibal gods of the preceding centuries and the odious
tyrants imagined in later Greece.
These three chapters trace the primary vehicle for discussing cannibalism in the ancient
Near East and Mediterranean down to the early Classical era, after which I show further
developments. Chapter Six examines the role of ethnography in shifting the discourse of
cannibalism in antiquity from power and tyrants to the exotic. While Herodotus is often blamed
for this, I argue against such an accusation, and instead I read Herodotus’ narratives of the MedoPersian kings as fully within the cannibal-king topos. The cannibalism of more distant tribes,
including the notorious Anthropophagi, are excused, downplayed, or, in the case of the
Scythians, still relate to the exercise of power.
In Chapter Seven, I return to the Near East to show an alternative development of the
cannibal-king topos. I argue that the cannibal curses found in Assyrian treaties (and descendant
texts) developed from a need to employ the strongest language possible in order to dissuade
disloyalty among Assyria’s vassals. Instead of threatening to eat dissidents, the Assyrian kings
promise that any city or nation that rebels from the empire will be reduced to eating their own
children. Although the king is always the ultimate cause, the paedophagy in particular is
attributed to actions of the gods, which is unusual among treaty maledictions. Both its
association with rebellion and its existence as a punishment meted out by the gods create a
powerful variant on the cannibal-king topos, which survives past the treaty form and appears in a
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variety of genres and throughout antiquity.
The ethnographic turn, which focuses more on the exoticization of cannibal peoples,
occurs after Herodotus with the rise of paradoxography and library-based historians. The
ethnographic thinking of later Greek writers assigns both human sacrifice and anthropophagy to
non-Greek nomoi while drawing on earlier references in Homer and Herodotus to describe
increasingly distant populations, far from the Greeks and Romans as boundaries of the known
world began to expand. The lines between the early application of the cannibal-king topos and
the proclivity to anthropophagize the marginal, distant peoples continuously were blurred, which
allowed the latter to take priority in the medieval and early modern imaginaire.
Following the methodology outlined above, the dissertation is capped by a final chapter,
in which a few disparate Roman-era examples are brought together and examined. Three
prominent figures—Dionysus, Jesus Christ, and Julius Caesar—are brought together to show the
persistence of cannibalism in literature, and importantly, how these topoi shape reactions to
actual events. What the final chapter offers is a way to read cannibalism in literature without
defaulting to alterity.
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Chapter II: The Vocabulary of Eating People
Introduction: Coining Cannibalism
The scope of any study on cannibalism expands or contracts depending on what is
precisely meant by ‘cannibalism.’ The chief usage of the word denotes intra-species
consumption, and this is how it is used in scientific literature. If asked to name a cannibal, people
would think up those people who eat human flesh. Yet things get more complicated when this
phenomenon is actually examined. Many studies freely conflate different practices that relate to
eating people without justifying their approach. The reasons for conflating are understandable
(and, in this author’s opinion, justified). 1 Moreover, the very history of the word ‘cannibalism’ is
complicated, and its connotations, associations, and even its definition has grown and changed
the past several hundred years. The word ‘cannibal’ generally conveys either the image of the
psychopathic killer who eats his victims 2 or perhaps outdated stereotypical representations of
“savages.”3 Among the biological fields, cannibalism has taken on a meaning of ‘intra-species
consumption’ (that is, consumption of one member of a species by another) and is freely used to
describe such acts as newly-hatched crab spiders feasting on their dead mother (who had
sacrificed herself to nourish her young)4 to mantids eating their own mates.5
Such a strict definition is comparatively recent and fraught with inconsistencies when
taken to a logical conclusion. Cannibalism is never defined by the mere ingestion of human
1

2

3

4
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Just as one example, the Cyclops is routinely treated as a cannibal, despite not being “technically human.” The
distinction in the ancient world is dubious, although certainly someone may have argued for it. A similar
argument arose in the Renaissance over whether the “dog-faced people” were actually human rather than
animals.
E.g., Hannibal from Silence of the Lambs. This stereotype has a strong basis in reality from the actions of serial
killers such as Jeffrey Dahmer and Robin Gecht.
E.g., the Polynesians of New Guinea before European contact, often represented as caricatures with minimal
clothing and a bone pierced through the nose.
Evans et al. 1995.
Lawrence 1992.
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tissue, but rather is associated with specifically unlawful, strange, or savage consumption.
Moreover, what constitutes cannibalism evolves alongside the adoption of new beliefs. Today we
might call someone a cannibal who defiles and consumes bits and parts of a corpse, yet
throughout the Renaissance many in Europe sought out the bodies of mummies or even those
sent to the gallows for their supposed healing properties. 6 Various drug-makers also used body
parts in the creation of medicines. Yet ordinary Europeans who partook in such practices could
hardly have considered themselves to be cannibals. In their minds, there was some quality that
made what they were doing completely different from a “real” cannibal, one who did not merely
ingest human parts, but killed others and ate them like meat. The reason for this mental
distinction is not entirely arbitrary, but is due to the origin of the word ‘cannibal’ as an ethnonym
for a Caribbean people, with whom Europeans had just met for the first time.
Upon arriving in the New World, Christopher Columbus began to assess the inhabitants
of the Antillean islands and composed a letter to the Spanish royalty describing all he met. For
most of the people, he describes them as “handsome” (muy lindo acadmieto, mod. Sp. muy lindo
acatamiento) but lacking in courage (los mas temerosos), with fair skin and straight hair. “I have
seen no monsters,” he says, with one exception:
Asy q. mostuos no he hallado jnnoticia saluos de vna vista q. es aqui en la feguda ala
entrada dela jndias q. es poblada de una gete q. tiene en todas las yftas por il muy ferozes
los quales come carne humana. Estos tiein muchas canaos colas quales corren todas las
yfta pde jndia roban y toman quato pueden ellos no son mas diffor mes q. los otros saluo
q. tienen en sastubre de traer los cabellos largos como mugeres.
…
Son ferosos entre estos otros publos que son en demasiado grado couardes mas yo no lo
tengo a nada mas q. alos otros.
As for monsters, I have found no trace of them except at one point in the second isle, as
you enter the Indies, which is inhabited by a people considered in all the isles as most
6

Noble 2011.
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ferocious, who eat human flesh. These possess many canoes, with which they overrun all
the isles of India, stealing and seizing all they can. They are not worse-looking than the
others, except that they wear their hair long like women.
…
They are ferocious compared to these other races, who are extremely cowardly, but I only
hear this from the others.7
Columbus does not originally name these people, but they are now identified as the Caniba, a
name that the Spanish connected to the “great Khan” (Sp. Can), and which offered evidence that
they were near China, which had been ruled by the Mongolian Khans when Marco Polo made his
journey east. An alternate form of the name becomes Carib, from which we derive ‘Caribbean,’
both the sea and ethnic demonym. Yet the name Canib, whose adjectival form in Latin was
Cannibalis, went in a different direction in Spanish (caníbal), Portuguese (canibal), and English
(cannibal).
Over time, Columbus’ simple observation that only one group—one he had never
encountered—consumed other people was exaggerated by others to become a claim that all the
inhabitants of these new lands were Cannibals, savages who kill and eat others. This was due in
part to Queen Isabella’s 1503 proclamation that all of the “Indians” were to be free except for
those who ate human flesh.8 Added to this were accounts of Aztec and Maya human sacrifice and
cannibalism and the popularity of a folk etymology connecting these new Cannibals to the Latin
word canis, ‘dog,’ with the idea that they were as voracious as dogs are.9
Hence the image of the Cannibal was born, endowed with three defining features:
ferocity, rapacity, and voracity (for people). While the abnormal voracity is what is emphasized
today, all three features are present in early representations of the Caniba, and all are found in
7
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This text and translation are found in the edition published by Ellis & Elvey, who had a facsimile of the original
letter. No separate name is attached to the publication.
Watson 2017: 68.
Tokumitsu 2015: 1998.
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metaphorical applications of the word. The Caniba are not mocked for their dietary preferences,
but feared, and they freely plunder the rest of the islander neighbors. Before the Caniba,
European literature had other figures of the powerful and ferocious warriors whom they describe
as man-eaters. After Europe witnessed decades of destabilization by Vikings, who invaded and
plundered its towns and monasteries, one outraged writer in 909 writes about the sad state of
affairs:
As the first men lived without law … so now every man does what seems good in his
own eyes, despising laws human and divine. … The strong oppress the weak; the world
is full of violence against the poor, and of the plunder of ecclesiastical goods. … Men
devour one another like fishes in the sea.10
The lawlessness of the land is what leads to a system where “might makes right,” people revert
to their most primal (yet still human) instincts, in which the strongest survive by preying on the
weak. The juxtaposition of the phrase “the strong oppress the weak” with “men devour one
another” signifies that the man-eaters are not just wild and lawless animals, but the strongest of
us all, who are held in check only by civilization, a collective effort to restrain these instincts.
As an insult, ‘cannibal’ could be applied to gruesome murderers and those adept at
killing on the battlefield, or even killing metaphorically. In Foxe’s Actes & Monuments, the
bishop Edmund Bonner is a “Cannibal” not because he is accused of partaking in human flesh,
but because he was responsible for the death of so many Protestants (“This Cannibal in three
yeares space three hundred Martirs slew,” 5.210, p. 1689). There is in effect a power that comes
in being able to eat others, and that association has persisted through the centuries. It is in fact an
association that even pre-dates the word ‘cannibal,’ since the same idea is present in the word
‘bloodthirsty,’ which is found in English just slightly earlier than ‘cannibal.’11
10
11

Davis, Medieval Europe, as cited by William Durant 1950, Age of Faith, p. 475.
‘Bloodthirsty’ is first found in the Coverdale Bible as a translation of the Latin sanguinum, but the idea is found
even earlier with the Wycliffe Bible, which uses a plural of ‘blood,’ translating the Latin more literally. Both
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The shift in emphasis from the fearsome aspect to the man-eating aspect occurs as the
word ‘cannibalism’ fulfilled a missing niche in English and the Romance languages. Other words
clearly defining people who eat other people either did not exist or were rarely attested. Far more
often, the practice would have to be described by circumlocution or even avoided due to
reticence, such as when in Beowulf Grendel initially attacks, kills, and eats Danes, yet the last act
is only alluded to.12 In English, there is a single attestation of sylfaeta (‘self-eater’) in the
Andreas, an Old English poem based on the Acts of Andrew, but the word is otherwise unknown
in Old English literature.13 The term man-eater actually post-dates Columbus’ journey by over a
hundred years, and while bloodthirsty had been recently coined, it did not convey strongly
enough the partaking in human flesh. A more technical vocabulary—antropofagia in Spanish,
Portuguese, and Italian; anthropophagy in English—arose later to distinguish between the Caribs
and a more general way to describe the practice of eating people.
It would take another couple hundred years before the word ‘cannibal’ changed again. Up
until this point, the Cannibals are people who eat other people, and ‘people’ is broadly defined.
The idea that there is something particularly unnatural about a separate species eating one of its
own is a later development that partially is derived from the ongoing scientific advancements in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The earlier concept, as formulated by Aristotle, is
simpler and lacks much of the biological hierarchy that the word now denotes. An actual,
biological basis for separating animals into species does not exist until John Ray’s 1686
publication Historia Plantarum Generalis, and from there it is another century—with the
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words represent the ruthlessness that sanguines conveys. See below on Latin vocabulary for further explanation
on the latter point. However, the Old English blodig ‘bloody’ can mean ‘cruel, bloodthirsty’ as well.
Beowulf 120–125.
The history of the English words in question here is extrapolated from attestations in the Oxford English
Dictionary.
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publication of Barbut’s Les Genres des Insectes de Linné in 1781—before animals are called
cannibals on account of intra-species consumption. Even then the early language is that of
personification and imagery. If we read the entry on “Cimex” in the Pantalogia, we see that
insects of the genus Cimex are called cannibals, since they “feast on the smaller species of its
own tribe.” The formal, scientific language of “genus” and “species” is brushed aside for the
vivid imagery of a member of a “tribe” eating its own kind. The effect for the reader would be a
dash of excitement, on par with the first poet to describe a clash of different ant colonies (which
itself is a metaphorical description) as a “battle of armies.” This type of anthropomorphism is
now commonplace enough to be mundane.

Greek Words for Eating People
The vocabulary of eating people in early modern Europe thus has a clear trajectory after
initial obscurity; in Greek and Latin, however, the vocabulary is larger and less cohesive. 14 The
earliest word relating to cannibalism in Greek literature is found in Homer’s Odyssey to describe
the man-eating Cyclops Polyphemus (10.200). This word, ἀνδροφάγος, is a compound from
ἀνήρ (“man, person,” gen. ἁνδρός) and φαγεῖν (“to eat”), and is a straightforward and
unambiguous way to describe someone who consumes another. Despite this clear etymology,
ἀνδροφάγος is a hapax legomenon in Homer, and in fact will not appear again until the fifth
century—at least in extant works. It next is seen in Herodotus as the etic demonym for a maneating tribe living near the Scythians (4.106). Herodotus hardly devotes any attention to their
actions, but describes them in the most outlandish of terms: they are “most savage” (ἀγριώτατα)
14

The Semitic sources lack altogether a word for cannibalism. In each case where anthropophagy is mentioned, a
circumlocution is always employed. Neighbor will eat neighbor, parents will eat their children, people will eat
themselves
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and “lawless” (οὔτε νόμῳ οὐδενὶ χρεώμενοι), language that is shared with the Polyphemus in the
Odyssey. Herodotus also pointedly rejects them as a Scythian tribe, instead calling them a nation
unto their own. Herodotus here also uses a near synonym ἀνθρωποφαγεῖν to describe their
dietary habits. In addition to this lawless savagery, they are also “the only ones of the [Scythian
neighbors] to eat people (ἀνθρωποφαγέουσι δὲ μοῦνοι τούτων, 4.107). 15 Derivatives quickly
appear in the form of a noun (ἀνθρωποφάγος, ‘one who eats a person’) and an abstract noun
(ἀνθρωποφαγία, ‘people-eating’).
Thus, from its earliest attestation, ἀνδροφάγος evokes a savage experience of
cannibalism, parallel to how in English and Romance languages “cannibalism” was first used. It
was not only an experience of people eating people, but of lawless and wanton violence and
consumption. Herodotus never uses it to describe the ritualistic cannibalism of the dead, although
he does describe that act in detail elsewhere.
Later authors are less precise in their terminology. Just as how in English ‘cannibal’
morphed from an image of a “savage, wild man” who eats people to a technical definition of
someone who or something that eats of their own species, so too did ἀνδροφάγος and
ἀνθρωποφαγία follow a similar trajectory. By the Roman era, these two words could be used for
any and all acts of consuming people, whether by animal or man and regardless of whether it was
“murderous” or ritualistic. In discussing the rivers of Greece, Pausanias points out that unlike
Greek rivers and streams, the waters of foreign rivers, especially the Indus and the Nile, contain
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Thus is found in the editions of Wilson, Hude, and even Palm; Godley’s edition uses ἀνδροφαγέουσι, perhaps
chosen in order to make the wordplay between the Androphagi’s name and the verb explicit. However, in that
case ἀνθρωποφαγέουσι is the lectio difficilior and thus is likely original. I have not checked the manuscripts, but
there are no textual notes in Wilson or Hude at this point. Contrary to some translations, μοῦνοι τούτων here
must mean that the Androphagi are alone of the Scythians who had gathered to discuss Darius’ invasion. This
serves to further isolate their culture from their neighbors.
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“man-eating beasts” (θηρία ἀνδροφάγα, 4.34.2). 16 The same tribes in India which Herodotus
neglected to describe as ἀνθρωποφάγοι Clement opts to instead (Recog. 9.27.2). Eventually,
‘eating people,’ when these compounds were used, became yet another odd diet; Julius Pollux
lists it next to other “unpleasant” (δυσχερὲς, 6.47) dietary customs, including σκατοφάγοι,
γαλακτοφάγοι, and βαλανηφάγοι. It still retains a general pejorative meaning, but the specific
savagery was tempered.
Aside from φαγεῖν, there are other compounds with forms and derivatives of βορά
(‘food’), chiefly ἀνδροβρώς. These compounds are not found as frequently as those with φαγεῖν,
but they are early and widespread enough in Greek literature that they deserve some comment.
Euripides in particular was fond of ἀνδροβρώς, using it once in the Cyclops to describe
Polyphemus, once in the Hercules Furens as a description of the man-eating horses of Diomedes,
and once in the fragments of the Meleager in reference to Tydeus eating of Melanippus. A
similarly formed ἀνδροβόρος is found among Christian and Late Antique writings, where
compounds with the ἀνθρωπο- stem are also common, especially when referring to Scythians.
The ἀνθρωπο- + βορά compounds also are frequently found throughout the extant Stoic writings,
especially among the first three major heads of the school (Zeno, Cleanthes, and Chrysippus).17
While φαγεῖν is a more neutral choice for eating, βορά and the related verbs βοράν and
βόσκειν instead come with additional connotations of gluttony and voracity, and as the LSJ
notes, βορά rarely refers to “simple food,” but rather “food properly of carnivorous beasts.” As
an adjective, βορός only means ‘gluttonous.’ It is the dinner of δάκη in Aeschylus’s Prometheus
Bound (583), a dog in Aristophanes’ Knights (416), and a lion in Aristotle’s Nichomachean
16

17

Presumably these are crocodiles, but Pausanias compares them favorably to the sheatfish found in Greece. Cf.
also Ps.-Apol. Bib. 2.5.8
Hook 2009.
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Ethics (1118a23). Yet early on people are often what is on the menu. In the aformentioned
passage in the Prometheus Bound, Io is asking to be served as βορά:
ποντίοις δάκεσι δὸς βοράν,
μηδέ μοι φθονήσῃς
εὐγμάτων, ἄναξ.
Give me over to the deep-dwelling monsters as food,
But do not begrudge me
My prayers, lord. (583–585)18
It also appears several times in cannibalistic contexts. It is used to describe the food of the
banquet in which Astyages, the king of the Medes, serves Harpagus his son as food (βοράν) for
his failure to carry out the king’s order in disposing of Cyrus (Hdt. 1.119). The use of βορά here
even recalls Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, where it is similarly used for Thyestes’ cooked children
(1220). The word develops its full flavor in Euripides’ Cyclops, where there is considerable
wordplay between the Cyclops’ ‘food,’ which Odysseus eats, and the sailors, whom the Cyclops
eats as ‘food.’19
These earliest attestations of βορά are strongly colored by the fear that people will be the
ones eaten, and these man-eating associations βορά have naturally lent itself to compounds with
ἀνήρ and ἄνθρωπος. Its frequent appearances in Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides further
lend itself to a word particularly associated with tragedy; this association in turn is reflected in
the compounds, where there is always something unsurprisingly insidious about its employment.
Unlike ἀνθρωποφαγία, the βορά compounds are not neutral, but gory. Given their purpose of
shocking their readers, perhaps the Stoics chose them over the more widespread φαγεῖν
compounds for this reason.
18
19

All translations are my own unless otherwise noted.
The two are directly juxtaposed at Eur. Cycl. 88, but further wordplay is found among 98, 122, 127, 249, 254,
289, 367, 409, and 416. The word ἀνδροβρώς is placed in the middle at line 93, signaling how the reader is to
understand the dual purpose of βορά.
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One key characteristic of both the φαγεῖν and βορά compounds is that they are an
imperfect translation of “cannibalism” in the modern English sense. Because of the first stem,
they must necessarily be concerned with consuming people; a lion consuming another lion would
not be ἀνθρωποφαγία. Moreover, equating it to the consumption of the same species is
anachronistic. It is not so much that Polyphemus is a cannibal as he is a ‘being who eats people.’
Despite many translations opting for it, the word ‘cannibal’ is an anachronistic description of
Polyphemus ὁ ἀνδροφάγος or the Androphagi. Much less emphasis is placed on intra-species
consumption than on the terror of being eaten by man or beast alike.
The concern with eating people in particular though is what makes these words so potent
and why other words, which might better encapsulate (etymologically, at least) the idea of
scientific cannibalism, are passed over for adoption in scientific and academic literature. Chief
among these latter words is ἀλληλοφαγία (‘everyone eating each other’), which in Herodotus is
employed to refer to such cases of mass anthropophagy as occurred during Cambyses’ failed
campaigns against the Ethiopians, in which starving troops turned on each other (Hdt. 3.25.7).
Although the word naturally lends itself to a cannibalistic denotation, it does keep to that
meaning. In Plato’s Epinomis, it is essentially the word for any carnivorous behavior, with a
distributive property over both humans and animals: man-eat-man, man-eat-animal, animal-eatman, animal-eat-animal all are forms of ἀλληλοφαγία (9.75a).

Greek Words Relating to Blood
Words relating to αἷμα (‘blood’) comprise another set of compounds tangentially relating
to cannibalism. Compounds of αἷμα and words indicating consumption rarely refer to the human
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consumption of human blood in early Greek literature, and where they do they typically are
employed with metaphorical language. Typically, however, they are used for actual blood
consumption by animals. With βορά derivatives (αἱμοβόρος, αἱμοβότος), the compounds
describe both the savage and the natural. On the one hand, Aristotle chooses that word to
describe the way certain insects feed (HA 596b); on the other hand, it frequently describes
snakes, wolves, and other wild beasts. With insects, using βορά makes sense, since they get their
nutrition by feeding on blood in the same way that meat provides nutrition to carnivores. With
carnivores, it is clear that the word is employed metaphorically and approaches a meaning closer
to “bloodthirsty.” In Theocritus’ Idyll 24, the snakes sent by Hera to kill Heracles slither on their
“bloodthirsty bellies” (γαστέρας...αἱμοβόρους, 17–18), yet they are not literally after his blood.
Instead, they come to “eat the infant” (φαγεῖν βρέφος, 16), presumably whole, as snakes do with
their prey.
Bloodthirstiness as a metaphorical for human (or divine) carnage and destruction is found
in a few less-common words, including αἱματορρόφος, which Apollo in the Eumenides using to
describe a lion. The cannibalistic aspect is present in the preceding lines, in which Apollo
accuses the Furies of draining blood from mortals (183–184). Sophocles also uses αἱματορρόφος
to describe τίσις in his fragmentary satyr play Ichneutae (fr. 743). In Aristophanes’ Knights,
Demosthenes recounts an oracle to the Sausage-Seller, which declares that a “stupid bloodsucking serpent” will put an end to “the Paphlagonian,” a not-so-oblique reference to Cleon. The
“blood-sucking” word in question is αἱματοπώτης, or more properly “blood-drinking,” and
shows up again (in the feminine) in Pseudo-Manetho’s Apotelesmatica as an epithet of bears
(4.616).
Its clearest connection to cannibalism is also one of the earliest. Clytemnestra’s
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condemnation of the line of Tantalus towards the end of the Agamemnon compares the
successive murders and sacrifices of that family to “the desire to lick blood” (ἔρως αἱματολοιχὸς,
1478) from an old wound (πρὶν καταλῆξαι τὸ παλαιὸν ἄχος, 1479–1480). The line of Tantalus, of
course, contains two separate instances of anthropophagy (the serving of Pelops and of Thyestes’
children) and one of human sacrifice (Iphigenia). While drinking blood might not immediately
conjure up the same images as the wild cannibal eating human flesh, the conjunction of
αἱματολοιχὸς with the actions of the Tantalids serves to strengthen their relationship.
The relationship between drinking blood and consuming flesh is derived from the ancient
perception that blood is our vital essence, and that in order to commit cannibalism blood must
first be shed. While there is a real perceptual difference between the two, their similarity allows
for conceptual overlap, in which boundaries are blurred, and allusions to one evokes the other.
The differences become merely technical. As early as Aeschylus and appearing throughout
Athenian tragedy and even legal decrees, αἷμα is used as a metonymy for ‘murder.’ In the
Suppliant Women, Pelasgus weighs going to war to avoid “there being kindred blood” (ὅπως δ᾽
ὅμαιμον αἷμα μὴ γενήσεται, 449), with blood a clear metonym for bloodshed. 20 When Orestes
and Pylades in Euripides’ Orestes are plotting against Helen, Pylades says they will “commit
murder” (αἷμ᾽ ἐπράξαμεν) “on account of an evil woman” (κακῆς γυναικὸς οὕνεχ᾽, 1139). The
legal language for “to flee a murder charge” is ἐφ᾽ αἵματι φεύγειν (SIG 58; cf. D. In Midiam
105).
These murderous connotations are also found in adjectival and verbal derivatives
(without compounding). For example, the meaning of αἱματόεις ranges from a literal sense of
‘blood’ (such as it is used with ψιάδας in Iliad 16.459) to the metaphorical sense of ‘causing
20

Bloodshed itself, of course, in English also primarily means ‘murder.’
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bloodshed/death’ (as πόλεμος does in Iliad 9.650 or ἔρις does in Agamemnon 698). By the same
token, αἱματηρός can describe blood vessels in the Life of Apollonius (8.7) to a sword soaking in
blood in Euripides (Phoenissae 625) to a murderous πνεῦμα in Aeschylus (Eumenides 137) and
beyond. ‘Bloody’ in Greek does not exclusively relate to bloodshed, but it is very comfortable
when it does.

Greek Words Relating to Flesh
Tangential to blood (albeit occurring much less frequently) are σαρκόφαγος and its
derivatives. The word first appears in Aristotle just before his treatment of blood-drinking insects
as a way of describing animals which eat meat (488a14). Not only typical carnivores are
included, but also birds and insects which feast on the flesh, and Aelian uses it to describe
Ethiopian flesh-eating bulls (17.45). It might come as a surprise to some—as it does for me—
that σάρξ and these compounds do not relate to the savage cannibalism outlined above as
frequently as blood. On its own, σάρξ relates more to an intact body than a dead one, whereas
αἷμα more often can refer to bloodshed and, by extension, death.
It takes until the Roman period for σάρξ compounds, specifically σαρκόφαγος and
σαρκοβόρος, to be used for cannibals. Josephus reports, which he read in Nicodemus and Strabo,
that during the conquest of Judaea that Ptolemy ordered the conquered inhabitants to be
butchered and thrown into a pot so that other would think that they were “flesh-eaters”
(σαρκοφάγους, Antiquitates 13.12.6). If nothing else, that Josephus would choose this word over
the myriad others mentioned above shows the utter variability in ways to describe what we
would ultimately boil down into a single concept. The language had not been standardized to any
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degree and was in flux throughout the periods of Greek literature.
More predictable is the connection between σαρκόφαγος and cannibalism in Plutarch’s
De Esu Carnium (Περὶ Σαρκοφαγίας). Therein Plutarch makes a case for giving up eating meat
(σαρκοφαγία) and adopting vegetarianism. In doing so, he quotes from Empedocles, who
connects eating meat with murder and cannibalism:
ἀλληγορεῖ γὰρ ἐνταῦθα τὰς ψυχάς, ὅτι φόνων καὶ βρώσεως σαρκῶν καὶ ἀλληλοφαγίας
δίκην τίνουσαι σώμασι θνῆτοῖς ἐνδέδενται.
By these lines he means, though he does not say so directly, that human souls are
imprisoned in mortal bodies as a punishment for murder, the eating of animal flesh, and
cannibalism. (1.7, trans. Helmbold)
Unfortunately, Empedocles’ quote is missing from the preserved manuscript, and the passage is
abruptly cut off shortly afterward, yet Plutarch’s aim connecting murder, eating meat, and
cannibalism is clear enough without it. While we cannot know exactly how Plutarch would have
connected them, from the rest of De Esu Carnium, the slaughter of an animal is painted in a
picture not unlike the slaughter of a person would. Murder of an animal would likely be
considered tantamount to murder of a person, and eating the flesh of an animal is by the same
analogy tantamount to eating the flesh of a person. All three are heinous enough to send a soul
back into human form.

Greek Words Relating to Raw Flesh
The last Greek set of words which relate to cannibalism comes from ὠμός (‘raw’). Like
with the aforementioned vocabulary, this occurs in compounds with φαγεῖν and βορά, yet also
included are ὠμηστής, ὠμόσιτος, ὠμότης, and their derivatives. These words are concerned not
as much with what is eaten as how it is eaten. The flesh, whether of an animal or a person, which
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is consumed ὠμός is strictly uncooked, such as when Alexander’s army had to eat raw meat in
Bactria because they lacked firewood (Strabo 15.2.10). It could even apply to non-meat products
like vegetables (Theoph. Vert. 2) and eggs (Antiphon 188). Yet frequently the words also imply
that the food is consumed whole or directly after death. All animals which eat prey eat them raw.
Same as before, an ὠμοφάγος could mean merely a carnivore, such as it appears throughout the
Iliad referring to lions, wolves, and general beasts. Birds, dogs, fish, and lions are all called
ὠμησταί for consuming prey without cooking it first. Thus, the Centaurs are probably called
ὠμοφάγοι because they consumed animals, not people, raw.
Yet people were often on the menu. Cerberus in Hesiod’s Theogony is provided the
epithet ὠμηστής, perhaps for his terrifying role guarding the underworld from allowing souls
escape. The Sphinx in Aeschylus is ὠμόσιτος (Seven Against Thebes 541), while the Echidna
appears as the “raw-eating snake” (ὄφις ὠμηστής) in Hesiod (Th. 300). Even Dionysus is given
the epithet ὠμάδιος in a poem of the Palatine Anthology (9.524.25).
One aspect of ὠμός that is embedded in these compounds is the metaphorical
development from ‘rawness’ to ‘ferocity.’ When applied to active an agent, instead of the passive
object, the word changes from ‘raw’ to ‘savage,’ ‘fierce’, or ‘cruel.’ While this meaning seems to
be absent in Homer and Hesiod, it shows up in abundance in the tragedians and thereafter. It is
frequently coupled with objects that inform or coerce human behavior, such as an ὠμόν φρόνημα
in Aeschylus’ Seven Against Thebes, which is applied to Parthenopaeus and who wears an image
of the Σφίγγ᾽ ὠμόσιτον mentioned above. In regretting their revolt against the Athenians, the
Mytileneans “considered the plan cruel” (ὠμὸν τὸ βούλευμα...ἐγνῶσθαι, Th. 3.36).
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Latin Words Relating to Blood, Flesh, and Anthropophagy
Other languages share these connotations with blood to a greater or lesser degree, as
evidenced at the beginning of this chapter with the English ‘bloodthirsty.’ With Latin, the picture
is complicated by its two separate words for blood: sanguis and cruor. The former word is used
for blood circulating in the body, and thus has more positive connotations; its metaphorical uses
often veer towards the abundance of vitality, rather than the deprivation thereof. Authors and
works as diverse as Plautus’ Bacchae, Cicero’s Brutus, Vergil’s Aeneid, and Quintilian all have
used sanguis to mean ‘vigor’ or ‘strength’ (hence the English sanguine). While to ‘shed sanguis’
can be used to indicate murder, Classical usage does not seem to allow sanguis to indicate
murder by itself—that denotation would have to wait until the translation of the Vulgate, where it
appears in the plural to mean ‘cruelty, violence, and blood-guilt.’ Even the adjectives derived
from sanguis are not overly violent. Lewis and Short note the rarity of sanguinarius meaning
‘blood-thirsty,’ and sanguineus means ‘blood-red (in color)’—describing flowers, vines, and
even the moon—nearly as often as it means ‘bloody’ or ‘bloodthirsty.’
Latin’s other word for blood, cruor, on the other hand, more properly refers to blood
“which flows from a wound” (Lewis and Short). Here we see the same phenomenon as with
αἷμα, where the word itself can indicate murder, a usage that recurs several times in Roman
poetry.21 Tibullus outright equates the two in his second elegy: hinc cruor, hinc caedes.
Moreover, adjectives derived from cruor explore the full range of violent behavior. This is
clearly seen with cruentus, which only rarely refers to the color of blood, and much more often
references the violence of bloodshed or the cruel nature of those engaged in murderous behavior.
The word is especially associated with war and its aftermath. Mars, Achilles, and even bellum
21

We see it in (from Lewis and Short): “Ov. M. 4, 161; 15, 463; Hor. S. 2, 3, 275; Luc. 9, 1022. —In plur., Hor. C.
2, 1, 5; Luc. 7, 636.”
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itself all are described as being cruentus in their behavior. Bellona, Rome’s war goddess,
“delights in bloodshed” (gaudens Bellona cruentis, Hor. S. 2.3.223).
Building and expanding on the same above logic are the many meanings of crudus.
Literally ‘bloody,’ the word is most often seen with uncooked food. While it originally refers to
raw meat (i.e., meat’s bloody state), it eventually comes to represent all uncooked or even
undigested food. Yet as in English and Greek, the ‘rawness’ can take a more sinister meaning in
poetry. As early as Plautus, crudus and its related derivatives crudelis and crudelitas are used to
denote cruelty and bloodthirstiness. Wars (Ov. Amores 3.8.58), swords (Aeneid 10.682), and
tyrants (Juv. 8.223) were all described as crudi or crudeles. They also frequently are associated
with death and wanton destruction, such as the crudeles who gaudent in tristi funere fratris
(Lucr. 3.72), or the parricida crudelis mentioned by Sallust C. 52.31.
The connection between cruor (and its derivatives) with cannibalism also existed in
Latin, albeit via Greek sources. Diomedes was labeled a “cruel and accursed tyrant” (tyranni
saevom ingenium atque execrabile, Lucilius fr. 270 Ribbeck) for feeding people to his maneating horses. Statius is fond of using cruentus as an epithet for the cannibal Tydeus, using it
four times throughout the Thebaid. Martial’s chiastic phrase cenam crude Thyesta tuam is
juxtaposed next to saevi Tereos (49.3–4). Even the saevus used for Tereus shows up frequently
with cannibals. Statius also uses saevus with Tydeus; Vergil uses it with Hector (Aen. 1.99);
Valerius Maximus uses is with the animus of Hannibal (9.8.1). It frequently appears in
conjunction with Pelops, whose sons would engage in cannibalism and who is served as a meal
to the gods by his father. 22 These words are not limited to cannibalistic behavior, of course, yet
are all well suited to it.
22

Hor. Odes 1.6.8, “saevam Pelopis domum;” Sen., Tro. 855, “Argos et saevi Pelopis Mycenae.”
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A more Roman connection (although in a Greek history) is found in the story of
Hannibal, Rome’s greatest enemy, who is frequently associated with cruentus, crudelitas, and
cruentaris throughout Roman literature. Hannibal himself is not accused of cannibalism, but
Polybius does mention Hannibal’s confidant Monomachus saying that the “only way it is
possible to get to Italy...that they must teach the army to eat human flesh and become
accustomed to it” (δι᾽ ἧς ἐστιν εἰς Ἰταλίαν ἐλθεῖν ἐφικτόν...διδάξαι δεῖν ἔφη τὰς δυνάμεις
ἀνθρωποφαγεῖν καὶ τούτῳ ποιῆσαι συνήθεις, 9.24.5–6).

Choice Words: Employing a Vocabulary of Eating People
The diversity and complexity of the language of words relating to eating people in the
above survey show how problematic it is to focus on a single term like ‘cannibalism’ or even
‘anthropophagy.’ What emerges from the above survey is that a technical definition of
‘cannibalism’ along the lines of ‘intra-species consumption’ is anachronistic and nonsensical for
the ancient world. No single word truly encapsulates the idea in either Latin or Greek, and in fact
even in English the word has become jargonized. Insisting only on such a technical definition
lacks justification.
Instead, the word is fraught with connotations of savagery, cruelty, and violence. The
very act of consuming another being is by definition an act of violence. Everything must be
killed or dominated (in the case of the gods) to be eaten. This violence underlies to a greater or
lesser extent all the words that relate to consuming sentient creatures, from animals eating
animals to people eating people and both combinations of the two. Thus, there can never be a
truly neutral terminology surrounding consumption, and why ‘cannibalism’ and all the Latin and
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Greek lexical forerunners allow and foster pejorative denotations, especially when they are used
metaphorically.
Adopting English terminology to describe the variety of actions in antiquity will never be
completely satisfactory, yet it is possible to stay fairly consistent and clear at the same time. For
this study, I choose to adopt the original characteristics of the words I employ, boiling them
down to an essence that is only slightly anachronistic. Generally speaking, for the overall
practice of eating people, I use anthropophagy, since not only is it a known and understood
term, but it also was the most neutral of the ancient Greek words from an etymological
perspective. This is also my preferred term used for what is commonly called ritual or endocannibalism.
For anthropophagy committed by non-humans or cruel humans, I sometimes use maneating instead. While not quite the case in ancient Greek, a word like ‘anthropophagy’ feels
more sanitized and euphemistic than a word composed of Anglo-Saxon roots. Thus, the purpose
of employing this word is evoke a particularly barbarous, crude, or gory image. Animals, of
course, do not employ ritual anthropophagy for religious reasons; it is instead always an image
which provokes horror or terror (or both).
When anthropophagy is supposed to be accompanied by pejorative connotations and also
committed by a fellow person, I sometimes opt for cannibalism. This term retains the ‘violent’
and ‘savage’ imagery that is supposed to accompany it. Because the word’s history is rooted in
colonial subjugation, I also avoid using it with relation to ritual practices of various populations.
However, any person within that population who goes against their own social norms in order to
consume others can be called a cannibal. When used, this word retains the element of ferocity
and violence found not only in its own history, but also in many of the words relating to
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consuming, people, blood, and raw meat.
While I am tempted to use a clever term like allelophagy for the idea of a species
consuming another member of its species (human or otherwise), I use scientific cannibalism or
the clearer intra-species consumption for this precise meaning, since those terms are clearly
understandable by the majority of readers. The use of cannibalism in this context is so
widespread in the natural sciences that, despite its embarrassing history, must be kept for
continuity with pre-existing scholarship.
For related terms, I have adopted the most reasonable derivation of the actual most
neutral ancient Greek word. For the consumption of raw meat, I use omophagy, which is
common enough, especially in the study of Dionysus; and for drinking blood, I recommend
hematoposia, though in this manuscript I generally prefer “blood-drinking” or otherwise
describe the action out. Finally, for the specific consumption of a deity, I use theophagy, which,
although not covered above, is clear in its formation and concise in its etymology.
The essential component of all these actions is consumption, especially an abnormal
consumption of the body. It is this basic act that allows for them all to be studied together as
overlapping phenomena.
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Chapter III: Fear and Loathing of Being Eaten
Introduction
The last chapter establishes that the term ‘cannibalism’ is anachronistic when applied to
antiquity, at least without qualification. While the vocabulary that does exist allows for a
multiplicity of consumptive configurations, at their roots the different expressions of consuming
others discussed here all involve a basic mechanism: a powerful entity elicits fear with the ability
to consume others. In other words, we fear predators. This chapter argues that the populations of
the Mediterranean, including the Greeks, channel this innate fear of predators into the myths and
stories of man-eating monsters, which is then used as a tool for enforcing social norms.
The general scholarly consensus of cannibalism in ancient literature is that it is used to
mark others as bestial, that it demonizes the Other in order to make the Self appear superior. 1
Yet, as I demonstrate in this study, not every instance of cannibalism or depiction of man-eaters
serves to denigrate. For one, the man-eating monsters collected here are not “people,” and thus
they can hardly serve any ethnographic purposes. And although they often are tamed, they still
exhibit one essential characteristic that hearkens back to the original Cannibals (the Caniba tribe)
discussed in the first chapter: they are powerful and fearsome. I argue instead that these two
qualities work in tandem to demonstrate and enforce power hierarchies. Those who are powerful
must be feared, and those we fear must be powerful. Contrary to the popular consensus, beings
who embody these qualities—especially gods, kings, and warriors—are not always demonized,
but often are revered instead. We should thus read the taming of the man-eating monsters not as
civilization conquering nature, but as conquests that serve to glorify the powerful.

1

See Chapter One fn. 14.
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Fear and Antiquity
Any effective exercise of power in antiquity is ultimately rooted in the fear of potential
harm. Fear has long been recognized as an important driving force in Greek literature and
society. Already in the fourth century, Aristotle places fear alongside pity as a catalyst for
catharsis and thus an important determinant for successful tragedies. Yet even before Aristotle, it
is recognized that fear is an important tool for social control, as the chorus in the Eumenides
articulates:
ἔσθ᾽ ὅπου τὸ δεινὸν εὖ,
καὶ φρενῶν ἐπίσκοπον
δεῖ μένειν καθήμενον.
ξυμφέρει
σωφρονεῖν ὑπὸ στένει.
τίς δὲ μηδὲν ἐν δέει
καρδίαν ἂν ἀνατρέφων
ἢ πόλις βροτός θ᾽ ὁμοίως ἔτ᾽ ἂν σέβοι δίκαν; (517–525)
There is a time when fear is good and ought to remain seated as a guardian of the heart. It
is profitable to learn wisdom under strain. But who, if he did not train his heart in fear,
either city or mortal, would still revere justice in the same way? (Trans. Smyth)
Smyth translates the passage above as ‘fear,’ and some commentators follow him in doing so.
Yet ‘fear’ is a misleading translation, for τὸ δεινὸν is actually that which causes fear; it is ‘the
fearsome thing.’ Sometimes the citizens—either as individuals or as a collective whole in a polis
—must fear a greater power. That power should not be tyrannical (δεσποτούμενον, 527), as
Aeschylus makes clear in the next couple of lines, yet is essential in the reverence of justice
(δίκαν) and the gods. Abnegation of this principle leads to hubris (ὕβρις, 533) and eventually
punishment (ποινὰ γὰρ ἐπέσται, 543). Elizabeth Belfiore likens this dual function of
‘fearsomeness’ to strife/Eris, in that it/she can be either a negative force, such as the Eris who
threw the golden apple, or a positive force, as in Hesiod’s Works and Days, “who rouses even the
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helpless man to work” (ἥτε καὶ ἀπάλαμόν περ ὁμῶς ἐπὶ ἔργον ἔγειρεν, 20). 2 Yet, as Hesiod
warns, war-mongering Eris is still revered “by necessity” (ὑπ᾽ ἀνάγκης, 15) and because it is the
will of the gods (ἀθανάτων βουλῇσιν, 16), implying that terrible things would happen if the
Greeks were to neglect her due respect. Although not spelled out clearly at this part of Hesiod’s
poem, it is this relationship, that of a powerful deity and the powerless (by comparison) mortals,
from which fear arises.
Aristotle’s writings (chiefly in the Poetics and Rhetoric) outline similar ideas about fear
(phobos), in that it chiefly derives from imagining pain and destruction, both of which
anthropophagous monsters—both imagined and real—can inflict on others. It is in this very
power, “the power to destroy or to inflict...intense pain,” as David Konstan puts it, that makes
someone or something fearsome (phobera).3 For Aristotle, fear of the harming power is
instrumental in crafting a good tragedy, but the Greeks are very familiar with the relationship
between power and fear that power produces. The gods above all are to be feared, as the ancient
tragedians frequently state.4 These statements are not innocuous, but are said knowing the full
extent of the gods’ power and especially their power over life and death of mortals. Not only are
the Olympians responsible for individual deaths (such as Zeus striking down Asclepius), but
cause the wanton destruction armies, cities, and even whole races of humanity (as the flood of
Deucalion shows).5
This sentiment is common enough among ancient Greek writers, as Belfiore points out,
yet it long antedates the Greek world. Throughout Sumerian and Akkadian literature, the gods
and kings are often described as ‘fearsome’ (or related adjectives), which is seen as central to
2
3
4
5

Trans. Most.
Konstan 2006: 130.
See e.g., A. Pr. 1003–1004; E. Hipp. 1331–1332, and E. Iph. Taur. 36–38.
Cf. Hes. Works and Days 109–169.
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their power. In the Old Babylonian Hymn to Nergal (c. 2000–1600 BCE), the hymnist directly
juxtaposes fear-causing images with Nergal’s strength:
As you rise up in the frightening shrine, [...] with your kingship you inspire terrifying
fear. Hero, with your magnificent strength [...] you pile up the rebel lands in heaps.
Nergal, your name is praised in song.
This power is not only used to protect Babylon against rebels but legitimates Nergal’s divine
prestige. It should come as no surprise, then, that Nergal is frequently associated with death and
war; in later periods, he is even represented as the god of the underworld, and the ‘kingship’
mentioned above is probably a reference to his domain there.

The Psychology of Fearing Predators
The fear of the powerful partly derives from our interactions with predators, which long
predates the development of Homo sapiens, and is evident in virtually every animal species.
Hominins, who evolved in the ecologically diverse tropics of Sub-Saharan Africa, were often
preyed upon by large snakes, wolves, bears, big cats, large birds of prey, crocodiles, and hyenas.
Because of that constant threat, humans, like most other mammals, developed an instinctual
response to anything that might eat us.6 Surveys of what humans fear most show a
disproportionate adverse reaction to sharks, snakes, spiders, dogs, and other predators compared
to more serious but less visual threats such as viruses or climate change. The more abstract or
invisible a threat is, the less likely we are to have an instinctual, emotional response to it. Since
technology that has ensured and continues to ensure our species’ dominance is a relatively recent
phenomenon (in terms of evolution), this fear is still well-ingrained in our physiology, even if
specific triggers are lost. General anxiety, fearing uncertainty and the unknown, can be seen and
6

Peterhans & Gnoske 2001; Daujeard et al. 2016.
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felt in “flight or fight” responses to aggression, or a deep, unsettling distrust of darkness.
The general consensus among psychologists studying fear is that fear is a response to the
prospect of dying, and these instincts are with us at birth. 7 In one study, infants show a
heightened fear response when they are shown spiders and snakes compared with fish and
flowers.8 Loud noises scare children regardless of whether they are sleeping or awake. The now
infamous Little Albert experiment also shows that infants can extend their fears to similar
stimuli.9 A white rat on its own does not elicit a fear response in infants, yet it does when it is
accompanied by a loud noise. In good Pavlovian fashion, doing that enough times creates a fear
response to the rat even without the noise, and that is extended to visually similar objects such as
the fur trim of a coat.
Yet as we age and grow accustomed to our surroundings, concrete fears generally make
room for a more generalized anxiety. Modern civilization has made the threat from animal
predators largely a thing of the past for many urban dwellers, but our instinctual drive to fear
something is retained.10 Studies show that a majority of adults have an expressed fear of the dark.
Depending on the study, that number is upwards of 64% of adult respondents, or more if
associations such as nighttime burglaries are included. 11 It is in these unknown spaces, the dark,
being lost in the forest, deep and murky waters, that this anxiety is born. We are not sure exactly
what lies beneath the depths or what is even under the bed, but whatever it is could post a threat
to us when we are most vulnerable—swimming and nowhere to hide, sleeping and unable to
7
8
9
10
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Iverach, Menzies, & Menzies 2014.
Hoehl et al. 2017.
Watson & Raynor 1920, building off Pavlov’s studies on stimulus reactions.
Fear of predators, however, is still alive and well in places where urbanization is minimal, or where large
predators still roam freely. The outrage over the killing of Cecil the Lion in 2015 is not shared by many rural
and native Zimbabweans, since lions still present a threat there. Likewise, in some places, wild dogs are known
to attack and eat people.
Kopcso & Land 2014.
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fight, lost without a way back to civilization.
Two landmark studies (Maurer 1964 and Derevensky 1974) show that age plays a factor
in these fears. Children aged between 6 and 12 (or 14 in the Maurer) are asked about what they
are afraid of. One startling picture from the combined studies shows that younger children are
much more likely than older children to fear animals, while older children develop a more
generalized anxiety of the unknown or a fear of specific death traps. 12 In the Derevensky study, a
fear of animals peaks between the ages of 7 and 8 and declines thereafter. The Maurer
percentages show the decline in fear of animals beginning with age 7, from 80% between 5 and 6
to 23 percent between 13 and 14 years of age. Meanwhile, the percentage of those who fear the
dark grows exponentially beginning at 9; before then, their fears are more concrete. The lack of
fear of animals later in life is thus an adaptation due to experience; pigeons also lose their fear of
stone owls when they realize they do not attack. Subsequent studies support the claims that
young children do indeed instinctively fear animals.13
Dervensky speculates that the decrease is due to familiarity of pets or “cartoon shows
where animals are seen as friendly and not vicious.” Yet at the earliest ages, the fear of animals
is supreme. This particular fear is the only response, other than imagined “monsters,” where the
consequence of the actualization of that fear is potentially being consumed, and even those
imagined monsters are essentially animals from a young imagination. As we get older, the
12

13

For example, older children are much more likely to express fears of gun, bombs, or cars; they are also the ones
who went into detail, such as “getting hit by a car” rather than the simply “cars are scary” that the younger
children are inclined toward.
Ironically, the best study re-confirming Maurer is that of Bowd 1983, whose study of five-year-olds revealed
that 92% of them fear animals, primarily due to their fear of being bitten. Unfortunately, Bowd’s conclusions,
that the fear is not innate, but cultural, do not follow his evidence. His argument, that children both fear and
identify with the same animals, is neither borne out by his own evidence (e.g., 18% feared bears, but only 3%
identified with them), nor does it make sense even if the numbers were right: we can both fear something and
want to be that thing for very natural reasons. Unfortunately, the study was limited by asking children to choose
only one animal from each category. More recent studies that have built on this idea include Muris et al. 2003
and Kayyal & Widen 2016.
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“monsters” and “scary animals” of our youth become the monsters, many of which are still
bestial, of our adult minds.14 Murderers are regularly called inhuman monsters in the media,
while those who commit sexual assault are predators.
These studies of course are conducted in a world in which animal predators are relegated
to the margins of lethality. Where wild predators are free and omnipresent, a real fear is still
expressed in that local population. Yet when we are less affected by them, our fear instincts shift,
and our minds often fill what before was concrete with imaginary specters. Deep in the darkness,
children dream up horrifying monsters, which adults translate into horror stories and movies.
Around the world, cultures invent terrible fiends, most of which are defined by their abilities to
eat people. Man-eating ogres and giants occupy a central place in European fables, just as
werewolves, zombies, and vampires do in modern storytelling. All fears are ultimately related to
the fear of dying, but being killed and eaten is a qualitatively far worse experience than merely
being killed, and the monsters we invent reflect the fear of that experience.

Predators and Monsters in Antiquity
The fear of predators and man-eating monsters that the above studies suggest are innate
to us are likewise manifest in the literature of antiquity, with some additional connotations. Both
real predators and man-eating monsters are ubiquitous in the ancient mythical landscape, and this
extends beyond cultural boundaries. They are largely powerful and feared, yet to overcome that
fear and to overcome those monsters is a sign of divine favor. Thus, we see a two-fold system: to
be compared to one is either an emphasis on the comparandum’s power, or else on how the
monster needs to be conquered by someone even more powerful. The gods and heroes are
14

Marks 1987; Marks & Nesse 1994; Sugiyama & Sugiyama 2011.
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sometimes mighty lions, and other times they are battling them.
Lions in particular are a formidable presence in ancient Mesopotamia, the Levant, and
Greece, and they leave an indelible mark on their literary traditions. 15 There was a very real
possibility of being eaten by a lion. Since ancient Near East and Mediterranean populations
largely relied on pastoralism, their shepherds and other herdsmen often were defending their
livestock, or themselves, as it is sometimes attested, from lion attacks. Although lions prefer
livestock, the idea that they could, would, and do attack, kill, and eat people is widely attested in
ancient literature.16 On account of their prowess, they are often associated with gods, kings, and
power in general. From the Assyrians onward, it is considered a “royal achievement” to kill a
lion, and Assyrian kings often boast about how many they have slain. 17 In Greek and Hebrew
mythology, the two strongest characters—Heracles and Samson respectively—use their bare
hands to defeat lions, and the former wore the lion’s skin afterward. The tradition of having pits
of lions as a death penalty option begins in the Ur III period (c. 2112–2004 BCE) and is carried
on at least down to the Achaemenid period. The Romans continue the practice in a similar
fashion, but instead of pits they use arenas filled with spectators for entertainment purposes. Not
only lions, but wolves and other animals, all deadly to humans, are used for this sport and
spectacle. The method of these executions is not chosen for efficiency, but for the terror they
instill in order to maintain social order.18
Lions and other wild animals are similarly terrifying in Greek literature, and their
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On the debate whether lions existed in historical Greece, lion bones dating to the archaic period have been
identified, so there is very little reason to distrust the literary evidence. See Bartosiewicz 2009 and Thomas 2004
and 2014.
I Kings 13.24, 20.36; II Kings 17.25; Micah 5.8. Aside from the similes of Homer, lions mauled and
occasionally ate people during the gladiator games.
Oppenheim 1977: 46.
Futrell 2001: 47.
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terrifying presence is evidenced best by the animal similes in the Iliad. Lions are so singularly
fearsome that their sudden arrival puts dogs and men alike to flight (Iliad 12.271–277; 15.623–
637). When the lion goes in for the kill, everyone else is too overcome with fear to stop it
(17.61–69). Rarely are lions hunted, and even more rarely are they killed or warded off by
hunters. When they are hunted, such as in Iliad 11.292–295, they are done so with the hunter
accompanied by a pack of dogs, and there is not always an indication of the hunter’s success.
Lions may retreat (11.631–639), but in being attacked and injured they are still fearless (τοῦ δ᾽
οὔ ποτε κυδάλιμον κῆρ / ταρβεῖ οὐδὲ φοβεῖται 12.45–46) and still menacing (20.163–173), even
if they ultimately succumb to death (16.756–757).
Like lions, dogs and wolves are also feared, and both have a less than stellar reputation
among the ancients. Dogs are considered consummate scavengers and are shown as early as
Sumerian literature eating corpses and even attacking and eating the living. 19 The omophagous,
anthropophagous character of dogs and wolves is a source of terror in antiquity, although the
greater familiarity with dogs provide more examples for them than wolves.
Perhaps the best connection, though, between wolves and man-eating comes from the
myth of Lycaon, a king of Arcadia.20 This myth is not found in full until Pausanias in the second
century CE, although various hints of it are found in earlier texts. 21 Lycaon and his sons host
Zeus, who had seduced the king’s daughter Callisto, when they decide to see if they could trick
the gods (or if their guest were really a god). Instead of serving animals to eat, Lycaon serves a
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Gilgamesh, Enkidu, and the Netherworld 29, Lugalbanda in the Mountain Cave 47, and the Letter from Abaindasa to Šulgi about His Neglect 20.
See Appendix A for more discussion on Lycaon and cannibalism.
The earliest dated reference is an allusion to the story in Pl. Rep. 565d. Several late commentaries ascribe the
story to Hesiod, though which work they had in mind is uncertain. Ps.-Apoll.’s Bibliotheca 3.8.1–2 contains a
variant where the sons, not Lycaon himself, killed a nameless male child. Nyctimus, in this variant, being the
youngest, is spared Zeus’ wrath and succeeds the throne.
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chopped up infant (τὸ βρέφος). Zeus immediately knows what has been done, and thereupon
turns Lycaon into a wolf, providing the folk-etymology for Mt. Lycaeum in the meantime (λύκος
→ Λυκάων → Λύκαιον). Plato alleges that a cult of cannibalism still existed in his day, in which
a person turns into a wolf after eating human flesh (Rep. 565d).22
Making it so that Lycaon turns into a wolf highlights the bestial nature of the infanticide.
Wolves in Greek literature are described as ὠμοφάγοι, which as I point out in the previous
chapter is often synonymous with anthropophagy. When Herodotus is placing Scythian tribes in
his Histories, he locates the Neurians, who the Scythians claim turn into wolves once a year, next
to the man-eating Androphagi. The geographic proximity of the two highlight their connection to
each other, and wolves are known for eating people, too. Not content to prey on livestock, the
wolves in one Greek epigram even chase down and eat a person (Pal. Anth. 9.252).
Dogs are similarly portrayed. One of the most fearsome of them all is Cerberus, who
guards the gates of Hades and swallows anyone who tries to escape. Hesiod calls him “raweating” (ὠμηστήν, 311), “shameless” (ἀναιδέα, 312), “pitiless” (νηλειής, 770), words that are
associated with anthropophagy in both the Iliad and the Odyssey. Most importantly, though, he is
“powerful” (κρατερόν, 312).
The conjunction of his anthropophagous behavior and his power is described as fearinducing among the shades of the underworld:
ἔνθα θεοῦ χθονίου πρόσθεν δόμοι ἠχήεντες
[ἰφθίμου τ’ Ἀίδεω καὶ ἐπαινῆς Περσεφονείης]
ἑστᾶσιν, δεινὸς δὲ κύων προπάροιθε φυλάσσει,
νηλειής, τέχνην δὲ κακὴν ἔχει· ἐς μὲν ἰόντας
σαίνει ὁμῶς οὐρῇ τε καὶ οὔασιν ἀμφοτέροισιν,
ἐξελθεῖν δ’ οὐκ αὖτις ἐᾷ πάλιν, ἀλλὰ δοκεύων
22

The earlier, tantalizing reports of possible human sacrifice on Mt. Lycaeum have not been further verified. I
presume the announcement was made prematurely, but more excavation could shed light on the cult, if it ever
really existed.
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ἐσθίει, ὅν κε λάβῃσι πυλέων ἔκτοσθεν ἰόντα.
[ἰφθίμου τ’ Ἀίδεω καὶ ἐπαινῆς Περσεφονείης.] (Hes. Theog. 767–774)
“There, in front, stand the echoing halls of the god of the lower-world, strong Hades, and
of awful Persephone. A fearful hound guards the house in front, pitiless, and he has a
cruel trick. On those who go in he fawns with his tail and both his ears, but suffers them
not to go out back again, but keeps watch and devours whomever he catches going out of
the gates of strong Hades and awful Persephone.” (trans. Evelyn-White)
Yet Cerberus is not only feared by the dead, but also by the living. In his twelfth and final labor,
Heracles incites such a frenzy when he brings in Cerberus that King Eurystheus hides inside a
pithos until they leave.23 Later sources, however, are more explicit. In Seneca’s Hercules Furens,
Hera herself briefly grows afraid at the sight of Cerberus:
viso labantem Cerbero vidi diem
pavidumque Solem; me quoque invasit tremor,
et terna monstri colla devicti intuens
timui imperasse. (Sen. Herc. 60–63)
I saw the daylight shrink at sight of Cerberus, and the sun pale with fear; upon me, too,
terror came, and as I gazed upon the three necks of the conquered monster I trembled at
my own command. (trans. Miller)
Cerberus’ actions represent the dual nature of dogs to the Greeks: they may appear friendly, but
cave canem. Their employment as guards belies their friendly nature, for they are so employed in
order to engage in violence against trespassers. They are also well represented as scavengers of
carrion (Il 1.4), and Cerberus’ consumption of dead shades is not radically different from living
dogs’ consumption of corpses. While the strongest of heroes (Heracles, Odysseus) are able to
overcome them, dogs still retain a formidable power over people in life and especially in death; a
soul looking for peace in the underworld would be hindered if their corpse is eaten.
Cerberus is more than just an ordinary dog. He also fits in the pattern of animal-like,
man-eating monsters that Heracles and the other heroes hunted down. Of the twelve traditional
23

This scene is decently represented in vase paintings from at least the sixth century BCE, and they also echo
similar scenes with the Erymanthian boar that go back to the seventh century. See Gantz 413.
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labors of Heracles, half concern subduing creatures that either are man-eaters (the Nemean lion,
the Lernaean hydra, Diomedes’ mares, the Stymphalian birds, 24 and Cerberus) or are connected
to a man-eater (the Cretan bull, who sired the Minotaur). Another one still proves deadly to
people (the Erymanthian boar). The major wandering heroes of Greek mythology all fight and
overcome man-eating monsters, beginning with Odysseus’ escape from Polyphemus and Scylla
and continuing through Perseus (Cetos), Bellerophon (Chimera), and Theseus (Minotaur).25
I do not believe that these creatures are not arbitrarily grouped according to one single
trait, but are intricately and intimately connected to each other deep in the Greek mythical
landscape. Already in Hesiod many of these man-eating monsters are connected via an extended
family tree originating with the union of Phorcys and Ceto, which produces Echidna, the
immortal half-nymph, half-serpent mate of Typhoeus, Zeus’ greatest adversary. Hesiod numbers
Orthrus (as Orthus), Cerberus, the Lernaean hydra, and the Chimera among the children of
Echidna and Typhoeus (Th. 306). Additionally, the Sphinx (Phix in the Boeotian dialect) and
Nemean lion are the offspring of Orthrus and the Chimera.
Many scholars convincingly make the case for a parallel between Hesiod’s configurations
of Typhoeus, Echidna, and their offspring and the Babylonian Enuma Elish.26 In the latter, the
primordial waters goddess Tiamat decides to take revenge on other gods for killing her consort
Apsu. She creates an army of monsters—including a hydra, a serpent, a “savage” dog, and a
“scorpion man”—and with her son Kingu, whom she marries, goes to battle with the other gods,
24
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The anthropophagous character of these monsters must have been readily apparent to the ancients, since the
Stymphalian birds acquire the trait late in their mythological development. None of the early sources mention
anything negative about the birds other than that their numbers made them a problem, yet in Pausanias they are
called “man-eaters” (8.22.4). It is improbable that Pausanias invented the tradition, as he is not wont to
completely fabricate sources.
The Chimera is directly called an ἀνδροφάγος, while the Minotaur and the Cetos are set to consume children as
offerings of appeasement.
Cornford 1950; Walcot 1966; West 1966; Penglase 2003.
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who are led by Ea and Enlil. Kingu is nearly victorious over the gods until he fights with
Marduk, the patron god of Babylon, who defeats them and creates the world with Tiamat’s body
(and the life-giving Tigris and Euphrates rivers from her blood) and people from the blood of
Kingu before sending them both to the underworld as punishment.
While a chart of one-to-one correspondences cannot be created, the close similarities with
Hesiod cannot be chalked up to coincidence. Like Tiamat, Hera is furious with Zeus for his
parthenogenic birthing of Athena, and she decides to birth Typhoeus, a powerful adversary of the
gods, making the queen of the gods fight the others with her son in both myths. Upon Typhoeus’
defeat, Zeus chains him away in Tartarus, deep in the underworld. Among the monsters Tiamat
creates, the hydra and the savage dog neatly parallel the Lernaean hydra and Cerberus, while the
serpent figures prominently in the shape of the Chimera, as well as the guardian of the Hesperian
apples, a dragon that is the offspring of Echidna and Typhoeus.
The Enuma Elish may provide the original source for having Typhoeus the father of so
many monsters, though there is nothing particularly Babylonian about the monsters themselves.
The epichoric epithets suggest that they stem from local folktales, from which they are taken in
order to be fitted within a pan-Hellenistic narrative. Lerna, Nemea, and Erymanthus are located
in the Peloponnesus, whither Heracles must return in order to journey to the underworld for
Cerberus. The Sphinx in all accounts is tied to Oedipus in Boeotia, and the Cretan bull and
Lycian origin of the Chimera round out a panoply of pan-Hellenistic (and extra-Hellenistic) sites.
Later traditions yield further connections between these creatures. The Cretan bull, which
Heracles must capture for his seventh labor and is later found attached to Theseus’ quests, 27 is the
father of the man-eating Minotaur in the Pseudo-Apollodorus (2.94–95) and Diodorus (4.77.1).
27

The relatively later development of the Theseus myth suggests that defeating man-eating monsters is a critical
element in the establishment of the heroic journey.
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The killing of his son by the Marathonian bull, often identified with the Cretan bull in antiquity,
is the reason that Minos requires the fourteen Athenian youths in the first place (Paus. 1.27.9).
Hyginus includes Scylla among the children of Typhoeus and Echidna (151), though she more
often descends from Phorkys, either with Crataeis (Hom. Od. 12.126), Hecate (App. Rhod.
4.825), or, as found in Stesichorus, Lamia, the child-consuming Libyan queen connected to the
sea (fr. 220 Campbell).
The ‘monsterization’ of predators even occurs in the historical period. The earliest source
for the manticore in the Graeco-Roman tradition is found in the works of Ctesias, who claims he
received testimony from Persians and Indians and even witnessed a live one himself (fr. 45
Jakoby). The creature is described as a feline with ruddy fur, a man’s face, and a stinging barbed
tail, and it is known for eating people. The name ‘manticore’ itself is a borrowing from the
Persian and means “man-eater,” as the Greeks recognized. 28 It was famous for its ferocity and
prowess, being able to singly kill any other animal.
Yet the ancients also recognize that the manticore’s description is too similar to that of a
tiger (Pausanias 9.21.4); its face and tail are perhaps exaggerations due to locals’ excessive fear.
The tiger’s very real—and not just imagined—threat that it poses for humans sparked the
imagination of the people terrified by it. This fear transforms into a monster, as its characteristics
are exaggerated with each retelling. By the Middle Ages, drawings of the manticore were derived
from exaggerated descriptions found in Pliny rather than the sober realization of Plutarch.
Following the line of reasoning from the aforementioned studies on fear, lions and other
deadly animals embody those concrete fears, which are then translated into a broader anxiety
about the actions which those deadly animals do: they not only kill, they also eat people. And
28
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most people retain this general anxiety. For the most part in heavily urbanized areas big
predators do not produce the same terror as they used to, although in areas that are still in contact
with lions, tigers, wolves and bears, those feelings are still deeply felt in communities. 29 The fear
is still elicited by insects,30 which is one of the more common phobias, 31 and biting insects like
bedbugs leave deep, emotional scars that border on post-traumatic stress disorder. 32 The anxiety,
a constant yet somewhat mild physiological response which affects more people than the more
intense phobia, manifests chiefly in constant itching. For an ancient shepherd in the Near East,
that anxiety likely led to hyper-vigilance and contributed to the frequent literary allusion to wild
animals attacking them and their flocks.33
The deep-seated fear of being eaten by monsters is useful in establishing social norms
and behaviors. The victims of these cautionary tales typically find themselves in dangerous
situations because they have transgressed particular rules and expectations of their community,
such as children wandering away from the city and getting lost, or someone who violates guesthost relationships.34 The stories frequently stress the devastation man-eating monsters do to the
community on account of actions within the community. In traditional folklore, the ogres are not
foreigners.35 In Algonquian and related traditions, people who are too greedy could turn into a
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This is proved no less by Cecil the lion. While the West mourned his untimely death, some local opinions
defended the killing, saying that lions eat their livestock and even people, who live are terrorized by them. This
should not be considered the same as “super predators,” although the fact that we call serial murderers and other
criminals “predators” speaks to the fear that they engender in our society.
Laugrand & Oosten 2014: 117.
Shahriari-Namadi et al. 2018.
Goddard & Shazo 2012.
Where bears are more prominent, i.e., northern and north-eastern Europe, the words for bears are euphemisms.
In Slavic languages, the bear is called the “honey-eater” (Russian медведь, Polish niedźwiedź), while in
Germanic languages it is called “the brown one” (English bear, Old Norse björn, German Bär). The PIE
reconstruction for bear is *rkto-, from which we get ἄρκτος in Greek and ursus in Latin.
See fn. 34. Odysseus’ actions with Polyphemus, as shown in the next chapter, which exemplify the
transgression of norms that effects anthropophagous retaliation. The impetus continues into the modern era,
such as the tale of the girl who is intimate with a stranger that turned out to be a cannibal:
https://www.snopes.com/risque/juvenile/corpse.asp.
Even when the foreigners are the cannibals, the origin of the description is tied to events that directly impact the
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wendigo, a man-eating spirit that would prey on others. Similarly, the Athabascans tell stories of
the wechuge, into which people could turn if they become too powerful. In both cases, maneating is the manifestation of situations that threaten social order. An individual’s fear of being
eaten becomes a community’s worry about their very existence.

Fear, Power, and Society
This existential fear is easily transferred onto fellow man and gods, who take on animals’
destructive qualities. An oft-used simile across multiple traditions likens enemies to dogs (cf.
dog-eat-dog world), wolves, or lions. The most common simile used in describing hostile
enemies—domestic or foreign—is comparing them to lions and bears mauling and devouring
about, sometimes with graphic anthropophagous imagery. 36 In ancient Israel, along with a
devouring sword, Yahweh is also portrayed as a lion to Israel’s and Judah’s enemies. 37 Yahweh
offers powerful protection to the Israelites, but the terror that is instilled among their enemies is
heightened by the graphic similes and metaphors employed to boost Yahweh’s stature.
There is a danger that comes with this power, and that danger therefore commands
respect. Aristophanes’ Frogs puts it best. Aeschylus is asked by Dionysus to remark on
Alcibiades, a notorious, powerful, and influential politician in late fifth-century Athens, and he
responds with a couplet comparing him to a lion:

36

37

community. The “cannibal Jew” of Medieval Christian polemic is entirely absent as a folktale villain, who
instead are rather figures that are problematic to family or town. When Europeans began their colonizing of
Africa, native populations routinely compared them to cannibals, but that went hand-in-hand with devastating
effects on traditional cultures.
For domestic enemies, civil strife, and the immoral, see Psalm 7.2, 17.12, 50.22, Hosea 13.7–8, Job 4.10,
Zephaniah 3.2–4; for foreign hostilities, see Genesis 49.9, Hosea 5.14, Micah 5.8, Joel 1.6. Graphic imagery is
present in many examples, but see especially Numbers 23.24, “The people rise like a lioness; / they rouse
themselves like a lion / that does not rest till it devours its prey / and drinks the blood of its victims.” Psalm
50.22 keeps the graphic imagery of a lion mauling someone, but neglects actually mentioning the lion.
Hosea 5.14, Micah 5.8, many more examples.
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οὐ χρὴ λέοντος σκύμνον ἐν πόλει τρέφειν,
ἢν δ᾽ ἐκτραφῇ τις, τοῖς τρόποις ὑπηρετεῖν.
You should not rear a lion cub in the city,
but if one is brought up, accommodate its ways. (1431, 1433)
Ideally, for a democratic state such as Athens, no mortal should ever be as powerful as a lion, for
the rest of the people would have to “accommodate its ways” or be eaten. Such power
necessarily demands respect, which is given out of fear, and this lesson is learned throughout
history time and time again, making its way throughout political treatises to its famous maxim
formulated by Machiavelli in The Prince: it is better to be feared than loved if one cannot be
both.
The metaphorical danger that animals present society even finds itself taken literally.
Lions and bears tearing apart people are literally the punishment for disbelief in or disobedience
to Yahweh.38 Artemis punishes Actaeon by turning him into a hind, which leads to his own dogs
attacking him. Similarly, Callisto is turned into a bear and her own son kills (or attempts to kill)
her.39 In the Iliad, as a retort to Achilles’ enraged threat to eat Hector’s liver raw, Hecuba also
expresses a desire to eat Achilles raw.40 One tradition in turn tells of Hecuba’s metamorphosis
into a dog,41 and another has her killing the children of Polymestor, an act that is closely
associated with the consumption of corpses throughout Greek myths.42
Previous scholarship rarely focuses on these descriptions of terror, which repeatedly
show up alongside all of these anthropophagous animals, yet I argue that they directly inform
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I Kings 20.36, II Kings 2.23–25.
In some versions, Hera persuades Artemis to kill Callisto instead. There is a further cannibalistic connection
with Callisto, as she is captured and brought to Lycaon. That story is discussed more in Appendix A.
Iliad 24.212–213.
Eur. Hec. 1265–1274 and Ov. Met. 13.408–571. Neil Hopkinson in his commentary on the Metamorphoses
(Cambridge, 2000) thinks Hecuba’s threat betrays Homer’s knowledge of Hecuba’s transformation.
Cf. the myths of Philomela and Atreus.
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how we ought to interpret the descriptions of anthropophagous humans. Reading cannibalism as
solely a method of demonization and marginalization misses the element of fear that is inherently
embedded in calling another a cannibal. There is a bestial nature present within cannibals; they
are the ravenous animals, the ones who exert their power over others by consuming them. But
this ability to consume others is a strength, and it must be feared. People can fight back, like
shepherds do lions, but that does not make the lion inferior. Quite the opposite, the lions are
portrayed in noble terms, and evoking them elicits awe, terror, and dread. So too are the
anthropophagous monsters that populate the Greek imaginary landscape. Cerberus is not
despised, but feared; Heracles, the strongest human, admits that in one of the earliest works of
Greek literature that capturing Cerberus is a difficult task for him (χαλεποὺς ἐπετέλλετ᾽ ἀέθλους,
Od. 11.623).
These creatures are also by and large not external foes, but indigenous or internal threats.
Their defeat is classically read as the triumph of civilization over nature, but that reading ignores
critical aspects of those who are ostensibly civilizing. In defeating the Nemean lion, Heracles
dons its hide, symbolically becoming the very thing he defeated. Just as the lion is feared for the
danger it presents, so too is Heracles, a mighty warrior who takes down whole cities and even
kills his family. The destruction is not just abroad, but equally is found at home. Even Typhoeus,
Zeus’ greatest threat, is birthed via parthenogenesis by Hera, Zeus’ own wife. The Minotaur is
Greek, and it eats other Greeks. Creatures like the Sphinx, Lamia and related demons, and
Petronius’ werewolf are not distant creatures, but murderous problems for Greek cities. Of the
beasts that Heracles slays or tames, only Diomedes’ mares are non-Greek, and there is very little
in the earliest stories about them that mark them as foreign, except that they are Thracian; after
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they are fed their owner, they become normal. 43 Even his own would-be killers, the snakes sent
from Hera, parallel more closely other child-killing demons, like the Greek Lamia, the Hebrew
Lilith, and the Akkadian Lamashtu.
A cursory look outside Mediterranean and Ancient Near Eastern topoi in folktales shows
congruence with this interpretation. The cannibals in a wide variety of folk traditions tend to
have animalistic characteristics (or are actually anthropomorphic animals) and cause internal
strife within a community. Wolves, witches, trolls, and ogres are common man-eating enemies
around the world, often disrupting the normal order of things. Wolves attack the elderly and the
young (Little Red Riding Hood), witches with close connections to cats and bats kidnap and eat
kids (Hansel and Gretel), and trolls clearly represent banditry (Three Billy Goats). Kelpies are a
clear warning to children to stay away from rivers, lest they be susceptible to drowning.
Vampires and other undead in Eastern European folklore originally are dead villagers, not
foreigners from strange lands.44 In Saharan traditions, lions and hyenas, which present a real
threat to villagers, are two of the three main types of stories told of man-eaters, along with “allswallowing monsters...and the ogre in human shape.”45
Yet, as I will demonstrate in the next chapter, anthropophagous beings need not be a
threat to civilization. Zeus and Inanna, for example, are worshiped and lauded for their
anthropophagous actions. Achilles, who is compared to anthropophagous animals, whose hands
are called anthropohagoi, who threatens to eat Hector’s liver raw, had shrines in antiquity. There
is no doubting the fidelity of Yahweh’s servants, although his sword drinks the blood of his
43
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In a similar way, there is very little that mark the Trojans as “other” in Homer aside from polygamy and horsesacrifice, neither of which are prominent in the Iliad. See Taplin 1992, Richardson 1993, and Hall 1989, who
argues that the “foreignness” of the Trojans post-dates the Homeric epics.
Barber 1988: 29–45.
Schmidt 2001: 277–278; found in Goldberg 2005: 229.
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enemies and the god himself is compared to a lion. The foes of Zeus, Inanna, Yahweh, and
Achilles all share one essential aspect: their power, rooted in their ability to consume others,
instills fear in their enemies. It is this fearsome power that is the essence of the anthropophagous
topos in antiquity. They are not a problem for society, but rather help create it and stabilize its
order.

Conclusion
The man-eating monsters which inhabit the ancient and especially the Greek imagination
are typified more by their power and ability to cause fear than any sort of derision. This fear is
humanity’s innate, primordial trait, and although it manifests in different ways, it does regularly
effect a sense of respect or reverence toward the fearsome. This characterization is
fundamentally incompatible with current thought about anthropophagous beings, which
emphasize their exotic-ness and other-ness. Without denying the ability to additionally read such
characteristics into these beings, I find that they are better classified along with the gods and
warriors, powerful groups that instill fear and command respect.
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Chapter IV: From Primal Power to Preying on People
I eat morons like you for breakfast. - Judge Judy
Introduction
The last chapter provides an alternative reading of how anthropophagy is discussed and
represented in antiquity. Instead of dwelling on the boundaries of marginalization,
anthropophagy, born from our experiences with predatory animals, embodies a terrifying power
over others. This power is ascribed to deities by their devotees and acts as a source of legitimacy
for rulers. Later examples, perhaps embarrassed by such traditions, tended to downplay the
anthropophagous aspects by distancing their gods from actual consumption, yet elements of this
earlier stratum are still visible. Later, in the Greek tradition, we can see a further shift into
characterizing the cannibal-kings as abusive tyrants who metaphorically (and sometimes not)
“eat the people.”
This chapter applies the methodology established in the previous chapter and re-interprets
the cannibalistic and anthropophagous imagery surrounding deities and rulers (which I call the
“cannibal-king topos”) and explores the implications of this imagery on questions about their
power and rule. After a survey of Near Eastern precedents, I argue that the same aspects of the
topos appear in the archaic Greek period. In particular, I argue that we must interpret the
anthropophagy of the Cyclops in the Odyssey as a parallel of Odysseus’ actions and mirror of
archaic Greek beliefs about kingship, and that the Homeric and Hesiodic works reflect a topos in
transition, one that would change as Greek values change.
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Positive Powers: Early Near Eastern Representations
True to its form, the earliest record of literary cannibalism features a god-king consuming
others in order to gain power, both physical and royal. This is the so-called “Cannibal Hymn,”
inscribed on the walls of the tombs of the Egyptian pharaohs Unis (c. 2375–2345) and Teti (c.
2345–2323) and forms a part of the Pyramid Texts, a collection of spells guiding a recentlydeceased pharaoh into the afterlife.1 Herein the Pharaoh is described as a ba deity who feasts on
his parents, who are themselves equal to gods. The Pharaoh “eats [every gods’] bowels,” and
later is said to even consume people (180a Allen). This is done with the help of other, unnamed
gods, who bind the ancestral gods together, slit their throats, and then butcher and cook them for
the Pharaoh “in his dinner-pots.” It continues describing exactly what the Pharaoh eats (lungs,
hearts, the akh (‘soul’) of the gods) and at what time of day.
The description of the whole process loosely resembles that of a typical animal sacrifice.2
The animals are brought to the temple, bound, their throats slit, and are cooked for a feast. Just as
animal sacrifice is thought to reinvigorate and maintain life in Egypt, so too are the sacrificed
gods used in order to reincorporate the dead in the afterlife. In his reincarnated form, the Pharaoh
is only a spirit (the ba), and leaves behind his physical remains; he therefore requires something
to reanimate his corporeality. Unlike its Greek counterpart, Egyptian mythology lacked an
equivalent to ambrosia, and so the dead king would need to consume something in order to
acquire immortality. The rationale behind this is that the Pharaoh’s ba would consume parts of
other immortals, and, having consumed immortal flesh, he would gain immortality.
Thus, we have already in the third millennium BCE many of the characteristics that are
1

2

I follow Malek 2000 for the spelling of the Pharaohs’ names and their dates. The translation of the texts follows
Allen’s 2005 edition except for the spelling of ba.
Velde 2007: 128–129.
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associated with cannibalism for the next few thousand years. First, it is associated with a
powerful figure, in this case the Pharaoh as king of both Upper and Lower Egypt. Second, power
and authority are derived by the act of consuming others. Moreover, the act is not considered
morally repulsive, nor does it enervate the Pharaoh’s stature.
About a century later, the Akkadian poem Exaltation of Inanna provides another such
depiction. Composed in the dynasty of Akkad by Enheduanna, (c. 2300 BCE), a priestess and the
daughter of the Akkadian king Sargon, the poem is a hymn in praise of Inanna, one of the chief
goddesses in the Sumerian and Akkadian pantheon. 3 Therein Inanna is portrayed as a vengeful
goddess who wreaks havoc on her enemies. She accomplishes this not merely by slaughtering
them and ruining their cities, but by “crush[ing] their heads” (127) and “roar[ing] at the foreign
lands” so that rivers run with blood (42–45, 122–138).4 Her power is such that she both engages
in cannibalism and also compels others to engage in it as well. The aforementioned “river of
blood” is drunk by the people (45), and she devours those crushed corpses “like a dog” (128).
This bloodthirsty aspect of hers is but one depiction of her power by a devoted priestess.
Elsewhere she scorches the land (44), withers vegetation (43), and “rages” and “thunders” with
the power of a storm (20–33), but the animal imagery is the most vivid. Before the storm, she is
compared to a mighty dragon “depositing venom” (9). Three different times she is described as
one who roars (10, 29, 126), a well-known characteristic of a lion.
The comparisons to animals and natural phenomena wrapped in graphic imagery serve to
underscore Inanna’s terrifying power. The storms and flood emphasize the unstoppable nature of
Inanna in her wrath and the helplessness of her victims. Their chief targets are the enemy’s lands,
3

4

Her name in Akkadian is “Ishtar.” Although Enheduanna is Akkadian, her poetry is written in Sumerian, the
lingua franca of the time.
Text and translation follow the ETCSL, which uses an up-to-date composite translation of the text. Other
translations might differ in some details, but they do not otherwise detract from the argument.
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promising in effect that even if they survive, they will survive in ruins. On the other hand, the
comparisons to dogs and lions highlight her viciousness; and the actual people are targeted
instead. They will die an agonizing death full of corporeal torture. In other hymns, she is
compared to a “hurin bird” that plucks people away, a mighty lion cutting down people, and a
bull which makes people flee.5
While the anthropophagous implications of animal similes and metaphors are already
established in the previous chapter, the Exaltation of Inanna goes further by having Inanna
outright consume people. There is no sense that this should be construed as a fault of Inanna’s.
No less in Akkadian society than in Greek is insulting a god or goddess acceptable, much less in
a hymn of exaltation. Rather than read Enheduanna’s characterization of Inanna as an insult, it
should be read instead in praise of her power. While “dog” can be an insult in the Sumerian
literary tradition, it is also often represented as a creature to be feared.6 Multiple proverbs exist
warning against provoking dogs and comparing fate to a dog that bites. 7 In Enmerkar and the
Lord of Aratta (c. 2000 BCE), dogs are listed alongside lions, hyenas, and wolves as predators
who prey on people (134), while in the Lament for Sumer and Ur (after 2004 BCE), the
destruction of the city of Ur is characterized by dogs chasing people (185). The image of the
corpse-devouring dog is found in dozens of different works. One example closer to
Enheduanna’s usage is found in a letter to Ibbi-Sin (reg. c. 2026–2004), who ruled over the
Sumerian empire and is the last king of the Ur III Dynasty (c. 2119–2004), from Išbi-Erra, a
governor of the city-state Isin. Therein Išbi-Erra compares Elam, a neighboring city, to a “raging
dog” and “destroyer.” In typical Semitic parallelism, Elam in the next lines is compared to “the
5
6
7

Hymn to Inanna C.
Letter from Išbi-Erra to Ibbi-Suen about the purchase of grain 42, Hymn to Inanna D 39.
Sumerian Proverb Collection 2.24; Proverbs from Ur 6/2.224.
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loudest roarer” (viz. “a lion”). Both of these epithets, given to Elam, a powerful neighbor of Ur,
are likewise given to Inanna, and it is this aspect of a dog that Enheduanna is characterizing
Inanna.
The rest of the Exaltation of Inanna provides greater context for her characterization.
Throughout the hymn, Inanna is portrayed as a royal figure of tremendous power whose anger
needs to be placated. One of Inanna’s cult titles is “Queen of Heaven,” and she is the “Supreme
Lady of all foreign lands” (42 and 62), lands which “bow low” in deference to her (20–21). She
is even called the “Queen of Queens” (60). Aside from royal titles, Inanna’s supreme power is
made clear by her actions. People bow to her while she wreaks devastation upon land, and cities
quake in her presence. Even other gods flee from her “terrifying gaze” (34–36, 129–130) when
she is angry. Enheduanna ponders the ways in which Inanna’s ire “can be soothed” and “cooled,”
including pleading with her, burning incense, and providing food offerings (34–41). She
additionally heaps praise upon Inanna, singling out her beauty, her strength and power, and her
overall greatness.
Inanna’s anthropophagy is thus a manifestation of her prowess, particularly when she is
upset. She is characterized in terms suitable for a powerful, raging animal, to be treated no
differently than a lion would in attacking its prey. The image is not revolting, but terrifying,
putting mortal and immortal alike to flight. The comparisons to animals, especially to dogs,
merely serve to highlight this fearsome ability rather than call her essential nature into question.
Moreover, the image of the fearsome, corpse-devouring Inanna is not mere descriptive
mythology, but was also crafted for a developing political situation. Enheduanna’s imprecations
are directed at Lugalanne, a rebel commander who was probably a part of the Great Rebellion of
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Naram-sin against the Akkadian king Rimush. 8 As the sister of Rimush, Enheduanna was a
political casualty of Naram-sin’s usurpation and was ejected from her role as en-priestess.
Lugalanne is mentioned thrice in the Exaltation of Inanna, and is portrayed as an impious leader
who neglects sacred rites and defiles temples (81–90).
Inanna’s consumption of her enemies can be read as a mirror of Lugalanne and Naramsin’s civil war. As it is discussed in the following chapter, comparing war to anthropophagy is an
ancient and worldwide phenomenon, and the metaphor rings truer in civil wars. Naram-sin’s
power grab comes at the expense of human life, the underlying action of which anthropophagy
embodies. Enheduanna therefore uses Inanna’s ferocity as a political weapon in a war that has
torn the Akkadian empire apart. In her presumed triumph, Inanna’s anthropophagy establishes
her as more powerful than her enemies, bolstering her stature which Enheduanna lauds earlier in
the hymn.

A Shift in Anthropophagous Deities
Both the “Cannibal Hymn” and the Exaltation of Inanna showcase the power of the gods
by means of cannibalism and anthropophagy, and both are completely reverent toward these
actions. In the former, cannibalism is a necessity for the Pharaoh to ascend to the afterlife; in the
latter, Inanna’s anthropophagy is requested by her priestess. Later texts in both the Egyptian and
Mesopotamian traditions offer a more nuanced relationship with such divine consumption.
Deities as diverse as Hathor, Anat, and Yahweh also share the essential characteristics of Inanna:
a deity feared by other gods, engaged in warfare, and characterized by anthropophagous or
cannibalistic behaviors. Yet later texts from the Near East show that the anthropophagous
8

Westenholz 1999: 54.
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elements of the cannibal-king topos are frequently altered to remove actual consumption of
human flesh, leaving only insinuation, substitution, or metaphor.9
This is seen already in the fourteenth-century Egyptian text Deliverance of Mankind
from Destruction (53-73 Maystre).10 In it the god Ra is furious with mankind for “plotting
against [him],”11 and wishes to punish them accordingly. He sends down the goddess Hathor to
slay those who plot against him. Hathor, however, finds the slaughter an enjoyable experience
and refuses to let up, which threatens to wipe out all of humanity. In order to “protect mankind”
and prevent Hathor from wiping them out, Ra crafts a beer dyed red with ochre. This drink is
given to Hathor who mistakes it for blood. Having drunk the beer, her bloodlust is mollified, and
so mankind is saved by Ra’s deception.
The text’s connection to anthropophagy is created by insinuation. Although Hathor does
not actually consume blood, she believes that she does. From the blood of the slaughter arises
Sekhmet, a goddess in the form of a lioness who is associated with plagues. Like Inanna, Hathor
in this destructive mode is unstoppable, and devastates both land and people. It is only by
deception, not force, that the gods finally placated her, and crucial to that ploy is deceiving her
into thinking she consumed human blood.
While Enheduanna has no qualms attributing actual anthropophagy to Inanna, the
author(s) of the Deliverance of Mankind do not let their goddess go as far. The implications of
the myth strongly suggest appropriate boundaries and limitations of punishment for rulers to

9
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Cf. the change in the story of Iphigenia, where in less than a century myth of her sacrifice went from a given (in
Aeschylus’ Agamemnon) to merely an illusion (in Euripides’ Iphigenia in Tauris).
The dating of this text is uncertain, but manuscripts were found early in the thirteenth century. It is possibly
even older than the fourteenth century, but the language is undoubtedly Middle Egyptian, which places it
centuries later than the Pyramid Texts.
The text never says what exactly people did against Ra, only that they were “plotting.”
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follow. From the outset of the text, Ra is declared king of both gods and man, and this is
reiterated several times throughout the narrative. In being granted permission by Nu, the initial
suppression of the plot as a royal action is seen as a good thing for the king to undertake. On the
other hand, Hathor’s relentless assault is not supported by Ra, who attempts to stop it. The
inability for Ra to reason with Hathor or order her to quit suggests that she is beyond the pale
and has crossed the line into savagery, which is reinforced by Sekhmet’s emergence. As opposed
to Enheduanna’s Inanna, Hathor’s anthropophagous appetite is taboo.
Perhaps a closer parallel to the Exultation of Inanna is found with the portrayal of the
Ugaritic goddess Anat in the Ba’al cycle. Contemporary with the Deliverance of Mankind text,
the texts of the fourteenth-century12 Ugaritic epic portray Anat as a powerful but cruel warrior
battling her enemies and standing “neck-deep in the gore” of decapitated soldiers (CAT 1.3, ll.
13–15). The scene describes Anat in the midst of battle, when she begins to feast:
And look! Anat fights in the valley,
Battl[es] between the two towns!
She fought the people of the se[a]-shore,
Struck the populace of the su[nr]ise.
Under her, like balls, were hea[ds],
Above her, like grasshoppers, hands,
Like locusts, heaps of warrior-hands.
She fixed heads to her back,
Fastened hands on her waist.
Knee-deep she glea[n]ed in warrior-blood,
Neck-deep in the gor[e] of soldiers.
...
But she was not satisfied
With her fighting in the valley,
With battling between the two towns.
She arranged chairs for the soldiery,
Arranged tables for the hosts,
Footstools for the heroes.
Hard she fought and looked about,
12

Smith 1994: 1.
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Anat battled, and she surveyed.
Her innards swelled with laughter,
Her heart filled with joy,
Anat’s innards with victory.
Knee-deep she gleaned in warrior-blood,
Neck-deep in the gore of soldiers,
Until she was sated with fighting in the house,
With battling between the two tables.13
While the text does not directly state that Anat consumes anyone, the imagery of a feast
juxtaposed with descriptions of slaying enemies creates an association between the two in the
audience’s mind.14 Even the battle descriptions are similar to consumption: Anat’s victory fills
her innards and sates her appetite, while images of bowls, hand-washing, and tables blend
seamlessly with the soldiers and fighting.
The anthropophagous imagery is strengthened by the historical context of the text. The
text was compiled in what is now Syria probably in the fourteenth century, at a time when
ḥērem-warfare was common.15 In this practice, attested abundantly in the Hebrew scriptures, all
living beings of an enemy state are sacrificed to the gods of the victors. As part of the
Mediterranean-Near Eastern sacrificial system I outline in Appendix A, sacrificial animals are
conceived of as nourishment for the gods. Since consumption of the enemies is only implied,
anthropophagy in Ugarit must also have become less fashionable, like with Hathor, though while
Hathor’s anthropophagy is an expression of too terrifying power, the Ugaritic writer exempts
Anat from the negative associations of actual anthropophagy.
Even the myths of Inanna are not immune to this development, as seen in later versions
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Translation by Smith and Pitard 2009.
Cf. Lucan’s Pharsalia, in which Julius Caesar is depicted having breakfast atop the slain after the battle of
Pharsalus (7.786ff); see Chapter Eight for further analysis.
Lemaire 1999; Smith & Pitard 2009.
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of the Hymn to Inanna. Two manuscripts contain a variant reading of Inanna’s compelling others
to drink the river of blood. The text originally read, “Blood is poured into their rivers because of
you, their people must drink [it]” (id2-ba uc2 ma-ra-an-de2 uj3-bi ma-ra-na8-na8); the latter part
is changed to read “their people could not drink” (uj3-bi ba-ra-na8-na8) which perhaps made
more sense to later observers more removed from the earlier incarnations of the cannibal-king
topos.16
In Hebrew literature from at least the seventh century onward, Yahweh’s wrath against
his and Israel’s enemies follows the above pattern:
When My sword has drunk its fill in the heavens, then it will come down upon Edom,
upon the people I have devoted to destruction. (Isa. 34.5)
Over all the barren heights in the wilderness the destroyers have come, for the sword of
the LORD devours from one end of the earth to the other. No flesh shall have peace. (Jer.
12.12)
That day belongs to the Lord, the GOD of Hosts, a day of vengeance to avenge Himself
against His foes. The sword will devour until it is satisfied, until it is quenched with their
blood. For it will be a sacrifice to the Lord, the GOD of Hosts, in the land of the north by
the River Euphrates. (Jer. 46.10)
Deuteronomy adds Yahweh’s arrows to the mix:
“I will make my arrows drunk with blood, while my sword devours flesh: the blood of
the slain and the captives, the heads of the enemy leaders.” (Deut. 32.42)
Yahweh himself does not consume others, yet by claiming Yahweh’s possession over them, the
texts make it clear that the sword and arrows are a synecdoche standing in for Yahweh himself,
even while the metaphorical language conceals the image of animalistic consumption. The
concealment does not altogether remove the connection, and in effect makes whatever the sword
does is still functionally Yahweh’s doing. The connection between Yahweh and his weapons is
16

References to Inanna’s consumption of others still exist in the later manuscripts, so it is possible this is an
accidental error, especially since the two phrases are quite similar. However, the similarity of the phrases also
makes it easier for intentional change.
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only strengthened by Jeremiah calling it a sacrifice (46.10, third passage above), which again
implies consumption on Yahweh’s part.

Interpretations of Anthropophagous Deities
These deities’ anthropophagous behavior are periodically questioned by scholars, yet no
consensus exists on its purpose or on the function of the myths. Specialization has also allowed
few commentators the luxury of looking at all the passages in combination with each other,
although many parts of the overall puzzle have been advanced piecemeal. 17 Much of the earlier
scholarship on the Biblical material failed to notice the anthropophagous implications or are
reluctant to mention it, a reticence that continues into the twentieth century.18
Interest in the idea blossomed at the end of the 1970s following Marvin Pope’s
monograph on the Song of Solomon, wherein he draws comparisons between the cannibalistic
language connected to Yahweh and Anat’s actions in Ugaritic literature, to which he also added
the Hindu goddess, Kali. Pope’s argument covers much more than the cannibalistic language; he
saw parallels in the language of love among Anat, Kali, and the “beloved” of Yahweh’s in the
Song of Solomon; the fact that they all share cannibalistic imagery is used only to establish
parallelism between the three.19 Since his chief concern was penning a commentary on the Song
of Solomon, he does not go into the evolution or development of the cannibal-king topos.
With Anat, some commentators even refuse to see the cannibalistic implications of the
text. Stern (1994) denies any anthropophagy on Anat’s part, but he does argue that holding a
17
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For example, Kaiser 1959 argued for reading Anat’s battle as a scene of ritual slaughter, but then did not
connect that back to cannibalism.
See for example Petersen 1995, who mentions people drinking blood explicitly but never once uses any
language denoting anthropophagy.
Pope 1977.
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feast (as Anat does) during the carnage is a signal of the attacker’s prosperity. To support this, he
points to Egyptian texts describing the conquest of enemies which are juxtaposed with festivities
celebrated by the Pharaoh. Stern’s argument ultimately fails to convince, for although feasts after
conquests are nothing new, elaborate feasts are more unusual during the battle, especially when
such feasts are enveloped by gory language.
Of recent commentaries, Smith and Pitard in their 2009 commentary on the Ugaritic
Ba’al cycle come closest to understanding the elements of cannibalism in these texts. They
rightly build off Pope’s work by exploring further cannibalistic parallels among Yahweh, Anat,
Kali, and Hathor. They then set the cannibalism within a context of ḥērem-warfare, advanced
earlier by Lemaire.20 More significantly, they entertain the idea of an emerging discomfort with
the idea of cannibalism as an explanation for why Yahweh and Anat do not explicitly engage in
the consumption themselves, leaving it to associative images instead.21
Smith & Pitard unfortunately leave the state of anthropophagy in these texts at that and
miss an opportunity to explore its development further. When taken together, these
advancements represent a fuller yet still-incomplete understanding of how the cannibal-king
topos is expressed in the ancient Near East. What is clear throughout all these texts is that
cannibalism remains a symbol of raw, animalistic power. Sekhmet, who rises from the slaughter
of man by Hathor, takes on the form of a lion. With Anat, her power is recognized in decapitated
body parts. The heads and hands of her enemies are depicted strewn apart “like grasshoppers [in
the air]” or “under her like balls” (9–11), which she then straps to her back and fastens on her
waist (11–14). Wearing the body parts in this way parallels Kali in the Hindu tradition, whose
iconography regularly shows her wearing clothes made of arms and hands and has her frequently
20
21

Lemaire 1999.
Smith & Pitard 2009: 183–184.
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surrounded by animals.
These myths and their associated language demonstrate a somewhat linear chronological
progression in reducing the problem of worshiping anthropophagous deities. What starts out as
unabashed reverence for Inanna’s awful power becomes a cause for concern for the other gods
with Hathor’s destruction of humans and is reduced to allusion in Anat’s warfare cannibalism
nearly a millennium later. Likewise, Yahweh’s personal sword is a stand in for Yahweh himself
as the one who “consumes” the flesh and blood of his enemies acutely and explicitly. A sword
“consuming” someone is much more easily imagined as simple bloodshed. This stand-in
replacement for bloodlust also parallels the shift from human sacrifice (such as with the
sacrifices of Isaac and Iphigenia in Hebrew and Greek mythologies) and, eventually, the
replacement of sacrifice altogether in keeping with shifts in morals and increased scrutiny of
ancient practices.

The Hesiodic Succession Myth and a Topos in Transition
The above survey of anthropophagous deities, when read through the lens of the
cannibal-king topos, shines a direct light on how we should understand Greek parallels,
especially in the earliest, oral layer of Greek literature. The early Greek hexametric poetry,
including both of Homer’s and both of Hesiod’s works, all include extensive references to
anthropophagy and cannibalism either engaged in or caused by kings.
One of the most fundamental cruces that establish a connection between kingship and
cannibalism is also one that rarely receives comment. The Iliad straightaway draws attention to
cannibalism and power when Achilles calls Agamemnon a δημοβόρος (‘people-devourer’) for
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taking Briseis away from him (1.231). “Cannibalism” was particularly an apt metaphor, as the
actions of rulers, like those of rebels, threaten to consume the whole community for their own
benefit. In taking possession of Briseis, Agamemnon unjustly deprives a fellow member of the
aristocracy of something vital to him (at least in Achilles’ rhetoric). The end result is that all the
people suffer, which Agamemnon ultimately sets in motion, even if it more directly comes from
Achilles’ prayer. In taking away from the aristocracy, he gains at others’ expense, which is
likened to feasting on the people.22 The power aspects of the cannibal-king topos is still in effect.
Agamemnon asserts (1.133–139) and reasserts (1.184–187) his right to take Briseis as king of all
the Achaeans and is recognized as “mostly kingly” (βασιλεύτατός, 9.69) by others.
Incidentally, he is given this status by Zeus (1.278–279), for whom cannibalism also
established his kingship over all the gods. In the Theogony, Zeus’ father Cronus is cast as a
mighty god-king (κρατερῷ, 465; βασιλῆι, 476) who, fearing lest he is overthrown, eats all the
children Rhea bore him save Zeus alone, who is hidden away and replaced with a rock. Cronus
does this in order to stop the prophecy that one of his children will overpower (δαμῆναι, 464)
him and take the kingship away from him (ἔχοι βασιληίδα τιμήν, 462). The fear parallels his own
behavior with his father, Uranus, whom Cronus castrates with “a large jagged-toothed scythe”
(ἅρπην μακρὴν καρχαρόδοντα, 179–180) because he too is attempting to prevent his children
from overthrowing him. The cycle continues, whereupon Zeus swallows the goddess Metis
shortly before she is due to give birth to Athena, their daughter together. Cannibalism is found in
all three successive generations of divine kings.
Cronus’ and Zeus’ cannibalism is not a Hesiodic invention, but derives from earlier, preGreek tales. In a Hittite cosmogony often given the name Kingship in Heaven, the god An
22

Cf. Solon fr. 36 and Proverbs 28.15.
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deposes Alalu, the king of gods, and in turn An 23 is deposed by Alalu’s son Kumarbi.24 While An
is attempting to flee, his genitals are bitten off and swallowed by Kumarbi, who, cursed by An,
becomes pregnant with three gods, Teššub the “Storm God,” Aranzaḫ (identified with the Tigris
river), and the “heavy god” Tašmišu. Kumarbi is himself subsequently overthrown by Teššub.
The next part of the text is extremely fragmentary, but from what remains the cannibalism did
not stop there. Kumarbi thereafter demands to eat at least Teššub, and, following a lacuna in
which something happens to his teeth, he weeps. He then throws a stone to earth, and Teššub
deposes his father.25
The act of swallowing An’s genitals is unambiguously cannibalistic, as opposed to the
(comparatively) distanced myths of Yahweh’s sword and Anat’s carnage. Also unlike the earlier
deities mentioned, Kumarbi is cast negatively, proving himself quick to be deceived and
overthrown. Even the “power” aspect is subverted. Upon consuming the genitals, Kumarbi
laughs at his deed. An, however, claims he has the last laugh, for Kumarbi is impregnated by it,
with the implication that Kumarbi’s sons will do to him what he had done to An.
The close parallels between the Kingship in Heaven and Hesiod’s succession myths line
up nicely, as it has has long been noted, and strongly suggest that Hesiod borrowed these myths,
either directly or, more probably, indirectly:26
Table 1: Comparison of the Kingship in Heaven and Theogony
An’s genitals are bitten by Kumarbi
23
24
25

26

Uranus’ genitals are cleaved by Cronus’ “jaggedtoothed” scythe

Some texts render the name “Anu,” but “An” is the more familiar term.
Hoffner 1975: 136–145.
Teššub himself has sons and is warned of overconfidence in his position. The ending is lost, but apparently the
cycle is threatened to continue.
The fundamental connections were made by Forrer 1936 and Barnett 1945; see also Güterbock 1948, Walcot
1956, Meltzer 1974, and Solmsen 1989. Very little scholarship on the implications of cannibalism are explored
in these texts, though.
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Semen that fell onto the ground impregnates the The genitals fall into the sea and Aphrodite is born
earth, who bears gods from it
from it
Kumarbi tries to eat Teššub, but is tricked with a Cronus tries to eat Zeus, but is tricked with a rock
rock
Teššub overthrows Kumarbi

Zeus overthrows Cronus

Teššub is overconfident and is warned of being A prophecy foretells of a child mightier than his
overthrown himself (in the future)
father

Hesiod does not paint a flattering picture of Cronus. He repeats Cronus’ Homeric epithet
ἀγκυλομήτης (‘crooked-counsel’), which he also gives to Prometheus, another threat to Zeus’
reign, and he calls Cronus “wretched” (σχέτλιος, 488) immediately before drawing attention to
his ignorance and eventual defeat. Any god that is fooled by a mere rock clashes with Hesiod’s
exculpation of Zeus’ immediate awareness of Prometheus’ intended deception, Zeus who
“knows imperishable counsels” (ἄφθιτα μήδεα εἰδὼς, 550). His portrayal is similar to, in Martin
West’s words, the folk-tale of “the ogre who cannot be defeated by strength, but who can easily
be outwitted by a trick.”
It is difficult to argue that Cronus’ defeat by Zeus and the Olympians is some sort of
cautionary tale against cannibalism. The episode lies within a pattern of succession, which
begins with Cronus’ castration of Uranus, whose terrible deed is putting his children back after
they are born. Moreover, following Cronus’ defeat, Zeus engages in cannibalism of his own. In
receiving the same prophecy as Cronus, Zeus swallows Metis, whom he impregnated, so that she
might give birth to Athena.
Instead, the episodes are better read in terms of kingship succession. The horror of
Cronus’ actions is not so much the consumption of his children—they will survive—but lies in
preventing the rightful heir from taking the throne. Hesiod does not even hide his anticipation of
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Zeus’ usurpation, calling him “lord” (ἄνακτος, 493) while he is still a suckling. Cannibalism is
thus an extension of Cronus’ power. Since Hesiod’s contemporary audience would have
recognized Zeus as king of gods and men, Cronus, in keeping the crown for too long, must be
punished. This makes Cronus’ crime a political one, and Hesiod, who is ever concerned with bad
kings in the Works & Days, is already treading that ground in the Theogony. The accusation
delineates good kings from the bad. The bad king, represented by Cronus, deprives what
rightfully belongs to his children—not just to Zeus, but all the Olympians, whose time was due.
This compares to actual kings and other rulers who either hold onto power for too long or, more
generally, do not share with the aristocracy.
Cronus’ cannibalism, first of his father and then of his children, demonstrates his power,
and is not the objectionable act per se, as the Zeus’ actions show. At the conclusion of the
Titanomachy, Zeus decides to end the cycle of generational overthrowing also by cannibalism.
Instead of his children, though, he swallows Metis, whose name literally means “wisdom” or
“counsel.” If cannibalism itself was the problem, we should have expected Hesiod to explain it
away in embarrassment, but that does not happen here. 27 One difference in the myths is that
Metis is not the progeny of Zeus. The actual children of Zeus are still alive; they are participants
in the Olympian aristocracy. The one child from Metis and Zeus, Athena, is born and is loyal to
Zeus through and through.
Scholarship on Metis, what little there is, de-emphasizes the cannibalistic aspect of Zeus’
act and instead generally focuses on Zeus’ attributes post-consumption. 28 She is merely a plot
device to create wise Athena and good-counseled (μητιόεις) Zeus. 29 But the lack of attention paid
27
28
29

On embarrassment as a criteria for interpretation, see Meier 1991: 168–171.
Dètienne & Vernant 1974.
Interestingly, Athena does not bear any titles connected to μῆτις. It is tempting to hypothesize that Metis is
originally the mother of e.g., Prometheus and Epimetheus or no one at all, and that the birth of Athena in the
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to Metis is unsurprising given how it uncomfortably fits with the Arens’ line of thinking. If
cannibalism were so odious to the Greeks, how could their chief god eat another without much
ado made about it? With Zeus, swallowing Metis is, like Cronus before him, a demonstration of
his power and a testament to his kingship, but allowing his children to prosper is what separates
him from his predecessors. Even Metis’ fate differs from the Olympians’, for she is still able to
act, as she grants μῆτις to Zeus and guides his decisions. Zeus does not snub Metis but merges
with her.
My argument is that Hesiod understands kingship in terms of the ability to cannibalize
the community. After relaying several fables in his Works & Days, Hesiod includes a curious one
concerning kingship:
νῦν δ᾽ αἶνον βασιλεῦσιν ἐρέω φρονέουσι καὶ αὐτοῖς:
ὧδ᾽ ἴρηξ προσέειπεν ἀηδόνα ποικιλόδειρον
ὕψι μάλ᾽ ἐν νεφέεσσι φέρων ὀνύχεσσι μεμαρπώς:
205ἣ δ᾽ ἐλεόν, γναμπτοῖσι πεπαρμένη ἀμφ᾽ ὀνύχεσσι,
μύρετο: τὴν ὅγ᾽ ἐπικρατέως πρὸς μῦθον ἔειπεν:
δαιμονίη, τί λέληκας; ἔχει νύ σε πολλὸν ἀρείων:
τῇ δ᾽ εἶς, ᾗ σ᾽ ἂν ἐγώ περ ἄγω καὶ ἀοιδὸν ἐοῦσαν:
δεῖπνον δ᾽, αἴ κ᾽ ἐθέλω, ποιήσομαι ἠὲ μεθήσω.
ἄφρων δ᾽, ὅς κ᾽ ἐθέλῃ πρὸς κρείσσονας ἀντιφερίζειν:
νίκης τε στέρεται πρός τ᾽ αἴσχεσιν ἄλγεα πάσχει.
ὣς ἔφατ᾽ ὠκυπέτης ἴρηξ, τανυσίπτερος ὄρνις.
And now I will tell a fable for princes who themselves understand. Thus said the hawk to
the nightingale with speckled neck, while he carried her high up among the clouds,
gripped fast in his talons, and she, pierced by his crooked talons, cried pitifully. To her he
spoke disdainfully: ‘Miserable thing, why do you cry out? One far stronger than you now
holds you fast, and you must go wherever I take you, songstress as you are. And if I
please I will make my meal of you, or let you go. He is a fool who tries to withstand the
stronger, for he does not get the mastery and suffers pain besides his shame.’ So said the
swiftly flying hawk, the long-winged bird. (202–212, trans. Evelyn-White)
Hesiod’s fable is passed along in later literature with a twist ending: the hawk itself is often the

Theogony is a Hesiodic invention.
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target of a larger bird, ensuring that bad kings get their comeuppance. 30 While the passage above
appears to affirm the power of the βασιλεῖς in charge of Ascra, it also registers a complaint
against them and a warning to Perses about following their “crooked judgements” (σκολιῇς δὲ
δίκῃς, 221).31
That the action would be considered cannibalistic is affirmed from another part of the
Works & Days. In lines 276–80, Hesiod states that it is the νόμος of animals to eat other because
they lack δίκη. Essentially, the law of the animal world is that the strongest make the rules
without regards to what is “just” or proper. People, on the other hand, having been given δίκη by
Zeus, are expected to act justly, which apparently would preclude acting purely on a “might
makes right” basis.
This passage comes a short sixty-five lines after the hawk and nightingale fable and lacks
any transition from the fable to this dictum. Moreover, the more immediate context of the
passage falls within Hesiod’s diatribe against “bribe-gobbling” (δωροφάγοι) kings who make
“crooked judgments” (σκολιῶν δικέων, 264). Given the root φάγ- in δωροφάγοι, an exceedingly
rare word first used here, the intertextual connection between the two is compelling. The “bribegobbling” kings who harm the people are thus represented by the hawks, who lack δίκη and who
cannibalize the community and prey on those who are weaker.
Despite this insinuation, the fable still demonstrates that cannibalism is a demonstration
of power. While it may be unjust, and while Hesiod may not like it, he knows that he is still the
songbird in the fable. Even if later versions include a twist, Hesiod’s version acknowledges the
30
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The “twist” is usually found in Medieval literature, but traces of it can be detected in Classical literature. Aelian
De Anim. 3.40 claims that nightingales refuse to sing when captured, a case of “getting revenge” on the captors.
While the captors in this case are not hawks, I wonder if the two ideas are related, in that the “bigger bird” of the
Medieval fable and refusing to sing of Aelian’s anecdote are both shared types of revenge.
Some commentators see the bird as Hesiod, though Hubbard 1995 makes a forceful and persuasive argument for
reading her instead as Perses.
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power disparity between the poet and the prince, and Hesiod’s only real weapon is to persuade
the βασιλεῖς to do what is δίκαιος, since they are modeled Zeus, the author of δίκη, whom
Hesiod calls the ἀθανάτων βασιλεὺς (668). Ultimately, though, it is up to the βασιλεῖς to decide
what to do, since they have the power.

Homer’s Odyssey and the Cannibalism of Kingship
Hesiod’s insinuations about kingship and cannibalism is spelled out more explicitly in
Homer’s Odyssey. Perhaps the most famous man-eater in Greek mythology is Polyphemus the
Cyclops. The Cyclops episode has long been read as a folktale element, in which the protagonist
is pitted against and must overcome some ogre.32 There is an apparent, superficial similarity
between the Odysseus’ encounter with Cyclops and other Greek heroes’ encounters with the
many anthropophagous monsters that seem to plague the Greek imaginary landscape, such as
Oedipus with the Sphinx and Theseus with the Minotaur. 33 However, contextualizing these
myths demonstrates how the anthropophagous elements in the stories very often add to the
discourse on repressive rulers and the topos of the cannibal king.
The role Polyphemus and Odysseus play in the cave are quite similar to that of king and
subject/supplicant elsewhere in the Odyssey (and throughout Greek mythological literature).
Despite its primitive trappings, the cave is very much analogous to the Greek palace, and
Odysseus’ request for gift-exchange is constructed similarly to that of other kings. His “wealth,”
which awes the sailors, os literally connected to his flock, specifically their young and cheese
from their milk, and finds an analogue in the epithet πολύμηλος (“of many-flocks,” or “rich in
32
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The bibliography on this is enormous, but to avoid a ‘Wilamowitz pile,’ see Brown 1966 fn. 2, which contains
some of the more fundamental readings.
These encounters are briefly discussed in Chapter Two on folklore and “beasts.”
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flocks”), a poetical description of powerful people and bounteous lands alike. 34 Odysseus’
dialogue with Polyphemus is also similarly constructed to the many given to kings and powerful
lords throughout the Odyssey. The formula of asking for identity and Odysseus’ raising of the
reciprocity of gift-giving recall identically-formulated scenes of Telemachus at Menelaus’ house
and Odysseus in Alcinous’ palace.
But Polyphemus makes it clear that he will refuse to follow xenia and says that Zeus has
no power over him (9.275–276). In refusing to heed the laws of xenia, Polyphemus becomes an
evil king typical of Greek mythology (as discussed below), and thus punishment is inevitable.
Despite his abnegation of the duty of xenia, the Cyclopes are not exempt from the laws of Zeus.35
Monsters of all type are routinely depicted as beings that must be eradicated by Greek heroes for
their anti-civilization behavior, and of course the Olympians takes no mercy on the Giants and
their ilk during the Gigantomachy. The Cyclopes are also judged harshly in Greek thought. As
early as the fifth century in Euripides’ Cyclops, Polyphemus is depicted as deserving of his
blindness and is to receive further punishment on account of violating xenia. It is easy to see
why, as Homer’s description of the Cyclopes is less than flattering. As a whole the race of
Cyclopes are lawless (ἀθεμίστων, 9.105) and live without agriculture or cities. They also form an
antithesis to the Phaeacians, who are nearest to the gods, have clear laws, live in a city, are seagoing, and are decidedly not cannibals, yet are punished by Poseidon for helping Odysseus
anyway.36
34
35
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Cf. Il. 705 Iphiclus, or Sicily, which is where in later imagination the Cyclops is located.
We should not trust the word of Polyphemus alone in evaluating the truth of his statement, for would it not be
the hallmark of one committing hubris For one, Euripides treats the theme of Polyphemus’ lack of xenia
seriously and with consequences, which indicates that it was at least part of Greek discourse. Second, giants and
other monsters are regularly shown to be subject to Zeus’ authority, such as Otus and Ephialtes or Procrustes, all
three of whom share the same father as Polyphemus.
Alcinous’ own idea (8.564–569) of course is that the Phaeacians, in helping strangers lost at sea, incurrs the
wrath of Poseidon long before Odysseus shows up.
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Many of these assumptions are complicated by the entirety of the narrative, and the clearcut distinction between good and bad is washed away almost literally as the characters interact
with Odysseus. If Polyphemus is such a monstrous beast, why does he survive, even blind, while
the Phaeacian ship returning from delivering Odysseus to his homeland is turned to stone and
sunk? While undoubtedly Polyphemus shows poor xenia, the same cannot be said for the
Phaeacians, who are hospitable hosts par excellence.
Furthermore, the Laestrygones, though they live in civilization, also eat Odysseus’ men
and show no signs of xenia either, yet there is no sign at all that they suffer for the way they treat
Odysseus. In fact, the Laestrygones are an extension of the Cyclops story. The language used to
describe them parallels that which is used to describe the Cyclops, even down to throwing rocks
at the ships, with the chief difference being that the Laestrygones succeed where Polyphemus
failed, which in turns parallels the success of Odysseus when he returns as opposed to
Telemachus’ early failure to rein in the suitors.37
These details are not mere inconsistencies or plot holes, but intentionally problematize
the straightforward narrative. The cave sequence is instead deliberately constructed to mirror the
ending of the Odyssey, in which Odysseus, acting in his royal guise, slaughters en masse
Penelope’s suitors. Structurally, the two stories form parallels at both key points in the narrative
that allow the audience to see Odysseus not as the unqualified hero, but retroactively in the
wrong in the Cyclops’ cave, which in turn sheds light on the cruelty of Odysseus’ retaliation and
ultimately draws on the aforementioned cannibal-king discourse to problematize a neat, resolved
ending.
For one, the Cyclops’ description comes directly from Odysseus, who narrates the
37
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episode to the Phaeacians. The pejorative descriptions come then not from the narrator of the
Odyssey, but from someone who suffered at the hands of Polyphemus and who is attempting to
convince his audience of his suffering. The story is not an outright lie, as in book 2 the narrator
states that Polyphemus did eat one of Odysseus’ men, but in the two passages outside book 9,
they do not come close to the level of judgment that Odysseus describes. One passage (1.68–74)
even gives Polyphemus a standard heroic genealogy, with divine parentage and a superlative,
calling him “strongest” of the Cyclopes (κράτος ἐστὶ μέγιστον, 1.70). The only negative epithet
provided is ἄγριος (2.19), which was also applied to Hector (Il. 8.96), Achilles (Il. 9.629), and
even Athena (Il. 4.23).38
Odysseus too errs in his interactions with Polyphemus. Proper protocol for xenia insists
that guests be invited before dining, as Odysseus properly observes in Alcinous’ palace (Od.
7.140ff.). Yet as soon as Odysseus and his crew arrived at Polyphemus’ cave, they begin under
his direction to consume his food and wait there—overstay, one might say—in order to “receive
presents.” His men, begging to steal away back to the ships, prove ineffective at persuading him.
Odysseus admits that his men are right, but even in doing so he still errs in eating the Cyclops’
food, for it is also improper for a guest to eat without an invitation and ask for gifts, as the proper
custom is for the host to offer. For additional politeness, guests can feign refusal, as Telemachus
does at Menelaus’ gifts.
In his escape, Odysseus cannot refrain from hubris, and reveals his name to Polyphemus
just as he was about to get away, again contrary to his sailors’ advice. Having thus learned the
name, Polyphemus is able to call upon his father Poseidon to wreck Odysseus further. Odysseus’
actions cause the death of every single one of his companions; he alone is able to survive, thanks
38
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to the will and actions of the gods.
This sequence of events parallels neatly the end of the Odyssey and the slaughter of the
suitors.39 Like Odysseus, the suitors are not practicing guest-xenia properly, albeit in a manner far
worse than Odysseus’ simple begging for gifts. The suitors also are improperly eating, on this
occasion eating Penelope and Telemachus out of house and home. Their consumption of all their
food and wine metaphorically echoes cannibalism, for it fattens them at their hosts’ expense.
Like Odysseus, who ignores the words of his men, the suitors’ leaders force everyone to overstay
their welcome, which will cause their demise.
It should also be remembered that Polyphemus in the Odyssey is not just a monster, but
the son of a god. Just as Polyphemus calls upon Poseidon to wreak havoc upon Odysseus,
Telemachus requires his father’s help in defeating all the suitors. There Odysseus, like the
suitors, violates the laws of hospitality by improperly eating Polyphemus’ food and then
demanding gifts. In turn, Polyphemus eats some of the sailors, a literal act of anthropophagy, as
Odysseus would later punish the suitors in avenging his son Telemachus. The chart below shows
how well the analogues line up together:
Table 2: Comparison of the Slaughters of the Suitors and the Sailors
Basic action: Xenia violated → Violators harm host → (Odysseus in disguise) → Son
asks father for help in vengeance → Father and son slay many
Suitors violate xenia
disrespectful guests.

by

being

extremely Odysseus and his crew violate xenia by eating
Polyphemus’ food.

Suitors secretly plan on killing Telemachus.
39

Odysseus employs a trick in getting Polyphemus

Newton 1983 makes the connection between Polyphemus and Odysseus explicit and inarguable, but he does not
elaborate at all on what makes Odysseus “Cyclopean” at the end, nor does he consider parallels other than
between Odysseus and Polyphemus. Dougherty 2001: 164ff. also links the suitors to Polyphemus, but she does
not extend it to Odysseus himself, and the parallel between the two is far more extensive than most
commentators have allowed for it. Cannibalism for Dougherty though “functions rhetorically as a marker of the
violence of colonial settlement” (167). I do not find this to be altogether convincing, especially where the suitors
are concerned.
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drunk to blind him.
Odysseus enters his house disguised as an old Odysseus and his crew exit the cave hiding under
beggar.
sheep.
Telemachus needs his father to slay the suitors, as Polyphemus asks his father Poseidon to avenge
he is unable to do so by himself.
him.
Odysseus and Telemachus together slaughter the Polyphemus and Poseidon both have a hand in
suitors.
destroying Odysseus’ fleet.

To boil it down to its essentials: the son attempts to exact revenge on unwelcome guests for
violating xenia, but he needs the help of his father to help complete the task.
So as to make the parallel certain in the minds of the audience, Polyphemus’ name is an
apt description of Odysseus himself, not only for the prefix (cf. πολύτροπος, πολύτλᾱς, &
πολύμητις), which is applied more to Odysseus than any other Homeric hero, but also because
Odysseus really is much-famed: his Trojan War exploits were known even to the Phaeacians.
This reading also explains the discrepancy between the suffering of Polyphemus and the other
cannibal monsters. Among all the man-eating monsters of the Odyssey, only the Cyclopes and
Laestrygones have something like human intelligence. Like Polyphemus in his cave, the
Laestrygones attack Odysseus and his crew and eat them. However, unlike blinded Polyphemus,
the Laestrygones suffer no consequences for their anthropophagous behavior.
The narrative surrounding and the characterization of the Laestrygones delineate the two.
While the Cyclopes avoid civilization and live in caves without laws, the Laestrygones live in a
city (πτολίεθρον, 10.81) and meet in an assembly (ἀγορῆς, 10.114), which presume civilization.
The Laestrygones can be further contrasted with the Phaeacians. Both groups dislike xenoi, and
Athena explicitly says this about the latter (7.32–33). They also both hint at an aquatic
connection. The Phaeacians are commended for their sailing, and their names often contain
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nautical elements. Meanwhile, the Laestrygones kill Odysseus’ men by “spear[ing] them like
fish” (10.124) and trapped them in the harbor, a tactic reminiscent of trapping fish with nets.
However, the operative theme at play is still xenia. In the cave, Odysseus came to
Polyphemus as a xenios, supplicating him and engaging him in the traditional trappings of xenia.
Even if Odysseus violates the terms, Polyphemus is still bound to Zeus laws. 40 At the very least,
denying Zeus’ authority is an act of hubris which portends future punishment. With the
Laestrygones, however, no such interaction took place. No names are exchanged, no one
supplicates the other, and no meals are shared, and so neither party is operating under xenia.
More importantly, they do not commit hubris against Zeus. Therefore, the Laestrygones escape
censure despite being man-eaters. As monstrous as it was to eat the sailors, their actions are not
so different from Odysseus’ sailing parties who raid the coasts of Anatolia (9.40–66).
Even in settings where Odysseus is presumably in the right, the man-eating associations
are appropriate. It is Odysseus’ actions that ultimately led to the situation on Ithaca. The
merciless killing of all suitors, even Amphinomus, who deserves it least, creates civil strife on
Ithaca that took Athena’s divine intervention to quell. Furthermore, Homer describes the dead
suitors’ jaws as “dripping with blood” (πᾶν δ᾽ ἄρα οἱ στῆθός τε παρήϊά τ᾽ ἀμφοτέρωθεν
αἱματόεντα πέλει, 22.404–405) while Odysseus sits on them “like a lion” (ὥστε λέοντα, 400–
402), recalling the man-eating imagery from the last chapter.
If the parallelism and imagery are not enough, listeners are given a portent within the
narrative. In book XV, the “prophet” Theoclymenus foretells great deeds for Telemachus after
witnessing a hawk carrying a dove in its talons (15.525-539), and he later relates to Penelope
40
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(17.150-161) that he had prophesied Odysseus’ imminent return and “trouble” for the suitors
when he was with Telemachus. The dove within the hawks talons recalls the fable also recounted
by Hesiod mentioned earlier in the chapter.
This reading in effect heightens the tension that would be felt by the families of the
suitors and explains the real need for Athena’s intervention at the end of the Odyssey. In his
slaughter, Odysseus is on the verge of transforming from the noble and beloved king to a
degenerate demoboros. The suitors, themselves somewhat cannibalistic, need to be punished, as
Odysseus and the sailors need to be punished in the cave, but anything beyond that is excessive.
In stopping the slaughter, Athena is not only saving the people from certain death, but also
saving Odysseus from becoming a monster like Polyphemus, i.e., a people-eater.

Cannibal Kings After Homer and Hesiod
It is possible that Homer’s and Hesiod’s subtle nuances in the employment of the
cannibal-king topos can be attributed to their writing for royal audiences. With his Works and
Days, Hesiod directly addresses the local βασιλεῖς in telling the parable of the hawk and
nightingale.41 Others argue that didactic intentionality can be uncovered in the Homeric epics as
well. Certain scenes that ostensibly demonstrate the power of rulers more subtly offer to guide
their actions, which create a Princes’ Mirror, a “text used for the instruction of a young person
destined to be a ruler,” although I would not preclude those already in power.42
With the above reading, cannibalism can be labeled fundamentally political, and even in
the “folk-tales” parts of the epic tradition (i.e., Odysseus and Polyphemus in the cave), the scene
41
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is essentially rooted in the appropriateness of kingly actions. This political dimension to
cannibalism is carried down throughout the Greek literary tradition, although it is affected by
changes in the Greek political landscape. Social and political upheavals, which coincided with
the rise of democratic tendencies in ancient Greece, generated renewed antipathy toward
despotic rulers. By the sixth and fifth centuries, the topos was regularly employed in distinctly
negative ways without the awe of yet still bearing a grudging acknowledgment of the ruler’s
power. Theognis outright calls bad tyrants “people-eating” (δημοφάγον, 1179–1182), which
echoes the insult Achilles used against Agamemnon. Theognis, of course, is largely concerned
with the strife that has been created in Megara during the rise of the so-called kakoi, the nonnoble new money leaders of Megara. Tyranny was often accompanied by a backlash against the
aristocracy, which must have engendered a sense of loss of former possessions. 43 According to
Theognis’ aristocratic rhetoric, the rise of kakoi mean less money for the noble aristocracy and a
less prominent place in civic society. Those in the aristocracy who were losing out to the
nouveau riche would have felt that society as a whole was “eating each other,” mirroring the
feeling of cannibalism in stasis.
With the tragedians and post-Homeric versions of myths, the cannibal-king topos reaches
its apogee. Very few of the kings depicted are actual cannibals, though cannibalism is often the
culmination of their abusive actions and is often directly associated with their downfall. 44 The
eating of people emphasizes the horrors a tyrant could inflict on his people and explains the
aftermath of their fate, and the imagination of the poets allowed for a variety of expressions, and
43
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the crimes of the tyrants were equally varied.
The myth of Procne, Philomela, and Tereus typifies the transformation of the topos,
especially when compared to the story of Zethus and his son. In the Odyssey, Penelope relates
the story of Zethus, whose wife, the unnamed daughter of Pandareus, “accidentally” (ἀφραδίας)
kills their son Itylus with a sword and is changed into a nightingale (19.518–523). The scholiast
points to Pherecydes (FGH 3 F 124) for the details, including naming Pandareus’ daughter
Aedon (simply ‘Nightingale’) and explaining the killing as an accident which occurrs as Aedon
attempts to kill Niobe’s son out of jealousy.45
The above can be compared with the myth of Procne and Tereus. Procne, daughter of the
Athenian king Pandion, is married to Tereus, a king in Thrace, and sends him to fetch her sister,
Philomela, from Athens. When Tereus sees Philomela, he rapes her, and to keep her quiet he cuts
her tongue out. To alert her sister of Tereus’ transgression, Philomela weaves a tapestry of the
events. Upon discovering that her husband has raped her sister, Procne serves him their child Itys
for dinner. Tereus, aghast at finding that he has consumed some of Itys, flies into a rage at his
wife and sister-in-law. By the end of the narrative, all three are turned into birds (Tereus into a
hoopoe, Procne into a nightingale, and Philomela into a swallow).46
Parallels between the two are established by three essential connections. In both myths
the nightingale figure kills her own child, whose names are suspiciously similar to each other
(Itys, Itylus). One name by itself can be a coincidence, but the wives’ fathers’ name are also
similar—Aedon is the daughter of Pandareus while Procne and Philomela are the daughters of
Pandion. The scholiast in recounting other versions of the Zethus and Itylus myth, provide a
45
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fourth—Zethus chased Aedon before she was turned into a bird, paralleling Tereus’ chasing of
Procne and Philomela.47 That Zethus and Tereus are both kings speak more to whom the topos is
applied than any actual relationship between the two.
It is impossible to measure the full extent these two myths echo each other in later
sources, and both are attested in the archaic period. While Pherecydes and Homer reference the
former, the latter is found among the fragments of Sappho and Pseudo-Hesiod. Aelian cites
“Hesiod” concerning a sleepless nightingale and her “lawless feast” (δεῖπνον...ἄθεσμον, fr. 320
MW = 263 Most), which in turn parallels Homer’s description of Polyphemus, and Sappho calls
the swallow “Pandion’s daughter” (fr. 135 Campbell). Neither in Homer’s brief allusion nor in
later traditions does the theme of a destructive kingship appear in the Zethus story. The actions
of Zethus appear irrelevant to the harm the child receive, which in most versions is related to
jealousy of Niobe’s children. In the cannibalism story, the plot turns on the king’s brutal rape and
horrific silencing of Philomela. This is clearest in what is probably the earlier versions of the
myth, in which Tereus is turned not into a hoopoe, but a hawk. That version, in which a hawk
chases after a nightingale (and swallow), is reminiscent of Hesiod’s aforementioned fable in
Works & Days, and the change to a hoopoe is likely due to both wordplay and the ancient idea
that the “immature hoopoe is a hawk.” 48 That the former is unambiguously about criticizing
kingship gives credence to the idea that these cannibal-king myths are as well. Yet what is more,
it shows the generative power of the cannibal-king topos in Greek myth. If I am right, that the
Procne and Philomela story is secondary to the Zethus and Itylus story, then it shows an
47
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awareness to how royal figures attract accusations of cannibalism and cannibalistic behavior.
While Tereus is literally a people-eating king, at other times the topos portrays the kings
as causing others to cannibalize, an alternate exposition similar to the development of the topos
in the Near East. Such was Tantalus’ abortive attempt to lure the gods into consuming people. In
a lavish banquet, Tantalus, a king in Phrygia and a friend of Amphion, the twin brother of
Zethus, decides to test the gods by serving his son Pelops to them. 49 Everyone immediately
recognizes the meal except for Demeter, who is grieving the loss of her daughter to Hades. For
this crime, Tantalus is sentenced to be tortured for eternity in Hades. Pelops is then placed into a
cauldron and magically restored in full save for his shoulder, which Demeter had eaten; he is
given an ivory one crafted by Hephaestus instead.
Pindar notoriously excoriates this version of the myth and calls it slander against the
gods. In Olympians 1, an ode written to both praise Hieron’s victory at the Olympics and to
caution him against hubris, Tantalus’ crime is instead the theft of nectar and ambrosia from the
gods (55–64). His good rapport with the gods—like Olympic victors—inspires phthonos among
his neighbors, which leads them to accuse him of butchering his son and feeding them to the
gods.
There is an inconsistency in Pindar’s version, however, and his mythological retelling
leaves a crucial plot hole. Pindar states that when Clotho removes Pelops from the cauldron,
resplendent with a new, ivory shoulder, only then does Poseidon become enamored with him
(25–27). The allegation that Tantalus serves Pelops to the gods is repudiated and likened to
dishonoring them (53–54), yet Pindar never explains why Pelops would need a new shoulder if it
was not in fact eaten. Moreover, Pindar slips in calling the slander against the gods’ “gluttony”
49
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(γαστρίμαργον, 52), showing that he is not unaware of the connection between Pelops’ death and
a crime of consumption. In fact, Pindar does not actually say exactly what he is repudiating. His
praeteritio alludes to something awful, but not necessarily to what that something is.
Pindar, unable to stomach the traditional story, invents the phthonos topos in order to
offer a new take on Tantalus’ crime and to introduce the positive pederasty of Poseidon and
Pelops. Juxtaposed against the crimes of the father, the son shows the crowd the good and right
victory. True divinity comes not from attempting to steal the sacred ambrosia, but from winning
in a chariot race for a prize, in this case the hand of Hippodameia. Pindar even shows how to
win. First, of all, favor must come from the gods. Just as wealth is a sign of divine favor, so too
are looks. For Pelops, the looks attracted the pederastic attention of Poseidon, and in turn he
requested from the god help in defeating Oenomaus in the chariot race. Granted a “golden
chariot and horse with untiring wings”, he thus defeats Oenomaus and wins Hippodameia, a
prize which turns beneficial since, Pindar reasons, he gains him six sons from her.
At this point, the basic schema Pindar draws out is clear, and there is a conceptual
connection between Hieron and Pelops.50 Both are blessed by the gods, both are victorious at
Olympia, and both hold the scepter (Hieron at O. 1.12, Pelops at Hom. Il. 2.104). Poseidon’s
pederastic attention towards Pelops, which propels him to success at Olympia, is thus mirrored
with Hieron. At some level, Hieron should be considered favored by the gods—Pindar is
ambivalent whether that god is Zeus or Poseidon 51—and he can attribute his success to that
relationship. No doubt that the same pederastic context exists in Pythians 6, where Poseidon
“who invented horse-races” (ἃς εὗρες ἱππίας ἐσόδους, P. 6.50) is said to have favored his
50
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devotee Thrasybulus, the son Xenocrates of Acragas at the Pythian games in 490.52
In either telling, the story of Tantalus functions as a cautionary tale against hubris. Where
present, the cooking of Pelops is merely a way to demonstrate the horrific nature of kings and
tyrants whose ego leads them to challenge the gods. Additionally, Tantalus is guilty of violating
xenia. As aforementioned, proper treatment of dinner guests is of utmost importance for the
ancient Greeks, and violation of it is a cause for extreme punishment by the gods, no least Zeus
Xenios.
Tantalus’ actions would reverberate throughout his bloodline and are repeated by his
grandsons, Atreus and Thyestes, who, in post-Homeric mythology, quarreled over the kingship
of Mycenae. According to Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, Thyestes is discovered with Atreus’ wife,
Aerope. As punishment, Atreus has Thyestes’ children (unnamed in the Agamemnon) killed and
turned into a meal, whereby Thyestes is unwittingly fed. Aeschylus relates the story through a
vision of Cassandra and in “barely coherent illusions,” 53 but other details can be found
elsewhere. Euripides ascribes the initial quarreling to a golden lamb given to Atreus (Orestes
812f. & 997–1000). The Orestes scholiast explains that the lamb is given by Hermes (per the
Almaeonis) or by Artemis (per Pherecydes), and Atreus interprets it as a sign of his divine right
to rule. Ostensibly to get back at his brother, Thyestes has an affair with Atreus’ wife Aerope,
who then gives to him the golden lamb, which Thyestes uses to take over the kingship, thus
precipitating Atreus’ actions.
There were other issues with Atreus and Thyestes beyond their quarrel. The lamb,
according to Apollodorus and a scholiast on the Iliad, is promised as a sacrifice to Artemis.54 It is
52
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thus on account of Artemis’ wrath that the brothers begin their strife. Both are likewise cursed by
their father Pelops for the murder of Chrysippus, their half-brother.55 Familial division, coupled
with a tyrannical king, leads to cannibalization.
And finally, we can return to Agamemnon, Atreus’ son, who is not able to escape the
curse of his forebears. Attempting to set out to Troy, the Greeks find themselves delayed by bad
weather. The priest Calchas informs Agamemnon that Artemis demands his daughter Iphigenia
as sacrifice before allowing the ships to sail to Troy. Agamemnon chooses to go through with it
instead of turning his army back. While neither Agamemnon nor any of the Greeks consume the
flesh of Iphigenia, the overlap between human sacrifice and anthropophagy would mean the
feast-associations of her sacrifice would not be lost on the ancient Greek audience. 56 Although
the tradition is post-Homeric, it does show up as early as the Cypria, which is generally dated to
the seventh century.
The idea that a goddess would order a human sacrifice appears to have offended later
Greek sensibilities as human sacrifices became more and more taboo. By Euripides’ Iphigenia in
Tauris, Iphigenia was replaced at the last second by a deer. 57 A similar impetus is likely behind
Helen’s appearance in Egypt (whereas only her “phantom” went to Troy) in Stesichorus’ Helen
and Orestes’ redemption at the end of Iphigenia in Tauris. A parallel is found in Hebrew
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mythology with the substitution of a ram instead of Abraham’s son, Isaac (Gen. 22.9–13).
Two other kings must be mentioned here in order to show the elasticity of the cannibalking topos in Greek myth. Minos and Diomedes fall under a variant of this topos, in which the
man-eating creatures are in service of a cruel ruler. Typically, these animals are not carnivores,
but are turned anthropophagous by a cruel tyrant. Two of the most prominent are the Thracian
Mares of Diomedes and the Minotaur. In both cases, their kings are said to be particularly
horrible and bellicose. In the Bibliotheca, Diomedes is said to be a son of Ares and hails from a
“very warlike Thracian tribe” (ἔθνους Θρᾳκίου καὶ μαχιμωτάτου, 2.5.8), and the Latin poets
called him savage (crudi, Ov. Her. 9.69) and a tyrant (tyrannus, Sen. Min. Ag. 844). His notably
violates the laws of xenia (an affront to Zeus) by feeding his xenoi to his mares.58 That Diomedes
is the cause of the mares’ anthropophagous nature becomes clear when they immediately become
docile after Heracles feeds Diomedes to them. So long as the tyrannical king lives, he remains
the cause of anthropophagy.
The tyrannical nature of Minos is even clearer, although it takes some time for this myth
to develop in our extant sources. A bifurcated literary tradition developed around the figure of
Minos, and both figures are represented in archaic Greek poetry. One tradition portrays him as a
good king whose justness allowed him to judge the dead. This tradition is present already in the
Odyssey (11.568), and elsewhere Homer has little else to say about him save for some references
to his parentage (Zeus and Europa) and his child (father of Ariadne).
The other tradition surrounding Minos makes him out to be a tyrannical overlord whose
wife gives birth to a monstrous man-bull and whose naval actions devastate communities
throughout Greece.59 To keep the man-bull fed, Minos requires Athens to send seven boys and
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seven girls to Knossos every nine years. The earliest strand of this story is found in Sappho (fr.
206 LP), though there survives only the mention of the youths as tribute and not who ordered
them or from where. The Ehoiai relates the story of Pasiphae, wife of Minos, who becomes
pregnant from a bull and who gives birth to the Minotaur; by Bacchylides both halves are put
together. The two traditions thus existed for most of Greek literary history and likely caused so
much confusion that later authors posit the existence of two different kings named Minos. 60
Several different aspects of the topos are blended into one horrific story. Although he does not
kill his own child, he does feed other children to the Minotaur, whom his wife bore. And
although he does not partake in human flesh, he feeds others to something that is human and
simultaneously monstrous.
There is a political element to this myth as well. The Minotaur, as the first-born son of
the king, would have been entitled to receive the rule of Crete were it not for his condition. The
Minotaur’s imprisonment disrupts the normal line of succession, even if there appears a good
reason for it. Yet the bigger political role is Minos’ terrorizing of Athens. The fourteen Athenian
youths are eaten by Minos’ son on his order. While the Minotaur exhibits the actual act of
anthropophagy, Minos’ act is a type of cannibalism of nations, consuming the resources—
literally people—of other states, weakening the Athenians by continually depriving them of their
youth. Thucydides describes Minos’ rule as the first thalassocracy (1.4, 1.8) after his conquest of
the Cyclades. Moreover, his rise coincides with increased wealth and economic gains and a
willingness for the weak to put their lots in with the strong, two events which coincided with the
rise of tyranny in ancient Greece. In this way, Crete is a tyrant over the Greek islands, and
somehow even Athens had to pay tribute. Both Minos and Crete are figures of power, but in the
60
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myth, they are tyrants who only cause resentment. The anthropophagy is still bestial (vis-à-vis
the Minotaur), but there is no redemption.
While the kings here are not technically cannibals, they are still the cause of
anthropophagy, and their unusual animals function as an extension of their power. Although a
king is technically superior to his subjects, there is still a limit to his behavior. Members of the
aristocracy were expected to give back not only to the demos, but to share resources with other
landed nobles, too.61 The status of king was more of a “greater equal” that sometimes devolved
into tyranny, and in fact the line between τύραννος and βασιλεύς is a matter of political discourse
and not hard distinction.62 Even in Homer, while Achilles eventually submitted to Agamemnon
and the Olympians to Zeus, neither Agamemnon nor the gods can do whatever they want
whenever they want; they are afforded privileges for their royal status, but they are not allowed
to be tyrants, however much they might try at times. Taking too much leaves others bereft, and it
is in this sense that the cannibalism topos works: nourishment for one, destruction for the other.
The concern with the abusive power of rulers culminates in the rejection of tyranny in
sixth- and fifth-century Greece. While democratic Athens was not without its own criticisms, the
level of vitriol and hostility displayed towards tyranny—and other forms of absolute control—in
fifth-century Athens cannot be understated. Decrees against tyranny, which include tyrant-killing
laws, were promulgated as early as Solon and were especially potent in the fifth and fourth
centuries.63 The Histories of Herodotus, written in the middle of the fifth century, provides
abundant examples of supremacy of “freedom” (ἐλευθερίη) over tyranny. And even when
historians and poets (such as Thucydides and Aristophanes) criticize Athens’ democratic
61
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institutions, there is an underlying implication that Athens’ democracy is becoming tyrannical.
The concerns of democracy and tyranny are present no less in tragedy. Vehement cases
have been made that works such as Oedipus Tyrannus and Iphigenia in Tauris “are exposés of
tyranny” and encouraged their audience to safeguard democracy against tyranny (and becoming
tyrannical).64 It is probably a little less than coincidental that these two works, which Aristotle
considered “best of all” in their recognition scenes (ἀναγνώρισις) and which Daniel DiLeo
recently argued were exemplary in ἀναγνώρισις of the potential tyranny of Athens, have
anthropophagy as a major component of the background story (the man-eating Sphinx and the
sacrifice of Iphigenia respectively).65

Conclusion
From this survey, it should be clear that representing figures as cannibals is strongly
associated with power, especially that of gods and kings. This power is representative of a basic
ability to have power over others, “to eat,” that is, “instead of be eaten.” Inanna, Zeus, Cronus,
and Kumarbi all gain or maintain power via cannibalistic acts, and additionally, Yahweh’s and
Anat’s power is seeped in cannibalistic language. That this ability is unflinchingly ascribed to
deities by their devotees from the earliest times, coupled with unabashed bloodthirsty imagery in
later eras, reveals that the strong reaction to consuming others in today’s society is perhaps not as
strongly felt as in the earlier eras.
Yet there was still an early awareness of the dangers of power—chiefly that of kings, but
also reflected in the actions of the gods—descending into tyranny. As a symbol of power over
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others, the ascription of cannibalism to others, but especially to kings, evolves into a way of
discussing their legitimacy. The early Greek texts use cannibalism as a way of problematizing
kingship, yet, as shown from Zeus’ consumption of Metis, the act itself is not strictly verboten.
Thus the historical context plays a role in shifting the meaning and usage of the cannibalking topos. In Egypt and Sumer, where kings ruled as god-kings, consumption of people and
gods alike was a demonstration of absolute, terrifying power. As the power of rulers is
diminished and other moralities are introduced, the outright consumption of the earlier era―that
of the Pharaoh and Inanna―becomes problematic and an embarrassment, yet the language of
cannibalism and its residual imagery persists in other bloodthirsty deities.66
From the sixth century onward, the “power” aspect of the cannibal-king topos gradually
fades in importance, and those kings who do engage in anthropophagy or are the cause of
anthropophagy are increasingly characterized as abusive tyrants. This process is not strictly
linear, and without a doubt many traditions are interwoven with others. Even today employing
cannibalistic language is an effective means of intimidation and establishing hierarchy, as Judge
Judy’s quote in the beginning of the chapter demonstrates.
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Chapter V: War, the Man-Eating Monster
I'm the best ever. I’m the most brutal and vicious, and most
ruthless champion there's ever been. There's no one who can stop
me. Lennox is a conqueror? No, I’m Alexander, he's no Alexander.
I’m the best ever. There’s never been anybody as ruthless...I'm just
ferocious. I want your heart. I want to eat his children. Praise be to
Allah.
- Mike Tyson
Introduction
The previous chapter focuses on the expression of the cannibal-king topos in which the
anthropophagy derived from the exercise and abuse of ruling power. Reading anthropophagy as a
form of “othering,” in which people take on animalistic characteristics misses the power dynamic
between those who cannibalize and those who are cannibalized. In this chapter, I build off this
reading and examine the cannibal-king topos in the context of the battlefield, where the rulers’
prerogatives shift to war. In particular, I examine the anthropophagous language and its
associated vocabulary surrounding Achilles in the Iliad in order to assess the shift from cannibalking to cannibal-warrior. I argue that while the essential characteristics of the cannibal-king
topos are present with Achilles, other heroes from the Iliad share that same designation.
Moreover, I argue that reading the cannibalistic imagery surrounding the heroes as a type
of “othering” misses an important dynamic of the topos and that the focus on Achilles as some
“uniquely transgressive animal” is not supported by the evidence. Instead, war itself is the cause
of and metaphorically partakes in anthropophagy, and the cannibal-warriors are in fact rival
powers who utilize cannibalism in order to assert their dominance on the battlefield.
I demonstrate this primarily through an examination of what scholars have typically used
against Achilles―his comparison to a lion with its associations and his expressed desire to eat
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Hector raw―and show that the anthropophagous traits in Achilles is common to the characters
of the Iliad because of its war setting. While the cannibal-king topos is primarily a nod to a
ruling figure’s power and the potential for that power to be abused, locating the action on the
battlefield subtly shifts the terror from one oversized figure to many, all of whom are governed
by the bloodthirstiest of them all: war itself. War then like today is characterized as a destructive
phenomenon, and thus it often is takes on the characteristics of a cannibal monster.1

The Iliadic Battlefield
The distinction between rulers in the previous chapter, many of whom slay enemies, and
the rulers on the battlefield in this chapter is somewhat arbitrary, and the boundaries between the
supreme ruler and the supreme military leader can be non-existent, 2 and so splitting these two
chapters requires justification. While the main heroes of the Iliad are all kings, in the context of
the battlefield, there is really only one Greek king, Agamemnon, and the rest function equivalent
to high-ranking subjects. His attitude toward the other Greeks places him in a separate category,
that is of a king who is exercising his royal rights over his subjects, while they are all grouped
together as warriors. Even though those warriors are kings in their own right, they only have
authority over their individual command, while Agamemnon retains authority over the entire
body of Greek warriors, at least theoretically. Moreover, the exceptional skill of these subjects,
especially Achilles, “the best of the Greeks,” are frequently noted, and lower-ranking warriors
regularly best their superiors and even gods themselves.3 Their station, as leaders, kings, and
1

2
3

War is “the devourer of worlds” according to one author in the eighty-sixth volume of The Fornightly (1909).
One of the two examples to elucidate the usage of ‘bloodthirsty’ in Collins’ English dictionary cite
“bloodthirsty war.” The phrase ‘consuming war’ is found as article and chapter titles. Examples abound.
Trimm 2017: 288ff.
With the qualification that these “lesser subjects” are still kings in their own right and are mighty heroes. The
true rank and file, such as Thirsites, are beaten or otherwise silenced when they are acting out of their place, so
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princes, is combined with this exceptional skill on the battlefield to create the class of Greek
heroes at large.
Unlike the deities in the previous chapter, whose warfare is an exercise of their supreme
rule, the anthropophagous language surrounding these characters is rooted in the battlefield.
When Odysseus attacks the suitors, he does so as a king reclaiming the throne. In the Iliad,
though, his actions are those of a warrior. Moreover, the Iliad primes its audience for this type of
anthropophagy. As previously discussed, Homer brings up accusations of cannibalism early on
when Agamemnon is compelled to give up his prize girl and takes Achilles’ instead. This so
infuriates Achilles that he calls him a δημοβόρος, a ‘people-devourer’ (1.231). In book four,
Hera is accused by Zeus of having a desire to eat Priam, his sons, and all other Trojans raw
(4.34–36). The eating of something (or someone) raw is a marked characteristic of wild animals
and monsters, as shown in Chapter Two. Instead of rebutting the charge, Hera offers Zeus a
compromise, whereby she is allowed to destroy Troy, and Zeus can destroy any city he likes,
even those sacred to her. Her desire for revenge is so great that she does not lapse into
cannibalism so much as she leaps into it.
Hera’s response is in effect a guilty plea, yet it simultaneously showcases her immense
power. Even with many gods opposing Troy’s destruction, Hera’s animus against the Trojans
still helps bring about their ruin, all of which is placed in anthropophagous terms. The charge
plays on several levels. More than their predecessors in the ancient Near East, the Greeks
maintained a strict taboo against the eating of human flesh. The three most heinous actions a
Greek could commit were parricide, incest, and cannibalism. 4 The gods could not consume any
part of a person even unwillingly, as shown by the myth of Pelops when Demeter accidentally
4

to speak.
Hook 2005; Parker 1983.
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ingested a part of the boy.5 In not denying her anthropophagous nature, Hera’s once positive but
terrifying attribute of power becomes an accusation of barbaric bloodthirstiness. At this stage,
consuming others still represents the terrifying aspects of power, yet is not shown in an entirely
positive light. The terrifying evolves to the terrible.
Yet even here, Hera’s words are an affirmation of her power, as her rejoinder to Zeus
amply demonstrates:
καὶ γὰρ ἐγὼ θεός εἰμι, γένος δέ μοι ἔνθεν ὅθεν σοί,
καί με πρεσβυτάτην τέκετο Κρόνος ἀγκυλομήτης,
ἀμφότερον γενεῇ τε καὶ οὕνεκα σὴ παράκοιτις
κέκλημαι, σὺ δὲ πᾶσι μετ᾽ ἀθανάτοισιν ἀνάσσεις.
ἀλλ᾽ ἤτοι μὲν ταῦθ᾽ ὑποείξομεν ἀλλήλοισι,
σοὶ μὲν ἐγώ, σὺ δ᾽ ἐμοί: ἐπὶ δ᾽ ἕψονται θεοὶ ἄλλοι
ἀθάνατοι.
For I also am a god, and my birth is from the stock whence is your own, and crookedcounseling Cronus begat me as the most honored of his daughters in twofold wise, for
that I am eldest, and am called thy wife, whilst thou art king among all the immortals.
Nay then, let us yield one to the other herein, I to thee and thou to me, and all the other
immortal gods will follow with us. (4.58–64, trans. Murray, with my own revisions)
Before this passage, she does acknowledge that Zeus is supreme, yet then immediately re-affirms
her own divinity. Crucially, she also forces Zeus to recognize her in her own right, as a) his older
sister and b) as his wife, and therefore the queen of the gods. She then prevents Zeus from
interjecting by coming up with a plan pleasing to him and that the other gods will obey.
Hera’s fury, like Agamemnon’s discussed in the previous chapter, is thus an expression
of her power. Both Hera and Agamemnon bring up their royal status as well as a superlative to
support their claim: Agamemnon is “most kingly” (βασιλεύτατός, 9.69), while Hera is the
“eldest” (πρεσβυτάτην, 4.59). Their aggression does not go entirely unchallenged, but no one is
able to do anything to directly counter it. When we come to the figure of Achilles, then, there is
5
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in place already compelling evidence to examine him through this lens of the cannibal-king
topos.

Achilles, the Animal Cannibal?
The accusations against Agamemnon and Hera foreshadow the cannibalistic language of
the Iliad’s central character. In their final confrontation, Achilles rebuffs Hector, who is pleading
to be buried properly after dying. In denying him any promise to do so, Achilles expresses a
desire to consume Hector’s flesh:
τὸν δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ ὑπόδρα ἰδὼν προσέφη πόδας ὠκὺς Ἀχιλλεὺς:
‘μή με κύον γούνων γουνάζεο μὴ δὲ τοκήων:
αἲ γάρ πως αὐτόν με μένος καὶ θυμὸς ἀνήη
ὤμ᾽ ἀποταμνόμενον κρέα ἔδμεναι, οἷα ἔοργας,
ὡς οὐκ ἔσθ᾽ ὃς σῆς γε κύνας κεφαλῆς ἀπαλάλκοι
...
ἀλλὰ κύνες τε καὶ οἰωνοὶ κατὰ πάντα δάσονται.
Scowling at Hector, swift-footed Achilles then replied:
“Don’t whine to me, you dog, about my knees
or parents. I wish I had the heart and strength
to carve you up and eat you raw myself
for what you’ve done to me. So there’s no one
who’ll keep the dogs from going at your head.
…
Instead, the dogs and birds will eat you up completely.” (22.344–349, 354)6
The passage is significant as it is one of only two times in the Iliad that an explicit desire to
consume a person is expressed; the other time we see this is with Hecuba’s echoes of Achilles’
words following the death of Hector. While Zeus accuses Hera of this desire, she only neglects to
deny it; she does not affirm the accusation. Although Achilles does not consume anyone’s flesh,
even Hector’s, the sharp rejoinder foretells not only of Hector’s death, but also that his corpse
6
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will be disrespected. The passage furthermore comes shortly after Achilles compares himself and
Hector to “lions and men” (22.262) and “wolves and lambs” (22.263) when he first denies
Hector’s initial plea to respect his body after death.
After Achilles kills Hector and thoroughly mutilates his body, the gods and mortals alike
are aghast at his actions. Apollo, a staunch ally of the Trojans and Achilles’ eventual cause de
mortalité, begs Zeus to intervene in the ongoing desecration of Hector’s corpse. In his plea,
Apollo characterizes Achilles as a savage beast with no regards for “pity”7 (ἔλεον) or “shame”
(αἰδὼς). He does this through a simile in which Achilles is compared to a lion:
λέων δ᾽ ὣς ἄγρια οἶδεν,
ὅς τ᾽ ἐπεὶ ἂρ μεγάλῃ τε βίῃ καὶ ἀγήνορι θυμῷ
εἴξας εἶσ᾽ ἐπὶ μῆλα βροτῶν ἵνα δαῖτα λάβῃσιν:
ὣς Ἀχιλεὺς ἔλεον μὲν ἀπώλεσεν, οὐδέ οἱ αἰδὼς
γίγνεται, ἥ τ᾽ ἄνδρας μέγα σίνεται ἠδ᾽ ὀνίνησι.
Like some lion,
he thinks savage thoughts, a beast which follows
only its own power, its own proud heart,
as it goes out against men’s flocks, seeking
a feast of cattle—that’s how Achilles
destroys compassion. And in his heart
there’s no sense of shame, which can help a man
or harm him. (24.41–45)
Apollo’s simile and Achilles’ cannibalistic desires are frequently explained in terms of bestial
rage and rejection of human society. 8 Achilles’ threats are typically located in the context of
“ethics of anger,” in which Achilles regularly crosses the line. According to this reading, anger is
fine for a hero, but caution must be exercised so that the hero does not give in to excess.
Achilles’ indulgence in his anger leads him to approach the very boundaries of humanity. If he
7

8

“Pity” is the way it is often translated, though its meaning lies somewhere among pity, mercy, and compassion.
This chapter will stick with the word “pity” for consistency’s sake following Kim’s 2000 monograph, The Pity
of Achilles.
Buchan 2001; Segal 1999; Cook 1995; cf. Schein 1984, Neal 2006, and Kohen 2014.
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should engage in cannibalism, he would be no different than the Cyclops, who gorges on
Odysseus’ men.
These passages, and the general story of Achilles, leads many scholars to argue for or
take for granted what I call ‘Achillean exceptionalism,’ that idea that Achilles is not just the
“greatest of the Greeks,” but is unique in crossing the threshold from human to animal. Rarely is
Achilles seen merely as the primus inter pares, but instead is thought of as having committed the
cardinal sins that separate hero from cannibal, and thus human from animal. In the words of
Charles Segal:
Achilles would treat a human body as a beast treats its prey. At the furthest extreme, too,
of epic heroism and epic violence, he is the fullest example of the problematical status of
war and the warrior in the Iliad, defined as between godlike kleos aphthiton (“immortal
glory”) and the beastlike life of removal from city and family.9
He then goes on to describe that dichotomy in terms of Odysseus’ choice in arriving to the island
of the Cyclops in the Odyssey. For Segal, the operative words pitted against each other are
δίκαιος (‘just’) and ἄγριος (‘wild’), but he recognizes these as code words for ‘civilized’ and
‘uncivilized’ or ‘human’ and ‘subhuman/inhuman.’10 Odysseus is human; the Cyclops is
inhuman. We have already seen why that is not the case.
Some scholars, like Mark Buchan, consider the dividing line between the cannibal and
the non-cannibal as the sharpest delineation between heroic society and the monstrous. Since
Achilles does not actually consume Hector, he only approaches the divide. He transgresses
norms, but he does so as a hero transgressor, not some inhuman, savage monster. The Cyclops,
on the other hand, by eating people, defies expectations of humanity. 11 Edwin Cook goes so far
9
10
11

Segal 1999: 32.
See also O’Brien 1993: 85.
For Euripides’ characterization of Polyphemus as one who is both like and unlike humans, see Dougherty 1999:
330–331.
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as to argue that Hera herself has become “sub-human,” since she too, as Zeus alleges, wishes to
consume the Trojans.12 As Achilles’ defender, Hera and Achilles form a parallel as two figures,
full of rage, who have anthropophagous leanings.13
Susanna Braund and Giles Gilbert come close to realizing the connotations of power
embedded in cannibalism. In their chapter on Achilles and anger, they draw a broad comparison
between Achilles’ expressed desire to consume Hector and warriors who go “berserk” and give
in to animalistic rage.14 They cite the work Jonathan Shay, a psychiatrist who discusses the
warriors of the Iliad with Vietnam veterans suffering from PTSD.15 The point Braund and Gilbert
make is that Achilles’ desire is “highly appropriate” for combat warriors, and that since having
the desires is natural, Achilles, who does not actually transgress that boundary, stays within the
norms of the ancient warrior code.
Where these readings generally fail is in limiting the analysis to a strict view of what we
today would consider cannibalism without regard to the sundry practices, outlined in Chapter
Two, that actually make up ancient conceptions of anthropophagy. Segal, for example, in
contrasting δίκαιος and ἄγριος, takes the remark as a general indication of humanity. 16 People do
not eat people, but animals eat like kind. This, of course, overlooks the reduction of all animals
as a single kind, as well as the strong political connotations in relationship with the fable of the
hawk and nightingale.17 Such connotations, as I explore in the previous chapter, position the
consumption within a discourse on power dynamics between ruler and subject, and it is in this
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Cook 1995: 106.
For the connection between Hera and Achilles, see O’Brien 1993.
Braund & Gilbert 2003: 279–280.
Shay 1994.
Segal 1999: 32–33.
So Dougherty 1999: “As Hesiod makes clear, it is the practice of eating one’s own kind that marks the boundary
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discourse that the animal imagery ultimately is rooted.

The Iliad and Man-Eating Animals
A thorough examination of anthropophagous language in the Iliad reveal a complex and
problematic picture of Achilles’ transformation into an uncivilized animal. One issue is that
Achilles is not alone. The prevalence of man-eating animals is ubiquitous in the Iliad, and the
Homeric heroes were frequently compared to lions and wolves, both of which pose mortal
threats to people.18 Reading these animal similes in the Iliad is not straightforward, and it would
be a mistake to expect uniformity from them. To employ a metaphor or simile in the same way
every time is to fall into cliché, and such a poetical model would elicit criticism and scorn, since
variatio was no less highly valued in antiquity than today.19 Yet the sheer quantity of the similes,
most frequently which compare the warriors in the Iliad to lions (and to a lesser extent wolves
and boars), point to a commonality in describing both Achilles and other powerful warriors with
anthropophagous imagery.
Scholarship has been fairly uniform in understanding that the animal similes represent the
bestial, animalistic nature in man, which, once escapes our repression, reverts us back to a wild
state. The end result of this regression is cannibalism, as Lonsdale puts it:
Living as closely as he does to man, the dog symbolizes a mortal’s inability to renounce
the savage instincts just beneath the skin that lead him to bloodthirsty fighting.
Concurrently this inability to control impulses awakens in man the fear of degeneration to
a savage state of which the logical conclusion is cannibalism.20
The frequent comparison of the Greek heroes to bloodthirsty animals indicates, in this view, that
18
19

20
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Greek heroes in war revert to a primitive state, that they are set apart from the rest and detached
from their own humanity. In other words, they are the Other.
To some extent, the heroes do undergo some sort of separation from society, in that these
heroes-as-animals can and often do ‘indulge’ in their anger and resort to vicious behaviors. But if
we stop there, we fail to appreciate the anthropophagous element in the similes, which, as
demonstrated in the previous chapter, connote a deadly and destructive yet powerful force. The
ferocious animals in the similes are almost uniformly portrayed in the act of hunting or eating
prey. In one case, after Achilles learns of Patroclus’ death, he is compared to a lioness whose
cubs were killed by people while she is away, and who sets out to search for them. Whether
human or animal, the image of a mother losing her children instantly engenders feelings of pity,
not disdain. There is nothing inherent in animal similes that would cause the one being compared
to necessarily be more like the comparison in nature. That each remains distinct is an essential
part of a simile, and their dissonance only adds to their effectiveness.
Yet it cannot be denied that certain animals were chosen to play an important role in
establishing relationships of power. Just as Odysseus’ comparison to a lion in the last chapter is a
crucial component to the cannibal-king topos, so too do the lions (and wolves, boars, cattle, and
deer) establish the boundaries between the powerful heroes and the less powerful who are felled
by them.21 There still exists in this metaphor an element of power from the earlier use of the
cannibal-king topos. Lions especially were feared and respected as great and ferocious beasts.
Many deities, as I mention in the last chapter, are compared to lions, and many others utilize
lions in their iconography. In both Greece and the Near East, to kill a lion is a badge of honor
and done only by the worthy.
21
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The power aspect is often built right into the animal similes of the Iliad and Odyssey. We
have already seen in the last chapter how terrifying lions and other deadly animals are conceived
of in antiquity, including in the Iliad. The majority of the action in the lion similes describe the
lions engaged in hunting, killing, and eating deer, sheep, cattle, and even “tireless boars” (σῦν
ἀκάμαντα, Il. 16.823). The lions have bold spirits (θυμὸς ἀγήνωρ, 12.300; cf. 24.42) and noble
hearts (κυδάλιμον κῆρ, 12.45), adjectives separately applied to the heroes elsewhere. These
terms, applied to both lions and heroes, give them a shared likeness outside the simile, and
makes their equivalence stronger. It is not just that heroes on the Trojan plain fight like lions, but
lions are the heroes of the animal kingdom.
And even in death, there is still a noble respect. When Crethon and Orsilochus are killed
by Aeneas (5.554–560), they are likened first to plundering lions who prey on sheep and cattle
until they are killed. Homer then switches to a second simile, comparing their death to falling
“like tall pines” (ἐλάτῃσιν ἐοικότες ὑψηλῇσι, 5.560). The only description of the trees given is
that of their height, but even this word (ὑψηλός) comes with heroic connotations. Other ὑψηλά in
Homer includes the waves, towers, walls, and gates of Troy. 22 The imagery evokes not just the
loftiness of the trees, reaching upward to the heavens and towering above mortals, but the
thunderous crashing they cause when they hit the ground.
Lions make up the majority of the animal similes in the Iliad, though others, such as
boars, wolves, oxen, and even bees make an appearance. Although they too are used to describe
the heroes, they do so in different ways. Boars and oxen are noted for their hardiness and
steadfast resolve against an enemy onslaught. Like lions, boars even turn around to attack those
chasing after it (11.324–325; 12.152–156); the hunters become the hunted.
22
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The lions in the similes do something that the boars do not do. Namely, they are
predators; they consume prey. Stemming from the very real fear of people being eaten,
depictions of lions in Homer tend to emphasize their consumptive behaviors. The lions in the
similes are almost always depicted in some stage of the eating process or are described in terms
related to eating.
They are “famished” (πεινάων, 3.25) and “crave meat” (κρειῶν ἐρατίζων, 11.551); they
“effortlessly chew up” fawns (11.125), devour carcasses (3.25), and “gulp down the blood and
all the innards” (αἷμα καὶ ἔγκατα πάντα λαφύσσει, 11.176; cf. 17.61–69) of their prey. They kill
for two reasons: to eat, and for revenge for the death of their cubs (18.318–323). But even their
revenge killing is still consumptive, as a comparison with the Greek heroes will show.
The predatory nature of wolves is also emphasized in the similes. Wolves are less regal
than lions, yet they do not lack prowess. They appear as the main comparandum in the animal
similes in the Iliad only twice, and both times they are on the hunt for food. Early on, we see
Achilles rousing support among the Myrmidons to attack the Trojans in retaliation for the death
of Patroclus:
Μυρμιδόνας δ᾽ ἄρ᾽ ἐποιχόμενος θώρηξεν Ἀχιλλεὺς
πάντας ἀνὰ κλισίας σὺν τεύχεσιν: οἳ δὲ λύκοι ὣς
ὠμοφάγοι, τοῖσίν τε περὶ φρεσὶν ἄσπετος ἀλκή,
οἵ τ᾽ ἔλαφον κεραὸν μέγαν οὔρεσι δῃώσαντες
δάπτουσιν: πᾶσιν δὲ παρήϊον αἵματι φοινόν:
καί τ᾽ ἀγεληδὸν ἴασιν ἀπὸ κρήνης μελανύδρου
λάψοντες γλώσσῃσιν ἀραιῇσιν μέλαν ὕδωρ
ἄκρον ἐρευγόμενοι φόνον αἵματος: ἐν δέ τε θυμὸς
στήθεσιν ἄτρομός ἐστι, περιστένεται δέ τε γαστήρ.
Meanwhile Achilles went to and fro among the huts,
getting all his Myrmidons to arm themselves.
They rushed out, like flesh-eating wolves, hearts full
of unspeakable fury, beasts which in the mountains
have caught and ripped apart some huge antlered stag.
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Then in a pack they charge off, jaws all dripping blood,
to lap black surface water with their slender tongues
in some dark spring, vomiting up clots of blood
from their crammed bellies, while in their chests their hearts
are resolute. (16.155–163)
Later, we see them again in wolves, this time in battle:
οὗτοι ἄρ᾽ ἡγεμόνες Δαναῶν ἕλον ἄνδρα ἕκαστος.
ὡς δὲ λύκοι ἄρνεσσιν ἐπέχραον ἢ ἐρίφοισι
σίνται ὑπ᾽ ἐκ μήλων αἱρεύμενοι, αἵ τ᾽ ἐν ὄρεσσι
ποιμένος ἀφραδίῃσι διέτμαγεν: οἳ δὲ ἰδόντες
αἶψα διαρπάζουσιν.
Thus these Danaan leaders each killed his man.
Just as ravenous mountain wolves suddenly attack
young goats or lambs and seize them from the flock,
when in the mountains an inattentive shepherd
lets them wander off—once the wolves see them,
they attack at once. (16.351–355)
In seeking revenge for Patroclus’ death, the Greeks have become even more ravenous than lions.
The blood and innards which lions eat becomes a more visceral image of blood being coughed
up by omophagous wolves. They now eat until they are full, and their jaws drip with blood, an
image that will re-appear in the Odyssey but with a lion. They also take to teamwork in taking
down their prey, whereas the lions are rarely seen working in cooperation with other lions.
But despite the differences, the predatory behaviors are front and center of the actions of
wolves and lions alike. And in all these similes, the primary driver of the compared action is the
slaying of enemies. The main Greek and Trojan heroes—Achilles, Agamemnon, Menelaus,
Diomedes, Odysseus, Ajax, Patroclus, and Hector—are compared to lions on the hunt in order to
eat. Killing on the battlefield is closely connected to predators hunting down prey. Since the prey
in question are other Trojans or Greeks, killing in war is likened to anthropophagy, especially as
lions and wolves also target people.
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Achilles: Savage, Shameless, and Pitiless
Several words in Apollo’s simile deserve elaboration. One that is regularly used to
describe Achilles is ἄγριος,23 the adjective derived from ἀγρός, ‘field,’ and thus originally
‘belonging to the fields.’ What is ἄγριος is necessarily distinct from what is civilized. Among
animals, the ἄγρια animals are those untouched by human civilization and are contrasted with the
τιθασὰ, domesticated animals. This applies not only to predators, but prey as well. In the Iliad,
boars (9.539) and goats (3.24; 4.106) could both be described as ἄγριοι.
However, already in Homer it takes a metaphorical meaning, and is often used to indicate
someone or something that is “wild, savage, or cruel,” casting an “ethical judgment” on Achilles’
behavior.24 Many have argued that the wildness is what marks Achilles as inhuman. Achilles’
vengeance has far surpassed what is normal for people and moved into the realms of lions and
other beasts. Polyphemus is ἄγριος (Od. 9.175) and lacks δίκη. Presumably, Achilles lacks δίκη
here, too. Antoninus Liberalis also mentions a particular Agrius who, along with his brother
Oreius, were half-bear giants and ate ξένοι (Met. 21). Yet so are the heroes wild. Via transferred
epithet, Diomedes wields a “savage spear” (ἄγριον αἰχμητὴν, 6.97; 6.278) several times, and he
in turn calls Hector a “wild man” (ἄγριον ἄνδρα, 8.96) when the latter is attacking Nestor.
Achilles is in good company.
Achilles is not fundamentally different in comparing himself to a lion or a wolf than other
heroes, including Hector, who were earlier compared as such. If Achilles is as ἄγριος as Apollo
and Scamander (21.314) claim he is, it is because war itself is savage. But by threatening to eat
23
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Hector raw, Achilles establishes his power over him. The other heroes were compared to lions
and wolves when they were successful in battle and overpowered their enemies. The lions and
wolves, as shown above, are respected and feared. Just as the consumption of prey is likened to
killing on the battlefield, so too does Achilles’ threats to Hector signal the latter’s eventual
killing, albeit an extreme one. Presumably bloodthirstiness has its limits, but Achilles is not any
more animalistic for his comparison than before.
Not only the heroes are ἄγριοι, but the very battles in which they took part. After
Patroclus died, the “savage conflict stirred up” the warriors (μῶλος ὀρώρει ἄγριος, 17.398), and
when the Greeks strove to retrieve his body, it is war itself that is “savage” (πτόλεμος...ἄγριος,
17.736–737). After Achilles and Agamemnon made amends, the latter blames Zeus, the Fates,
and the Furies for cursing him with “savage blindness” (ἄγριον ἄτην, 19.87–88). Similar to how
many of the great heroes of the Trojan war were compared to lions, the designation ἄγριος is not
unique to Achilles. The incessant insistence on singling out Achilles for his savagery is not
supported by the linguistic evidence. War and its warriors all share in this ἀγριότης, and thus
they are all cannibals.25 It cannot, therefore, be used to claim an exceptional status for Achilles.
The next word that typifies these anthropophagous heroes is ἀναιδής, which, deriving
from αἰδώς (‘shame, reverence’), connotes a community-disapproved disregard for others’
feelings. Turning outside the Iliad, the connections to anthropophagy are clear. In the Odyssey,
although Polyphemus is not called ‘shameless’ outright, he does draw a contrast between himself
and the αἰδοῖοι. In Polyphemus’s cave, Odysseus introduces himself and invokes the name of
Zeus, who protects the αἰδοῖοι. Polyphemus rejects this outright, as seen in the previous chapter,
and rejecting not only the ξενίη as protected by Zeus, but implicitly taking on the label of
25
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ἀναιδής as well.
As if Polyphemus’ designation is not enough, the parallels between him and the suitors
are extended to this word as well; the suitors are called μνηστῆρες ἀναιδεῖς several times
throughout the Odyssey. In Hesiod, ἀναιδής shows up twice, both in the Theogony and both
times in relation to man-eaters. The first time it appears it is used to describe Cerberus, and it is
coupled with κρατερός (‘powerful,’ 312) and ὠμηστής (‘raw-eater,’ 312); the latter is quite
frequently used in conjunction with anthropophagy and will be discussed more below. The
second time it appears is in describing the θυμός of a lion (833).
Yet here too this word is not limited to Achilles. This word is one of the very first insults
Achilles hurled at Agamemnon in the beginning of the Iliad:
ἀλλὰ σοὶ ὦ μέγ᾽ ἀναιδὲς ἅμ᾽ ἑσπόμεθ᾽ ὄφρα σὺ χαίρῃς,
τιμὴν ἀρνύμενοι Μενελάῳ σοί τε κυνῶπα
πρὸς Τρώων:
But you, great shameless man, we came with you,
to please you, to win honour from the Trojans—
for you, dog face, and for Menelaus. (1.157–159)
By calling him ἀναιδής, Achilles is saying that Agamemnon ought to have considered Achilles’
feelings more, that it would have been the proper thing to do. Failing to do so is not only to
contravene social norms, but, since Agamemnon is Achilles’ superior, also constitutes an abuse
of power.
The final of the three adjectives in Apollo’s simile is νηλεής (‘pitiless’). The lack of
compassion in Achilles is a well-studied theme, and it features prominently in the Iliad,
especially after Hector’s death.26 It is Apollo’s pity (ἐλεαίρων, 24.19) for Hector that spurs him
on to intervene in Achilles’ treatment of the corpse, and when Zeus reaches out to Priam via Iris,
26
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he makes it known that he is protecting Priam out of pity (Διὸς δέ τοι ἄγγελός εἰμι, ὅς σευ
ἄνευθεν ἐὼν μέγα κήδεται ἠδ᾽ ἐλεαίρει. 24.173–174). It also appears prominently in Ajax’s
resignation speech when the embassy to Achilles prepares to leave, having been placed last in
string of damning adjectives:
ἄγριον ἐν στήθεσσι θέτο μεγαλήτορα θυμὸν
σχέτλιος, οὐδὲ μετατρέπεται φιλότητος ἑταίρων
τῆς ᾗ μιν παρὰ νηυσὶν ἐτίομεν ἔξοχον ἄλλων
νηλής. (9.629–632)
Immediately following this, he contrasts Achilles’ inability to forgive with one who forgives a
murderer (κασιγνήτοιο φονῆος, 9.632) who has offered recompense, and hints that Achilles is
not extending his ξενίη to his fellow Greeks. Achilles is said to lack pity to such an extent that he
is the only character in the Iliad to be specifically designated as νηλεής.27
Lacking pity is another hallmark of the cannibal in Greek literature. Just as Achilles is the
only figure in the Iliad to be called νηλεής, Polyphemus alone (of sentient beings) is granted this
designation in the Odyssey, along with ἄγριος and σχέτλιος. The description does not come from
the narrator, as is sometimes claimed,28 but from Odysseus in relating his adventures to the
Phaeacians, although Polyphemus’ lack of pity is mentioned elsewhere in the Odyssey, just with
other vocavbulary.29 In the Theogony, Hesiod employs νηλειής to describe Cerberus, who guards
the gates of underworld and eats anyone who attempts to escape (769–773). So strong is this
association between νηλεής and cannibalism that it is often used with historical figures. Pindar
contrasts the “friendly” (φιλόφρων, P. 1.94) king Croesus with Phalaris, the early sixth century
tyrant of Agrigentum, who had a “pitiless mind” (νηλέα νόον, P. 1.95). This is the very same
tyrant who also was infamous for cooking his subjects in a bronze bull, and he himself is even
27
28
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accused of cannibalism.30
However, νηλεής does appear in the Iliad besides with Achilles. It shows frequently in
the stock form νηλέϊ χαλκῷ (‘pitiless bronze’) as a metonym for a sword which causes death.
There is an alternative way of reading Achilles’ exceptional adjective in Ajax’s speech: Achilles
is no better than an instrument of war, useful only for death. With this alternative reading, it is
not that Achilles is a type of Polyphemus (and besides, the Iliad antedates the Odyssey), but
rather that he is outside the heroic code, and his actions reverberate throughout the whole Greek
encampment.
Moreover, Achilles is not even alone in refusing mercy. Much earlier, Menelaus is
besought by the Trojan Adrastus, who had come to him begging for mercy and claiming his
parents will pay a ransom if he is kept alive. Agamemnon shows up right then and convinces
Menelaus to kill Adrastus. His words echo Hera’s and foreshadow Achilles’ all too well:
ὦ πέπον ὦ Μενέλαε, τί ἢ δὲ σὺ κήδεαι οὕτως
ἀνδρῶν; ἦ σοὶ ἄριστα πεποίηται κατὰ οἶκον
πρὸς Τρώων; τῶν μή τις ὑπεκφύγοι αἰπὺν ὄλεθρον
χεῖράς θ᾽ ἡμετέρας, μηδ᾽ ὅν τινα γαστέρι μήτηρ
κοῦρον ἐόντα φέροι, μηδ᾽ ὃς φύγοι, ἀλλ᾽ ἅμα πάντες
Ἰλίου ἐξαπολοίατ᾽ ἀκήδεστοι καὶ ἄφαντοι.
Menelaus, you soft-hearted man,
why are you sparing men’s lives like this?
In your own home, Trojans treated you
exceptionally well, did they not?
So don’t let any one of them evade
a terrible destruction at our hands—
not even the young child still carried
in his mother’s belly. Let no one escape.
Let everyone in Troy be slaughtered,
without pity, without leaving any trace. (6.55–60)
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The word ἀκήδεστοι here furthermore can refer to being unburied, which foreshadows Achilles’
treatment of Hector’s body. But Achilles can hardly be called exceptionally cruel here.
Agamemnon is perhaps far worse, as Achilles is in the throes of shock over Patroclus’ death.
Agamemnon’s exhortation to kill all Trojans—man, woman, and even unborn child—is uttered
without immediate provocation.
There is an added visual dimension to the savage behavior of the Greeks. Agamemnon is
one of the only two characters in the Iliad depicted wearing a lion-skin (10.23). The other is
Diomedes, who dons one shortly before he and Odysseus raid the Thracian camp (10.176). After
providing Diomedes and Odysseus with information about the Thracian camp, the Trojan spy
Dolon attempts to supplicate Diomedes by touching his chin “to beg for mercy” (ἔμελλε γενείου
χειρὶ παχείῃ ἁψάμενος λίσσεσθαι, 10.454–455). Diomedes refuses to grant mercy and
accompanied by Odysseus uses the information to slaughter sleeping Thracian soldiers “like a
lion comes across an unguarded flock of sheep or goats” (ὡς δὲ λέων μήλοισιν ἀσημάντοισιν
ἐπελθὼν αἴγεσιν ἢ ὀΐεσσι, 10.485–486). Diomedes not only acts like a lion in slaughtering, but
looks like one, too. And his merciless slaughter of Dolon, who is supplicating him, and the
sleeping Thracians is not qualitatively different from Achilles’ actions when he returns to battle.
Achilles cannot be said to do anything differently from the other warriors on the battlefield, with
one exception: he expresses the desire to actually consume Hector.
Achilles’ desire to eat Hector raw approaches the most universal Greek taboo, and the
gods would have condemned him for his actions were he to act on that desire, a desire that is
rooted in revenge and occurs because of the battlefield. This is seen very clear in the myth of
Tydeus, Diomedes’ father. In the final battle of the Expedition of the Seven against Thebes,
Melanippus wounds Tydeus, but is killed in return by Amphiaraus. When Amphiaraus learns that
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Athena is planning on making Tydeus immortal, he severs Melanippus’ head and hands it to
Tydeus, who thereupon cuts it open and eats from it. This act so horrifies Athena that she
withdraws her plans for his immortality.31
Tydeus’ cannibalism and Achilles’ expressed desire both ultimately come after being
wronged in some way. For Tydeus, he has been just attacked and injured by Melanippus. For
Achilles’, Hector has killed Patroclus. In the Iliad, Achilles’ desire for revenge is spelled out
explicitly, and although we do not have such early evidence extant for the Expedition of the
Seven, we can imagine that Tydeus would have been keen on taking revenge on he who had just
wounded him. Even Hera’s ill-will toward the Trojans is rooted in vengeance, as she was
snubbed (along with Athena) by Paris in the contest for the golden apple.32
The instances of cannibalism in these war scenes all share in the concept of vengeance,
and the connection is only strengthened by the inclusion of Hecuba’s own expressed desire to eat
Achilles:
τῷ δ᾽ ὥς ποθι Μοῖρα κραταιὴ
γιγνομένῳ ἐπένησε λίνῳ, ὅτε μιν τέκον αὐτή,
ἀργίποδας κύνας ἆσαι ἑῶν ἀπάνευθε τοκήων
ἀνδρὶ πάρα κρατερῷ, τοῦ ἐγὼ μέσον ἧπαρ ἔχοιμι
ἐσθέμεναι προσφῦσα
That’s what mighty Fate spun out for him
when he was born, when I gave birth to him—
that swift-running dogs would devour him
far from his parents beside that powerful man.
How I wish I could rip out that man’s heart,
then eat it. (24.209–213)
The words are not exactly parallel to Achilles’ (αἲ γάρ πως αὐτόν με μένος καὶ θυμὸς ἀνήη ὤμ᾽
31
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ἀποταμνόμενον κρέα ἔδμεναι), but they share the same sentiment. Both merely express the wish
to cannibalize the other, while those wishes are unobtainable. The difference between Achilles’
κρέα and Hecuba’s ἧπαρ are irrelevant: eating any part of the body would warrant sanctions.
Hecuba’s position as a parallel to Achilles is supported by how little the Iliad devotes to
her. She rarely speaks, and when she does it is often for the purpose of protecting her family,
either by begging Hector not to fight Achilles or by begging Priam not to meet Achilles. Even as
Homer neglects to provide her a substantial exposition until her lament, she is set up in to
illuminate Achilles’ words. And although she is a non-combatant, war still affects her, and she is
driven by the desire to avenge her son’s death.
This desire is ultimately rooted in the need to reassert one’s power over one’s enemies. It
is not simply the anger of Achilles, Hecuba, or Hera that incites cannibalism, but an anger that
arises from the desire for revenge on the more powerful. They are all injured in some respect,
and thus their standing is diminished. With Achilles and Hector, the power dynamic is implied
by the latter having killed Patroclus, which in turn would not have happened had Agamemnon
not offended Achilles. But with Hecuba and Achilles, that dynamic is explicit. Fate (Μοῖρα,
24.209) is κραταιὴ (‘strong, mighty’), she acknowledges in her lament for her dead son. The
epithet κραταιὴ appears coupled with Μοῖρα several times in the Iliad, often coupled with
bloody imagery. When Ajax kills Cleobulus with a “sword warmed by blood” (ὑπεθερμάνθη
ξίφος αἵματι, 16.333) and “death and mighty fate” (θάνατος καὶ μοῖρα κραταιή, 16.334) overtook
him. Hecuba also calls Achilles κρατερός (24.212), and in fact it was “that powerful man”
(ἀνδρὶ...κρατερῷ, ibid.) which was responsible for Hector being the food for “swift-footed dogs”
(ἀργίποδας κύνας, 24.211). It is perhaps not a coincidence that ἀργίποδας, a word typically
reserved for animals, is synonymous with Achilles’ epithet, πόδας ὠκύς.
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This diminishment of their person necessitates retribution for balance. For the gods,
plenty of sacrifices are made. This retribution typically takes the form of gifts or monetary
compensation, such as when Agamemnon offered compensation to Achilles. Phoenix even
mentions that it is normal to accept this compensation and drop hostilities, and he chastises
Achilles for not doing so (9.32–38).33 The recompense should have made the two kings even
again, but Achilles denied any possibility of gifts at all. His personal pride was too wounded.
Similarly, he turns down promises of gifts and gold from Hector if he would return Hector’s
dead body to his parents. So long as he has control of Hector’s corpse, he wields power over the
Trojans.
This shameless, pitiless, and avenging power that Achilles lords over Agamemnon and
Priam alike is what turns him into the δημοβόρος. His actions hurt everyone, as the Greeks
suffered serious losses without the Myrmidons on the battlefield. And as is clear from Hecuba’s
words (as well as Andromache’s), that pain extends to non-combatants, a theme that is picked up
and explored with great pathos in Euripides’ Trojan Women. The desecration of the bodies is
abhorrent to Zeus, and if he would have a clear violation of Zeus’ will. Achilles has become
what he originally opposed: a capricious tyrant.
The duality of pity and vengeance plays out among the Trojans as well. Priam is the one
who appeals to Achilles’ pity. He does this not only with the promises of gifts or gold, but by
immediately having Achilles remember his own father and how Peleus will never get to see his
son alive, as well as his paternalistic role he played in Patroclus’ life. 34 This successful appeal
can be contrasted with Hecuba’s reaction, in which she wishes to eat Achilles’ liver. This desire,
33
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like Achilles’ earlier, is an attempt to right the injustice sustained and to re-exert power. In a
tragic reversal, the end of the Iliad leaves Hecuba, Queen of the Trojans, in a powerless state.
Her son is, in her own words, her “night and day” (ὅ μοι νύκτάς τε καὶ ἦμαρ, 22.432), and she
cannot fathom going on living now that her son is dead. In echoing Achilles’ words, Hecuba
represents the avenging side of the duality, as both Achilles and Hecuba only offer the explicitly
anthropophagous desires after their loved one died. Priam, on the other hand, in his first
lamentation of Hector, immediately jumps to the lack of “shame” Achilles has “in front of his
comrades,” and the lack of “pity” he has for him. Together, Priam’s and Hecuba’s differing
approaches underlie the delineation of the good ruler, who appeals to pity and retrieves his son’s,
and the tyrannical ruler, who engages in anthropophagy.
Thus in the Iliad, pity and vengeance form a binary opposition on a scale of reactions to
being wronged. To take the pursuit of vengeance to the extreme is to get lost in pitilessness, and
the pitiless powers can descend into anthropophagy. Hecuba’s rage, like Achilles’ at first and
both Hera’s and Agamemnon’s early on, is one rooted in vengeance, of a power slighted and in
need of affirmation and reassertion. It is also a rage that fuels the whole war. Agamemnon’s rage
leads to Achilles’ rage, which leads to Hector’s death and Hecuba’s rage; Hera’s rage will not be
calmed until Troy falls. Μῆνιν ἄειδε indeed!
It should be noted first of all that war itself is responsible for warriors’ vengeance.
Achilles could not take revenge on Hector until Hector killed Patroclus during a battle. Likewise,
Hecuba’s cannibalistic language derives from Hector’s death, again, during a battle.
Anthropophagous metaphors have been applied to war in many cultures throughout the world.
On top of the horror war engenders, there is also little sense—at least from the epic tradition—
that war is good. Leaders will often say how they fight for honorable causes, but those like
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Thersites know better.35 Hawkeye’s famous quote that “war is worse than hell” comfortably fits
in with the trauma experienced by the participants. Just as the evils of kingship spurr on the
image of a “cannibal tyrant,” so too do the horrors of war pave way for rampant, cannibalistic
bloodshed. By analogy, war can be likened to the one who prepares a cannibal feast—the
participants may be horrified by their guilt, but the one who prepares it is cursed. The warriors
are not the only pitiless cannibals, but war itself is, too.
The same description for the cannibalistic warriors is also employed for war and its
associations, both within the Iliad and without. We have already seen how war can be ἄγριος, but
the Iliad goes much further. In book 10, Agamemnon is worried about the “great stomach of
war,” (πτολέμοιο μέγα στόμα πευκεδανοῖο, 10.8), a clear image of consuming people. When
Achilles is mourning the loss of Patroclus, he is said to be unable to be mollified by anything
except by “plunging into the jaws of bloody war” (οὐδέ τι θυμῷ τέρπετο, πρὶν πολέμου στόμα
δύμεναι αἱματόεντος, 19.312–313), a turnabout from how he refused to even “give a thought to
bloody war” (πολέμοιο μεδήσομαι αἱματόεντος, 9.650) in the embassy scene. The line is quoted
from time to time, though “πολέμους αἱματόεντας” shows up again in a different context in
Aeschylus (Supp. 1044).
Similar to how Yahweh’s sword is bloodthirsty, the sword (along with other weapons) is
regularly given the epithet νηλής. The stock phrase νηλέϊ χαλκῷ (“pitiless bronze [weapon]”)
turns up almost two dozen times in the Iliad and Odyssey alone. War even has its own animal
simile. In his exhortation to the Greeks after beating Thersites, Odysseus reminds Achilles about
the omen Calchas saw, in which a snake consumed a sparrow and her eight chicks, meaning that
war will “eat up” nine years of their lives at Troy (2.322–329).
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Such an understanding of war is alien neither to Homer nor later Greek writers. For one,
Achilles is well aware of how short his life will be because of the war. He even regrets it in the
Odyssey, when he tells Odysseus he would rather be a serf and alive than king over the dead (Od.
11.488–491).
Thucydides too describes war with such cannibalistic language, as Segal points out:
When Thucydides describes how “father killed son” at Corcyra and how the sacred
precinct was desecrated with blood, he sums up, “To such a point of rawness (õmõs) did
the civil war progress” (3.82.1).
..
Similarly, the Athenian decision to destroy the whole city of the Mytileneans, innocent
and guilty together, seemed “raw” and ominously “big” (õmõn . . . kai mega, Th.
3.36.4).36
Segal relates “raw” back to being uncivilized, but that does not do the word its full justice. The
word “raw” is decidedly cannibalistic, as is shown by no better example than Sophocles’
decision to call Thyestes ὠμοβόρος (fr. 731N). Thyestes’ cannibalism, of course, is forever
enshrined in the term ‘Thyestean feast.’ Achilles too as we see is ὠμηστής (24.207) and wishes
to eat Hector “raw” (22.346). Whereas reasonable cases can be made that Achilles’ actions can
be called “uncivilized” (though even that is a euphemism), there is no such ‘wildness,’ no
“associations with the beast world” in the feud between Thyestes and Atreus. It is instead a fight
between two claimants to the throne, just as the fight between Hector and Achilles involves
primarily two claimants to the battlefield’s throne. Achilles might be the victor in the battle, but
he is not marked out here as exceptionally pitiless.

Hector Man-Slayer
In coming to Hector, we have already noted his “wildness” and that he too is compared to
36
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a lion, but another, less frequently discussed aspect of his that finds itself connected to
anthropophagy and war is φόνος (‘bloodshed’), and, especially in the Iliad, its compound
ἀνδροφόνος, ‘man-slayer.’ By itself, φόνος typically refers to the act of slaying, and in epic
poetry it is generally used in the contexts of killing on the battlefield for both the Greeks and the
Trojans. When they arrive, the Greek ships bring “slaughter and fate” (φόνον καὶ κῆρα, 2.352) to
Troy, while the Trojans, when they are brought together before Menelaus and Paris’ champion
duel, are compared to the cranes that bring “slaughter and fate” (φόνον καὶ κῆρα, 3.6) to the
pygmies.
The word φόνος however is not strictly a neutral choice for ‘killing,’ not in epic and
especially not thereafter. It especially connotes a grim and insidious death. Sarpedon, for
example, promises to deliver φόνος to Tlpolemus for what Heracles did to Laomedon (5.633–
654). Often the word is imbued with a sense of ‘extensive carnage,’ such as when Diomedes and
Odyssey set out to spy on the Trojans:
οἳ δ᾽ ἐπεὶ ἠρήσαντο Διὸς κούρῃ μεγάλοιο,
βάν ῥ᾽ ἴμεν ὥς τε λέοντε δύω διὰ νύκτα μέλαιναν
ἂμ φόνον, ἂν νέκυας, διά τ᾽ ἔντεα καὶ μέλαν αἷμα.
they continued on their way, like two lions,
in the darkness of night, through the slaughter,
through corpses, armour, through black pools of blood. (Il. 10.296–298)
As Diomedes and Odysseus are not seeing the killings take place, φόνος is rather a metonym for
all the death from the war. The corpses, blood, armor, and even “black night” all provide for a
grim and gruesome context for φόνος. It is also the word chosen by Halitherses in the Odyssey
who prophecies the suitors’ slaughter by Odysseus.
The insidious connotation for φόνος is also clear from its metaphorical usage and later
development. Similar to the above Homeric examples, Euripides uses it to refer to corpses
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(Orestes 1357, 1491), and Aeschylus uses it to mean “sacrifice” (Seven Against Thebes 44).
Even in this metaphorical usage, there is always something awry with its connotation. In the
Seven Against Thebes passage, Aeschylus uses ταυρείου φόνου to indicate the Argive slaughter
of a bull before war. The Argives “[swear] an oath to Ares, Enyo, and blood-loving Phobos”
(Ἄρη τ᾽ Ἐνυώ καὶ φιλαίματον Φόβον ὡρκωμότησαν, 44). Ares, of course, is “most hateful”
(ἔχθιστος, 5.890) to Zeus, and his worship is more appropriate to Scythians than Greeks. 37
Moreover, the description of Phobos as φιλαίματον in the Seven Against Thebes further
reinforces the connection between the physical body and war.
The association of φόνος with blood and gore in particular is also well attested in Homer
and throughout Greek literature. Many passages allude to the “shedding of φόνος” (cf. φόνός
κέχυται γυναίκων, Alc. fr. 153 Lobel), or otherwise equated with shedding of blood. In the
Libation Bearers, ‘blood’ signifying ‘death’ is equated with ‘bloody drops,’ which bring a
continuous state of ruin:
ἀλλὰ νόμος μὲν φονίας σταγόνας
χυμένας ἐς πέδον ἄλλο προσαιτεῖν
αἷμα. βοᾷ γὰρ λοιγὸς Ἐρινὺν
παρὰ τῶν πρότερον φθιμένων ἄτην
ἑτέραν ἐπάγουσαν ἐπ᾽ ἄτῃ.
And it is the eternal rule that drops of blood spilled on the ground demand yet more
blood. Destruction cries out on the Fury, which from those killed before brings one ruin
in the wake of another. (Lib. 400–404, trans. Smyth 1926)
It is clear from the passage that φονίας σταγόνας refers to blood, which itself is metonymy for
bloodshed.
The adjectives φόνιος (the poetical form) and φονικός (used in prose) are also employed
37
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to refer to various deadly things. In early poetry, beginning with Aeschylus, we see it primarily
describe creatures, including man-eating ones; events, and in the generic ‘deeds’; and that which
causes the assault, so hands and weapons. In the plural, φόνος also makes an appearance as one
group Eris’ children, along with Battles (Μάχας), Homicides (Ἀνδροκτασίας), and Quarrels
(Νείκεά), all important elements of the Iliad. Eris herself is the daughter of Nyx, and her sister is
Nemesis.
Much later in the Greek tradition, we see the connection between φόνος and cannibalism
made explicit with Plutarch. In his De Esu Carnium, Plutarch, a staunch vegetarian, argues that
killing animals is no different from killing people, and thus eating animals is akin to eating
people. He quotes Empedocles for the same view, though lamentable the quote did not survive in
the manuscript tradition:
ἀλληγορεῖ γὰρ ἐνταῦθα τὰς ψυχάς, ὅτι φόνων καὶ βρώσεως σαρκῶν καὶ ἀλληλοφαγίας
δίκην τίνουσαι σώμασι θνῆτοῖς ἐνδέδενται.
By these lines he means, though he does not say so directly, that human souls are
imprisoned in mortal bodies as a punishment for murder, the eating of animal flesh, and
cannibalism. (1.996b–c)
Plutarch is, of course, much removed from archaic Greece, and he takes the comparison further
than most Greeks, who happily consumed animal meat, would go, yet his quote shows that the
connection between cannibalism and murder is not only imagined up in the modern world.
Such negative connotations attached to φόνος provide a less-flattering view of the
compound ‘Man-Slayer’ (ἀνδροφόνος). The epithet is normally associated with Hector in the
epic tradition. In the Iliad, it is used as an epithet of Hector 11 out of 16 times. Lycurgus is given
the epithet once. It is used with Ares in a passage that cryptically refers to Eris as Ares’ sister
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(4.441),38 while in both the Shield of Heracles and the Aethiopis it is an epithet of Ares himself.
The other three times it appears, it is used to describe Achilles’ hands.
It is true that epithets do not always correspond with the action of an epic. Given the oral
nature of the epic, it would be a mistake to examine each and every epithet for its role in some
larger narrative arc. Yet with ἀνδροφόνος chiefly limited to Hector and Achilles (and Hector
nearly 70% of the time, more if the Ares passage is spurious), there must be some reason it is
employed. One possible argument is that it is employed for metrical reasons. As it appears in the
genitive, the two words form a dactyl-dactyl-spondee combination which nicely end a line, as it
does eight of the eleven times; the other three times it begins a line. Yet Homer uses two other
epithets in this spots: twice ὀτρύναντος to form a double spondee at the end of a line (10.356)
and twice ἱπποδάμοιο as an exact metrical replacement for ἀνδροφόνοιο. Moreover, at other
times Homer explains an epithet. The formulaic Ὀϊλῆος ταχὺς Αἴας and its variants are explained
at 10.520–522, where “Ajax is singled out for special praise” for his speed.39
That ἀνδροφόνος is chosen in particular for Hector is therefore congruent with his
characterization in the Iliad. After all, he was unusually known for his skill in killing Greek
heroes, and ‘slaughter’ alone ignores the insidiousness of the epithet. Given the connotations of
φόνος outlined above, Hector ἀνδροφόνος forms a counterbalance to Achilles ὠμηστής, with
both heroes destructive, even metaphorically cannibalistic, as there is very little difference
between the two sides in battling. They are, after all, the only two heroes outright called ἄγριοι.
Long before Achilles’ rage on the battlefield, Ajax claims that Hector would be reckless in his
“destructive rage” (λύσσαν ἔχων ὀλοήν, 9.305).
38
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Although the passage has been suspected of being spurious, since it is omitted from T, the use ἀνδροφόνος
hereis generally congruent with the rest of the Iliad and epic language.
West 2011.
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Hector even has his own Patroclus in the death of Sarpedon. Hector becomes enraged
(χωόμενος) at his death, and Glaucus orders Greek soldiers to guard his body lest it be
“mutilated” (ἀεικίσσωσι, 16.545). In response, Patroclus orders his Myrmidons to “mutilate”
(ἀεικισσαίμεθ᾽, 16.559) the body and kill anyone who attempts to stop them “with pitiless
bronze” (νηλέϊ χαλκῷ, 16.561). For Sarpedon by Patroclus, like later Patroclus himself by
Hector, the mutilation is merely stripping the body of its armor, which is not as extreme as
Achilles’ actions.
Hector’s actions and characterization therefore do not substantially differ from Achilles,
and all of the Greek heroes show that Achilles’ is not the exception—the focus is on Achilles’
particular actions because he is the central figure of the narrative, yet he is not somehow alone
described with anthropophagous language. What the chief difference boils down to seems to be
just how extreme Achilles’ response is, but it is also in line with who he is as a character. He is,
after all, the superlative of the Achaeans: the best, swiftest, strongest. His rage is the greatest,
and he is treated like a god (Il. 9.301–303). Achilles might be called exceptional not because he
is alone or solely outside the heroic code, despite the shaming he receives from his fellow
Greeks, but that he is the logical extreme of all the traits found in his company. When so many
heroes are lions, so many are ἄγριοι, when Patroclus and Hector both go for mutilation of the
body, Achilles is not the animal. They are all animals, and Achilles is just the most ferocious.
Lest anyone doubt this conclusion based on epithets and actions, this reading is supported
by the words of the gods themselves. Apollo and Scamander have harsh words for Achilles, it is
true, but they are his opponents in battle. Fellow Greeks have harsh words for him, but they are
attempting to convince him to return to the battlefield. But not all the gods rebuke Achilles. In
fact, what is regularly missed is that Hera rebukes Apollo’s speech entirely:
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‘εἴη κεν καὶ τοῦτο τεὸν ἔπος ἀργυρότοξε
εἰ δὴ ὁμὴν Ἀχιλῆϊ καὶ Ἕκτορι θήσετε τιμήν.
Ἕκτωρ μὲν θνητός τε γυναῖκά τε θήσατο μαζόν:
αὐτὰρ Ἀχιλλεύς ἐστι θεᾶς γόνος, ἣν ἐγὼ αὐτὴ
60θρέψά τε καὶ ἀτίτηλα καὶ ἀνδρὶ πόρον παράκοιτιν
Πηλέϊ, ὃς περὶ κῆρι φίλος γένετ᾽ ἀθανάτοισι.
πάντες δ᾽ ἀντιάασθε θεοὶ γάμου: ἐν δὲ σὺ τοῖσι
δαίνυ᾽ ἔχων φόρμιγγα κακῶν ἕταρ᾽, αἰὲν ἄπιστε.
Lord of the silver bow,
yes, indeed, what you say may well be true,
if you gods give Hector and Achilles
equal worth. But Hector is a mortal man,
suckled at a woman’s breast, while Achilles
is the child of a goddess I raised myself.
I brought her up and gave her to Peleus
to be his wife, a man dear to the hearts
of the immortal gods. All of you were there,
when they got married. You, too, were with us
at the banquet, you friend of evil men,
clutching your lyre, ever disloyal. (Il. 24.56–63)
Hera makes a distinction between the ordinary mortal Hector and the semi-divine Achilles.
Though the latter is also mortal, his family is immortal, and therefore the gods hold a special
place in their heart for him. Achilles’ actions are excused outright by Hera, yet bringing up his
divine parentage adds a layer of irony, since the gods are notorious for the death and destruction
they cause, something they themselves recognize.
Of course, Hera is also accused of what Achilles espouses—a desire to consume her
enemies, but there is no outrage at her objection. Zeus’ response is to mollify, not rebuke, and he
assures her that Hector’s honors will not equal Achilles’. In that way, the deference given to her
actually highlights the power that she has in the scene, as opposed to earlier scenes when Hera is
rebuked by Zeus (who asserts his kingly power) and must resort to deception to wreak havoc on
the Greeks.
Zeus might be upset that Hector’s body is not being returned, but this is not, as Segal
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maintains, necessarily because there is anthropophagy afoot, but, as Zeus maintains, because
Hector was a “favorite of the gods,” who “never failed to offer Zeus fine gifts” (24.69).
Moreover, while Zeus tells Thetis he is upset, he still wants to honor him. He then has Iris to let
Priam know that Achilles would not hurt him if he went to get Priam’s body, since “For he’s not
stupid, inconsiderate, or disrespectful of the gods” (οὔτε γάρ ἔστ᾽ ἄφρων οὔτ᾽ ἄσκοπος οὔτ᾽
ἀλιτήμων, 24.186). Achilles is not only still a hero and engaged in the heroic code, but he is still
honored by the gods, Zeus no less. Unlike the incidents of cannibalism elsewhere in the Greek
tradition, the anthropophagous language of the Iliad does not appear to play any role in angering
the gods.

Conclusion
Comparisons of cannibals to animals in the sense of “othering” misses an important
dynamic of the topos. All those who decide the fates of another, whether it is permitting them to
live or taking their life, wield a certain power over them. With anthropophagy, that power is
compounded by the primal fear of being eaten. The cannibal is terrifying, because he can kill and
consume you. The cannibal-king is no different, except they wield the power of the state to do
so. And on the battlefield, the provocation and grudges of war intensify the urges to take the life
of others for glory’s sake. War provides the imperative to kill. When this is done unilaterally by
rulers to their subjects, the response is horror. The location does not change the horror, as the
prolonged mourning of Patroclus and Hector clearly shows. War is thus the ultimate cannibalking.
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There is no doubt that Achilles represents a superlative figure in the Iliad. As the “best of
the Achaeans,” he “fights and kills more brilliantly and more effectively than any other
warrior.”40 At the same time, his actions and attitude is shared by others on the battlefield.
Agamemnon and Hector are not mere “backdrops or foils,” 41 but all partake in bloody conflict
that, at its goriest, strongly resemble a cannibalistic feast. In battle, the powerful become
consumers of men: the heroes are compared to feasting lions, Agamemnon is the people-eater,
Hector is the man-slayer, and Hecuba echoes Achilles’ desire to consume flesh. Achilles is all
this, only that he is the best at it.

40
41

Schein 1984: 90.
Ibid.
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Chapter VI: Herodotus and the Invention of People-Eating People
Introduction
So far we have seen that anthropophagy is primarily an expression of power, chiefly the
domain of that potent triad: gods, kings, and warriors. At some point during its development, the
man-eating metaphor shifted from a symbol of power and a marker for social strife to a bizarre
practice of exotic peoples, the “Other.” This chapter argues that this shift happens over the
course of Greek literature, rooted in the development of the cannibal-king topos in Greek myth
and exacerbated by the rise of Greek ethnography and paradoxography. The ethnographic
thinking of Greek writers assigned both human sacrifice and anthropophagy to non-Greek nomoi,
and Greek authors drew on earlier references in Homer and Herodotus to describe peoples
increasingly distant from the Greeks and Romans as boundaries of the known world began to
expand. The lines between the early application of the cannibal-king topos and the proclivity to
anthropophagize the marginal, distant peoples continuously are blurred, which allow the latter to
take priority in the medieval and early modern imaginaire.

Herodotus’ Portrait of Anthropophagy
Herodotus’ Histories holds the ignoble distinction of usually being labeled the locus
classicus of equating marginal peoples as cannibals. Many scholars typically follow Arens in
treating Herodotus an “uncritical” and “prejudiced” source who unfortunately tainted
ethnography for over two thousand years by his sensationalizing the description of peoples
“beyond the pale of civilization.”1 And certainly cannibal peoples are not underrepresented in the
Histories. Some of these far off tribes, like the Androphagi, are outright “man-eaters;” others,
1

Arens 1979: 10.
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like the Scythians only drink the blood of enemies during war, while still others, such as the
Massagetae, Issedones, and Callatiae, consume their elderly or dead in a respectful rite. 2 Since
Arens’ monograph (and frequently prior to it), most assume that Herodotus’ description of these
tribes is wholly fictitious and a motivated product of Greek bias against the “barbarian.” Despite
Plutarch’s ostensible insult that Herodotus was a φιλοβάρβαρος, Paul Cartledge denies such
affections and backs that up with Herodotus’ description of the Androphagi as ἀγριώτατος tribe
who lacks δίκη and νόμος.3 Herodotus is instead portrayed as a Greek ethnocentrist whose
Histories “are peopled with numerous cannibal nations,”4 and that all Herodotus does with
cannibalism is “ascribe [it] to foreign groups.” 5 His aim in such adscription is, in the words of
one Robert Williams, Jr., to create:
“an effective and readily recognized categorical marker for identifying the most extreme
forms of the barbarian’s degeneracy from the civilized norms and values of the Greeks.
According to the Classical idea of the savage as elaborated by the Histories, cannibalism
was just one of the many divergent cultural practices the Greeks could expect to
encounter the farther they moved toward the most distant, savage parts of the barbarian
world.6
This is a rather unfair and simplistic (and in the latter example actually false) reduction of
Herodotus. It unnecessarily focuses on some elements of anthropophagy at the expense of others,
a problem not limited to Herodotean scholarship. The Scythians and nearby groups receive far
more discussion on Herodotus’ outline of their cannibalistic practices, while the cannibal scene
after Cambyses’ failed expedition against the Ethiopians is rarely discussed unless juxtaposed
with Ethiopian dietary nomoi. Instead, the focus on the marginal cannibals has much more to do

2

3
4
5
6

Androphagi: 4.18.2–3; Scythians: 4.64–65; Massagetae: 1.216.2–3; Issedones: 4.26; Callatiae: 3.38.3–4; Padaei:
3.99.
Cartlege 2002: 75.
Avramescu 2011: 10.
Antonova 2018: 227.
Williams 2012: 65.
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with scholars’ concerns than anything inherent in Herodotus. Cannibalism is actually shown
more frequently connected to the Medo-Persian kings than to groups such as the Androphagi,
who in fact are never shown eating others. Where the Scythians and Medes interact, it is the
Medes who are made unwilling participants of cannibalism. A line of cannibal acts connected to
the royal house of the Medo-Persian kings can be found among every ruler of the Medean and
Persian empires from Cyaxares to Darius, with some hint that Xerxes is next. Far more than
merely the precursor to European efforts at labeling the unknown and marginal people
“cannibals,” Herodotus operates on the same assumptions of man-eating as a terrifying exercise
of tyrannical power found in earlier Greek authors, and the Achaemenid royal house is much
more akin to the Tantalid line of cannibals.
The first in this anthropophagous chain was Cyrus’ great-grandfather Cyaxares. As
narrated in Herodotus (1.73), Cyaxares, the king of the Medes, welcomes a tribe of Scythians
into Media and treats them well at first, even to the point of having them teach the youth “their
language and the skill of archery.” The Scythians regularly hunt for the king; once they return
from a hunting trip without a catch, which prompts Cyaxares to lose his temper (as Herodotus
says he was prone to do), and he subjects them to insults (τρηχέως κάρτα περιέσπε ἀεικείῃ,
1.73.4) for it. In vengeance, the Scythians kill a Median boy and had him fed to Cyaxares and
other guests at a banquet before fleeing to Alyattes, king of Lydia. This prompts a war between
the Medes and the Lydians, but an eclipse, the very one seen by Thales, is recognized as an ill
omen and abruptly ends the fighting. To make peace, each side licks each other’s blood and
swears a pact. Herodotus does not comment directly on the cannibalistic implications of licking
blood, but it is clear from Cyrus’ death (see below) as well as from myths such as Hathor’s
rampage discussed in Chapter Four that drinking blood is conceptually tied to anthropophagy.
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Cyaxares’ war against the Scythians and Lydians thus begins and ends with cannibalism.
Herodotus continues the cannibalism with Cyaxares’ son, Astyages, the last king of
Media, who dreams that his newborn grandson Cyrus will overthrow him. He instructs his
general Harpagus to kill the child, but, in the classic Oedipean fashion, Harpagus refuses and
instead deliveres him to a local cowherd. Ten years later, Cyrus was found alive and ordering
other boys around “like a king,” including having one whipped for disobedience in play. These
actions, along with Cyrus’ facial features, made Astyages recognize him as the abandoned
grandchild. Having gotten the truth out of the cowherd and Harpagus, Astyages killed Harpagus’
son and fed him the body at a feast. As Cyrus grew older, Harpagus made him an ally and
prompted him to overthrow Astyages and become king himself.
The same tropes found in Greek myths are on full display here in Herodotus’ accounts of
the Medean kings. A king (1), disposed to violence (2), commits some misdeed (3), and
cannibalism is the result (4), and in this case of Cyaxares is the king who eats a child, much like
with Tereus and Itys. Although the unnamed child was not Cyaxares’ own, he was still a Median
boy and a child of one of the king’s subjects.
Likewise, Astyages’ attempt to remove Cyrus fits neatly next to the myths of kings
attempting to prevent the next generation from inheriting the throne, and a cannibalistic feast is
the result. Moreover, once again cannibalism plays a crucial part in the downfall of the monarch.
Finally, Astyages’ request to kill Cyrus and Harpagus’ deliverance of the infant to a shepherd
parallels Oedipus’ birth narrative. The “lessons” of the stories are even classically Greek. For
Cyaxares, it is to not abuse your xenoi, even if you are the king, while for Astyages it is to not try
to escape fate, especially in its incarnation as the attempt to prevent the next generation of
rightfully taking over. Both of these are classically Greek morals, and anthropophagy in Greek
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mythology is frequently connected to them, as can be seen from the Chapter Five.
It would be easy to draw attention to Greek characterization and tropes, assume
Herodotus is merely echoing them, and leave it at that. The parallels with Greek sources do not
automatically make them Greek fabrications. One might even be inclined to argue for a mere
coincidence of patterning, that Herodotus is only dutifully retelling what he learned from his
source. As seen in the previous chapter, Near Eastern monarchs are content with being the cause
of others’ cannibalism. And yet the lack of any corroborating sources on Astyages’ life and the
overall arrangement suggest a Greek filter for any historical kernels of Astyages and Harpagus. 7
And given the pattern of cannibalism in the line of Cyaxares, it is fair to assume that Herodotus
himself, rather than any sources, has chosen the precise employment of the tropes for the MedoPersian kings. These assumptions could have been all there was to it if these were the only
instances of anthropophagy in the Medo-Persian dynasty. But Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius are
all connected to anthropophagy in Herodotus’ narrative, which demands the careful interpreter to
examine the trope more carefully.
Cyrus’ anthropophagy in particular is imbued with irony for his interactions with the
Massagetae, an anthropophagous tribe who consume the flesh of the elderly, sacrificing to the
sun anyone who has become too old (1.216.1). Cyrus plans to invade the Massagetan lands and
conquer them, albeit unsuccessfully as Croesus foretold. Specifically, Croesus warns Cyrus that
the Massagetae could flee their homes and disrupt lands under Persian control (1.207),
prefiguring the Scythians (and by extension the Greeks), who would do the same under Darius.
Croesus also gives Cyrus the cryptic warning that “wheel [of fate]…forbids the same people to
7

Even the former’s name was thoroughly Hellenized. The preserved Babylonian form was Ištumegu, which
likely is derived from *Ṛšti-vaiga-, a hypothesized form meaning “spear-thrower.” Encyclopedia Iranica:
Grantovskii, Mayrhofer, Hinz. Herodotus or his sources have transformed the name to “sacker of cities.”
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be always fortunate” (κύκλος…οὐκ ἐᾷ αἰεὶ τοὺς αὐτοὺς εὐτυχέειν, 1.207.2) subtly hinting, in a
way that Croesus too was subtly advised by Bias of Priene,8 that attacking too much or at least
without good planning will only lead to downfall. However, here with the Massagetae, Cyrus
decides to attack anyway, taking Croesus’ fatal advice. In a trick, Cyrus and the Persians are able
to kill a number of drunkenly satiated and sleeping Massagetae warriors, among whom is
Spargapises, son of their leader Tomyris (1.211). That the Persians would intoxicate her son and
treacherously kill him so infuriates the queen, that the Massagetae soundly defeat the Persians in
battle (1.212.1-2). Afterward, with Cyrus dead, she plunges Cyrus’ head in a wine skin full of
human blood (1.212.3).
Tomyris’ actions invert the customs of the Persians: the cannibal defeats the conqueror,
and turns him into a cannibal himself, highlighting his bloodthirstiness (ἄπληστε αἵματος Κῦρε,
1.212.2). Cyrus’ bloodlust leads to him symbolically taking on characteristics of the victorious
Massagetae. Tomyris herself is making the connection of symbolic inversion, as an actor plays
her part in the narrative progression. The Massagetae, as aforementioned, only consume human
flesh after having sacrificed someone who is too old. The victim, in a way, is understood as a
mercifully relieved soul whose turn it is to die. With Tomyris performing these actions, then, the
reader is thus signaled that it was Cyrus’ turn to die (1.209-210). This is reinforced by the fateful
dream Cyrus had the night prior, wherein he saw a winged Darius and has mistaken it for a sign
of a coup. Herodotus points out his error (τῷ δὲ ὁ δαίμων προέφαινε ὡς αὐτὸς μὲν τελευτήσειν
αὐτοῦ ταύτῃ μέλλοι, 1.210.1), and the audience, before even the battle begins, should know that
Cyrus is doomed. The forced cannibalism is the historical example that proves through inversion
the right and wrong way of ruling.
8

Or alternatively, Pittacus of Mytilene, as Herodotus is unsure who uttered the words (1.27).
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Cyrus’ death and Tomyris’ actions are also imbued with religious significance. Tomyris
makes a vow to make Cyrus drink blood, and Cyrus’ death is foretold by a daimōn (1.210.1),
both indicating divine displeasure. Not only does Cyrus ignore Tomyris’ threat, but he ignores
the signs that predict his death. By continuing his invasion, Cyrus disregards divine stricture, and
Cyrus’ cannibalism is a way for Herodotus to alert the reader to the transgression.
Moreover, the audience must confront Cyrus’ bloodthirstiness directly in the narrative.
Herodotus himself chimes in to offer his opinion on the historicity of the event. 9 Out of several
versions, he only gives one, this one, and calls it the most plausible (πολλῶν λόγων λεγομένων,
ὅδε μοι ὁ πιθανώτατος εἴρηται, 1.214.5). His acceptance of the symbolic act speaks to his
conception of historical causation (conflated, as is often found in Herodotus, with divine action),
which cannot be understood as only limited to the narrative at hand.
In the transition from Cyrus to Cambyses, Herodotus shifts from symbolic cannibalism to
actual cannibalism. After the conquest of Egypt, Cambyses looks to expand the borders of the
Persian empire to the furthest limits south and west, the “ends of the earth” (τὰ ἔσχατα γῆς,
3.25.1). He sends spies to Ethiopia on the pretext of bearing gifts, but they are exposed. This
drives Cambyses irate, who launches an attack on Ethiopia without "preparing for food” (οὔτε
παρασκευὴν σίτου, 3.25.1). Herodotus’ hint about the food leads the audience to the expected
outcome. Without food, Cambyses’ army starves. What is worse, though, is that the failed
expedition resulted in widespread anthropophagy among his troops.10
As is typical with Herodotus, the dietary habits play an important role in defining the
9

10

Contrary to some earlier opinions on first-person statements as a sign of “modesty”, contemporary usage in
treatises is often indicative of forceful statements. See Thomas 2000: 236-247.
Cambyses’ death might also be connected to themes of sacrifice and anthropophagy. Herodotus 3.28–30 relates
that his death was due to the stabbing of the Apis bull, an animal that, contra Greek norms, would not have been
sacrificed. This compares to Minos’ refusal to sacrifice the bull that Poseidon granted him which gave him
kingship (Ps.-Apol. Bib. 3.8).
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those who he discusses. The Ethiopians, he relates, eat bread grown without manure, boiled
meat, and milk, the result of which led to their extended longevity, despite being no different
than the typical nomadic diet shared by Scythians, Massagetae, Nasamones, and Libyans. 11 And
yet the Ethiopian king was keenly aware of the relationship between diet and life. It is not so
much that boiled meat and milk allow the Ethiopians to live longer than normal, but that wheat,
the primary element in the Persian (and Greek!) diet, because it grows with the help of manure,
shortens their lifespan to “eighty years” (3.22.4). Their diet also helped them with their strength
and resolution. When offered gifts from the Persians via the Ichthyophagi, the Ethiopian king
sensed deception, and in return he gave them an unstrung bow, saying that the Persians will have
a chance at winning only when they can string it “as easily as the Ethiopians can” (3.21.3). Of
course, in anger Cambyses decides to attack anyway,
Since the Ethiopians share a similar diet to other nomads, a direct, one-way, causal
relationship between diet and character is never established by Herodotus. Instead, the two go
hand-in-hand and reflect each other. This is generally congruent with Herodotus’ beliefs about
nomoi in general. Human actions are not purely a matter of physis, but how one engages with the
physical world is a reflection of nomoi. The diets of peoples are a subset of their nomoi and do
not directly determine them.12 Yet engaging in detrimental nomoi could reinforce negative
outcomes. In this case, the failure of Cambyses to bring provisions for the invasion and the turn
toward starvation-cannibalism are a reflection of the consumptive attitude and foreshadow their
disastrous defeat by the Greeks and eventual civil strife with the assassination of Smerdis (or the
pretender Gaumata) by Darius and his co-conspirators, which launched a new dynasty.
11
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Hedstrom 2007: 184. Contact with the Ethiopians is also conducted via the African Ichthyophagi, “Fish-Eaters,”
a people whose very name speaks to their diet. Although fish was an important part of the everyday Greek diet,
it was often viewed as a luxury reserved for the elites and the notorious ὀψοφάγοι.
Weimer 2011.
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The Persians were also coming straight from Egypt, whose funeral beliefs are tied to
dietary beliefs, according to Herodotus:
Καμβύσης δὲ ἐκ Μέμφιος ἀπίκετο ἐς Σάιν πόλιν, βουλόμενος ποιῆσαι τὰ δὴ καὶ ἐποίησε.
ἐπείτε γὰρ ἐσῆλθε ἐς τὰ τοῦ Ἀμάσιος οἰκία, αὐτίκα ἐκέλευε ἐκ τῆς ταφῆς τὸν Ἀμάσιος
νέκυν ἐκφέρειν ἔξω: ὡς δὲ ταῦτα ἐπιτελέα ἐγένετο, μαστιγοῦν ἐκέλευε καὶ τὰς τρίχας
ἀποτίλλειν καὶ κεντοῦν τε καὶ τἆλλα πάντα λυμαίνεσθαι. ἐπείτε δὲ καὶ ταῦτα ἔκαμον
ποιεῦντες (ὁ γὰρ δὴ νεκρὸς ἅτε τεταριχευμένος ἀντεῖχέ τε καὶ οὐδὲν διεχέετο), ἐκέλευσέ
μιν ὁ Καμβύσης κατακαῦσαι, ἐντελλόμενος οὐκ ὅσια: Πέρσαι γὰρ θεὸν νομίζουσι εἶναι
πῦρ. τὸ ὦν κατακαίειν γε τοὺς νεκροὺς οὐδαμῶς ἐν νόμῳ οὐδετέροισι ἐστί, Πέρσῃσι μὲν
δι᾽ ὅ περ εἴρηται, θεῷ οὐ δίκαιον εἶναι λέγοντες νέμειν νεκρὸν ἀνθρώπου: Αἰγυπτίοισι δὲ
νενόμισται πῦρ θηρίον εἶναι ἔμψυχον, πάντα δὲ αὐτὸ κατεσθίειν τά περ ἂν λάβῃ, πλησθὲν
δὲ αὐτὸ τῆς βορῆς συναποθνήσκειν τῷ κατεσθιομένῳ. οὔκων θηρίοισι νόμος οὐδαμῶς
σφι ἐστὶ τὸν νέκυν διδόναι, καὶ διὰ ταῦτα ταριχεύουσι, ἵνα μὴ κείμενος ὑπὸ εὐλέων
καταβρωθῇ. οὕτω οὐδετέροισι νομιζόμενα ἐνετέλλετο ποιέειν ὁ Καμβύσης.
From Memphis Cambyses went to the city Sais, anxious to do exactly what he did do.
Entering the house of Amasis, he had the body of Amasis carried outside from its place of
burial; and when this had been done, he gave orders to scourge it and pull out the hair and
pierce it with goads, and to desecrate it in every way. When they were weary of doing
this (for the body, being embalmed, remained whole and did not fall to pieces), Cambyses
gave orders to burn it, a sacrilegious command; for the Persians hold fire to be a god;
therefore neither nation thinks it right to burn the dead, the Persians for the reason given,
as they say it is wrong to give the dead body of a man to a god; while the Egyptians
believe fire to be a living beast that devours all that it catches, and when sated with its
meal dies together with that on which it feeds. Now it is by no means their custom to give
the dead to beasts; and this is why they embalm the corpse, that it may not lie and feed
worms. Thus what Cambyses commanded was contrary to the custom of both peoples.
(3.10.1–4, trans. Godley)
On the one hand, the Egyptians see fire as a wild beast (θηρίον), while the Persians consider it to
be a god (θεὸν).13 In either view, burning a body on a pyre as Cambyses has done induces
anthropophagy, for which Herodotus says it offends the Egyptians and Persians alike.
Unlike with his predecessors, the anthropophagy, figuratively with Amasis’ body or more
literally with his troops, does not directly figure in Cambyses’ downfall. Herodotus, or perhaps
his sources, ties the cause of Cambyses’ death from a stab wound in the thigh ultimately to his
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The close proximity of this description raises the idea of this being something of a pun.
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stabbing of the Apis bull in the same place. The Apis bull was a revered representation of the
Egyptian god Apis, and accordingly occupied an important place in Egyptian religion as far back
as the First Dynasty.
According to Herodotus, Cambyses grows paranoid during a parade of the Apis bull, and
because of that he sticks knife into the calf and mocks the priests for worshiping it (3.29.1). 14
Herodotus then relates other “acts of madness” by Cambyses, including desecrating the dead,
mocking the Egyptian Hephaestus, and profaning the temple of the Cabeiri by entering it and
burning its images. So strong is Herodotus’ portrayal of Cambyses as a madman that it becomes
the default portrayal throughout antiquity. In Justin’s Epitome of Pompeius Trogus, Cambyses is
said to have been “vexed by Egyptian superstitions” (offensus superstitionibus Aegyptiorum)
ordered

numerous

Egyptian

temples,

including

the

“noblest

temple

of

Ammon,”

(Hammonis...nobilissimum templum) to be destroyed (1.9.1–1.9.4). He mentions the temple of
Apis directly, but makes no mention of the Apis bull. Diodorus Siculus repeats a similar idea
(1.46.4). He claims that the Persians stripped the Egyptian temples of their precious materials
and burned them, although there is an apparent contradiction with his preceding statement that
the temples survive to his day. Others, such as Strabo and Jerome, echo the claims.
A few scholars have suggested there is an underlying historicity to this portrayal. A. L.
Oppenheim suggests from a reconstruction of a few damaged lines in the Nabonidus Chronicle
that Cambyses may have purposefully offended the Babylonian priesthood when he came into
the temple of Nabû wearing Elamite dress (CM 26 iii.24-28). 15 It is difficult to imagine how that
would translate to a strong reaction to Cambyses in Egypt, but it may have added to the idea that
14

15

The section here on the Cambyses and religious tolerance is an adaptation originally from my own MA thesis
(Weimer 2011).
Oppenheim 1985: 554-558.
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Cambyses is an adversary of temples and priests. Cambyses also is responsible for limiting the
power and income of certain Egyptian cultic centers, and at some point during Cambyses’ rule
there, revolts led to damaged and even destroyed temples in the Delta region and in
Elephantine.16 Although the destruction was not widespread, coupled with the resentment at
foreign invaders it surely led to an opposition against Cambyses in Egypt. This would have been
propagated especially by the temple elite, who would have pushed for a return of native Egyptian
rule similar to the Chaosbeschreibung discourse in the Hellenistic period.17
This is a one-sided portrait of Cambyses, and his a Persian monarch so opposed to
Egyptian religious practices would be out of the ordinary for the Achaemenids. The standard
policy for Persian kings is actually one of tolerance and respect for temples. 18 The Cyrus
Cylinder (CC) and the Nabonidus Chronicle (CM) both agree that Cyrus supported the
rebuilding and sustaining of Babylonian temples. 19 Cyrus’ conquest over Nabonidus, the
previous king of Babylon, is seen as a restoration after Nabonidus neglected temples and
incurred divine disfavor. Even if it is only propaganda, it still shows that Cyrus wanted to be
seen as currying favor with other deities. In the Hebrew scriptures, Cyrus is “[God’s] anointed” (
כֹורׁש
ֶ ְלִ ְמ ִׁשיחֹו ל, Isaiah 45.1) for allowing the Jews to return home from their exile in Babylon and,
more specifically, to rebuild their temple that the Babylonians destroyed. 20 In the reign of Darius,
the Jews finally begin to rebuild their temple, but are temporarily stopped by the local satrap,
Tattenae. They petition Darius who “finds” an edict of Cyrus in Ecbatana allowing them to
16
17

18
19

20

Bresciani 1965: 312-13; Briant 2002: 47, who also cites himself at Briant 1988: 146–147.
The Chaosbeschreibung was a narrative discourse which “[articulated] ideas concerning foreign domination in
Egypt and the eventual return of native rule.” See Assman 2002 and especially Dillery 2005, who argues that
Herodotus was familiar with an earlier instantiation of the discourse that was circulating during the Persian
period on account of the very actions discussed in this chapter.
Weimer 2011: 51-53.
Lincoln 2007: 122. Lincoln’s note also lists of scholars who see the “religious tolerance” of the Achaemenids as
deliberate propaganda.
See also Isaiah 44.28, II Chronicles 36.23, and Ezra 1.1–2, 6.1–5.
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rebuild after all, and thus both Cyrus and Darius receive praise for permitting unhindered Jewish
religious practices.21
In Egypt, Darius’ dedication to the Apis bull was uncovered, and royal memorials
indicate the legitimizing Pharaonic and Egyptian elements in Darius’ rule in Egypt. 22 The
Egyptian on a bilingual Egyptian-Old Persian memorial contains the blessing of a deity
(probably Neith), “I give to you all lands and all foreign lands in adoration before you.”23
While Herodotus is contrasting Cambyses’ irreligious insanity with Cyrus’ respectful
demeanor towards the gods, in actuality both tightened the amount of money going to temples,
and the destruction of Egyptian temples is exaggerated. 24 A certain priest of Neith,
Udjahorresnet, while acknowledging “great turmoil all over Egypt”, praises Cambyses for
sparing the Saite nome and for “honoring Neith mother of the god Re”. 25 He also tells of
Cambyses ordering him to compose a royal title, Mesrut-Re “child of Re”, which would if
anything show Cambyses taking an active interest in Egyptian religion rather than the mocking
tone that Herodotus presented. Nor is Oppenheim’s interpretation of the CM 26 particularly
convincing: his reconstruction rests on tenuous evidence and has little support among
Assyriologists and Iranologists alike.26 Finally, contrary to Herodotus’ story, an epitaph of Apis
was uncovered which reads that Cambyses orders Apis to be buried properly. 27 Although
Dandamaev is probably exaggerating when he claims that Cambyses “allowed the Egyptians
their freedom in religious and private matters,” the image of an intolerant tyrant appears more

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Ezra 5.3-6.14.
Lloyd 2007: 101-102.
Ibid.
Dandamaev 1989: 80-82.
Inscription of Udjaḥorresnet 33-35 and 31.
See Boyce 1982: 73 n. 15a.
Dandamaev 1989: 82.
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rooted in propaganda aimed at demonizing the memory of Egypt’s conqueror. 28 But it is this
propaganda that Herodotus picks up on and perpetuates in his Histories.
As if five successive kings in a row were not enough to drive home the point of maneating Persian tyrants, Darius too is connected with anthropophagy. Following the narration of
Cambyses and the Apis bull (and a couple other intervening scenes), Herodotus remarks on how
Cambyses’ actions are symptomatic of a mad man, for otherwise “he would never have set
himself to deride religion and custom.” As “proof” of this, Herodotus relates the story (though
perhaps it should properly be called the fable) of Darius’ experiment:
Δαρεῖος ἐπὶ τῆς ἑωυτοῦ ἀρχῆς καλέσας Ἑλλήνων τοὺς παρεόντας εἴρετο ἐπὶ κόσῳ ἂν
χρήματι βουλοίατο τοὺς πατέρας ἀποθνήσκοντας κατασιτέεσθαι: οἳ δὲ ἐπ᾽ οὐδενὶ ἔφασαν
ἔρδειν ἂν τοῦτο. Δαρεῖος δὲ μετὰ ταῦτα καλέσας Ἰνδῶν τοὺς καλεομένους Καλλατίας, οἳ
τοὺς γονέας κατεσθίουσι, εἴρετο, παρεόντων τῶν Ἑλλήνων καὶ δι᾽ ἑρμηνέος
μανθανόντων τὰ λεγόμενα, ἐπὶ τίνι χρήματι δεξαίατ᾽ ἂν τελευτῶντας τοὺς πατέρας
κατακαίειν πυρί: οἳ δὲ ἀμβώσαντες μέγα εὐφημέειν μιν ἐκέλευον. οὕτω μέν νυν ταῦτα
νενόμισται, καὶ ὀρθῶς μοι δοκέει Πίνδαρος ποιῆσαι νόμον πάντων βασιλέα φήσας εἶναι.
When Darius was king, he summoned the Greeks who were with him and asked them for
what price they would eat their fathers' dead bodies. They answered that there was no
price for which they would do it. Then Darius summoned those Indians who are called
Callatiae, who eat their parents, and asked them (the Greeks being present and
understanding through interpreters what was said) what would make them willing to burn
their fathers at death. The Indians cried aloud, that he should not speak of so horrid an
act. So firmly rooted are these beliefs; and it is, I think, rightly said in Pindar's poem that
custom is lord of all. (3.38.3–4, trans. Godley)
The purpose of the fable in the context of Herodotus’ Histories is twofold. In the immediate
narrative, Herodotus ostensibly uses it to establish that Cambyses was insane. He does endeavor
to show how strange Callatian anthropophagy is, but rather rebukes Cambyses’ mocking
behavior toward Egyptian religious beliefs, agreeing with Pindar that “custom is the king of all”
(citing Pindar’s νόμος ὁ πάντων βασιλεύς, Maehler fr. 169a) in order to provide a Greek reason

28

Dandamaev 1989: 79.
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for his beliefs. Anthropophagy is not trotted out to exoticize non-Greeks, but to show the dangers
of a tyrant king. This is, of course, all the more fitting, as discussed above, since Cambyses
drives his army into anthropophagy in an attempt to conquer Ethiopia.
The experiment’s subtler purpose is in taking a definitive stance in the nomos v. physis
debate. While the debate was most visibly pronounced in the fifth century with the Sophists, its
origins stretch back to middling29 and democratic ideas reacting against the aristocracy, who use
the claim of birth to exert superiority over the lower class (although physis in the philosophical
sense did not come about until later)30. Nomos, on the other hand, is more democratic in that rule
is conventional, implying that theoretically anyone could rule.31 By eschewing natural rights,
power is permitted to non-aristocrats. The relativistic implications of Pindar’s gnome that
“custom is the king of everything” are explored not only in Herodotus, but throughout
antiquity.32 Adding weight to their interpretation of Pindar is another fragment of Pindar is even
more clearly relativistic: “some customs for some, other customs for others; each man praises his
own justice (ἄλλα δ’ ἄλλοισιν νόμιμα, σφετέραν δ’ αἰνεῖ δίκαν ἀνδρῶν ἕκαστος, Maehler fr.
215a).”33 Although he uses νόμιμα instead of νόμος, the meaning is the same.
Pindar’s relativism continues a long history that less subtly attacks aristocratic and
Homeric ideals. One of the earliest contributors to this debate—Xenophanes—attacks both these

29

30

31
32

33

‘Middling’ here is used in the sense of the word as defined by Ian Morris to represent viewpoints opposed to the
elites of the city state. See Morris 1996.
See the discussion of Kurke in Nightingale 2007: 188; for the development of physis, see Heinimann 1945) and
more recently Naddaf 2005: 21ff.
Nightingale 2007: 188. See also Kurke 1999: 299-331.
Ostwald 1965: 109, “[In] Hesychius' lexicon in the fifth century of our era, there are no less than twenty-two
references to it, and the manner in which many of these are made suggests that the beginning of the poem may
have become proverbial soon after Pindar wrote it.”
It is possible that Pindar is even alluding to an ethnographic observation, since ἀνδρῶν ἕκαστος is ambiguous.
Pindar elsewhere is familiar with the idea, discussed below, that the gods are translatable; cf. Pindar Maehler fr.
36, “Ammon is the master of Olympus” (Ἄμμων Ὀλύμπου δέσποτα).
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values as well as the very religious beliefs that Homer espouses. 34 Xenophanes’ poetry and
apothegmata proffer a twin attack on traditional understandings of the Greek gods: not only does
he attack Homeric and Hesiodic portrayals of deities, but in one fragment he mocks the very idea
that any nation’s anthropomorphic conception of a deity is correct.35
In the later fifth century, physis was rescued from aristocratic connotations by the
Hippocratic medical writers, who explained the cultural characteristics of different ethnea as
natural differences. Airs, Waters, and Places presents an ethnography that attributes the nomoi of
various peoples to differences in climate, while On the Sacred Disease ascribed illness to purely
natural causes. The Nature of Man later ascribed human actions to bodily humors, which is a
credit to physis over nomos. A few sophists also contribute to this new appropriation of physis.
Following Parmenides’ δόξα-ἀλήθεια dichotomy, Antiphon criticizes nomoi that do not benefit
physis, although he appears at odds with other sophists. Protagoras makes the human experience
the center of reality with his assertion that “man is the measure of all things” (πάντων χρημάτων
μέτρον ἐστὶν ἄνθρωπος, DK 74 B 1); Prodicus theorizes that humans created divinities from
natural landscapes; Archelaus argues that actions were deemed moral “not by physis but by
nomos” (ἔλεγε...τὸ δίκαιον εἶναι καὶ τὸ αἰσχρὸν οὐ φύσει ὰλλὰ νόμῳ, DK 47 A 1).36
In the debate between the proponents of nomos against the proponents of physis,
Herodotus clearly favors the former. Pace Solmsen, νόμος retains a primary position in the
Histories.37 The word itself is used 118 times in the work, which does not include related words
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Cf. Dodds 1951: 181, “[Xenophanes’] decisive contribution was his discovery of the relativity of religious
ideas.”
DK fr. 11.10, 11.15-16.
For a counter opinion, see Bett 1989: passim, but especially 139-140, “[It] is no doubt true that Protagoras,
given his stature and his historical position, influenced other Sophists in many ways. But this does not, of
course, imply that the Sophists in general imitated him or agreed with him in every respect.”
Solmsen 1951: 192.
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like νομίζω, νόμαιον, νόμισμα, νόμιμον, and ἀνομίη, which individually are less frequent, but
all-together are quite substantial.38 Moreover, Herodotus’ own thoughts on nomos highlight its
importance to the work. Foreign nomoi ought to be respected and not mocked, since everyone
thinks their customs are best:
οὕτω νομίζουσι πολλόν τι καλλίστους τοὺς ἑωυτῶν νόμους ἕκαστοι εἶναι. οὔκων οἰκός
ἐστι ἄλλον γε ἢ μαινόμενον ἄνδρα γέλωτα τὰ τοιαῦτα τίθεσθαι.
And so everyone thinks that their own customs are by far the best; it is therefore not
likely that anyone other than a madman would laugh at such things. (3.38.1-2)
Finally, Pindar’s passage that “nomos is the king of all” immediately after this statement serves
to sum up the position in the most absolute terms: nomos, not physis, is what drives man.
Cannibalism’s prominent position in the summation of Herodotus’ opinion draws
attention to its role within the line of Medo-Persian kings. With the previous kings, from
Cyaxares to Cambyses, the implications of anthropophagy are clear. From Herodotus’ explicit
words on the madness of Cambyses and Cyaxares frequent outbursts to the less-than-subtle as it
is closely entwined with the kings’ tyrannical behavior and ultimately their downfall.
With Darius, the situation is more complex, and both positives and negatives can be seen
in his campaigns. Without a doubt the Scythian and Greek invasions were failures, and although
the Scythians are not directly related to the Androphagoi, they are cannibalistic in their own
right. But unlike with the other kings in Herodotus’ narrative, Darius died naturally, and there is
no sense that his own actions caused his downfall, although perhaps the same can be said of
Cyaxares. Darius is also not typically seen in an overly negative light compared to his
predecessors. His reasoning at the Constitutional Debate, his trickery in becoming king, and his
calculated retreat from fighting the Scythians suggest a wiser king than even Cyrus, who dies
38
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after trying to deceive the Massagetae. But using cannibalism for wisdom also has a Greek
precedent. As discussed in Chapter Four, Zeus too swallows Metis without consequence, giving
Herodotus at least one precedent for associating cannibalism and wisdom. Darius is still a
powerful king, after all.
Herodotus is not alone in portraying Darius in this way. In Aeschylus’ Persians, the
chorus contrasts the rash and unwise actions of Xerxes with those of Darius, who is “god-like in
counsel” (θεομήστωρ, 655) according to the chorus of Persian elders. He also wisely understands
oracles that predict Xerxes’ madness, choosing to accept them rather than fight them (739–741).
His chief criticism of Xerxes pertains to his hubris in desiring to rule the gods and especially
Poseidon (744–750). Some have called this portrayal merely a foil to Xerxes. 39 Whereas Xerxes
is “young, impetuous and witless,” Darius is “old, wise, and perceptive.” 40 There is, however,
little reason for Aeschylus himself to originate this characterization; he did fight at Marathon
against Darius’ army, and if he had harbored resentment against Darius, he could have picked a
more distant ancestor (which he names in lines 759–786) to act as the foil. The depiction of
Darius as a wiser king than his son probably gained currency during Xerxes’ invasion, when a
larger army, more battles, more casualties, and more destruction was fresher in the minds of the
Greeks. Regardless of its original source, that Darius is considered wise compared to Xerxes has
precedent before Aeschylus and thus before Herodotus, and therefore it is not unfathomable that
Herodotus is echoing that characterization.
While Aeschylus contrasts Darius and Xerxes, Herodotus instead contrasts Cambyses and
Darius, which foreshadows Xerxes’ following in the former’s footsteps. However, as the story of
Xerxes is incomplete in the Histories, and there is no mention of his downfall or cannibalism in
39
40
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the story, there is only the potential that Herodotus left his audience with subtle clues about
continuing the chain that was instituted generations before him. The most compelling in my
opinion is Xerxes’ reaction to Pythius the Lydian in book 7, who offered hospitality and great
wealth to Xerxes and his father before him. When the latter was preparing to cross the
Hellespont, Pythius begged to allow himself to take the place of his son in the campaign. Despite
Xerxes allowing Pythius to ask him any favor (7.38.2), he grows enraged, and he orders Pythius’
son to be cut in half and had his army pass through (7.38.3). The tyrannical trappings are clear.
Such a violent outburst over a simple request is uncharacteristic of good kings. Zeus himself is
portrayed honoring his promises even when they inconvenience him. But the cannibalism of the
scene is far more abstract. The image of Xerxes’ army passing through the body of a subject can
only be described as symbolic of cannibalism, with the army’s passing through a simulation of
food being passed through the body. It still is a subtle nod to Xerxes’ bloodthirstiness, but it is
far less concrete than even Cyrus’ head dunked in blood. Nevertheless, of all the ways to kill his
subjects, Xerxes, as Herodotus narrates him, chose one that most resembles the actions of
cannibalism—going through the body.
While the audience is never treated to Xerxes’ actual downfall, we do see his campaign
against Greece come up short, and this scene with Pythius is in the middle of that. Much has
already been made concerning the many portents which predict doom (as well as Artabanus’
unheeded warning in 7.49–50) after the “whipping” and “shackling” of the Hellespont. The signs
and the substance of Artabanus’ speech all point to Xerxes’ hubris and foreshadow his end.
There is then an inconsistency in the application of anthropophagy and the tyrant kings of
Medo-Persia. While a case could be made that Cyaxares’ actions led to problems further down
the line, Darius appears to be an outlier. But this would actually be in line with Hesiod’s
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thinking, as discussed in Chapter Four. If Darius escapes the punishment associated with the
cannibal kings, it perhaps differs not so much from Zeus and Metis (as opposed to Cronus and
his progeny). What all the Medo-Persians kings do share is the use of anthropophagy as a
demonstration of their power. Even Cyrus’ bloodthirstiness is directly tied to his actions as the
king and the idea of the growing supremacy of the Persian monarch. As we see below, this
nuance is all but lost in later authors.

Homer, Herodotus, and Hereafter: Anthropophagy in Later Greek Ethnography
Despite Homer’s and Herodotus’ incredibly complex employments of cannibalism topoi,
their efforts are quite frequently reduced to reports of the strange and horrific in later authors,
especially as Greek literature grew more concerned with mapping the marvelous. Later authors
drew on Homer’s Polyphemus and Herodotus’ Scythians for a paradigm describing
anthropophagous peoples that they encountered as the sphere of the Graeco-Roman world
widened. The construction of this paradigm draws in particular on the language describing the
nomoi of the Cyclopes and the Scythians, especially the Androphagi.
Most of the commentaries make the overall parallel between Polyphemus and the
Scythians, although they usually draw on their dietary preferences, which as noted above is in
fact just a comment on the similarity between nomads. This is not a connection that is limited to
Herodotus. Both Hesiod (fr. 150.15 MW) and Homer (Il. 13.5) label the Scythians “maremilkers” (ἱππημολγοί) implying their pastoralism.41 Later, the term “nomad” (νομάς) is used.
One of the only two references to the Scythians in Pindar refers to them as nomads (fr. 105b
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Homer actually calls a Thracian tribe “mare-milker”, but Strabo later connected them to the Scythians (Str.
7.3.2).
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MW). In his Prometheus Bound, Aeschylus has the titular character warn the chorus about the
“nomadic Scythians” (707-713). He later uses “νομάδες” only once more to compare the chorus
of Danaids negatively to Libyans and wild Amazons (Supp. 284-290). Herodotus differentiates
between two types of Scythians: γεωργοί Σκύθαι and νομάδες Σκύθαι. Since he earlier states that
Scythians do not till (οἱ Σκύθαι…οὐ γὰρ ἀρόται εἰσὶ ἀλλὰ νομάδες, 4.2.2), γεωργοὶ here is likely
to refer to husbandry rather than settled agriculture.42 The author of Airs parallels Herodotus in
also specifying that not all Scythians are nomads, although many are (Σκυθέων γὰρ τοὺς
πολλούς, ἅπαντας ὅσοι νομάδες, 20).4344
Moreover, while the Scythians are clearly cannibalistic, they do not actually eat the flesh
of their human victims. Instead, they drink their blood, and use the rest of their body for various
practical purposes (4.64-66).45 As seen in other chapters, drinking the blood of another is quite
nearly on the same level as consuming their flesh. Additionally, their religious practices consist
of human sacrifice (4.62), which again is conceptually a type of cannibalism, even if that
connection was not explicitly felt that early in antiquity.
The stronger parallel is instead to the Cyclopes and the Androphagi, for both of whom
similar language is employed. As mentioned in Chapter Four, the Cyclopes are a lawless race
without civilization, and Polyphemus in particular abrogates Zeus’ authority. Herodotus
describes the Androphagi similarly:
ἀνδροφάγοι δὲ ἀγριώτατα πάντων ἀνθρώπων ἔχουσι ἤθεα, οὔτε δίκην νομίζοντες οὔτε
νόμῳ οὐδενὶ χρεώμενοι.
42
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The Androphagi have the most savage customs of all men; they neither believe in justice
nor do they have any laws at all. (Hdt. 4.106)
Herodotus’ use of νόμῳ οὐδενὶ plays on the double meaning of nomos as both “custom” and
“law,” both of which can be found elsewhere in the Histories. In the latter sense, it also hearkens
back to the athemistoi Cyclopes, since here the Androphagi clearly have customs (ἤθεα). They
are not a “custom-less” tribe, but a “lawless one.” Herodotus’ other descriptions for the
Androphagi—that they have ἀγριώτατα ἤθεα and that they lack δίκην—also find parallels in
Homer’s description of the Cyclopes. When talking about mooring on their island, Odysseus
says he will find out whether the inhabitants are wild and unjust (ἄγριοι οὐδὲ δίκαιοι, 9.175) or
whether they are friendly to strangers and fear the gods (φιλόξεινοι, καί σφιν νόος ἐστὶ θεουδής,
9.176).
The verbal parallels between Polyphemus and the Androphagi clearly demonstrate that
Herodotus is echoing Homer’s description. This is not overly surprising given the many
demonstrable links between Homer and Herodotus and that Polyphemus was a rather famous
anthropophage, though it would be tough to unequivocally label him the most famous, an award
for which Cronus, Demeter, and Thyestes are serious contenders. But besides the fact that
Herodotus in his programmatic introduction echoes Homer, not Hesiod, Pindar, or the
playwrights,46 the Cyclopes have an added advantage over many of the cases of cannibalism
found in early Greek literature: they are many.47
Homer’s use of the Laestrygones and Cyclopes is not primarily ethnographic in nature; in
fact, there is no reason to place them on the margins of the Greek world at all. They existed in a
46
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fantastical, mythical landscape that form a parallel to our own, but cannot be associated with any
real locale. Only hinted at in the Odyssey, later Greek authors frequently ensure that Polyphemus
and his kin were a full people with a real, geographic boundary. At least from the fifth century
onward, that location centers around Sicily.
It is not entirely clear when or why the Cyclopes became associated with Sicily and
Italy.48 Even though he generally avoids discussion of the mythical world, Thucydides in his
History of the Peloponnesian War mentions that they were the original Sicilians, although he
refuses further speculation. He also includes the passive form of λέγω (λέγονται, 6.2.2) to
suggest that he is not inventing (or calculating) the placement of the Cyclopes and Laestrygones,
but it by no means also indicates widespread acceptance. Some have argued that Euripides in his
Cyclops might have originated the location, connecting it to Athens’ Sicilian expedition, though
it seems unlikely that its appearance so close to Thucydides, and likely post-dating Thucydides’
initial stages of composition, would have prompted its inclusion.
Whatever the reason for originally locating the Cyclopes in Sicily, Polyphemus’
anthropophagy does not immediately become ethnographic. While fifth century Greek writers
located the Cyclopes and Laestrygones in Sicily, they do not then in turn make the native
Sicilians giants. In Euripides’ Cyclops, the earliest work to make this connection, 49 Polyphemus
is characterized not as a non-Greek barbarian, but a traditional Greek tyrant.50
48
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most common reasons
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satyr play at all. See also Konstan 1981 and Dougherty 1999 on various aspects of social relations explored in
the Cyclops. This dissertation’s reading of the Cyclops would lean more toward O’Sullivan than Marshall, given
the social power dynamics at play in the Odyssey.
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Over the following centuries, the associations surrounding the anthropophagy of
Polyphemus shifted from terror at his role as a cannibal-tyrant to a prop in showcasing strange
and bizarre practices around the Mediterranean. By the Roman era, the Cyclopes (along with the
Laestrygones) are construed as a race of Sicilian savages—a people who ate other people.
This transformation does not come easily. Several writers express strong doubts about
locating Odysseus’ wanderings around Sicily, and some, notably Eratosthenes of Cyrene, refuses
to entertain the idea that the Odyssey was anything more than fiction. Eratosthenes hand-waves
any historicity of the wanderings and claim Homer’s intention in depicting Odysseus’ return was
“to develop each incident in the direction of the more awe-inspiring and the more marvelous”
and “that it that it is safer to fabricate” the stories than try to accurately relate where they took
place. Strabo relates that Apollodorus of Athens disagreed with locating the Odyssey around
Sicily:
ἐπιτιμᾷ δὲ καὶ τοῖς περὶ Σικελίαν τὴν πλάνην λέγουσι καθ᾽ Ὅμηρον τὴν Ὀδυσσέως: εἰ
γὰρ αὖ χρῆναι τὴν μὲν πλάνην ἐκεῖ γεγονέναι φάσκειν, τὸν δὲ ποιητὴν ἐξωκεανικέναι
μυθολογίας χάριν.
He censures also those who speak of the Homeric wanderings of Odysseus as having
been in the neighbourhood of Sicily; for in that case, says he, one should go on and say
that, although the wanderings took place there, the poet, for the sake of mythology,
placed them out in Oceanus. (Strabo 7.3.6, trans. Jones)
Odysseus’ wanderings are, in the opinion of these writers, essentially otherworldly, so that even
if the Cyclopes do exist, their location in Sicily is extra-Homeric.
Other writers defend Homer’s general accuracy even if they admit to the poet’s license
for exaggeration. In the Hellenistic era, Callimachus and Polybius are proponents of Homer’s
veracity and in particular the Italian identification of Odysseus’ wanderings. Each fleshes out in
greater detail the many locales Odysseus is said to have visited, and both echo Thucydides’
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earlier statement that the Cyclopes and Laestrygones were in Sicily. Opinions likely are divided
throughout the Roman era, but by Strabo those of Callimachus, Polybius, et al. seem to have
prevailed. The cannibal monsters are now a full-fledged ethnos with a real home who lived right
in the midst of the known world.
This categorization as an ethnos or gens was even used to temper doubts about the
existence of more verifiable peoples. We might today more readily accept Scythian practices that
resembled cannibalism and reject the Cyclopes as creations of folklore, but Pliny the Elder
apparently thought the opposite. In discussing the Scythian tribes (Nat. Hist. 7.9), he dismisses
any incredulity at cannibalistic practices by appealing to the existence of the Cyclopes and
Laestrygones in Italy/Sicily.
It is Pliny’s exact language that showcases the shift from cannibal-kings to people-eating
people.
id ipsum incredibile fortasse, ni cogitemus in medio orbe terrarum fuisse gentes huius
monstri, Cyclopas et Laestrygonas, et nuperrime trans Alpis hominem immolari gentium
earum more solitum, quod paulum a mandendo abest.
This fact might seem incredible until we remember that in the center of the world lived
a people of this type of monstrosity, the Cyclopes and the Laestrygones, and very recently
across the Alps similarly to those people it was a customary to sacrifice humans, which is
only a little different from eating them. (Nat. Hist. 7.3)
Twice Pliny labels the Cyclopes and Laestrygones a gens, no different from other various tribes
in his encyclopedic excursion. Pliny represents the marriage of the ethnographic placement of the
Cyclopes and Laestrygones, such as is found in Thucydides’ History, and their mythological,
Homeric characteristics, which Thucydides specifically ignores. Other great monsters from
Greek mythology—the hydra, the chimera, the sphinx—resisted assimilation into a gens, but the
Cyclopes and the Laestrygones, perhaps on account of Homer’s description of their community,
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are readily placed alongside Scythians, Germans, and Celts.
Moreover, Pliny does not name Sicily outright, opting instead to use the common
appellation for Italy and the central Mediterranean islands, in medio orbe terrarum. This phrase
implicitly creates a contrast in geographical distance, with the Scythians relegated to the
boundaries of the orbis terrarum. It is this relegation that commentators have typically picked up
on and viewed through the lens of Structuralist polarity, an “us vs. them” mentality they argue
the Romans had adopted.
But this is still different from the claims concerning the Spanish colonization narrative
discussed in Chapter One. Pliny introduces not a contrast but a likeness. The Scythians are not so
unusual after all, he argues, since the Cyclopes and the Laestrygones, Rome’s erstwhile
neighbors, are cannibals. And although Pliny brings up Gallic human sacrifice, a Roman
audience would have been fully aware of Rome’s own history with the practice. After all, Pliny
himself mentions human sacrifice by Romans during the early republic:
dclvii demum anno urbis Cn. Cornelio Lentulo P. Licinio Crasso cos. senatusconsultum
factum est, ne homo immolaretur, palamque fit, in tempus illut sacra prodigiosa celebrata.
Finally, in the 657th year of the City, when Cn. Cornelius Lentulus and P. Licinius
Crassus were consuls, a senatusconsultum was passed so that humans may not be
sacrificed; at that time such unnatural rites were frequent. (Nat. Hist. 3.12)
There is no vacillating or equivocating about Rome’s past. Up until 97 BCE, which is not that far
removed from Pliny’s time, Romans were engaged in a quasi-cannibalistic practice openly and
frequently; the comparison is not implied but explicitly made.
The fact that Pliny must defend the accusation of Scythian cannibalism at all means that
enough people are incredulous that their doubts need to be addressed. Doubt, in fact, tends to be
the operating assumption for many of the ancient commentators on exotic cannibals. After Strabo
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relates of the Irish gluttonous, incestuous cannibals, he makes a point of saying that “[he has] no
trustworthy witness” (ὡς οὐκ ἔχοντες ἀξιοπίστους μάρτυρας, 4.5.4) for the account, that it is
only hearsay. Like Pliny, he appeals to other tribes for the existence of cannibalism, though this
time it is the Scythians which provide credibility to the accusations. Also like Pliny, he does not
state that we ought to believe the account, but only that it is plausible.
Pliny and Strabo are not inventing the tales of anthropophagous people; the tales must
have arisen from somewhere. The answer is most probably found in the flourishing of
paradoxographic literature in the Hellenistic age. The popularity of the early ethnographers,
coupled with the increasingly expansive interactivity with lands far from Greece, led to an
explosion in popularity in paradoxography. Greek literature from its inception is fascinated by
the superlative, from Achilles the “best of the Achaeans” in the Iliad to the rejection of the
archetypal heroes in Tyrtaeus fr. 9. Herodotus too is almost singularly focused on firsts, bests,
and largests.51 These works highlight the strange and marvelous from various cultures around the
world, from the unique wonders to unusual customs, combined into large anthologies for a
Graeco-Roman audience.52 In this milieu paradoxographers find their niche.
One result of the increased focus on superlatives is an overall tendency for nuanced
exposition to become exaggerated in later retellings, and often these paradoxographers are
indeed just retelling older works. In summarizing the paradoxographers he encountered in
Brundisium, Aulus Gellius provides examples that match Herodotus exactly, such as the account
of the Androphagi in the far north and the one-eyed Arimaspi, and none is found outside
Herodotus.53
51
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The trend continued with works after Herodotus as well. There is no mention of
cannibalism among Ctesias’ Derbices,54 an Indian tribe who revolted from Cyrus and who
Ctesias claims were responsible for the king’s death. The anthropophagy is added to Ctesias’
account in Megasthenes (FGrHist 715 F 27b = 489), and later Strabo (11.11.8) claims they eat
male family members who reach 70 years of age. 55 Strabo is likely conflating Herodotus’
Massagetae with Ctesias’ Derbices. Each tribe is recorded by their respective historian as causing
the death of Cyrus, with the former led by Queen Tomyris and who consumed the elderly while
the Derbices were led by king Amoraeus. Strabo’s description is also more developed, giving a
definite age (70) as to when the elderly are culled and eaten, while Herodotus explicitly states
that no terminus is defined. We see a similar development with Strabo’s Hibernians (Irish). In
Mela’s account, contemporary with Strabo, the Irish tribes borrow many of the characteristics
Herodotus ascribed to various barbarian tribes, but in Strabo’s they also become cannibals. A
close parallel developed with public sex. Megasthenes’ Derbices (op. cit.) were not just
cannibals, but also sexual deviants who enjoyed sex in public. Similarly, Strabo’s cannibal
Hibernians do the same, and engage in incest as well (4.5.4).
The most substantial difference between Herodotus and Homer and their heirs is that in
the latter cannibalism is relegated to merely a nomos or mos, one of many. The tyrannical
undertones in the Cyclopean scene or in Cyrus’ death are neglected, forgotten, or outright
missed, although there are possible hints that the cannibal-king topos thrived even in the
Hellenistic era. Strabo’s anthropopohagous Derbices, despite putting an end to Cyrus’ bloodlust,
have their own problems with cruel and tyrannical behavior. Unlike all the other tribes around
54
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the Indian Caucasus (= Hindu Kush), who exile their criminals, the Derbices “slaughter them
even for minor offenses” (καὶ γὰρ ἐπὶ μικροῖς οὗτοι σφάττουσι, 11.11.8), a practice associated
more with cruel, anthropophagous tyrants than benevolent kings. Yet at this stage of the
cannibal-king topos, cruel cannibalism is not typically characterized as excessively harsh justice,
but rather injustice, deception, and extra-judicial slaughter of xenoi or family members. Even
here the Derbices’ tyrannical cruelty could come from somewhere besides a reminiscence of an
earlier stratum of the cannibal-king topos.
Part of the reason for the lack of a definite relationship between power and
anthropophagy in later ethnographies and paradoxographies is that these are not works of
narration. Homer and Herodotus are storytellers, whose use of inversion and parallel are essential
to a fuller narrative. The paradoxographers and others who compile facts and factoids of the
ancient world eschew the narrative and rely on the breadth of encyclopedic knowledge as their
main draw. Therefore, the literary devices and ornamentation which make Homer and Hesiod so
compelling are cut as irrelevant to maintaining a factual basis of the world. The Cyclopes and
Scythians are still cannibals, but their anthropophagy now is defined by who they are as a people
and how they are different from (or, in Pliny’s case, how they are similar to) the Greeks and
Romans.

Conclusion
Rather than yet another instance of ‘otherization’ of distant and marginal groups,
anthropophagy in Homer and Herodotus offers a more complex picture of a topos in transition.
These two authors, the founts of ancient Greek poetry and prose respectively, craft a narrative
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that used the image of the cannibal with a twist, continuing on the already established use of the
topos as a showcase of power, albeit corrupted by the time the Greeks came along. Yet their
images inflamed the imagination of later writers, imitators, and even scholars, who strip away
the interesting implications of anthropophagy and keep only the idea that actual groups, near and
far, practice eating people; and they turn this into a marvel.
Yet even in the Roman world, where ethnographers and paradoxographers catalogue
distant races, the cannibals are not always so far-flung. The Cyclopes and the Laestrygones,
those imaginary monsters of the Homeric world, were located squarely in the middle of the
Graeco-Roman world. Human sacrifice, which had long taken on anthropophagous connotations,
was practiced by those nearby just as often as those far away, with the sense that the Romans too
practiced such surely looming over, if not their words, then their audience’s recollections, since
it shows up throughout Roman writings.
The imaginary monsters still became real, and anthropophagy as a mos or nomos
becomes normalized in ethnographic and paradoxographic literature. Polyphemus, that feared
giant, is simply an ordinary mortal of the tribe of the Cyclopes in Sicily, not really that different
from any other Sicilians, Gauls, Irish, Greeks, or Romans. But new cannibals are scarce, and
when few examples show themselves, those writers simply copy Homer and Herodotus or
appealed to them as authorities on the matter. Soon however the Greeks and Romans would find
themselves a new ethnos which claimed to be anthropophagous. These would be the Christians,
and their practice of the Eucharist, in which they claim to eat the body and drink the blood of a
mortal-turned-god, would be one of the strongest forces that edges the topos of power to a slur
against the Other.
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Chapter VII: Sieges and the Cannibal Curse in the Ancient Near East
Weapons, not food, not homes, not shoes
Not need, just feed the war, cannibal animal
I walk the corner to the rubble, that used to be a library
- Rage Against the Machine, “Bulls on Parade”
Introduction
In the previous three chapters I primarily examine the role of power that the cannibal
holds over others. I also note that although the elements of power are persistent, there is a
general trend to minimize the actual consumptive actions in the powerful and exalted; the Greeks
freely praise Zeus, who eats Metis whole, yet when Tydeus begins to eat of Melanippus’ body in
battle, Athena denies him immortality. Such inconsistency in reactions illustrate the dichotomous
development of the cannibal-king topos, at once a symbol of power and disgust.
While the Greeks reconcile the two parts in the figure of the tyrant, the Near Eastern
literary tradition shows a different path anthropophagy can take. In this chapter, I argue that
cannibalism in literary and para-literary texts are used as a tool for powerful states in issuing
ultimata to weaker ones. By drawing on the specter of famine, imperial states such as the
Assyrians combined cannibalism and malediction sections in treaties to frighten weaker states
into staying loyal to their suzerain. Cannibalism’s association with rebellion and its existence as
a punishment meted out by the gods form a powerful new topos, the cannibal-curse topos, which
inform later works outside treaties throughout antiquity.

The Development of the Cannibal Curse
Cannibalism in the ancient Near East is associated with starvation and famine as often as
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it is with power. This association provides an alternative way of discussing cannibalism, one that
in fact inverts the power imbalance embedded in the act. The deities, kings, and warriors who
seek out, destroy, and consume their weaker enemies take on an active role. In times of famine
and starvation, the people are forced to resort to eating the dead, while the more powerful retain
a comfortable stock of food. The emphasis lies not in the act of eating, but in the status of those
who eat. Those who have the luxury to choose what to eat are the powerful, while the weak lack
that choice.
The connection between famine and anthropophagy stretches far back in our history, as
seen from the Heqanakht letters (c. between 2000 and 1800 BCE). In a response to a letter by an
official complaining of food shortages, the priest Heqanakht replies that people are not truly
hungry until they begin to eat each other. 1 Roughly contemporary with this letter is an old
Babylonian omen text which adds a religious dimension in predicting famine and subsequent
cannibalism from extispicy:
If there are two ribs on the right side, there will be a famine in the country, the body [of
people] will perish [and] one man will eat the flesh of his own kin. (YOS X 45.22)2
Two other omens from the same text likewise predict famine and cannibalism, and all three
specify in particular familial consumption.3 These omen texts establish a relationship between
the actions of the gods to starvation conditions and eating one’s family, a relationship which
shows up again in later curse treaties. Given the conservative nature of Mesopotamian scribal
traditions, it is probably that these texts (in some form) were read well into the Assyrian period.4
Early treaties lack any overt cannibalism, per se, but there is still an anthropophagous
1
2
3
4
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element, such as is found on the Stele of the Vultures (c. 2450 BCE), a commemoration stele
celebrating the Sumerian city Lagash’s victory over its rival city of Umma on account of land
disputes. The king of Umma was ignoring the treaty which had demarcated the border between
the two powers. The punishment for violating this treaty was simply that a “battle net of
Enlil...fall upon Umma from above.”5 The stele itself shows soldiers from Umma caught in the
net (though of Ningirsu, Lagash’s patron deity, not Enlil) with vultures feasting on their dead.
That Umma will suffer death and destruction is not enough, but their dead will also lack any
proper funeral preparations; they are just food for animals.
The anthropophagy is clearer in the Code of Hammurabi (c. 1750s), which is written as a
treaty between the kings and the gods. Kings who attempt to abrogate or even alter the law—a
law which was put into place under the auspices of the gods 6—are cursed with a number of
gruesome punishments:
Maledictions for the King
“If [the king should] destroy the law which I have given, may Anu, the Father of the
gods, who has ordered my rule, withdraw from him the glory of royalty, break his
scepter, curse his destiny . . . May Nin-karak, the daughter of Anu, who adjudges grace to
me, cause to come upon his members in E-kur high fever, severe wounds, that cannot be
healed, whose nature the physician does not understand, which he cannot treat with
dressing, which, like the bite of death, cannot be removed, until they have sapped away
his life.”7
Amidst the carnage, Akkado-Babylonian equivalent of the Sumerian Inanna, is invoked in her
anthropophagous state:
May Ishtar, the goddess of fighting and war, who unfetters my weapons, my gracious
protecting spirit, who loves my dominion, curse his kingdom in her angry heart; in her
great wrath, change his grace into evil, and shatter his weapons on the place of fighting
5
6
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Steible 1982: 310–311.
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to the Code of Hammurabi.]
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and war. May she create disorder and sedition for him, strike down his warriors,
that the earth may drink their blood, and throw down the piles of corpses of his
warriors on the field; may she not grant him a life of mercy, deliver him into the hands
of his enemies, and imprison him in the land of his enemies.
Ishtar in Hammurabi’s Code appears in the same role as Inanna does in Enheduanna’s
imprecations. Here she is not just the queen of the gods, but an actual warrior goddess, though
her targets are other kings. The cannibalistic language is also a step removed from the goddess:
the earth, not Ishtar, drinks her enemies’ blood, even as she is the one who provides the earth the
corpses. She thus shows signs of a more developed cannibal-king topos, in which the deity in
question does not actually consume anyone, yet is still the ultimate cause of the consumption.
The growth of the Great Powers in the ancient Near East fundamentally altered the nature
of the treaty. The later we go in Near Eastern history, the greater number of treaties become
lopsided, functioning essentially as oaths of loyalty to powerful kings. By the second millennium
these oath-treaties grow in complexity and eventually adopt standardized language and generic
conventions. They freely borrow from earlier treaties, including Hammurabi’s Code, which is
quoted as late as the ninth century in a treaty made between the Babylonian king Marduk-zakiršumi and the Assyrian king Shamshi-Adad V.8
The Hittite treaties of the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries demonstrate these changes
clearly. As one of the most powerful empires in the Club of Great Powers—the semi-formal
diplomatic network of the Hittite, Egyptian, Babylonian, and Mitanni kings 9—the Hittites were
able to unilaterally dictate the provisions of treaties it made with smaller states, marking the shift
from so-called “parity treaties” (where both sides are equal) to loyalty oaths.10
The Hittite treaties all exhibit a remarkable similarity to each other in structure. First,
8
9
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after enumerating the many titles of the Hittite king, there is a recounting of the history between
suzerain state and vassal state, which generally provides legal and moral justification for why a
treaty was necessary in the first place. This is then followed by the conditions and stipulations
that the vassal had to follow; the suzerain, if there were any stipulations for him, only ever
promised that the vassal’s rule was ensured. It ends with a list of gods who are called as
witnesses, blessings for abiding by the terms, and curses for breaking them.11
The chief innovation of the Hittites, however, is the inclusion of the so-called “loyalty
imprecation” to the Great King. In earlier periods, various city states could be hegemons without
peer, but very few empires proper ever held such power over so many peoples as those in the
Bronze Age did. Moreover, the presence of equally great powers, such that they would
necessitate a “brotherhood”12 of great powers, prompted the late Bronze Age empires to
constantly evaluate minor states as friend or foe. Minor foes could cause (and eventually did
cause) greater ripples which allowed more powerful rivals to take advantage of a weakened
empire for their own gain.13
Like the earlier Sumerian curses, the malediction section of the Hittite treaties are what
Hillers has termed the “simple malediction,” in that they only threaten general ruin and follow
the same general pattern: if vassal does not observe the treaty, then the “oath gods” will destroy
everyone dear to them and everything owned by them. 14 More explicit curses are found only
infrequently, such as in the treaty between Suppiluliumas I and Shattiwaza the Hurrian. 15 Even
here, however, the threats include Shattiwaza’s loss of power and the total destruction of the land
11
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and people of the Hurrians. The most explicit threat offered is that “the ground shall be ice, so
that you [Shattiwaza] shall slip.” After the curses sections follow the benediction section, which
is often roughly comparable in size and vagueness to the curse section. In the treaty Mursili II
made with Tuppi-Teshshup of Amurru, the only malediction provided is that the oath gods will
destroy the latter, “his wife, his son, his grandsons,” etc., and the only benediction provided is
that those same oath gods will “protect” them instead.
The Hittite treaties stabilized in this form for the rest of the time they were in power.
Radical change, however, occurs beginning with the Assyrians, and it is with them we begin to
see a greater use of anthropophagous language.

The Advent of the Assyrians
The collapse of the Great Powers at the end of the second millennium left Assyria
without true peers. The Hittites had fragmented into several smaller Syro-Hittite kingdoms; the
death of Ramesses XI led to a period of instability in Egypt with multiple contenders for the title
of pharaoh and an eventual usurpation of the throne by the Kushites; and Babylon was sacked by
Elam, who ejected the last Kassite king from the city. Although never quite on par with its peers
in the region during the height of the Great Powers’ Club, Assyria was strong enough that it
could not be ignored, even if only grudgingly. By the first millennium, they were the only real
power broker in the region. From the reign of Ashur-dan II in 934, Assyrian kings embarked on a
series of campaigns to enlarge their territory. Despite a short period of weakness in the early
eighth century, Assyria grew to an unprecedented size and by the mid-seventh century controlled
nearly all of the territory from Cyprus to the Persian Gulf, including Egypt. The Assyrian empire
is the first of a continuous line of control over the Near East for successive empires, including
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the Babylonian and Median empires (controlling respectively the south and north of what was
the Assyrian empire) and later the Persian and Macedonian empires. Their control over
Phoenicia and Cyprus even put them in direct contact with the Greeks.16
It was not the size of the Assyrian empire, per se, that necessitated a change in the treaty
form, but in their dealings with vassal states. Managing vassals proved to be a hassle for the
Assyrians, and revolts were frequent. The sudden death of Adad-nirari III in 783 BCE while
campaigning against rebels ushered in decades of incompetent leaders and instability throughout
the empire. Adad-nirari’s successors spent most of their time attempting to quell rebellion after
rebellion throughout Mesopotamia and the Levant, and neighboring rivals—chiefly Urartu,
Elam, and Egypt under the Napatan kings—frequently provoked vassals and encouraged them to
defy the king. Expansion on one frontier was soon followed by rebellion on another.
Although Assyria’s military during this period was unmatched, the constant threat of
rebellion, outside invaders, and rival factions within Assyria’s vassals created a persistent strain
on the empire, and her kings adopted a variety of strategies to manage the vassals and maintain
power, typically to the detriment of the ruled. Assyrian kings frequently interfered with local
politics to the point of choosing local governors. They would also keep a constant pressure on
vassal states for resources. Phoenician exploration of the Mediterranean was precipitated in large
part by Assyrian demand for large quantities of iron and other natural resources. 17 Resources that
could be utilized in a rebellion were instead provided to Assyria for its own war efforts.
General threats of violence were hardly sufficient motivators for vassals to stay loyal to
16
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the king, especially since Assyria’s military was often strained. To help stem rebellions, the
Assyrians introduced two major innovations into their treaties to give themselves greater control
over their vassals. First, they added a moral dimension to treaties and charged would-be oathbreakers with impiety. Second, in order to terrify the vassals into compliance, they made the
punishments for oath-breaking, from both kings and gods, more extreme and gruesome than
ever. The end result of these two innovations is cannibalism as a punishment for violating the
treaty.
The former innovation largely originates in the reign of Tiglath-Pileser III (745–727).
After of decades Assyria’s shrinking borders and dignitaries curtailing royal powers, TiglathPileser III led a coup and usurped the Assyrian throne. He thereupon embarked on reconquering
the rebellious territories that had recently broken away and instituted a number of reforms.
Among these is the introduction of a standing army, the reassertion of royal power as the only
legitimate power, and breaking up vassal kingdoms into smaller units.
It was another one of Tiglath-Pileser III’s reforms that contributed to the Assyrian treaty
—the placement of greater emphasis on the role of the gods in keeping vassals’ oaths. While in
earlier treaties the gods act as guarantors of the treaty’s enforcement, Tiglath-Pileser III is the
first who portray “the enemy as those who violate oaths” and portrayed those who did so as
morally reprehensible.18 In his annals, Tiglath-Pileser III accuses rebellious vassals of
“neglect[ing] the loyalty oath sworn to the great gods,” which prompts an invasion. 19 Worded
this way, the Assyrian kings are not merely going after those who rebel against his might, but
also are acting on behalf of the gods themselves, who are wronged by the violation of the oaths.
18
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Oath-breaking is thus a religious matter, and the consequence is “utter devastation” of their land.
Tiglath-Pileser III thus positions himself as the champion of the gods and portrays his
enemies as frightened oath-breakers, the act of which becomes a moral misdeed, and the list of
witnessing gods are numerous. Breaking the treaty is not a simple political calculation, but one
that has theological implications, bringing down the wrath of not only kings but gods, too. What
good would it be for the Egyptian army to save Carchemish if the gods of Assyria would still lay
waste it?
Following this approach, most of the Assyrian kings after Tiglath-Pileser III adopt a
moralistic approach. The enemies are the oath-breakers, but the Assyrian kings keep their oaths,
portraying themselves “righteously and piously” in the face of their revolting enemies. 20 And
where Tiglath-Pileser III innovates, Sargon II, Esarhaddon, and Assurbanipal a few generations
later all elevate that innovation to new heights. Esarhaddon, for example, compares his keeping
of his oath to Urartu in returning fugitives to “truth and justice [which] the great gods gave” to
him,21 and Assurbanipal contrasts his own merciful and beneficial behavior with that of those
who break oaths made “with the great gods.”
The oath-breakers also must contend with their own gods, as the Assyrians include their
vassals’ gods as additional guarantors of the oaths. 22 In Esarhaddon’s treaty with Ba’al of Tyre
(c. 675 BCE), after calling upon the Assyrian gods as witnesses, the treaty ends with three of the
most important Phoenician divinities—Melqart, Eshmun, and Astarte—also promising
vengeance on the Phoenicians for any treaty violations. A vassal could no longer put their trust
20
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Weeks 2004: 40. Sennacherib is now regarded as the king who abandons Tiglath-Pileser’s moralistic demeanor
and reverts to the earlier “simple malediction,” but his successor, Esarhaddon, adopts it again, as does the next
king Assurbanipal II.
Leichty, Esarhaddon 33.
The similar, later Roman practice of evocatio deorum testifies to the tactic’s potency.
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solely in their patron god to protect them, since that god or those gods are appropriated by the
Assyrians.
The other major Assyrian innovation in the treaty was increasing the number and severity
of curses found in the malediction section. In references to treaties in the royal annals, the mere
swearing of an oath stops being recorded under Tiglath-Pileser III’s reign, who opts instead to
record what gods the violators will have offend and what punishments they will receive, a
practice that his grandson Sargon continues.23 In their version of the inherited Near Eastern
treaty, the Assyrian kings also generally excise the recounted history and the blessings, and
instead emphasize the curses and the gods’ involvement with them. Esarhaddon’s treaty with
Ramaita of Medea, for example, contains 254 lines (out of 668 total) devoted to curses and not a
single line devoted to blessings.24 These treaties also emphasize the strength and power of the
Assyrian kings and, more directly, the gods on their side. The treaty becomes essentially an
imposition of the will of the suzerain on the vassal with both divine and human threat of violence
to enforce it.
Moreover, the punishments found both in treaties and in royal propaganda become
increasingly gory and gruesome. In the VTE, the full effects of war are enumerated, including the
capture of wives, the plunder of goods, the feasting of carcasses by eagles and jackals, 25 and the
feasting of one’s children.26 Other gruesome curses found in the VTE and elsewhere include
eating tar and pitch,27 drinking donkey urine,28 catching leprosy, and becoming full of holes “like
23
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As evidenced by what Salmaneser V does; the novelty of what Tiglath-Pileser III is doing is demonstrated by
Sennacherib’s treaties, who foregoes the innovation and reverts to the older style: less moralizing, more
emphasizing of Assyria’s might.
Wiseman, The Vassal Treaties of Esarhaddon.
Cf. Il. 1.2.
All of which are found in the beginning of the curse section of VTE.
VTE 490.
VTE 491.
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a honeycomb.”29
The Assyrian kings are eager to let their subjects know that these are not idle threats. In
their royal propaganda, they boast of ripping out of tongues and tearing off the lips of their
enemies and oath-breakers, and sometimes dismembering, flaying, or impaling them. 30 One relief
from a palace shows the emperor Ashurbanipal reclining in leisure with the decapitated head
from a rebel king hanging nearby. Other texts describe the numerous ways the kings will inflict
torture and violence on rebels, liars, oath-breakers, and even those who dare insult the king,
instituting a tradition that would last down through the Achaemenid period.31
These gory and gruesome threats and punishments are part of an overall campaign to
inflict psychological terror upon Assyria’s subjects in order to keep them in line. With the
Assyrian predilection for constant conquest, the kings use propaganda, torture, and threats of
total deportation or annihilation of a resisting cities’ population; before this time, there is no
evidence of mass deportation, and torture, if it occurred, is left out of royal decrees.32
These Assyrian treaty innovations—its new moralism and the preponderance of
gruesome maledictions—are not mere individual reforms, but part of the same systematic and
directed effort to craft a treaty that terrifies its vassals into compliance. The Assyrians needed to
manage an enormous empire that at its height spanned Egypt to Persia, Arabia to Anatolia. The
moralistic approach allowed the king to abandon the pretense of beneficence toward the vassal,
which is replaced with piety towards the gods. The king keeps oaths made to the gods. The
rebellious vassals break them. But that piety might ring hollow without concrete punishments,
29
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Grayson 1987 text 7.
“[Mannu-ki-ahhe] (and) [Nabu-usalli], who had spoken insolently against Ashur, the god who created me, their
tongues I ripped out, I flayed them.” (Weidner 1932–3 no. 28)
Lincoln 2007.
Saggs 1963.
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explicitly by the gods, but implicitly by the Assyrian kings who could execute the gods’ will.
The perfect curse to satisfy both of those criteria is found among the grimmer curses that
the Assyrians introduced into their treaties: the threat of extreme starvation and subsequent
cannibalism. The earliest extant example appears already in a treaty between Assurnirari V, who
ruled Assyria in the mid-eighth century, and his vassal Mati’ilu, king of Arpad. Among the many
curses for violating the treaty lies a resort to anthropophagy:
“If Mati’ilu [the king of Arpad] sins against [this] treaty made under oath by the gods,
then…[may] they be deprived of Hadad’s thunder so that rain be denied them. […] May
Hadad, the canal inspector of heaven and earth, destroy Mati’ilu’s land and the people of
his land through constant want, hunger, and famine. May they eat the flesh of their sons
and daughters, and may it taste as good to them as the flesh of a ram of sheep.” (Rs. Iv 8–
11)
Later kings, notably Esarhaddon (reg. 681–669), son of Sennacherib (reg. 705–681), copy the
language rather closely:
A mother [will lock her door] against her daughter. In your hunger you will eat the flesh
of your sons! In the famine and want may one man eat the flesh of another. (VTE 448–
450)
The curse actually appears twice in the VTE, once during the battle curses (448–450) and again
later on (570–572).
These texts establish the two central characteristics of the cannibal-curse topos that would
recur throughout the reigns of Assyrian kings and beyond. As punishment, the gods inflict
famine upon the lands; in the Assyrian treaties, this is usually due to Hadad withholding the
rains. The famine is so severe that the people are reduced to eating each other, and most often it
is family, especially the children, who are consumed.
These characteristics are apparently effective at terrorizing a population into compliance,
and the one-two-three approach escalates the severity of the punishment to extreme levels. Death
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from starvation is roughly equally horrible to the other forms of death threatened by the
Assyrians, and that the divine, from both Assyrian and local pantheons, are involved ensures that
the punishment will be meted out. However, none of the other ways to die involves the local
citizenry resorting to performing such gruesome acts on each other; some texts mention
disgusting acts, others mention dying, but cannibalism join the two together. Eating people is the
pinnacle of Assyrian scare tactics. Few things elicit such a drastic internal response as the threat
to the well-being of one’s children that “baby-eater” has been a favorite marginalizing and
demonizing insult to many an enemy, while, as mentioned in Chapter Three, one of the
commonest ways to threaten children in folktales is to have the villain attempt to eat them.
Moreover, the famine, starvation, and cannibalism sequence is always attributed to
punishment by the divine, but unlike other punishments that the gods wreak on rebellious
populations, the real causes are the sieges the Assyrian kings undertake. Because rebellion is
oath-breaking, and because gods are “witnesses” to the oath, rebellion is not just an affront to
worldly powers but also to the gods. The gods therefore are the true source for any punishment
of the rebels, regardless of whether the Assyrians are acting in their name. However, in practice,
while “famine and want” are the more immediate cause of cannibalism, the actual causes are the
retaliatory manoeuvres of the Assyrians. These actions typically culminate in a siege of a
rebellious city, leading to starvation conditions and, ostensibly cannibalism. Despite this, the
cannibalism is still always attributed to punishment of by the gods, showing the continued shift
away from cannibalism as a symbolic action of the powerful.
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Why Cannibalism?
The absolute horror that eating one’s children would engender quite possibly had a reality
to it. By the end of the fourth millennium BCE, most of important settlements in the ancient Near
East had built walls to protect themselves from the growing risk of well-organized raiding
parties.33 Powerful city-states were traditionally afforded some hope in being able to withstand
sieges by just waiting them out. 34 For conquering nations to overcome cities’ walls, armies
developed complex siege technology and large, standing armies, which added to the expenses.
From this, a cyclical arms race arose in which city-states kept increasing food production and
storage and creating better protections to defend against armies that needed to pay for more
advanced siege engines, more troops, and better protections for their own cities.
One effect this had on warfare was greatly increasing the duration of sieges. The NeoAssyrian empire arose in a time when a city’s walls were its main defense, which led to long,
protracted sieges during war.35 Not coincidentally, the threat of starvation and thus cannibalism
began to be discussed in documents at this time in relation to sieges and divine punishment.
Protracted sieges meant more people more often were left hungry or even starving. While sieges
were common in wars in the ancient Near East, the Assyrians were particularly fond of and good
at them. The Neo-Assyrian empire had at that time the largest and most advanced army in the
ancient Near East, and their siege technology was not surpassed until the Romans. 36 Cities as
powerful as Susa, Memphis, Babylon, Lachish, and Jerusalem were captured and often razed,
though not before a lengthy siege took its toll on the populace.
While treaty threats do not need to actually have been carried out to be effective
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Mazar 1995.
For example, Esarhaddon’s predecessor Sennacherib besieged Jerusalem in 701, but left without capturing the
city.
Mazar 1995.
Kern 1999.
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deterrents, with the case of cannibalism during sieges the Assyrian kings pushed a narrative that
the curse was in fact potent and efficacious. Most notably, Assurbanipal (reg. 668–627) recorded
in a post-war propaganda proclamation that the threat was in fact carried out against Babylon,
declaring that, thanks to the gods Assur, Sin, and Shamash, the Babylonians suffered famine and
want and Arab mercenaries in the city resorted at last to cannibalism. 37 This was no coincidental
famine, but was caused by Babylon’s and its Arab mercenaries’ rebellion against Assyria, which
meant the violation of a treaty and oath made earlier.38
In addition to the propaganda, food scarcity was a real issue and an imposing source of
worry for many cities and empires of the Near East. Numerous letters requesting grain to
alleviate famine have been found dating all throughout the second millennium, including the
Heqanakht letters mentioned in the beginning of this chapter. Many scholars using a variety of
evidence postulate climatic irregularity and instability throughout the Bronze Age, but especially
toward its end. The frequency of the famines and the duration of the instability would have cast a
long shadow of anxiety over food storage in the ancient Near East. To counteract that, grain silos
and other food storage facilities were greatly expanded in the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age,
although from the letters it appears it was not always enough.39
Recent research on climate and social change points to food scarcity from climate change
being a grave problem in the early first millennium. 40 Growing desertification in the region was
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Streck, Assurbanipal II, ix.58–60 & viii.35–37. “The rest of Arabia which had fled in front of my weapons, Erra
the strong overcame them. Disaster broke out among them so that they ate the flesh of their children to keep
them from starving. All the curses which are written in the oath in the naming of my name and those of the
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great] o[aths] of Ashur, [sin]ned against the kindness of A[shurbani]pal, [the king] who pleases the heart of
Enlil!’”
Eph’al 2004: 30.
Bachhuber.
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coupled with a population explosion in the eighth century and then a severe drought a hundred
years later to renew food anxiety and the real possibility of starvation. 41 The severity of the
drought and famine is probably overstated, 42 but does appear in Assyrian sources. A mid-seventh
century letter from the priest Akkulanu to Assurbanipal documents the drought and subsequent
lack of harvest for that season, stating unequivocally that “no harvest was reaped” due to
“diminished rains.”43
While arguments can be made for and against the drying of Mesopotamian climate as a or
even the reason for the collapse of Assyria, the climatic and food instability in the Iron Age, like
the Late Bronze Age before it, would have created an ongoing and widespread anxiety about
food shortage in the Near East. This anxiety would only have been heightened during a siege,
when a city’s stockpiles of food, a preventative measure against food shortage, would have been
utilized in keeping the city fed. Given the length of Assyrian sieges and imagined cannibalistic
threats in modern sieges of equal length, it is not far-fetched to suppose that during sieges those
under duress might imagine and pass on as fact instances of cannibalism among neighbors.
It is probable that this anxiety led to the increased use of the cannibal curse in Assyrian
treaties with its vassal states. Since these treaties would have been promulgated throughout the
Assyrian empire and even displayed prominently, it is only natural that its vassals pick up on the
most horrific of the language, which is what we see when we examine parallels in Hebrew
literature.
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The Cannibal Curse in Hebrew Literature
Much has already been made of the close connections between the Near Eastern treaty
and the covenant between the populations of Judah and Yahweh found in Deuteronomy and
other Hebrew works.44 While a full discussion is beyond this study’s scope, it should suffice to
note that thematic, linguistic, and sequential parallels exist between Deuteronomy (and other
parts of the Tanakh) and extant Assyrian, Aramaic, and even Hittite treaties. 45 Conceptually, the
covenant of the Israelites (and by extension the Judahites) is tantamount to a treaty. In order for
Yahweh to grant blessings and not punish the people of Judah, they must be faithful to the law
code set out for them, while they in return give offerings and make sacrifices to their god.
Yahweh thus represents the suzerain, and Judah is his vassal.
So powerful a statement is the cannibal curse in the covenant that it is widely referenced
and alluded to throughout Jewish history. Nearly all instances of actual anthropophagy in the rest
of the Tanakh refer to parents eating children. The same passages also mention anthropophagy in
connection with the broken covenant. Outsiders are not the ones eating the children of Judah;
instead, the cannibalism is intramural. Some texts are even clear about the immediate cause;
Deuteronomy’s so-called “Curse Chapter” makes it clear that it is Yahweh who is the ultimate
cause of famine and cannibalism, that enemies of Judah are the instrument, but those who violate
his covenant suffer the consequences:
The Lord will bring a nation against you from far away, from the ends of the earth. […]
They will lay siege to all the cities throughout your land until the high fortified walls in
which you trust fall down. They will besiege all the cities throughout the land the Lord
your God is giving you. Because of the suffering your enemy will inflict on you during
the siege, you will eat the fruit of the womb, the flesh of the sons and daughters the Lord
44
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your God has given you. (Deut. 28.49–53)46
Yahweh’s punishment is enacted via an enemy’s siege, and in the most extreme circumstances
famine arises and cannibalism ensues.
The passage continues on at length to suggest the horrors of the siege: 28.15–48 lists
numerous curses, including disease, locusts, stolen donkeys, and raped loved ones; 28.54–55
states that even the “most gentle and sensitive man” will refuse to share his meal of children with
his brothers or wife; 28.56–57 repeats the charge but with a “most gentle and sensitive woman,”
who will secretly eat her children after giving birth, refusing to share with her husband. The rest
of the “Curse Chapter” reiterates that punishments will be severe.
Not every biblical text attributes the immediate cause to a siege. In Leviticus, another
book of the Torah which is similarly constructed to the blessings and curses section of a treaty,
the effects of a siege are instead attributed directly to divine wrath:
You will eat the flesh of your sons and the flesh of your daughters. I will destroy your
high places, cut down your incense altars and pile your dead bodies on the lifeless forms
of your idols, and I will abhor you. I will turn your cities into ruins and lay waste your
sanctuaries, and I will take no delight in the pleasing aroma of your offerings. I myself
will lay waste the land, so that your enemies who live there will be appalled. (Lev. 26.29–
32)
The passage places Yahweh in the role of Assyria and Babylon, who devastates Israel and Judah.
Cannibalism from starvation because of a siege becomes cannibalism because all of society is
crumbling around them. Similarly to the Assyrian treaties, oaths in Judaean culture were seen as
an affront to Yahweh, and the breaking of oaths was a serious offense to the whole of Judaean
society, and the breaking of an oath to one’s gods must necessitate the harshest of punishments,
eventually leading to their downfall.47 The act of anthropophagy is just another aspect that marks
46
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Israel-Judah’s such fall. It is juxtaposed with scenes of dereliction of religious duties: incense
altars, sanctuaries, and sacrifices, mainstays of early Judaism, are all wiped out in the
destruction.
Contrary to the cannibal-king topos of earlier ages, the cannibals are now weakened,
degenerate, and marked by societal strife.48 In the ideal, parents are supposed to be good to their
children and live long enough to be buried by them. The cannibal curse inverts this expectation
by not only having parents kill their children but also having them eat unlawful (and awful)
things.49 The alternate version, shown in passages such as Zechariah 11.9 and Isaiah 49.26, has
instead the people eating each other (paralleling VTE 448–450). Here too the normal expectation
of sharing food with neighbors and not killing them is perverted—not only do neighbors kill
each other, but they become each other’s food.
The passage in Deuteronomy illustrates this perversion of society with inverted tropes.
Formerly “gentle and sensitive” men and women not only eat their children, but refuse to share
them with their family and spouse. Parents are not only killing and eating their children, but they
are foregoing the rest of their social obligations. All of this is wrapped in a context of religious
dereliction. The horrific nature of the result is a fear tactic to keep society together and under the
rule of the theocratic government in place.
This situation points to a particular direction Judahite writers use in adopting the
Assyrian treaty language.50 The warnings of cannibalism and statements about its aftermath
stress the divine relationship Yahweh has with his “chosen” people. The offenses toward the god
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are merely cast in the language of the suzerain and vassal, but the texts instead are focused on the
moral virtues of the nation, similarly to the Assyrian trend begun under Tiglath-Pileser III. While
staying loyal to Yahweh as supreme of all gods (and therefore destroying “false idols”) is crucial,
so is also following the Decalogue and other moral rules. In the aforementioned Leviticus
passage, Yahweh threatens cannibalism for “reject[ing] my decrees and abhor[ing] my laws and
fail[ing] to carry out all my commands” (26.15). In a text that lays out dietary laws, clothing
restrictions, and other taboos, the covenant with Yahweh is all-encompassing, and not merely
political theater.
The threat of cannibalism following a siege does not remain limited to treaties and related
texts, and where the motif goes, the underlying idea of moral degeneracy is carried over with it.
This is perhaps best illustrated in a passage in II Kings (6.26–29), an historical text roughly
contemporaneous with Deuteronomy. The text narrates the Israelite king Jehoram who, under
siege from the Aramaeans, is besought by two starving mothers. The mothers make a pact with
each other: to not starve, they will eat one child one day, the other child the next. When the
second mother (sanely) refuses to allow her child to be eaten, the first mother brings her in front
of the king and accuses her of impropriety for failing to honor their agreement. The king is, of
course, distraught at the whole entanglement.
As with the previous texts, this scene centers on the relationship between a perversion of
social norms (in the form of breaking contracts) and cannibalism. The horror of cannibalism is
highlighted by one mother’s outrage at the other’s refusal to honor a contract. Both deeds
ultimately stem from the abandonment of the covenant with Yahweh, which is cast in the
language of breaking an oath. The syllogism derived from the accounts should be understood as
fairly straightforward: break this oath with Yahweh, and you will have cannibalism in your land.
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The theoretical potency of the cannibal threat among Assyrian vassals is proven by later
Jewish (and extra-pentateuchal) fixation upon it. A plethora of Jewish writers spanning centuries
make cannibalism the central and ultimate punishment for turning away from Yahweh. Already
in the eighth century, the authentic chapters of Isaiah, called Proto-Isaiah, boil down all the
various maledictions listed in contemporary treaties to mere cannibalism:
By the wrath of the Lord Almighty, the land will be scorched and the people will be fuel
for the fire; they will not spare one another. On the right they will devour, but still be
hungry; on the left they will eat, but not be satisfied. Each will feed on the flesh of their
own offspring: Manasseh will feed on Ephraim, and Ephraim on Manasseh; together they
will turn against Judah. Yet for all this, his anger is not turned away, his hand is still
upraised. (Is. 9.19–21)
To drive the point home, Isaiah casts the contemporary destruction of Samaria by the Assyrians
in anthropophagous language:
Arameans from the east and Philistines from the west have devoured Israel with open
mouth. (Is. 9.12).
The warning hearkens back to the earlier cannibal-king topos, and Israel’s enemies are cast as
powerful carnivores, who are given power over Israel on account of the latter’s moral failings. 51
Isaiah, a Judahite prophet, is writing in a time when the Assyrians under Shalmaneser V
destroyed Samaria (722 BCE) and Sennacherib, son and successor to Tiglath-Pileser III, have
invaded Judah after their king Hezekiah had rebelled. In the view of the Judahite writers, Israel
(as opposed to Judah) turned away from their treaty with Yahweh, and thus are handed over to
the man-eating carnivores moving in. Yahweh’s role thus retains the original connotations of the
cannibal-king topos; although he does not consume Israel himself, he is the cause of
anthropophagy, nonetheless.
Even stronger language is found in Jeremiah, written at the beginning of the sixth century
51
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amidst the sieges of Jerusalem in 597 and 587 BCE. Therein the prophet Jeremiah warns the
people of Judah that because of their iniquity Yahweh will deliver Jerusalem unto the
Babylonians. Not only that, but he will turn Jerusalem into a Phoenician tophet and have
Jerusalem’s enemies turn the whole place into a feasting ground for birds and wild animals (Jer.
9.3–13).52
Cannibalization for mass disobedience against God is repeated throughout Jewish works,
both canonical and extra-canonical. The book of Micah has Yahweh despise the Israelites for
cannibalizing each other:
“Listen, you leaders of Jacob, you rulers of Israel. Should you not embrace justice, you
who hate good and love evil; who tear the skin from my people and the flesh from their
bones; who eat my people’s flesh, strip off their skin and break their bones in pieces; who
chop them up like meat for the pan, like flesh for the pot?” (Micah 3.1–3)53
In the sixth-century Ezekiel, the very first punishment Yahweh inflicts on Judah for worshiping
false idols is for parents to eat their children and for children to eat their parents. 54 The remaining
punishments resemble Assyrian (and later, Babylonian) maledictions and punishments, including
starving from famine and being deported from their homeland. Lamentations, thought to be
written by Jeremiah or a close follower, reports that cannibalism actually occurred in Jerusalem
when the Babylonians besieged the city (Lam. 4.10):
With their own hands compassionate women have cooked their own children, who
became their food when my people were destroyed.
Zechariah’s malediction (11.8–9, late sixth or early fifth century55) omits the eating of children,
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but it does state that the cursed will eat each other:
The flock detested me, and I grew weary of them and said, “I will not be your shepherd.
Let the dying die, and the perishing perish. Let those who are left eat one another’s
flesh.”
Zechariah’s employment of the cannibal topos here is notable for being the only such
malediction in the section. Similarly, in the late Hellenistic-era Baruch, the recounted
punishment for Israel and Judah is boiled down cannibalism first and foremost and then
deportation and enslavement:
So the Lord carried out the threat he spoke against us: against our judges who ruled
Israel, and against our kings and our rulers and the people of Israel and Judah. Under the
whole heaven there has not been done the like of what he has done in Jerusalem, in
accordance with the threats that were written in the law of Moses. Some of us ate the
flesh of their sons and others the flesh of their daughters. He made them subject to all the
kingdoms around us, to be an object of scorn and a desolation among all the surrounding
peoples, where the Lord has scattered them. They were brought down and not raised up,
because our nation sinned against the Lord our God, in not heeding his voice.
The descent into cannibalism, the most horrific of all the curses, becomes a shorthand image
representing disobedience against Yahweh. The other maledictions (the theft of donkeys, the
rape of loved ones, even death) all pale in comparison to the horror that cannibalized children
engender. The sequence that follows it—deportation and enslavement—highlights how
cannibalism signals the complete dissolution and destruction of society. That a late Hellenisticera (Baruch) and even a Roman-era text56 make cannibalism such a central part of Yahweh’s
destruction of Israel and Judah prove just how effective it was for the Assyrians to place the
cannibal curse in its vassal treaties.
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they ate themselves. Not coincidentally, the “year-by-year” account of what the Jerusalemites ate during a siege
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their children and in the seventh they ate themselves.
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After the Treaty
Outside treaties and aside from Hebrew literature, it is more difficult to trace the
influence of the siege-cannibalism motif on later literature. It would be surprising if there were
no other influences, though, as the enormous expanse of the Neo-Assyrian empire could have
facilitated the spread of the motif over a wide geographic area. At its height, Assyria ruled from
Cyprus and Egypt to Iran, and it counted as vassals those like Lydia and Judah who were not
directly under their control. The legal documents in which this motif arose traveled with
Assyria’s expansion and influenced local literary traditions.
One potential example of this occurrence is found in an Assyrian version of the Atrahasis
epic found in Assurbanipal’s palace library. Originally written down in the early second
millennium in Babylonia, though likely composed much earlier, the epic narrates the rise and fall
of mankind. The gods, tired of doing work, fashion man to work for them. However, the world is
quickly overpopulated its inhabitants are so raucous that Enlil, chief of the gods, decides to send
droughts and then a flood—the Great Flood—to destroy the world. Enki, portrayed as a
beneficent god, instructs Atrahasis, a king of Shuruppak, to build an ark and save his family and
all the animals.
Although the Assyrian version follows the original closely, a late revision contains new
and updated vocabulary along with additional material from Assyrian sources. 57 One extant
fragment tells of people resorting to eating their children after Hadad withheld the rains. After a
short lacuna in the text, the narrative resumes with the Flood. Other versions of the Atrahasis
epic (Utnapishtim’s story in the Epic of Gilgamesh and the even older Sumerian hymn of
57
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Ziusudra), along with stories influenced by Atrahasis before the Assyrian period (e.g., the
biblical account of Noah), lack any mention of anthropophagy in relation to the Flood. However,
Assyrian scribes, familiar with Hadad’s connection to cannibalism from Assyrian treaties, might
have added it here for dramatic effect.
The juxtaposition of cannibalism and the Great Flood is particularly interesting as a
parallel to the story of Deucalion’s flood as presented in Ovid’s Metamorphoses (1.151–415). In
his account, Lycaon attempts to trick Jupiter into eating the flesh and blood of a human sacrifice
and then murders him in his sleep. 58 This so enrages Jupiter that he turns Lycaon into a wolf and
decides to destroy the entire world by flood; only Deucalion and Pyrrha of Phocis survive, and
they repopulate the earth by throwing stones behind them.59
Ovid’s portrayal of the timeline of events is reversed. In his version, cannibalism causes
the Great Flood, which wipes people out, but the idea is the same: to abandon the gods is to eat
your children. The story of the Greek flood in times before Ovid is not so straightforward, and
assuming Greek antecedence is problematic. The story of Deucalion’s flood is first explicated in
Pindar (Ol. 9.42). While Deucalion and Pyrrha are mentioned in earlier texts, Pindar was the first
in extant literature to connect the two with a flood. 60 It would take another half a millennium
before Ovid’s version in which Lycaon’s cannibal feast precedes and precipitates the deluge.
Cannibalism is thus an interpolation in the earliest mythological tradition of the Greek
flood, and it seems at least to me possible that this interpolation could have come from
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Ps.-Apoll. has Lycaon’s own son Nyctimus’ instead of an unnamed victim.
A fuller discussion of Lycaon and anthropophagy is discussed in Chapter Four and Appendix A.
The Catalogue of Women fr. 234 MW and Aculiaus 2F35 both reference Deucalion and Pyrrha and the stone
throwing, but if there was a reference to a flood in either, it has been lost. Vergil states that Orpheus also
composed a poem on Deucalion and Pyrrha, but again, there is no mention of a flood. Pseudo-Hyginus
preserves a likely comedic innovation where Zeus floods the earth in order to put out a fire he started with a
thunderbolt, but from what work he follows is unknown and unlikely to predate Pindar.
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knowledge of an Assyrian version of the Atrahasis. Though it is difficult to trace a direct path
from Atrahasis to a Greek source, it is not without parallel. 61 Berossus relates in his Babyloniaca
a stripped-down version of the myth with the Sumerian name ‘Ziusudra’ rendered into Greek as
‘Xisuthros’ (Ξισουθρος).62 Berossus was little read in antiquity, and Classical authors instead
likely read Posidonius of Apamea, who summarized parts of his history. The only known
contemporary of Ovid who cites Berossus via Posidonius was Vitruvius, so the connection here
is possible.63
Knowledge of the Mesopotamian flood could also have come from traditions surrounding
Gilgamesh. Tablet IX of the Epic of Gilgamesh narrates the flood of Utnapishtim, the Akkadian
equivalent to Atrahasis.64 Therein Utnapishtim, who survived the Great Flood and became
immortal, recounts the story of the Flood to Gilgamesh, who is seeking the secrets of immortality
from him. Although no edition of the Epic of Gilgamesh mentions resorting to cannibalism
before the Flood, the Assyrian versions, which began to be produced in the ninth century and
were copied down through the first century BCE, picked up tidbits and language from many
other texts in a similar manner to the way the Atrahasis borrows from Assyrian treaties. 65 The
Assyrian versions, borne out of local variants collected at Assurbanipal’s palace library and
found in the major Assyrian cities, are the first to fully recount Utnapishtim’s flood in its
entirety, as opposed to earlier versions, which only provide an abridged account. This literary
confluence in combination with anthropophagy in the Assyrian version of Atrahasis makes it
plausible that cannibalism could have found its way into a copy at some point. At the very least,
61
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Edmunds 2001: 94.
F4b = Syncellus Chron. 30–31; see Dillery 2015.
Dillery 2010.
Tigay 1982: 130–139.
Tigay 1982: ibid. See also Lambert & Millard 1969.
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it could have been merged in oral retellings.
Tracing the influence and readership of the Epic of Gilgamesh adds another layer of
complication to any trajectory towards Ovid, but there are promising leads for investigation. The
epic itself remained a popular story for centuries after the fall of the Assyrian empire, with
fragmentary tablets dated as late as the second or first century BCE, 66 which only increases the
likelihood of having been read by Hellenistic readers. Claims of parallels have been made on
early layers of Greek myth, including in the Iliad and the stories of Pandora and Prometheus.
Gilgamesh’s rejection of Ishtar, for example, parallels neatly with Diomedes’ attack on
Aphrodite, a unique instance of attacking a god in Greek mythology. In both myths, a goddess
associated with taking mortal lovers (Ishtar and Aphrodite) beseeches a mortal, is wounded
(Gilgamesh with words, Diomedes with a weapon), flies up to heaven in a fit of rage and
complains to her father, who rules the sky (Anu and Zeus).
In his book on the Greek and Mesopotamian parallels, Charles Penglase argues that the
story of Prometheus and Pandora (specifically as found in Pseudo-Apollodorus) finds a parallel
in the beginning of the Atrahasis (which was also included in late versions of the Epic of
Gilgamesh).67 In both texts the gods are about to destroy the world with a flood. One god
(Enki/Prometheus), sympathetic with people, instructs someone (Atrahasis/Deucalion) to build a
boat to save themselves and thus humanity. Moreover, both gods direct men to make sacrifices,
something previously unknown.
Despite these and other parallels, readers of the Epic of Gilgamesh in the Graeco-Roman
world must have been rare. Only one instance of his name in a Greek or Roman text occurs, that
of Aelian (De Animalibus 12.24), whose garbled story of “Gilgamos” (Γίλγαμος) is actually a
66
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mixture of Etana’s Sargon the Great’s.68 While I hope to have shown the possibility of a
trajectory of the idea of cannibalism preceding the Great Flood, time was not kind to ancient
literature, and any conjecture must remain just that: conjecture.

Conclusion
The cannibal curses of the ancient Near East thus continue the development of the
cannibal-king topos in a way that continues to exalt the powerful. Embedded in treaties and other
oath-related documents, cannibalism becomes the most gruesome and effective means for
suzerains to control a rebellious population. In order to appeal to epichoric beliefs, the treaties
are dressed in a moralistic garb, promising retribution from both royalty and the divine. While
the Assyrians (like Yahweh in the Hebrew texts) could abrogate direct responsibility for
cannibalistic behaviors, the threat of cannibalism due to starvation is created as a potent piece of
propaganda. How efficacious it was! The cannibal curse has an outsize afterlife thanks to its
adoption in ancient Jewish texts, who use it as the singular punishment for oath-breakers. By the
Hellenistic era, to defy God is to eat your children.
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Chapter VIII: A Portrait of Three Gods
Introduction
In the previous chapters, I have endeavored to lay the groundwork for re-reading
anthropophagy topoi in antiquity. Re-reading these narratives reveals the cannibalism topoi at
work. While previous works highlight the marginal or exotic elements, this reading emphasizes
the power the anthropophages have and the terror that they engender not only in their victims,
but among all potential victims. As a result, we have a better understanding of how the ancients
actually conceived of cannibalism.
In doing so, I have also shown that there is a chronological development of the topoi, and
the previous chapters focus on Greece and its Near Eastern predecessors. Up until now, I have
not substantially included the Roman material. As much of Latin literature is borrowed from or
heavily indebted to Greek literature, there are many texts and stories which naturally fit within
one of the thematic chapters. Yet the Romans also come at the tail end of the chronological
development outlined in this study. As such, I expect that there is a greater variation in their
inherited material.
To verify this hypothesis, I examine three important figures whose representation in
literature is connected to anthropophagy and power. Two of these should be familiar: Dionysus
and Jesus Christ, two famous cases of ritualized theophagy, whose cults incurred the ire of the
Roman state and were accused of practicing cannibalism. The third is more esoteric: Julius
Caesar, whose depiction specifically in Lucan yields parallels to the former two, and who was,
like them, also worshiped as a god in the early principate.
The three figures under examination here have much more in common than merely being
major divine figures in the Roman empire who are tied in some way to anthropophagy. Dionysus
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and Christ both offer salvation in the afterlife, and the mythos of each includes theophagy. All
three have an origin story that includes rejection by and forceful imposition on the impious. All
three were also forced into exile when they were young. These commonalities often have and
still do lead to a kind of parallelomania, a mistaking of superficial parallels for proof that one
must derive from another, or that extensive myth-making substantially shaped their stories. To be
sure, precedent influences are real—literature in late antiquity certainly is written in a milieu that
is fully aware of all three narratives. Early Christian representations of Christ are indebted to
Euripides’ Bacchae as much as Nonnus’ Dionysiaca is indebted to the gospels. However, they
are more a result of cross-pollination than they are branching paths.
While Dionysian and Christian accusations of cannibalism and the anthropophagous
language found in literature about them have been investigated thoroughly, this chapter aims to
augment that knowledge by re-reading them in light of both the cannibal-king topos and the
ethnographic turn in the representation of cannibalism. I offer an extended reading of Euripides’
Bacchae, Lucan’s Bellum Civile, and the Eucharistic language of the early Christian works to
examine nuanced effects that characterize the discourse on cannibalism. At the same time, I
argue that the cannibalism topoi still provoke an ambivalent reaction among the ancients, being
both abhorrent as a miasmatic crime, and yet alluring and mystical in promising a rewarding
afterlife. This ambivalence explains both the antipathy the cults engendered as well as what
compelled others to follow them.

Dionysus Raw-Eater
I begin with an overview of the Bacchic cult. The early history of the cult of Dionysus is
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shrouded in mystery. While the god’s name is attested in Mycenaean sources, his mythology in
fifth century and later sources instead centers around his arrival from Asia and Greece’s initial
rejection of his movement. There is no scholarly consensus on why this is the case, although
Walter F. Otto’s suggestion that the “epiphany of Dionysus” among the Greeks was a feature of
his cult since time immemorial, not one that only developed in archaic Greece, is now rightly the
default assumption.1
The eastern trappings of Dionysus are rarely considered by those resisting his arrival. In
fact, Dionysus’ rejection is already included in Homer’s Iliad, which is dated before the sixth
century, when most scholars agree Dionysus becomes “Eastern.” 2 If anything, his Eastern garb is
probably accrued due to the myth of his rejection, not vice versa. In the same way, the
omophagous and anthropophagous aspects of the Bacchic cult are also unrelated to Dionysus’
Eastern identity. A fragment of Alcaeus preserves the epithet ὠμηστὰν attached to Dionysus (or
Ζόννυσσον as he writes it, fr. 129.9 L-P). 3 Which story Alcaeus refers to is uncertain, but the
attestation provides a clear-cut terminus ante quem for a connection between raw-eating and
Dionysian mythos.
Dionysus also takes on the role of the power deity who causes anthropophagy. In the
second Homeric Hymn to Dionysus, and expanded upon in Ovid (Met. 3.572–596), after having
been captured by pirates, Dionysus turns into a “terrible” lion (44–45) and conjures up a bear
(45–46) to attack his captors. While we do not see the animals actually eat anyone in the hymn,
the pirates are terrified when Dionysus in his lion form attacks the helmsman.
Dionysus’ role as an instigator is clearer in the myths surrounding his rejection at Argos
1
2
3

Otto 1965.
Isler-Kerényi 2007: 6–8.
Lieineks 1996 (158) argues that ὠμηστήν/ὠμηστὰν refers to “torn flesh” not only here but everywhere we see
compounds of ὠμός, yet as Chapter Two demonstrates, this is not a tenable position to hold.
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and Thebes. In being rejected at Argos, Dionysus makes the women there completely mad and
drives them to murder their husbands and eat their children (Ps.-Apoll. Biblio. 2.26). At Thebes,
rejected by Pentheus, Dionysus again causes madness and drives the Theban women, including
Pentheus’ own mother, to tear the king limb from limb (Eur. Ba. 1114ff.). When Lycurgus
attacked Dionysus, he was driven mad and hacked up his own son Dryas, thinking him to be a
vine (Ps.-Apoll. Biblio. 3.34–35).
Proving himself aside, Dionysus’ aforementioned actions are not incongruous with the
general behavior of the Olympians. Death and destruction for hubris is part and parcel of the
Olympians’ retributive acts. Dionysus notably parallels Artemis, who turns Actaeon into a stag
when he sees her bathing nude, whereupon he is immediately attacked and eaten by his own
hounds. The same Artemis is the deity who demands Iphigenia be sacrificed before Troy and is
connected to the quarrel of Atreus and Thyestes, as I mention in Chapter Four.
The Lycurgus story is also a testament to the development of Dionysus into a “cannibal
king.” According to the Iliad (6.130–139), Dionysus flees Lycurgus, who is punished by Zeus
with blindness. Diomedes makes it clear too that Lycurgus’ actions angered “the gods;” it is not
only Dionysus and Zeus who are upset. Elsewhere, Dionysus himself is also torn limb from limb
and boiled for consumption by the Titans, who thereupon are punished by Zeus when he smells
the flesh.4 Moreover, extended members of his family are also cannibalized. Some traditions
claim Dionysus’ cousin, Melicertes, is boiled and eaten by either his father Athamas or his
mother Ino; the act, though, is punishment by Hera for raising Dionysus after Semele’s death.5
4

5

I follow Edmonds 1999 in denying the specifically Orphic context of the “Zagreus myth.” However, that the
Titans dismembered Zagreus-Dionysus and were punished for his consumption is attested as early as
Empedocles via Plutarch’s De Esu Carn. 1.996b-c.
It is unclear how early the cannibalism aspect of Melicertes’ death is, but that Ino explicitly is punished for it is
told by Pindar and Aeschylus. The Athamas myths are also tied to Phrixus’ offer of human sacrifice (Pind. Py.
4.159–162; Pherekydes 3 F 98–99). The myth is also tied up with Themisto’s desire to kill Ino’s children as a
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Dionysus’ transformation from cannibalized to cannibal king coheres with the mythical
account of his acceptance and acquisition of power. Others show he is powerless by consuming
him, and he rejects their power for his own by consuming others in turn. As Burkert notes, the
initial rejection is presumably tied to Hera’s jealousy. Dionysus, like Heracles who wears the
lion skin, is the child of Zeus and a mortal. And like Heracles and Hermes, another of Zeus’
progeny by someone other than Hera, he must prove himself worthy of being on Olympus.
The account of Dionysus in the Bacchae conforms to this supposition. The
anthropophagous acts related in Dionysus’ mythical traditions are a direct response to the
rejection of the god’s expansion or else an abnegation of his divinity and power. In causing the
deaths of those who reject his divinity, Dionysus is exerting his authority, a clear expression of
the power the divinity retains. His sole purpose is to establish himself “as a divinity among men”
(ἦλθον...ἵν᾽ εἴην ἐμφανὴς δαίμων βροτοῖς, 1.20–22), yet Euripides’ chosen language has the
effect of likening Dionysus to a military leader with the Maenads as his troops. In the opening to
the Bacchae, he calls his followers a θίασος (‘band’), which is used both for Bacchic revelry as
well as military companies. 6 Moreover, his followers come from Tmolus, the ἔρυμα of Lydia.
Like θίασος, ἔρυμα is another military term indicating some type of defensive protection. It is
used of armor (Thuc. 6.66), of the wall of Troy (Soph. Ajax 467), as well as a general defense,
military or otherwise (Xen. Ana. 2.4.22; Aeschy. Eum. 701). Dionysus’ establishment among the
Greek pantheon is essentially a military invasion.
In this way, Dionysus resembles more the war-like gods who, either literally or
figuratively, are shown engaging in or causing anthropophagy on the battlefield, and that
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Bacchic reveler. See Gantz 1993: 176–180 for tracing the development of the myth. There is also an interesting
overlap between unusual births and cannibalism: Athena too is born out of Zeus’ head after he eats Themis. This
may, however, just be a coincidence and not a pattern.
Cf. Eur. Ba. 680 and Ph. 796. It could even be used for a feast, as in Plutarch’s Life of Anthony 2.301f.
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resemblance is carried through the entire play. In the climax of the Bacchae, Pentheus is torn
limb-from-limb by his mother and other Maenads, who are “ordered” (ἐπεκέλευσεν, 1088) by
Dionysus to engage in “slaughter” (φόνου, 1114), and they do so while they “shout a war cry”
(ἠλάλαζον, 1133). As established in Chapter Five, φόνος is often seen in battle contexts to
describe particularly gory deaths, as Pentheus’ is; its anthropophagous character, as previously
discussed, is secondary, yet present, and derives from a metaphorical equivalence between
shedding and consuming blood.
The military context of the φόνος is underscored by the verb ἀλαλάζειν. Although it is
found in a variety of places, it occurs most often in either military contexts or Bacchic orgies. It
is distinguished from ὀλολύζειν, at least in early sources, by the source of the cry; whereas
ὀλολύζειν is a cry of pain, anguish, or grief, ἀλαλάζειν is only rarely so, and it is chiefly in later
sources that it connotes a lament. Instead, ἀλαλάζειν primarily connotes a heartened, triumphal
cry, used in places such as when Athena burst forth from Zeus’ head (Pindar, Ol. 7.32) or when
Heracles murdered his son, thinking him to be his enemy (Euripides HF. 981).
The word which Euripides uses for Dionysus’ commanding (ἐπικελεύειν) is sometimes
used in military contexts (Thuc. 4.28.3) Yet it is also used in a hunting context, giving it yet
another anthropophagous flavor. Xenophon uses the verb to “order on” (ἐπικελεύειν, Cyn. 6.20)
hounds who have caught the scent of the game in the mountains (ἐὰν ὦσιν ἐν ὄρει, ibid.) with a
particular cry: “Εὖα κύνες!” Bowersock notes that the scene is “[imitative of] the call of the
Bacchic revelers, “the Hounds of Madness,” on Mount Cithaeron,” establishing a connection
beyond verbal similarity between Dionysus’ directions in the Bacchae and hunting with dogs.7
The anthropophagous nature of dogs, which I establish in Chapter Three, is bolstered by
7
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the appearance of lions in the scene. After completely dismembering Pentheus, his mother Agave
places his head on a thyrsos and parades it around Cithaeron “like a wild lion” (ὡς ὀρεστέρου
φέρει λέοντος, 1141–1142). Even more than dogs, lions are the quintessential man-eater in Greek
literature (at least until the tiger/manticore), embodying a terrifying, anthropophagous power.
Dionysus not only orders his troops on, but empowers them, giving them unnatural strength (οὐχ
ὑπὸ σθένους, ἀλλ᾽ ὁ θεὸς εὐμάρειαν ἐπεδίδου χεροῖν, 1127–1128). This strength is not just
animalistic, but also royal, for in her hands Agave believes she holds a lion’s head, which
Dionysus has tricked her into seeing. As I point out in Chapter Three, hunting lions is a sport that
is most commonly associated with kings and the strongest of warriors (such as Heracles or
Samson).
The martial character of Dionysus is not limited to his representation in the Bacchae but
appears as such outside as well. In particular, his warrior status is given prominence in Statius’
Thebaid. In discussing Bacchus’ overall purpose in the Thebaid, Alessandro Schiesaro draws
attention not only to Bacchus’ martial qualities, but (incidentally) also to cannibalistic traits he
shares with other gods.8 Much of Schiesaro’s relevant analysis is found in the scene where
Bacchus pleads with Jupiter to spare Thebes. Fearing that his hometown will be destroyed during
the war between Eteocles and Polynices, Dionysus defends the Thebans as battle-ready
worshipers who fear his power (7.168–174). His followers “nourish [his] battles” (norunt proelia,
169), even though they are peaceful when it comes to actual wars (imbellis rarisque exercita
castris / turba meas acies, 168–169). Both the thyrsos and mothers’ wars (proelia matrum, 171)
are held up as objects of fear. Even if Bacchus’ argument fails to convince, it does showcase the
language of power; but like the lioness Agave who carries the lion Pentheus in her jaws, the
8
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battle is fought between powers, and the instigator of the destruction is the jealous Juno, whom
Statius calls saeva (7.156), a word, as I point out in Chapter Two, which is frequently associated
with cannibal kings and warriors. Although Statius is by no means the first to apply the epithet
saeva to Juno, he chooses to do so in Bacchus’ speech and not as a stock epithet, but as a
separate adjective subject to questioning: exscindisne tuas, divum sator optime, Thebas? Saeva
adeo coniunx?
Dionysus’ martial nature is more fully seen in his participation in the Gigantomachy and
his wars against the Amazonians and the Indians. Attestations for the latter two, in which
Dionysus leads an army against his enemies, are missing before the Hellenistic period, but his
role in the Gigantomachy is better attested in art. Two mid-to-late sixth century Attic Blackfigure vases (Acr. 607 and Acr. 1632) portray Dionysus alongside the other Olympians in
battling the giants.9 In both cases he is flanked by a menagerie of wild animals who join him for
the attack. In the former (Acr. 607), he is flanked by a snake, a lion, and a panther. The first two
we have seen already well connected to anthropophagy throughout this study, and the last,
although less discussed and represented in Greek literature, is better known in the east, including
in Indian and even Hebrew literature, where it stands among the other anthropophagous animals
as a known man-killer.10 The second (Acr. 1632) features a lion, a panther, and a dog. Pace
Iozzo, the dog here simply represents yet another anthropophagous animal, as is clear from
Chapter Three.11
Dionysus’ accompanied animals, except the panther, all are described as ὠμησταί at some
point in Greek literature, and the panther’s exception is only due to lack of representation. If his
9
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Cf. Dan. 7.2–8; Mishnah Sanhedrin 1.4, “The wolf, the lion, the bear, the leopard, the panther, or serpent [that
have killed a human being] their death is [adjudicated] by twenty three” (trans. Kulp).
Iozzo 2012.
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association with animals is an original, fundamental feature, that could plausibly explain why
Dionysus was ever given the ὠμηστής label to begin with. As a Master of the Animals, his
command over the animals creates an association with them. Similarly, Heracles who dons the
lion-skin is a powerful man-slayer, and Cybele, Mistress of Animals, is frequently associated
with wild hills and desolate mountains. The animals are not merely doing his bidding, but rather
he is their leader, the most ἄγριος of all. 12 This connection even works in reverse order: the
animals are an accretion to Dionysus, who for whichever reason is called ὠμηστής. In either
scenario, Dionysus’ savage qualities is actually a representation of his power, a power that he
uses to free himself from pirates and take on the giants.

Dionysus and Rome
Dionysus retains his anthropophagous associations well into the Roman period. In his
biography of Mark Antony, Plutarch relates that Antony entered Ephesus in Dionysian garb
while flanked with Bacchanals and “men and boys dressed like Satyrs and Pans” (Plut. Life of
Anthony 24.3). But not everyone was enthusiastic about his presence:
κιττοῦ δὲ καὶ θύρσων καὶ ψαλτηρίων καὶ συρίγγων καὶ αὐλῶν ἡ πόλις ἦν πλέα, Διόνυσον
αὐτὸν ἀνακαλουμένων Χαριδότην καὶ Μειλίχιον. [24.5] ἦν γὰρ ἀμέλει τοιοῦτος ἐνίοις,
τοῖς δὲ πολλοῖς Ὠμηστὴς καὶ Ἀγριώνιος.
[T]he city was full of ivy and thyrsus-wands and harps and pipes and flutes, the people
hailing him as Dionysus Giver of Joy and Beneficent. For he was such, undoubtedly, to
some; but to the greater part he was Dionysus Carnivorous and Savage.” (Plut. Life
of Antony 24.3, trans. Perrin)
The anthropophagous appellation is applied to Antony while he is in acting in the role of the king
of kings. As part of the deal he made with Augustus, he would manage the eastern half of the
12
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Roman empire, while Augustus would manage Italy and the west. But Antony’s style of
management is portrayed (by Plutarch, at least) as decidedly autocratic:
But presently he left Lucius Censorinus in charge of Greece, and crossing over to Asia
laid hands on the wealth that was there. Kings would often come to his doors, and wives
of kings, vying with one another in their gifts and their beauty, would yield up their
honour for his pleasure; and while at Rome Caesar was wearing himself out in civil
strifes and wars, Antony himself was enjoying abundant peace and leisure, and was swept
back by his passions into his wonted mode of life. Lute-players like Anaxenor, fluteplayers like Xuthus, one Metrodorus, a dancer, and such other rabble of Asiatic
performers, who surpassed in impudence and effrontery the pests from Italy, poured like
a flood into his quarters and held sway there. It was past all endurance that everything
was devoted to these extravagances. (Ibid. 24.1–3, trans. Perrin)
In the eyes of his detractors, Antony had taken on all the trappings of an eastern monarch, replete
with pilfered wealth and excessive luxury. He also ruled by whim, giving away property to
whomever he wished. Plutarch relates how a chef was given a proscribed home merely on
account of a single dinner. The regal attitude and actions therefore led his detractors to ascribe to
him the cannibalistic side of Dionysus.
While the rise of Dionysus in myth is surrounded with anthropophagous language and
images of war and power, the religious groups that worshiped him held power of their own, and
their actions, real or imagined, had real political ramifications in antiquity. To stem the growth of
the cult of Bacchus in Italy, the Roman Senate in 186 BCE passed the Senatus Consultum de
Bacchanalibus, banning the cult of Bacchus in Italy. 13 The decree, which grew out of an alarmist
report by Sp. Postumius Albinus and Q. Marcius Philippus about secret rites, murder, and human
sacrifice performed by initiates and priests, forbade any members “to form conspiracies
together” (inter se coniuras[se], Livy 39.13) or to conduct any rituals in connection with the cult.
The cult, whose myths are tied up with themes of human mutilation and anthropophagy, became
13
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and others have argued that the decree was political, not religious, in nature.
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a magnet for rumors alleging widespread murder and human sacrifice, which both prompted and
were fed by fears of conspiracy. While there is no surviving charge of cannibalism in the Senatus
Consultum or in Livy’s account of the moral panic, human sacrifice is mentioned, as well as
murder—two blood crimes, and the former is, as Appendix A demonstrates, cannibalismadjacent.
Much ink has been spilled on the narrative, causes, and extent of the Senatus Consultum
de Bacchanalibus, yet the nature of the accusation is discussed less frequently. One popular
assumption among a variety of sources is that the specific charge of human sacrifice, and more
generally most of the accusations, are fabrications or exaggerations. Some allege that Livy
fabricated the details, while others focus on the Senate or particular actors within that body. Very
few take the accusations at face value or wonder if there is something deeper going on in there.
Certainly, the cult of Dionysus flirted with anthropophagous imagery, as noted above, and others
repeat the claims of human sacrifice and even cannibalism at other times. Both Pausanias
(7.21.1) and Porphyry (de Abstin. 2.55) claim that human sacrifices used to take place, though in
later times, as elsewhere, animals or scourging were substituted (Paus. 8.23.1, 9.8.1). Plutarch
attests to an actual ceremonial murder at Orchomenos, where in an annual ritual (the Agrionia)
the priest of Dionysus chases the women, “killing” whomever he catches (Plutarch Quast. Graec.
38.299F–300A).14 In myth, for ignoring Bacchic rites, the daughters of Orchomenian Minyas are
driven by Dionysus to cannibalize one of their children (Ov. Met. 4.1–389). And while it is
unknown whether devotees of Dionysus actually consumed raw flesh, their counterparts in myth
do, and their real-life political detractors claimed they did.15
It is improbable that these allegations are entirely fabricated from nothing. For one, the
14
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accusations arise within the same cultural systems as the accusers. The worship of Dionysus was
endemic to and common throughout Greece, and Bacchus was not newly imported to Italy, but
had been worshiped for centuries prior.16 Even the language of the Senatus Consultum makes it
clear that Dionysus himself is not the target. Allowances, for example, are made to worship
Bacchus out of necessity (sei qves esent qvei sibei deicerent necesvs ese bacanal habere, 3–4),
even if only in small groups. The animosity is therefore not targeted at the god per se, but at a
certain group of people associated with the god.
In fact, the exception demonstrates the power Dionysus and his followers have. While the
Senatus Consultum does not explicitly mention retribution by Dionysus, it is clear from Livy’s
narrative that fear pervades the Roman response, which acknowledges the power of the new cult
even as it tries to minimize it. In a Classic case of doublespeak, Postumius cites the Senate to act
because it has strength (ceterum incrementum ingens virium habet, ibid.) Moreover, for a weak
religious group, who are too weak to “destroy the Republic” (nondum ad rem publicam
opprimendam satis virium est, 39.15.10), they are surprisingly potent enough to corrupt any
given citizen (39.16.4). Postumius also characterizes the cult in a paraphrastic superlative: nihil
enim in speciem fallacius est quam prava religio. The singular gravity of the existential problem
facing Rome demands, in Postumius’ opinion, unusual action. Yet they still cannot ban all
worship of Bacchus outright, so they are content to impose controls on it, deciding who is
allowed and who is not.
Whatever goal the Romans had in 186, it did not pan out in their favor in the long run.
The worship of Dionysus and Bacchus, connected to and separate from the worship of Roman
16

Mura Somella 2011 identifies two sixth-century terracotta fragments from the Forum Boarium with Dionysus
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Liber, continued to thrive and grow even after the Senatus consultum. As mentioned above, the
Bacchic marches are seen as the archetypal Roman triumph, and Dionysian iconography serves
as an exemplum for Roman emperors’ conquests in the East, “contributing to the construction of
an imperial ideology.”17 What was once a marginalized community catapulted to the highest
echelons of imperial power.
While it is probable that the imperial appropriation of Dionysian imagery stems in part
from the conviviality associated with Dionysian festivals, an association that Mark Antony is
clearly drawing upon with his Bacchic accompaniments and accoutrements, his overall
popularity derives chiefly from his salvific role in promising a better afterlife to initiates in his
mysteries. This belief is tied to the consumption of Dionysus Zagreus by the Titans, who tore the
child-god apart and consumed him. Although perhaps originally two different deities, by the
fourth century and certainly thereafter Dionysus and Zagreus were identified with each other; 18
the former is the child of Zeus and Semele, and the latter, his chthonic counterpart, is born of
Zeus and Persephone. Part of these mysteries, in which a “feast of raw-flesh” is held, promises
salvation from the gloomy existence to which most Greeks were doomed.
Most scholars see the omophagous feast as a perversion of proper religious observance,
yet so far this runs counter to what I have demonstrated to be how the ancients understood
cannibalism in a pre-tyrannical state, to which the myth of Zagreus certainly belongs.
Alternatively, consuming others to reach the afterlife is not unheard of, and finds a parallel in the
Pharaoh of the Pyramid Texts, who consumes his ancestor gods in order to gain power. 19 It has
long been recognized that the sparagmos of Dionysus by the Titans is reflected in the, for
17
18
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example, sparagmos of Pentheus by the Maenads, yet fewer make the connection that it is
precisely the sacrifice and cannibalism which gives Bacchus’ mystai their strength. Similarly, in
the Bacchae, Dionysus gives them superhuman strength when they are about to commit
sparagmos.
Some have speculated that the symbolic, ritual consumption of Dionysus was actually a
part of the mysteries. This practice would have been justified by Dionysus’ own resurrection
after being killed and eaten by the Titans, at least as the Orphic sources explain it. 20 It is not a
great leap of logic to then connect “raw-flesh feasts” with the salvation that Dionysus-Zagreus
promises his mystai. Unfortunately, proving such a theory remains impossible, as such a
connection between cannibalism in the cult of Bacchus and the afterlife is never made clear in
ancient sources. Yet it does find some support in another religious movement.

Christianity and the Eucharist
Christianity is another major religious movement in antiquity after the cult of Dionysus
that features theophagy. One of the central rituals of early Christianity is the Eucharist, a
communal meal in which the food and wine served was understood to be either literally or
symbolically the “body and blood” of Jesus Christ, whom Christians worship as a god. The
literalness of the ritual is taken for granted by much of the early church and derives directly from
texts which purport to quote Christ himself. While at dinner with his followers on the eve of his
execution, Jesus is said to have issued an unusual cannibalistic command:
Καὶ ἐσθιόντων αὐτῶν λαβὼν ἄρτον εὐλογήσας ἔκλασεν καὶ ἔδωκεν αὐτοῖς καὶ εἶπεν·
Λάβετε, τοῦτό ἐστιν τὸ σῶμά μου. καὶ λαβὼν ποτήριον εὐχαριστήσας ἔδωκεν αὐτοῖς, καὶ
20
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ἔπιον ἐξ αὐτοῦ πάντες. καὶ εἶπεν αὐτοῖς· Τοῦτό ἐστιν τὸ αἷμά μου τῆς διαθήκης τὸ
ἐκχυννόμενον ὑπὲρ πολλῶν. ἀμὴν λέγω ὑμῖν ὅτι οὐκέτι οὐ μὴ πίω ἐκ τοῦ γενήματος τῆς
ἀμπέλου ἕως τῆς ἡμέρας ἐκείνης ὅταν αὐτὸ πίνω καινὸν ἐν τῇ βασιλείᾳ τοῦ θεοῦ. (Mark
14.22–2521)
While they were eating, Jesus took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it and
gave it to his disciples, saying, “Take it; this is my body.” Then he took a cup, and when
he had given thanks, he gave it to them, and they all drank from it. “This is my blood of
the covenant, which is poured out for many,” he said to them. “Truly I tell you, I will not
drink again from the fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it new in the kingdom of
God.” (Trans. NIV)
There is widespread and early evidence that Eucharist was important to early Christians. It is
found among the earliest extant Christian works, including the First Epistle to the Corinthians (c.
50 CE), the so-called Synoptic Gospels (Mark, Matthew, and Luke, dating around 70 CE, 90 CE,
and 110 CE respectively), and Ignatius (early second century CE). 22 Among the texts that
represent the life and sayings of Christ, the three Synoptic Gospels, so called because they all
derive from common sources and largely echo the language of each other, all describe the scene
in the same way. Christ hands out bread and says that it is “his body,” whereupon he pours wine
for everyone and says that it is “his blood.” He then commands his followers to “eat and drink in
remembrance” of him. This communal meal is one of the two earliest certainties, along with the
crucifixion, of early Christianity. At its most fundamental level, Jesus’ crucifixion was seen by
his early followers as an act of sacrifice, and he was often compared to a sacrificial lamb. As
discussed in Appendix A, sacrifices are meant to be eaten, and so a symbolic anthropophagy
developed around Jesus’ death in order to convey the Christian belief in his sacrifice.
This tradition does have one strand that stands outside the rest. In the Gospel of John,
21
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which presents a narrative independent from the one seen in Mark, Matthew, and Luke, the
command to “eat my flesh and drink my blood” does not occur in the context of a feast, but
rather as part of a larger set of sayings. Scholars often assume that the feast as an institution is
understood from the text, thereby sidestepping the issue of interpretation, yet there is no
comparable Last Supper.23 The symbolism is completely lost if there is no food or wine present
or mentioned.
An interesting solution to this problem arrived in 2008 with J. Albert Harrill’s article on
cannibalism, factional strife, and the Gospel of John. By comparing the “cannibalistic language”
of the gospel to Greek and Roman depictions of stasis, Harrill advanced the idea that the
command to “eat my flesh” and “drink my blood” in John is actually a call for Christians in his
community to revolt from the prevailing Jewish establishment. 24 The late first and early second
centuries are often seen as a time when the budding Christian community began to differentiate
itself from the synagogues to which they belonged. Tensions had been simmering for a while,
and Harrill believes that John is the culminating breaking point, the literary call to secede.
Some of the evidence Harrill uses I have already discussed earlier in this study. He begins
with the characterization of the warriors in the Iliad as anthropophagous “beasts” to show that
cannibalism is a mark of a foreign, uncivilized other, drawing ultimately on the interpretations of
those who follow Arens and Levi-Strauss. He uses this characterization of cannibalism to show
that accusations of cannibalism are frequently employed to denigrate internal enemies during
civil strife. Those involved in Catiline’s conspiracy, for example, are said to have sworne a pact
by drinking a bowl of blood mixed with wine (Sall. Con. Cat. 22.1), and opponents of Mark
Antony during the era of the Second Triumvirate (43–32 BCE) depict him as a savage, tyrannical
23
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cannibal.
Given the Near Eastern precedent for anthropophagy as a punishment for rebellion,
Harrill certainly is on the right track. However, this picture is incomplete. Harrill’s survey
neglects many instrumental scenes of cannibalism in both the Graeco-Roman world as well as
the Near East, and even the Bible itself. He does not, for example, acknowledge the cannibalistic
aspects of Yahweh’s weapons, which I touch upon in Chapters Three, Four, and Seven, and he
pays little attention to the long tradition of children cannibalized after a treaty violation. While
many of the examples he brings together do involve stasis, to attribute the cause of cannibalism
to stasis is to mistake a symptom for the disease. With the description of Antony, there is no
stasis at that point in history; the two might not have gotten along well, but their civil war would
take a little longer to develop.
By this point in this study, it should be clear that these are more plausibly read as
expressions of the cannibal-king topos. Far more frequently than civil strife, tyrants and wouldbe tyrants alike are characterized by their unlawful usurpation, which consumption symbolizes.
The two ideas can be conflated, since most of Rome’s experience with civil war included one or
more parties aiming for a tyrannical takeover: Marius was elected consul an unprecedented seven
times, when once was standard, and instigated deadly proscriptions; Sulla made himself dictator
and embarked on a reign of terror that dwarfed Marius’ proscriptions; Caesar also made himself
dictator, and his armies fought and killed more Romans than Marius’ or Sulla’s. It is not so much
that civil war in particular is cannibalism, but that the tyrants who emerge from it are cannibals,
since they consume their fellow citizens—figuratively speaking—in order to gain power. In
Mark Antony’s case, the actual origin of the cannibalism accusations is clear, as even Harrill
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inadvertently admits that he was accused of having “a tyrannical appetite.”25
Harrill’s analysis does leave one aspect of the cannibalistic language in John unaccounted
for. Besides having the words spoken outside a feasting context, it adds a further soteriological
twist: only by “eat[ing] the flesh of the Son of Man [= Jesus Christ] and drink[ing] his blood”
can one gain “eternal life.”26 The purpose of the ritual shifts from community-building, which
honors the memory of its founder, to escaping death. The importance of the ritual for eternal life
is supported by a parallel in Ignatius’ Letter to the Ephesians, in which he claims that the
Eucharist is an “elixir of immortality” (ἀντίδοτος τοῦ μὴ ἀποθανεῖν, Eph. 20.2).27
The soteriological element in the Gospel of John is one of the reasons that Dionysus and
Christ are often compared. The two in fact share many points of reference, and I follow Dennis
MacDonald in quoting Friesen’s summary of the evidence:28
[B]oth Jesus and Dionysus are the offspring of a divine father and human mother (which
was subsequently suspected as a cover-up for illegitimacy); both are from the east and
transfer their cult into Greece as part of its universal expansion; both bestow wine to their
devotees and have wine as a sacred element in their ritual observances; both had private
cults; both were known for close association with women devotees; and both were
subjected to violent deaths and subsequently came back to life. By the middle of the
second century, observations of such relationships are explicitly made and would later be
developed in various directions. . . .
A juxtaposition of Jesus and Dionysus is also invited in the New Testament Gospel of
John, in which the former is credited with a distinctively Dionysiac miracle in the
wedding at Cana: the transformation of water into wine (2:1–11). In the Hellenistic
world, there were many myths of Dionysus’ miraculous production of wine, and thus, for
a polytheistic Greek audience, a Dionysiac resonance in Jesus’ wine miracle would have
been unmistakable . . . . John's Gospel employs further Dionysiac imagery when Jesus
later declares, “I am the true vine” (Ἐγὼ εἰμι ἡ ἄμπελος ἡ ἀληθινή, 15:1). John’s Jesus,
thus, presents himself not merely as a “New Dionysus,” but one who supplants and
replaces him.
25
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MacDonald builds off Friesen and other scholars who see a connection between Dionysus and
John to argue that the latter specifically imitates Euripides’ Bacchae. While others have noted
various similarities, MacDonald’s monograph argues that the earliest source material for John is
a deliberate recreation of Euripides’ play, written in order to undermine and supplant it. 29 In his
reading, while Dionysus becomes mortal in order to punish those who reject him, Jesus does so
in order to offer salvation to his followers.
Yet as seen above, the soteriological element of the Bacchus cult is early, and by the first
century it had spread over Greece and the Near East, including Ephesus, the best guess for where
the Gospel of John originates.30 Ephesus, as I mention above, is where Mark Antony decided to
hold a procession while dressed in Dionysian garb, a connection that MacDonald and some other
commentators miss. If John does originate in Ephesus, as is probable, then it follows that John
would have been interacting with, if not reacting to or appropriating, the cult of Dionysus. While
MacDonald’s monograph as a whole fails to convince that John is directly dependent on
Euripides’ Bacchae, familiarity with the story, either from the Bacchae or from other sources,
cannot be ruled out, and those aforementioned parallels are too close to be coincidental.
If the anthropophagy and anthropophagous actions found in the myths and rituals of the
cult of Bacchus concern Dionysus’ power, and if Christians, especially those in the Johannine
community, are drawing on and reacting to Dionysus, then there is little reason to doubt that the
anthropophagous language and actions in Christian myth and ritual are not also rooted in power;
more specifically, it is a power that can overcome death. Consuming the “body and blood,” as
Ignatius and John both tell us, is a guarantee to life after death. The way this is accomplished is
29
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through the power that consuming others imbues. In this reading, the Eucharist is a traditional
mystery in which the adherents are provided power to overcome death by consuming their god
who set forth an example for them, a trope which hearkens all the way back to the Pharaoh, who
must consume ancestral gods to regain life.
John’s and Ignatius’ salvific understanding of the Eucharist is not incompatible with the
earlier exposition in Paul and the Synoptics. In all four of those versions, Jesus offers everyone
bread, which he says is his body, but when it comes to wine, he says that it is “[his] blood of the
[new] covenant, poured out for many.” 31 The “new” is missing in Mark, the earlier gospel, but
was added in Matthew and Luke in order to differentiate Jesus’ teachings from the original
Jewish covenant, which Yahweh had promised to the Israelites. This pact promises security for
loyalty, and for Jesus to offer his followers the same is an assertion of his power as an authority.
In fact, the whole of the Eucharist and the purpose of the gospel is about this new power.
The testimony of early Christian authors makes as much clear, and it features heavily in Paul’s
various letters to Christian communities. In the Epistle to the Romans, the connection between
god’s power and salvation is explicitly made:
Οὐ γὰρ ἐπαισχύνομαι τὸ εὐαγγέλιον, δύναμις γὰρ θεοῦ ἐστιν εἰς σωτηρίαν παντὶ
τῷ πιστεύοντι, Ἰουδαίῳ τε πρῶτον καὶ Ἕλληνι·
For I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God that brings
salvation to everyone who believes: first to the Jew, then to the Gentile. (Rom.
1.16, trans. NIV)
Although Paul does not make the connection to cannibalism explicit here, he does in his First
Epistle to the Corinthians:
ὁ κύριος Ἰησοῦς ἐν τῇ νυκτὶ ᾗ παρεδίδετο ἔλαβεν ἄρτον καὶ εὐχαριστήσας
ἔκλασεν καὶ εἶπεν· Τοῦτό μού ἐστιν τὸ σῶμα τὸ ὑπὲρ ὑμῶν· τοῦτο ποιεῖτε εἰς τὴν
31
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ἐμὴν ἀνάμνησιν. ὡσαύτως καὶ τὸ ποτήριον μετὰ τὸ δειπνῆσαι, λέγων· Τοῦτο τὸ
ποτήριον ἡ καινὴ διαθήκη ἐστὶν ἐν τῷ ἐμῷ αἵματι· τοῦτο ποιεῖτε, ὁσάκις ἐὰν
πίνητε, εἰς τὴν ἐμὴν ἀνάμνησιν. ὁσάκις γὰρ ἐὰν ἐσθίητε τὸν ἄρτον τοῦτον καὶ τὸ
ποτήριον πίνητε, τὸν θάνατον τοῦ κυρίου καταγγέλλετε, ἄχρι οὗ ἔλθῃ.
The Lord Jesus, on the night he was betrayed, took bread, and when he had given
thanks, he broke it and said, “This is my body, which is for you; do this in
remembrance of me.” In the same way, after supper he took the cup, saying, “This
cup is the new covenant in my blood; do this, whenever you drink it, in
remembrance of me.” For whenever you eat this bread and drink this cup, you
proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes. (I Cor. 11.23–26, trans. NIV)
The final line, ἄχρι οὗ ἔλθῃ, signifies the aforementioned salvific power. As Jesus his dead, his
followers’ belief that he will return is a statement of his power to overcome death. Somehow,
cannibalism causes this. Nor is there a sense that this is metaphorical; Paul never mentions that
this is a symbolic act. The bread and wine during these ritual feasts must turn into the body of
Jesus upon consuming them, and the consumption in turn guarantees salvation.
The emphasis on the power of Jesus is not unique to Paul but is also found in the gospel
material. One of the more memorable sayings of Jesus is outright clarifies his aim on earth:
Μὴ νομίσητε ὅτι ἦλθον βαλεῖν εἰρήνην ἐπὶ τὴν γῆν· οὐκ ἦλθον βαλεῖν εἰρήνην
ἀλλὰ μάχαιραν. ἦλθον γὰρ διχάσαι ἄνθρωπον κατὰ τοῦ πατρὸς αὐτοῦ καὶ
θυγατέρα κατὰ τῆς μητρὸς αὐτῆς καὶ νύμφην κατὰ τῆς πενθερᾶς αὐτῆς, καὶ
ἐχθροὶ τοῦ ἀνθρώπου οἱ οἰκιακοὶ αὐτοῦ.
“Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to
bring peace, but a sword. For I have come to turn ‘a man against his father, a
daughter against her mother, a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law—a
man’s enemies will be the members of his own household.’ (Matt. 10.34–36,
trans. NIV)32
This phrase has often been taken as a revolutionary call against someone, usually either the
Romans or the religious authorities.33 Yet the language of parents and children actually echo the
32
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Assyrian treaties and the maledictions found in Deuteronomy, of which the authors of the
gospels would have been fully aware. Moreover, the sword is a clear allusion to the
‘bloodthirsty’ Sword of Yahweh, establishing Jesus’ authority not only as a savior from death,
not only as one who can offer a new covenant for his followers, but someone who punishes his
enemies, as well as the followers who rebel against him. In Paul’s First Epistle to the
Corinthians, the passage immediately after the Eucharist talks about “sleepy Christians,” by
which he means those who have neglected their religious duties. He promises them punishment:
Ὥστε ὃς ἂν ἐσθίῃ τὸν ἄρτον ἢ πίνῃ τὸ ποτήριον τοῦ κυρίου ἀναξίως, ἔνοχος ἔσται
τοῦ σώματος καὶ τοῦ αἵματος τοῦ κυρίου. δοκιμαζέτω δὲ ἄνθρωπος ἑαυτόν, καὶ
οὕτως ἐκ τοῦ ἄρτου ἐσθιέτω καὶ ἐκ τοῦ ποτηρίου πινέτω· ὁ γὰρ ἐσθίων καὶ πίνων
κρίμα ἑαυτῷ ἐσθίει καὶ πίνει μὴ διακρίνων τὸ σῶμα. διὰ τοῦτο ἐν ὑμῖν πολλοὶ
ἀσθενεῖς καὶ ἄρρωστοι καὶ κοιμῶνται ἱκανοί. εἰ δὲ ἑαυτοὺς διεκρίνομεν, οὐκ ἂν
ἐκρινόμεθα· κρινόμενοι δὲ ὑπὸ κυρίου παιδευόμεθα, ἵνα μὴ σὺν τῷ κόσμῳ
κατακριθῶμεν.
So then, whoever eats the bread or drinks the cup of the Lord in an unworthy
manner will be guilty of sinning against the body and blood of the Lord. Everyone
ought to examine themselves before they eat of the bread and drink from the cup.
For those who eat and drink without discerning the body of Christ eat and drink
judgment on themselves. That is why many among you are weak and sick, and a
number of you have fallen asleep. But if we were more discerning with regard to
ourselves, we would not come under such judgment. Nevertheless, when we are
judged in this way by the Lord, we are being disciplined so that we will not be
finally condemned with the world. (I Cor. 11.27–32, trans. NIV)
“The Lord” (=Jesus) punishes those he deems unworthy, i.e., those who have lapsed. The
punishment for their behavior is to make them “weak and sick.” It is imperative, Paul continues
after this, for Christians to continue to follow the right precepts and to continue to participate
together in the Eucharist.
Reading the Eucharist through the lens of the cannibal-king topos clarifies an additional
early saying of Jesus. A quote attributed to Jesus in the Gospel of Thomas cautions his followers
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against being eaten by a lion. A translation of the Coptic is below:
Jesus said: Blessed is the lion which the man eats, and the lion will become man; and
cursed is the man whom the lion eats, and the lion will become man. (trans. Blatz)34
The Gospel of Thomas in its most complete incarnation is in Coptic and dates to the middle of
the fourth century CE, yet the Greek from which it is translated is much older. Oxyrhynchus
papyri scraps from the beginning of the third century preserve some of the Greek text, yet many
scholars date it earlier still. Unlike the canonical gospels, it is the only preserved gospel that is
entirely in a sayings-format. The “standard model” for the growth of early Christian texts posit
that this sayings gospel, which shows very little signs of influence from the other gospels even in
its late Coptic translation, derives from the original sayings material centered around Jesus in
Palestine, and that the narrative in the canonical gospels is built from and around them.
The meaning of the saying has long troubled scholars. Many write it off completely as
either cryptic or even esoteric and mystical. One of the more common interpretations is that the
lion represents one’s inner passions; to be eaten by a lion is to not be in control of one’s passions,
which ultimately leads to death (as opposed to salvation). 35 The lion is hardly a symbol of
passions, not in Christian, Hebrew, or Greek literature. Instead, as we have repeatedly seen, it is
a symbol of power. Heracles and Samson are great because they slay it, the king of Judah is
likened to a lion, and the “Devil” in the First Epistle of Peter is directly called a “roaring lion
looking for someone to devour” (διάβολος ὡς λέων ὠρυόμενος περιπατεῖ ζητῶν τινα καταπιεῖν, I
Peter 5.8, trans. NIV).
What exactly the passage is encouraging is unclear (deliberately so, as these are “secret
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words”).36 Yet there is no reason to assume that the lion is an internal threat. Given what is
known about lions and especially given the passage in I Peter, the lion is likely to be an external
foe, perhaps non-Christians who tempt Christians away from Jesus, or perhaps even death itself.
To consume the lion, however, is to be blessed, and to give that power away to another is to be
cursed, that much is clear. Either way, once again anthropophagy features as a way of expressing
power.
Like the cult of Bacchus, Roman exposure to a religious group exercising a belief in
power provoked a backlash. Justin Martyr, Tatian, Athenagoras, and Origen, among others, all
attest to the Graeco-Roman accusation that Christians eat human flesh, while M. Cornelius
Fronto is directly implicated in spreading the charge. 37 By the late second century, Christians are
also accused of incest, unsurprising given the close connection between incest, anthropophagy,
and parricide in Greek tragedies (and Stoic thought). 38 This new level of accusation reflects not
the earlier cannibal-king topos in its various forms but rather that which developed after the
ethnographic (and paradoxographical) turn.
This ethnographic development is not unusual for Christians. Christian writers looked to
the Judaean forebears and saw themselves not as an essential part of the Hellenistic world, but as
a “third εθνος,” neither Jewish nor Greek.39 Their early history is wrapped up in separation,
which in its extreme forms led to the ascetic monks of the Egyptian desert. For those that
continued to participate in the political system, the separation instead signifies moral superiority,
and Christians argued that their god, their beliefs, and their traditions were more powerful, more
36
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See the prologue to Thomas: “These are the secret words which the living Jesus spoke, and which Didymus
Judas Thomas wrote down.” (Trans. Blatz)
McGowan 1994: 416–422 provides an exhaustive overview of the sources of the accusations.
Parker 1983; Hook 2005.
Eus. Ecc. Hist. 1.4.2, 4; this categorization of Christians as an εθνος goes back to the first century if the
Testimonium Flavianum is authentic and accurate.
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virtuous, and rooted in a deeper antiquity than the Greeks they met. The Greeks and Romans
responded by pointing out the absurdity in their religion and their superstitious and anti-social
(viz. anti-imperial) behavior.
Whereas the cult of Dionysus could weather the charges and not only survive but grow
within a normal polytheistic framework, Christianity could never shake off the charge and could
not exist alongside the normal Mediterranean polytheism. This makes sense, though. The cult of
Bacchus, and other mystery cults at that time, while they might have been destabilizing forces,
ultimately did not intend to overthrow more established religious practices. Christianity, and to
an extent Judaism (and later Islam), was theologically incompatible with state polytheism, and
later Christian emperors slowly removed state sponsorship of polytheistic worship, culminating
in the widespread persecution non-Christians under Justinian I in the sixth century CE . Not
coincidentally, Christians used those same accusations of cannibalism and applied them right
back to pagans. What about Lycaon? What about Thyestes? What about Herodotus
philobarbaros? What about Cronus, who has a cult still in Greece?

Caesar, Pompey, and the Cannibalism of Civil War
Julius Caesar is not quite like the other two deities discussed here, yet there are
commonalities still. He is unequivocally an historical figure, and one who had a direct hand in
altering the course of Roman history. Yet he also becomes a god after his death and is, in
Lucan’s account of the Bellum Civile, connected to anthropophagy, which he exercises as an
expression of his power.
The anthropophagy in the Bellum Civile is ostensibly proof enough of Harrill’s thesis that
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cannibalism is connected to stasis. The whole work takes place during a civil war, and
anthropophagy within it abounds. Caesar may be the cause of civil war; however, the
cannibalism is not a product of the war but rather of the powerful people in charge, for according
to Caesar, Pompey is just as cannibalistic as he himself. In Book I of the Bellum Civile, Caesar
justifies his invasion of Rome by decrying Pompey’s tyrannical overreach. In a speech to his
troops, he characterizes Pompey as a bloodthirsty and illegitimate tyrant:
scilicet extremi Pompeium emptique clientes
continuo per tot satiabunt tempora regno?
ille reget currus nondum patientibus annis,
ille semel raptos numquam dimittet
honores?
quid iam rura querar totum suppressa per
orbem
ac iussam seruire famem? quis castra
timenti
nescit mixta foro, gladii cum triste micantes
iudicium insolita trepidum cinxere corona
atque auso medias perrumpere milite leges
Pompeiana reum clauserunt signa Milonem?
nunc quoque, ne lassum teneat priuata
senectus,
bella nefanda parat suetus ciuilibus armis
et docilis Sullam scelerum uicisse magistrum.
utque ferae tigres numquam posuere
furorem,
quas, nemore Hyrcano matrum dum
lustra secuntur,
altus caesorum pauit cruor armentorum,
sic et Sullanum solito tibi lambere ferrum
durat, magne, sitis. nullus semel ore
receptus
pollutas patitur sanguis mansuescere
fauces.
quem tamen inueniet tam longa potentia
finem?
quis scelerum modus est? ex hoc iam te,
inprobe, regno
ille tuus saltem doceat descendere Sulla.

Shall Pompey forsooth be glutted by his vile
and venal minions with despotic power
renewed so often without a break? Shall
Pompey hold the chariot reins before
reaching the lawful age? Shall Pompey cling
for ever to the posts he has once usurped?
Why should I next complain that he took
into his own hands the harvests of the
whole world and forced famine to do his
bidding? Who knows not how the barrack
invaded the frightened law-court, when
soldiers with the grim glitter of their swords
stood round the uneasy and astonished
jurors? how the warrior dared to break into
the sanctuary of justice, and Pompey’s
standards besieged Milo in the dock? Now
once again, to escape the burden of an
obscure old age, Pompey is scheming
unlawful warfare. Civil war is familiar to
him: he was taught wickedness by Sulla and
is like to outdo his teacher. As the fierce
tiger, who has drunk deep of the blood of
slain cattle when following his dam from
lair to lair in the Hyrcanian jungle, never
after loses his ferocity, so Magnus, once
wont to lick the sword of Sulla, is thirsty
still. When blood has once been swallowed,
it never permits the throat it has tainted to
lose its cruelty. Will power so long
continued ever find an end, or crime a limit?
He is never content; but let him learn one
lesson at least from his master, Sulla—to step
down at this stage from his unlawful power.
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(1.314–335, trans. Duff)
Pompey’s reign is described as a regnum, which is something autocrats have. The normal word
for power wielded by elected officials is auctoritas or even potestas, but regnum is associated
with kings (reges in Latin, thus the reg- root) or even seen as a direct translation for ‘tyranny’
(Greek τυραννίς). And the accusations of cannibalism pervade Caesar’s entire speech. Pompey
licks Sulla’s sword, and is compared to a tiger who drinks blood, a likely reference to Pompey’s
nickname adulescentulus carnifex, ‘teen butcher.’ Caesar also connects Pompey directly to Sulla,
who was remembered in Rome for his autocratic brutality following the war against Marius. It is
not only that Pompey has power, but his power is unlawful (nefandum) and will only lead to
mass death.
Caesar’s invective draws on the long-standing (at that point) usage of the cannibal-king
topos, and the characterizations are hardly different. Like Inanna, he not only engages in
cannibalism, but causes cannibalism in others as well. Because Pompey drinks blood, he needs
more, which is a different lesson from Hathor’s destruction. While Hathor is eventually satiated,
Pompey is not, showing the Greek influences of the topos as an inversion that lambasts the
power of tyrants.
It is understandable to view Caesar’s speech in light of stasis, as Harrill has for others.
The civil war, however, is the backdrop of the speech, and a small part of it at that. Pompey’s
cannibalism does not derive from his involvement in a civil war from the past or one that has yet
to take place, but from his relationship with unlawful power. He reigns continuously
(continuo...regno), and went down that path before he was allowed to (reget...nondum
patientibus annis). Caesar fears that Pompey will never relinquish power (inveniet tam long
potentia finem?, he asks.) He mentions civil war only once (civilibus armis) and Pompey’s
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crimes and desire for power several times. Unlawful power, not civil war, is what creates the
cannibal king.
Caesar ostensibly positions himself as the free alternative to tyranny, yet he too is as
bloodthirsty as he makes Pompey out to be, which comes across throughout the rest of the
Bellum Civile. Lucan starts off light—in Book Two, as Caesar advances into Italy “eager for
war” (2.439). Yet quickly his actions recall those of Inanna and Hathor in Chapter Four: he
“delights in shedding blood” “tramples enemies”, and “ravages the land with fire and sword,”
two cannibalistic instruments. The sword of course is the other thing besides Achilles described
in the Iliad as “pitiless,”, while fire in Latin literature regularly “consumes” things; nor is the fire
“quenched” by the blood of Caesarian enemies (Scaevola).
Cannibalistic imagery reaches its apogee in Book Seven with the battle of Pharsalia.
Before the armies meet, Lucan likens the battle, in which fathers and brothers fight each other
(tot similis fratrum ladios patrumque gerenti, 7.453),40 to the cannibalistic feast of Thyestes.
Thyestes in turn is doubly appropriate, not only for the anthropophagous implications, but also
because the quarrel between him and Atreus is a classic case of brother against brother.
Lucan reuses the family of Thyestes when he compares Caesar’s haunted dreams, in
which he is accosted by shades of the dead, to the madness of “Pelopean Orestes” (Pelopeus
Orestes, 778) when Orestes is terrorized by the Eumenides. The choice of Pelopeus makes no
sense here as a straightforward rendition of any familiar relationship, since Pelops is three
generations removed from Orestes, and therefore must allude to the significant facts of Pelops’
life; here, given the prevalence of eating and the aforementioned feast of Thyestes, Lucan must
40

The Latin is properly ambiguous here, but given the conjunction of similis with patrum and fratrum, it is likely
that similis refers to the famous Roman adage that the filius patri similis (Cic. Fin. 5.5.12); cf. “sit suo similis
patri” (Cat. 61.217) or “similes parentibus ac maioribus suis plerumque creduntur” (Quin. Inst. Orat. 5.10.24).
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be referring to Pelops’ own cannibalistic feast, in which his father, Tantalus, serves him to the
gods.41 Moreover, Lucan opts to describe the altar where Orestes is freed not as Taurian, but
Scythian, which, following their post-Herodotean development, draws attention to the
cannibalistic nature of people who received him and his sister.
To drive this point home, Lucan then immediately compares him to Pentheus and Agave
in their mad states. The latter comparisons are even more appropriate, since, although the story
of Orestes and that of Pentheus and Agave both showcase infighting, the latter is imbued with
martial imagery; moreover, delirious Agave carrying the head of Pentheus foreshadows
Pompey’s beheading by the Macedonian Achillas, who himself is deluded about what his actions
mean to Caesar’s camp.42
While these comparisons are made when Caesar is asleep, Lucan continues the
characterization after he awakens:
cernit propulsa cruore
flumina et excelsos cumulis aequantia colles
corpora, sidentis in tabem spectat aceruos
et Magni numerat populos, epulisque paratur
ille locus, uoltus ex quo faciesque iacentum
agnoscat. iuuat Emathiam non cernere terram
et lustrare oculis campos sub clade latentes.
(7.4………...
and he gazed his fill on rivers
running with blood, and mighty mounds of corpses.
He beheld the heaps of bodies sliding to corruption,
counted nations of dead who had followed Pompey,
while a place was prepared for his meal, from which
he might study the faces and features of those corpses.
He rejoiced that the soil of Emathia was hidden from
view, the plain his eyes gazed on shrouded by corpses.
41
42

See Chapter Four for the discussion on Pelops and Tantalus.
Lucan must have thought Achillas’ name was a serendipitous alignment, being named after the
anthropophagous Achilles. When Achillas finally dies in Book Ten, he is dismissed, however, as a mere
famulus tyranni (10.522).
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(trans. Duff)
He looks out upon the land, finds joy in seeing no soil, only bodies, and sets up breakfast on top
of the corpses. In just a handful of lines, Lucan creates a scene that parallels Hathor’s
unquenchable bloodlust and Anat’s own dinner feast. With the latter, the corpses are those that
she has slain, and although she is not technically eating the dead, the juxtaposition creates a
cannibalistic image: She is not necessarily feasting on the dead, but she is feasting on top of
them. And the same image works for Caesar’s breakfast. Lucan is not reticent about assigning
blame to Caesar’s bloodlust, but here the lust transcends a joy in killing. He is become the
cannibal king.
As the new ruler, his first order is to refuse to let anyone set up funeral pyres for dead
enemies, something that Lucan notes even Hannibal permitted; rather, the bodies become food
for the carnivorous animals: wolves, lions, bears, dogs, and birds all swoop in to feast on the
carnage, recalling the beginning of the Iliad. Yet Lucan takes the consumption imagery a step
further. The animals, he says, leave a large portion of the dead uneaten, and they are absorbed
into the soil itself:
quam sol nimbique diesque
Longior Emathiis resolutam miscuit arvis.
Thessalia, infelix, quo tanto crimine, tellus,
Laesisti superos, ut te tot mortibus unam,
Tot scelerum fatis premerent? (7.836–849)
Most of the Roman dead they left to lie unheeded; but sun and rain and time dissolved their
bodies and blended them with the soil of Thessaly. Unhappy land of Thessaly! what sin of
yours offended the gods so grievously that they visited you beyond other lands with so many
and such a myriad of deaths in civil war? (trans. Duff)43
The consumption of the bodies by the earth is made clear by virtue of being juxtaposed with the
43

Duff goes a little too graphic compared to Lucan’s original, so I changed this passage slightly to better reflect
the Latin.
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feasting of the animals. Although Caesar himself is not the anthropophage here, his actions
induce anthropophagy in others, and in the case of the land, unwillingly so. His actions extend
not only to individual victims, as in tragic Greek tales, but the whole land, recalling the
devastating power of Inanna or Hathor.
The fact that the land itself is taking on these characteristics hints at something greater
than Caesar, who, while he approaches divinity in the Bellum Civile, is yet mortal. As seen in
Chapter Five, war itself can become a cannibal, and everyone, including non-combatants, are
affected. In the fourth book of the Bellum Civile, Marcus Petreius, one of Pompey’s clients and
generals, gives a rousing speech to his troops as Caesar’s troops approach. Petreius’ words
awaken a desire (amorem, 236) for battle, which Lucan illustrates in an animal simile:
Sic, ubi desuetae silvis in carcere cluso
Mansuevere ferae et voltus posuere minaces
Atque hominem didicere pati, si torrida parvus
Venit in ora cruor, redeunt rabiesque furorque,
Admonitaeque tument gustato sanguine fauces;
Fervet et a trepido vix abstinet ira magistro. (4.237–242)
So, when wild beasts have lost the habit of the woods and grown tame in a narrow
prison, they lose their grim aspect and learn to submit to man; but, if a drop of
blood finds its way to their thirsty mouths, their rage and fury return, and their
throats, reminded of their old life by the taste of blood, swell again; their anger
boils up and scarcely spares their frightened keeper. (trans. Duff)
Lucan’s simile reiterates the crucial aspects of the Homeric similes discussed in earlier chapters.
The animals are full of rage and fury (rabiesque furorque), which is directly tied to their
consuming blood (in ora cruor), a stand-in for flesh. Merely “tasting” it (gustato sanguine)
drives them to this state, their earlier, wild, natural, and—importantly—frighteningly powerful
state. The tamer trembles (trepido) at wrath of animals which could eat them, yet “barely”
choose not to (vix abstinet).
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The simile also touches upon the other side of the cannibal-king topos: tyrannical power.
The bloodthirsty animal is unwillingly captured and tamed; its new habitation is a prison.
Petreius’ words also reinforce this notion. He asks his troops if they will permit Caesar to
“consider them no different from slaves” (habeat famulos nullo discrimine Caesar, 4.218). Yet he
also recognizes that the war itself is partly to blame, calling it ferox (225). While the majority of
instances of the cannibal-king topos in Greek myth concerns kings and tyrants being the
cannibal, the stories of Procne and the Scythians at Cyaxares’ court, who turn the table on their
tormentors, show that the topos is elastic enough to permit inversion. Moreover, in war in
particular, all warriors and even non-combatants like Hecuba can be described with
anthropophagous language or, in the latter’s case, echo the warriors in issuing cannibalistic
threats.
The anthropophagous language serves a purpose beyond denigrating war. Like many of
the texts that utilize the cannibal-king topos, the Bellum Civile offers more than an aesthetically
pleasing story, and instead has embedded in it a political purpose that is central and fundamental
to its creation. For one, the poem is about a political war, whose victor actually won a very real
right to rule over Rome. Also, that victor’s family line was continued by the emperor ruling
when Lucan was writing. We know that while Lucan enjoyed the friendship and favoritism of
Nero in the early 60s CE, at some point he became hostile to the emperor and expressed
antipathy towards “tyranny” (Vita Lucani). This antipathy eventually led to his being implicated
in the Pisonian conspiracy, which attempted to overthrow Nero in favor of Calpurnius Piso and
to re-strengthen the debilitated Senate. As numerous commentators frequently mention, the
Bellum Civile cannot hide its disappointment in Caesar’s victory, and given Nero’s adopted
ancestry, its representation of Caesar doubly serves as a commentary on the emperor’s reign. If
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Caesar is a cannibal in his tyranny, so too might Nero be or become.
This is further developed in the Bellum Civile by showing the different kinds of
anthropophagy. With Caesar, he feasts upon the dead. The result of his exercise of power results
in numerous deaths and massive destruction, symbolizing his effect on the Republic. Petreius’
troops, however, show a different sort of cannibalism. Their animalistic spirit recalls the
greatness of the Greeks at Troy, who are also compared to animals. Their fight is not for the
purpose of causing destruction, but for winning their freedom from imprisonment. That Lucan
calls their actions against Caesar a “crime” (scelerum, 4.436) is not taking Caesar’s side, since
Caesar also commits scelera (6.304). In fact, all “valor in civil war,” as Lucan remarks later, “is
a great crime” (6.147–148).44

Erictho’s Cannibalistic Necromancy and an Unholy Display of Power
Lucan’s Bellum Civile contains a third major kind of anthropophagy after the animaltroops and Caesar’s feast, one that may add to the evidence that cannibalism and the afterlife are
connected. In Book Seven, Sextus Pompeius travels to Thessaly to seek out prophecy from the
local witch Erictho, a powerful witch who is depicted gnawing on dead bodies yet can summon
the dead, not only to give prophecies but for anything she should desire.
In order to summon the dead, Erictho requires a newly deceased corpse. Once she
receives it, she undertakes gruesome rites that border on outright cannibalism. She “gnaws on the
pale fingernails of the dry hand” (siccae pallida rodit / excrementa manus, 6.542–543) and tears
at bodies with her teeth (6.543–544, 549, 567-568) and bites off the tongue (6.565). She even
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Masters 1992: 83; Asso 2010: 162 at 243 with parallels throughout Lucan and even Horace. The difference here
between text and subtext almost seems as if Lucan is paying merely lip-service to the hatred of civil war.
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fights with birds and wolves and takes the flesh directly from their mouths (6.552–553). All of
this is done for her “ghoulish feasts” (funereae...mensae, 6.556), employed here by Lucan to
ensure the reader that the biting/gnawing language must be understood in a consumptive context.
Erictho’s cannibalism is often understood as an association of her marginal existence
beyond the borders of civilized society. Twentieth-century scholarship on Erictho is summarized
nicely in Tesoriero’s commentary on the scene:
Anthropophagy was, like human sacrifice, an abomination performed only by
those who were outsiders to normal society, or who were its enemies, e.g.,
Polyphemus, or Thyestes, who became an outcast after consuming his own sons.45
Tesoriero further cites Arens’ 1979 study as the definitive theoretical framework for this reading.
We have already seen in the present study why this reading is simplistic. Zeus, who
consumed Metis, and Atreus, who feeds Thyestes his child, suffer no criminal consequence
relating to their actions. Even Thyestes cannot be regarded as an “enemy” of normal society and
suffers punishment on account of his affair with Atreus’ wife. Similarly, no major evil befalls
Tereus, and he, Procne, and Philomela all turn into birds. Certainly, there are many stories where
the observers of cannibalism—the gods included—are horrified, and the perpetrators become
outcasts, but falling back on a handful of cases ignores the complexity of associations that
cannibalism carries.
These associations can also be found with Erictho, one of what is for Lucan a group of
terrifying witches. Lucan’s ecphrastic description of Erictho’s magical rites highlight the dread
and terror that they cause. The witches practice “savage” (saevorum, 6.431) “detestable”
(detestandi, ibid.) magic, which is contrasted with the acceptable (fas) divination practices listed
prior, such as haruspicy and astrology. Like Caesar, they are a bane to the natural landscape.
45

Tesoriero 2000.
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Plants wither where they walk, and “[their] breath poisons the air” (6.522). “Death-causing”
animals—“the savage tiger, the fierce and noble lion,” and the serpent which has “chilly coils,” a
trio quite commonly associated with anthropophagy—fear them, as do the very gods themselves.
Erictho fits the paradigm of the prototype to the cannibal-king. Like the deities and wild
animals I bring together in Chapter Three, she terrifies because she has power over life and
death. Among all the witches, she is the most powerful. Her face is terribilis and resembles the
color of the underworld (6.517). She practices her magic by first beseeching the divine, and they,
perhaps fearful, Lucan speculates, grant her “every horror.” They also give in to her first
incantation for fear that her next would be even worse (6.527–528).
What is more, Erictho realizes her power. She “forces herself on fate” (Thessala vates
vim faciat fatis, 651-652) and knows that her magic can “force the gods” to change trivial
matters, such as to kill or save a life, something Lucan must have written with irony. She even
mocks Sextus Pompeius and his men, who shudder at a mere reanimated corpse, when it is she
herself who could command the Furies, Cerberus, or even the Giants (6.665–666).
As two powerful beings, Erictho is often compared to Caesar, or even seen as a stand-in
for him. The two are both powerful beings who Lucan depicts bending the natural world to their
will. They are also cannibalistic, and specifically delight in mass slaughter: Caesar sits happily
on top of the corpses, and Erictho rejoices in the fact that she gets more corpses for her magic. In
fact, even if there were not an ongoing civil war, she would have contrived a way to kill people
herself (6.554–555).
Yet she is more than a stand-in. Lucan’s awe at Erictho’s magic, as literary as it may be,
hints at something greater, something that is shared with Bacchus, Christ, Caesar, and even
Erictho. Cannibalism is not only an expression of power, but holds in itself a mysterious property
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that connects one to the afterlife. There is a dark power in eating your enemies, one that appears
at the darkest moments, such as in the midst of battle or, in the cases presented here, in magical
rites concerning the afterlife. Reaching back to the first cannibal, which I discuss at the
beginning of Chapter Four, the Egyptian Pharaoh regains life, vitality, and power by consuming
his ancestral gods.

Conclusion
The ultimate role that cannibalism plays in the cults of Bacchus and Christ is about the
deity’s power and authority and its relationship to the afterlife. That the role and purpose of
cannibalism in the Synoptic Gospels is the traditional understanding should not really be
surprising. As demonstrated throughout this study, it is clear that the ancients already fully
understood the implications of eating others. No matter how bizarre it is, no matter how
repugnant, to kill and consume another is constantly and consistently represented through a lens
of power and control. The hawk eats the sparrow. The lion eats the lamb. Caesar symbolically
feasts on the dead. Erictho literally does. And consuming a god grants unfathomable power, as
the Pharaoh, the followers of Dionysus, and the followers of Christ all knew well. We need not
assume this power is political, yet it is relevant to politics anyway.46
The ancients vacillate between desiring this power and abhorring the actions necessary to
gain it, as Lucan makes so clear. Yet this is also why we see the development of anthropophagy
go in so many different ways. Its terrifying properties make it attractive to tyrants as a means of
keeping the population under their thumb, whether forcing others to each their own, or
metaphorically or literally consuming their enemies. In the midst of battle, anger can overcome
46

So Pailler 2021, who assumes that the power that the Bacchantes strove for was political.
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one’s senses and a desire to consume the defeated enemy is strong, an issue the myths of Tydeus
and Achilles raise. For some, the celebration of tearing apart others in frenzy and consuming
them leads to eternal life; for others, that path is eating the body and drinking the blood of their
god. To even see the afterlife as an active agent, one needs to be powerful enough to overcome
its guards and consume the dead to resurrect them. The portraits on display here feature all this
and then some. Is it any wonder then that cannibalism is so ubiquitous?
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Conclusions
My goal for this project has been to offer a consistent and coherent alternative reading of
ancient representations of anthropophagy, including cannibalism, in place of an ethnographic
appeal to the marginalized other. Calling it “the ultimate taboo” or “some deep, dark impulse” is
just exaggeration which obscures the human aspect of metaphor, of imagery, and of myth and
fable. Even if broad trends are noted, those same trends can be subverted and are often the
playthings of poets. Cannibalism is thus only a vessel for people to get meaning across, and what
it is filled with will radically change the meaning of where it is employed.
My reading instead highlights the essential symbolic action underlying eating another:
the one who eats is the one who has the power. The portrait of the cannibal in the ancient
Mediterranean and Near East is originally an expression of the powerful’s ability to subjugate
others. In the earliest strata, man-eaters are carnivorous beasts, terrifying monsters, gods, kings,
and heroes, and this characterization persisted through the ages and still exists today. It is found
among the quotes of powerful celebrities from Judge Judy to Mike Tyson and in our own
representation of vampires, werewolves, and zombies, humanoid monsters who frighten and
terrify us because they are more powerful than us.
This reading relies in part on a historical excavation of a topos, including its pre-literary
origins. I began by discussing the history of scholarship in Chapter One, elucidating the
development of the word “cannibalism” in English while proving that it is anachronistic to the
ancient world; our conceptual understandings cannot easily be mapped on those of other cultures.
To prove this in greater detail, I provide a full vocabulary study of anthropophagous language in
Greek and Latin in Chapter Two. I show that not only do the ancients lack a technical word for
cannibalism as we in the modern world understand it, but the words they do have to describe
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anthropophagy is not limited to intra-species consumption.
These preliminary chapters make it clear that the current way of approaching cannibalism
is inadequate, and the next chapters lay out my alternative approach. In Chapter Three, I argue
that representations of cannibalism actually are rooted in fear and power. The powerful are
portrayed as carnivores and man-eating monsters not because they are exotic or marginal, but
because of their ability to effect death and destruction for their own benefit. Moreover, the
powerful are not always maligned, but often revered for this ability.
In Chapter Four, I show the duality of this deadly power, which I label the cannibal-king
topos. The application of the topos turns on whether the portrait comes from someone
sympathetic to or has an antipathy for the subject. Greek literature especially shows the full
range of this express, from the authority Zeus commands after consuming Metis to Hesiod’s
begrudging respect for powerful nobles in Ascra to the eternal punishment Tantalus receives for
offering Pelops to the gods. The diverse applications even lead to nuanced and complex
questions of the role of kings, which we see a little in Hesiod’s Works and Days and quite a bit in
the Odyssey, with both Odysseus and the Cyclops provided as types of cannibal kings.
Chapter Five continues on the same theme as Chapter Four, yet is more narrowly applied
to warriors. I center the discussion around Achilles and show that, despite the constant and
consistent efforts of scholars to characterize Achilles’ threats of cannibalism as savage and
marginalized, he and the other warriors in the Iliad, both Greek and Trojan, are better understood
through the lens of the cannibal-king topos. But this has less to do with Achilles himself and
more to do with how war, itself compared to a man-eater, affects everyone involved.
In Chapter Six, I argue that Herodotus, who is often viewed as the grandfather of the
Othering aspects of cannibal portrayal, is actually working wholly within the cannibal-king
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framework, and the focus on the Scythians, as interesting as they are, overlooks the role
cannibalism plays among the chronicling Persian tyranny.
Chapter Seven represents a slight detour from this chronological narrative. I return to a
slightly earlier period to show an alternative route for the cannibal-king topos to take. In the
Assyrian tradition, aggressive kings claim that the actions of the gods force their enemies—
virtually all rebellious—into starvation, which reduces them to eating their children. This new
iteration of the topos grew in popularity and is repeated across a variety of documents, including
in Hebrew literature, where instead of a king, the Israelite god Yahweh is the one who forces
dissidents to eat their children.
Finally, in Chapter Eight, I provide a discursive essay looking at three instances of three
powerful deities connected to anthropophagy: Dionysus in the Bacchae, Julius Caesar in Lucan’s
Bellum Civile, and Jesus Christ in the Gospel of John. I elucidate the ways authors of these texts
utilize anthropophagy to create a nuanced portrait, often in order to make a statement about their
power, yet not without some acknowledgment of the tyrannical and ethnographic developments
it underwent. The resultant portraits range from one of abject horror (Caesar), one of
unquestioned authority (Christ), and one that is a mixture of the two (Dionysus), showing the
variety of ways the ancients utilized cannibalism and anthropophagy to make a compelling point.
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Appendix A: Human Sacrifice and Cannibalism
Throughout this dissertation, I have freely included human sacrifice as a phenomenon
closely related to anthropophagy. While human sacrifice in which the victim is eaten afterwards
is unequivocally anthropophagy, ambiguities arise when no such consumption follows the
immolation. Therefore, the connection between the two requires additional elaboration and
justification. Fortunately, sources for such are widespread and common, and include direct
statements from ancient writings, conceptual connections via shared characteristics, and the
conjunction of the two in myth.
First, the clearest connection statement marking the near equivalence of the two comes
from Pliny the Elder, who in his Naturalis Historia explicitly says that sacrificing people is not
too different from eating them:
esse scytharum genera et quidem plura, quae corporibus humanis vescerentur,
indicavimus. id ipsum incredibile fortasse, ni cogitemus in medio orbe terrarum
ac sicilia et italia fuisse gentes huius monstri, cyclopas et laestrygonas, et
nuperrime trans alpis hominem immolari gentium earum more solitum, quod
paulum a mandendo abest.
We have already stated, that there are certain tribes of the Scythians, and, indeed,
many other nations, which feed upon human flesh. This fact itself might, perhaps,
appear incredible, did we not recollect, that in the very centre of the earth, in Italy
and Sicily, nations formerly existed with these monstrous propensities, the
Cyclopes, and the Læstrygones, for example; and that, very recently, on the other
side of the Alps, it was the custom to offer human sacrifices, after the manner of
those nations; and the difference is but small between sacrificing human beings
and eating them. (NH 7.2.9, trans. Bostock)
As I point out in Chapter One, Pliny is arguing for the existence of cannibal tribes by pointing
out its plausibility. If human sacrifice clearly existed among the Transalpine Celts, surely it is not
far-fetched to believe in man-eating Scythians, Laestrygones, and Cyclopes!
The Romans did not have to look very far for human sacrifice. Aside from the Celts,
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Roman institutions also are thought to mask historical practices of human sacrifice. The gladiator
games began originally as human sacrifices to the dead, 1 and even in their late form they still had
underlying elements that connected them to religious rituals. 2 The slaughter of captured enemies
to the gods during a general’s triumph, the burial of unfaithful Vestal Virgins, and the free
murder of anyone labeled sacer all point to vestiges of human sacrifice, if not some form of it
still.3 Human sacrifice during times of war was recorded by the Romans and persisted even as
common memory.4
On the Greek side, human sacrifice is present chiefly in myth. I have already discussed
the implications of the anthropophagous aspects of human sacrifice. Lycaon, which I discuss in
Chapter Three, is punished for serving Zeus an infant instead of an animal. The story as it
appears in the Pseudo-Hesiodic Astronomica mirrors the story of Tantalus, in which Lycaon
hosts Zeus at a banquet and tries to trick him with the meal. By Pausanias’ time, the setting
turned into a story of human sacrifice, and Lycaon instead sacrifices the infant and “pour a
libation of blood on top of the altar” (ἔσπεισεν ἐπὶ τοῦ βωμοῦ τὸ αἷμα,8.2.3).
The change in setting from a banquet to a sacrificial altar perhaps reflects the reality of
the Greeks’ lived experience. Not many can say they have seen gods at banquets, yet all are
familiar with animal sacrifice. But the change also implies a connection between sacrifice and
the consumption of the victim by the gods. Lycaon does not change into a wolf until the blood
touches the altar; the slaying itself produces no change. The blood on the altar parallels the
1

2
3

4

Kyle 2001. Both Livy (Roman) and Tertullian (Christian) explain that the gladiator munera originally begun as
offerings to the recently dead, adding a further layer of gruesome imagery to an already gruesome image.
The venationes, for one, make humans the hunted.
Fowler 1911; Bennett 1930; cf. the sacra Argeorum, in which effigies replaced people, even though the oracle
at Dodona mandated human sacrifice.
Pliny NH 28.12ff. makes it clear that that it happened was fairly common knowledge; for some specifics see
Livy 22.57 and Plutarch Marcellus 3. Ritual murder in times of war seems fairly common, though, as Plutarch,
who admonished the Romans for doing so, was completely silent when the Greeks did (Themistocles 30).
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serving of Zeus the infant in the Astronomica, and thus both fill the role of the prelude to the
consumptive act. The next step after bloodletting in an “Olympian” Greek sacrifice is the
burning of the offering, which produces the smoke. 5 Zeus intervenes at that moment, so as to not
ingest anything.
That the gods derive some sort of physical nourishment from the sacrifices is assumed
from the underlying logic of the myths, as well as scenes from myths. Besides Lycaon’s
depiction in the Astronomica, Tantalus is also depicted hosting the gods, and similarly offered
them a meal of his son, Pelops. Unlike with Lycaon’s party, there exists a tradition that Demeter,
in her grief for her daughter, accidentally consumes a portion of Pelops. These feasts do not
merely serve ambrosia, then, and the gods do in fact consume meat.
Consumption is also implied in Hesiod’s etiology of sacrifice in the myth of Prometheus
stealing fire from Olympus. The story is familiar. Seeing how wretched man’s existence was,
Prometheus craftily steals fire from Zeus and gives it to humanity to ameliorate their condition.
In doing so, he also taught them how to sacrifice:
καὶ γὰρ ὅτ᾽ ἐκρίνοντο θεοὶ θνητοί τ᾽ ἄνθρωποι
Μηκώνῃ, τότ᾽ ἔπειτα μέγαν βοῦν πρόφρονι θυμῷ
δασσάμενος προέθηκε, Διὸς νόον ἐξαπαφίσκων.
τοῖς μὲν γὰρ σάρκας τε καὶ ἔγκατα πίονα δημῷ
ἐν ῥινῷ κατέθηκε καλύψας γαστρὶ βοείῃ,
τῷ δ᾽ αὖτ᾽ ὀστέα λευκὰ βοὸς δολίῃ ἐπὶ τέχνῃ
εὐθετίσας κατέθηκε καλύψας ἀργέτι δημῷ.
For when the gods and mortal men had a dispute at Mecone, even then
Prometheus was forward to cut up a great ox and set portions before them, trying
to befool the mind of Zeus. Before the rest he set flesh and inner parts thick with
fat upon the hide, covering them with an ox paunch; but for Zeus he put the white
bones dressed up with cunning art and covered with shining fat. (Hes. Th. 535–
541, trans. Evelyn-White)
5

By Olympian, I am contrasting it with the classical chthonic and heroic categories, which differ in their rites.
This is a problematic distinction, though. See Petropoulou 2008: 34–36.
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Prometheus is clear in his aims: to the gods go the bones, although they may think that they are
getting meat; the people instead, who kill the animal, receive the actual edible meat.
The myth also establishes that the victim’s meat is meant for human consumption. In
ordinary sacrifices throughout the Mediterranean and Near East, animal meat was slaughtered in
order to be consumed by the community. While recent scholarship has been moving away from
the idea that all sacrifice is violent, guilt-ridden, or particularly communal, it is abundantly clear
from the stories the ancient people told about themselves that sacrifices are meant to be eaten,
and the very act of sacrifice likely originated in communal feasting, 6 and in many societies
sacrifice formed a central part of community bonding. 7 This is true for both Greece and the Near
East.8 Human sacrifice would then constitutes double anthropophagy. Even if the victim is not
consumed, there is an expectation that it would have been, should be, or even could be.
Human sacrifice also follows a similar trajectory as cannibalism does. In the earliest
stratum of stories of human sacrifice, there appears to be no stigma attached to a god feasting on
people or demanding a human sacrifice, and the development is documented in the historical
period. In Aeschylus’ Oresteia trilogy, it is taken for granted that Agamemnon went through
with a sacrifice of his daughter Iphigenia at the request of Artemis. He justifies his actions as a
compulsion: he could not turn back the armies at Aulis, and the goddess was resolute in her
6

7

8

Biblical laws mandated that sacrifices left uneaten for more than two days must be burned; several Phoenician
“tariffs” (for example ANET 502 & 503) even specify which precisely which parts are to be burned and which
parts are to be eaten. Throughout Mesopotamia, additional offerings were given to the gods during nonsacrificial meals. See Katz 1990 for a comparative analysis of sacrifice throughout the Mediterranean and Near
East.
The purpose of sacrifice has long been hotly contended. In this dissertation, I have tried not to follow too closely
to any one school of thought on sacrifice, but in general I find arguments concerning the social aspect of
sacrifice more convincing than arguments about Palaeolithic hunters or guilt that comes from violence. In
particular, the “Paris School” (Vernant, Detienne, Durand, and Vidal-Naquet), along with works by Jonathan Z.
Smith, Robert Parker, Nancy Jay, and John Schied, have reoriented sacrifice to focus on food and how it affects
the community. More recently, Floris van den Eijnde 2010: 349ff. argues that the formation of identity in Attica
is rooted in ritual feasts; the idea though is certainly applicable to other parts of Greece.
Velde 1980 and 2007, as mentioned in Chapter Three, establish this pattern for Egypt. See also Schwatrz 2012
for a rather updated survey of sacrifice in the Near East, including the Levant.
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insistence. Yet by the end of the fifth century, following an explosion of tragedies in popularity,
Euripides provides an alternate version in which at the last minute Artemis switches Iphigenia
out for a deer, rescuing the girl who then becomes a priestess of her cult among the Taurians,
whom Herodotus records as human-sacrificing Scythians (4.103). The gods demanding actual
human sacrifices was unpalatable to Euripides (or the author of Euripides’ source material), yet
the fact that the Taurians still sacrifice people to Artemis is apparently lost in irony. Similar
stories are found elsewhere in the Mediterranean and Near East. Abraham and Isaac form the
closest parallel. As recorded in Genesis, Yahweh/Elohim asks Abraham to sacrifice his son Isaac
as a test of faith. Abraham never questions the command, and is only stopped at the last possible
second by Yahweh’s messenger, who points to a ram stuck in the bush instead.
The myths of Isaac and Iphigenia attempt to mitigate the traditions of human sacrifice in
Hebrew and Greek cultures, respectively. The presumption of sacrifice in Pindar’s Pythian 11
and Aeschylus’ Agamemnon betrays a time when the deer was not substituted. 9 Though no
earlier traditions of human sacrifice in Genesis is available, there is scholarly consensus that the
ancient Israelites did indeed sacrifice children. 10 This practice is not limited to the Israelites, and
evidence for it is found among the Phoenicians and other Syrians as well. Tophets, about which
scholars have long resisted the ancient testimony that they were places of human sacrifice, are
now considered unequivocally related to human sacrifice by leading researchers on the topic. 11
Dewrell’s 2017 monograph Child Sacrifice in Ancient Israel likewise makes a compelling case

9

10
11

The substitution possibly was invented by Stesichorus. It appears in the Cypria, though the work as a whole
show signs of late redaction, and it also appears in the Ehoiai, though in a passage that was likely interpolated in
the original text, since just a few lines earlier the sacrifice was described using an aorist verb. See Gantz 1993:
582–588.
See Mosca 1975 and Niditch 1993.
Cross 1994; Quinn 2013.
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for the practice as late as the Iron Age throughout the Levant including Israel and Judah.12 Stories
of human sacrifices made in the course of foundations are abundant around the Mediterranean
and Near East (as well as world-wide),13 and these same traditions also hold that the sacrificed
offerings fed not only the participants but even the gods. 14 An emerging picture of Neolithic
peoples across the Mediterranean, Near East, and beyond show that humans have actually been
practicing human sacrifice for a much longer period than after it was abandoned. 15 Such a
widespread practice speaks to the normalization of what today is considered shocking in the
extreme.
It is impossible to say why exactly human sacrifice faded out of practice, but the
conceptual overlap with murder and cannibalism likely contributed to it. Someone’s death at the
hands of another polluted the latter, and the blood-guilt that arose from the act required blood
sacrifice for expiation.16 However, a logical question could be injected into the equation where
humans are sacrificed: how does ritualized murder expiate accidental or intentional murder? By
the Christian era, Clement of Alexandria could write (without irony) that murder is still murder
even if it is done “at the altar or on the highway to Artemis or Zeus” (Protr. 3.4).17 Human
sacrifice is therefore where murder and anthropophagy overlap, and all three crimes take on the
qualities of each other. The loss of life through human sacrifice is in practice no different from
that through murder, and both cause social instability, which is one the trademark associations of
cannibalism.
12
13
14

15

16
17

Dewrell 2017.
Hughes 1991; Pesthy-Simon 2017.
An excellent summary of the evidence is found in the “Introduction” to Knust and Várhelyi’s 2011 edited
volume, Ancient Mediterranean Sacrifice.
The essays collected in Porter & Schwartz 2012 show evidence for human sacrifice across Asia Minor, the
Levant, and even ancient China.
Parker 1983: 114, 135; Georgoudi 2017.
Cited by Hughes 1991.
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Appendix B: A Curious Case of Cannibalism in a Hittite Text
There is some evidence that the process of marking distant peoples “cannibals” begun
before the Greeks, though it so far appears to be limited to a single Hittite document. Dubbed the
“Cannibal Text,” this text is a quasi-historical and imaginative account of Hittite military
campaigns in Syria.1 Although the text is fragmentary, there are a couple references to
cannibalism in its beginning.2
1-5 When a person a-[...] among them, they eat him up. If they see a fa[t] man, they kill
him and eat him up.
6-21 When the man of Šuta and (the city of) Zu[rra] came to bring help to (the city of)
Uqapuwa, the man of Šuta [...] Kaniu and (the city of) Uqapuwa c[ame] against him. He
chased DUMU. D EN ! .LÍL and brought him then to the city. His troops he also brought
inside it (the city). Kaniu took cooked pork and placed it before DUMU. D EN ! .LÍL
(thinking): ‘If he hits it (right), then (he is) a Go[d]. If he does not hit it (right), then (he
is) mortal, then [...] we shall fight’. DUMU. D EN ! .LÍL [took] the pork and ate it up.
[He gave th]em to eat, he ga[ve] them to drink [...]. (The woman) Manni- D NISABA
(the woman)[...] and her/him [...] of the king [...].
[…]
2’-9’ [...] of the battle [...] and they ate them up. Z[uppa ...] escaped and they
survive[d ...]. The messengers of the king of Alep[po...] we seized, and we brought them
back to Aleppo. The mother of Zuppa, they seized in (the city of) Tinišipa. They killed
her and ate her up.
10’-16’ As we left (the city of) Nuhayana, we went and attacked (the land of) Ilanzura.
We took its cattle and sheep, the people we fucked continuously. As we ‘pressed’ the
land, the king of Ilanzura [wrote] to the kings (of) the Hurrian troops [...], (to) Uwanta,
Urutitta, Arka[...] and Uwagazzana, and [he gave] to them gol[den] cups.
In the first notes lacuna, only a single letter a survives with enough room for only one character
from the Hittite syllabary (consonant-vowel) to follow. Güterbock suggests two probable
readings: a-ri, “comes,” and a-ki, “dies,” and both have been adopted by various scholars.

1
2

Güterbock 1938; Bayun 1995; Beckman 1999.
Translation by Bayun 1995 with some alterations by Gilan 2008.
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The work is most often grouped among Hittite historiographical texts, 3 chiefly on the
strength actual Hittite affairs in the region. The hypothesis most often advanced by scholars is
that the text chronicles an actual event in Hittite history (its interaction with Aleppo and Hurrian
troops), but it was embellished with a folkloric cannibal scene for dramatic effect. The line
between historical action and flights of fancy were often blurred in ancient literature, so the
hypothesis remains a distinct possibility, yet some have speculated that this is an early attempt by
the Hittites at otherizing the Syrians. If we read a-ki (“dies”), the text preserves an observation of
funerary practices. But the following sentence, in which they attack “fat [men],” makes that
reading unlikely.
Although Güterbock suggests both are possible, most scholars simply adopt a-ri
(“comes”) when discussing the text. Many commentators then assume the text is a comment on
the savage Syrians, who consume any unsuspecting travelers who pass by. The reading is then
used as evidence for the antiquity in otherizing by means of attributing cannibalism to enemies.
Such an argument, however, is circular. As we have seen so far, such a practice does not appear
until the Hellenistic era, and then even then it is not the default reading of cannibalism in texts.
One possibility that arises from this reading is in the context explored in Chapter Five.
Since the text in question is an account of military endeavors in Syria, an area over which the
Hittites were constantly at war, it is possible to read it through the lens of war and warriors. Like
Achilles, Tydeus, and Inanna, the latter of whose myths would have been known among the
Hittites, the Syrians could have been particularly bloodthirsty, and their ascription of cannibalism
may well be polemical, though not necessarily ethnographic.
Another possibility relates to the discussion in Chapter Seven. While the military
3

Beckman 2009: 237.
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campaigns of the Hittites were better known for their superior war chariots and massive battles,
they did practice siege warfare as well, such as Suppiluliuma’s siege of Carchemish, the taking
of which won the Hittite king much renown throughout the region. Perhaps then the area in
question has been affected by famine and starvation due to war loss. The people could be
cannibals not because they are marginal savages, but because they are hungry due to the effects
of sieges and war.
Unfortunately, without more of the text, it is impossible to say which of these readings, if
any, are correct. Despite the tantalizing remark on the Syrians, the paucity of evidence does not
allow for the conclusion that the Hittites had developed a narrative about “cannibals on the fringe
of the world.” Without at least another text in the tradition, any analysis of the above text remain
only speculative. The transformation of earlier ideas of power and anthropophagy into an
ethnography of cannibal peoples is better explained not as any inheritance from the Hittites but
through natural developments in Greek ethnographic and historical thought.
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